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Opening Statement, Senator Russell S. Long,
Tuesday, July 20, 1976

The Finance Committee this morning begins three days
of hearings on various provisions of the bill, H. R. 10612,
the Tax Reform Act of 1976. These hearings will give us an
opportunity to hear testimony on the bill as it has been amended
by the Committee and by the Senate.

In its present form, the bill contains provisions which,
because they arose after our hearings or for other reasons, may not
have been the subject of public comment. In addition, there are
amendments which the Committee agreed to recommend to the Senate
on the floor. A description of the provisions which will be covered
in the hearings was contained in the Committee's press release of
July 6th.

Complaints have been voiced by several Senators that a
number of provisions were added to the bill by the Committee without
sufficient public notice or comment. It is our intention in these
hearings to allay such concern.

For several months, we have been committed to a deadline
which has denied the Committee the time needed to explore all
amendments as thoroughly as we would like. Everyone familiar with
the legislative process knows that the need to move expeditiously
has frequently forced the Senate to accept amendments on the floor
with the understanding they would be more thoroughly considered in
conference.

This Committee has on occasion been forced to make decisions
under the pressure of a deadline with the clear understanding that its
decisions will be more thoroughly considered at a later date, either
in Committee or in the next stage of the legislative process.

Tax legislatioit has been the subject of open discussion and
debate throughout the 94th Congress. The House Ways and Means Committee
spent more than a year initiating this legislation. It conducted
extensive public hearings and drafted the bill in public session.

The Finance Committee, for its part, held 20 days of hearings
and heard testimony from 265 witnesses. In addition, the Committee
met in open mark-up in this hearing room over a period of 21 days.
Extensive briefing materials were made available in advance to the
members of this Committee and to the public prior to each day's work.
Committee decisions were recorded in detailed and often lengthy press
releases which were made available almost immediately to the press
and the public. By agreement, the Committee's decisions were tentative
and subject to reconsideration at the request of any member. In this
manner, Committee decisions were subject to on-going review and
refinement. The public and the media, from the beginning, have been
involved in the legislative process to an unprecedented extent.

Accordingly, I believe the criticism of the Committee's
procedures is unwarranted. It is impossible to work against a
deadline, and at the same time do business as though no deadline
existed.

At the heart of the criticism of this bill is a fundamental
disagreement over what tax legislation should do and what tax reform
should be.

When you get down to specifics, you find as many different
views of tax reform as there are people whose opinion you ask. Tax
reform is in the eye of the beholder, and nothing but insufferable
conceit would cause anyone to believe that his view is always right
and that of others is always wrong.
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Some people start with the premise that the Government has
primary rights in all income and wealth. I don't share that view;
nor do the American people.

Some people think tax reform is the way to finance large new
spending programs. I don't agree; nor do the American people.

Some people believe that good tax reform can ignore the need
for investment, capital formation, increased productivity, and
expanded employment opportunities. Tax policy is a vital factor in
assuring adequate investment to finance economic growth, and we
should encourage it.

Finally, some people fail to understand that our tax laws
are complex because our economy is complex and that to impose an
invariable rule of uniformity to situations which are not uniform
injects inconsistency and inequity into our tax laws.

I don't support every provisions of this bill. I voted
against several of its major provisions. However, the number of
provisions I favor vastly outnumber the provisions I oppose.

I have a view of tax reform, which I believe to be shared
by a majority of my colleagues in the Congress and a majority of
the American people. In fact, part of that view was adopted by me
precisely because I believe it to be the view of the Senate and that
of the American people. I believe our goals should be tax simplification
and the elimination of unjustified exemptions and deductions, not so
we can raise effective tax rates but so we can reduce them. An
improve -tax system would increase economic actyVI-t--and in doing so,
it would yield us more revenue at lower rates. We should make
certain that all taxpayers pay their fair share, but not by raising
the tax rates of businesses and individuals to the point that they
are counter productive.

This is what Weh Committee attempted to accomplish in the
Tax Reform Act of 1976. We have proposed more than $1 billion in
new taxes aimed at those who do very well and pay very little in
the way of income taxes. At the same time, we have tried to reduce
the tax burden of lower income taxpayers and those taxpayers who
are paying too much to the Federal Treasury.

Many of the Committee's decisions will simplify our
tax laws. For example, under the Committee bill, it is estimated
that an additional nine million taxpayers will )egin using the
standard deduction. This means that about 40 percent of those
who presently itemize their deductions will shift to the simplified
approach in the near future. In addition, under the Committee
bill, 92 percent of taxpayers will use siatplified tax tables.
Likewise, little attention has been given to the approximately
50 Committee decisions -- including a major change in the minimum
income tax -- which close loopholes in present law.

These are the objectives which have guided the Committee.
in its work and these are the issues which we will explore in our
hearings during the next few days.
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&wmator gdwardA. k.nAdy

TISTU63M Of SEMTOI MD•M!W N. KVW

HEARINGS ON UECIhL IMERIUEST PtOVISIOXS

SATE COWsITEru O0 FIUaXE

M LMD•IATE R ELES
'JLT 20, 1976

I en pleased to appear this corning before the Cocaittce on Finance,sad to testify at these hearings on various "special interest' provisionsIs the pending tax reform legislation now on the Senate floor.

I welcome the hearings and the opportunity they afford for a fullerpublic airing and discussion of these nur'-:ous provisions, whose presenceLa the bill has become a source of cont€c ieray and concern to many of usinvolved in tax reform and the debate on tha p.ading legislation.

At the outset let me say that, g1.'-n :i.e time available, it vIlirequire an effort comparable to the twelve labors of "ercules for the Caonitteeand the Senate to reach an informed juilgent on all of the complex provisionsthat are the subject of this week's bearings. The CornitLee's press releaseof July 8 lists 53 sectloan of the bill itself that are tc 5e considered,plus 18 additional provisions in the amendments which are to be offered ascommittee amendments to the bill but the details of which are not yet available.

Quite properly, these special interest provisions have 4ecome the subjectof widespread public concern. Few things are more calculated to destroy theconfidence of ordinary taxpayers in the fairness of the nation's tax lamw thanthe mushrooning suspicion that numerous provisions are being surreptitiouslywritten into the Laws for the special benefit of certain wealthy individuals
and corporations.

One of the first questions is -*ethur all of the special interest provisionsin the bill have cone to light. Virtually all of the provisions listed assubjects of these hearings are those that had been identified by various publicinterest groups. To asme extent, it requires a Sherlock Holmes to detecta special interest provision. I hope that the committee. as part of its neoprocedures for dealing with this issue, will be able to assure theSenate that all such provisions hsve been brought to Ulght.

The special interest measures identified so far have had varying character-
istics:

- Sows are written so narrowly that they are obviously intended tobenefit only a single individual ot corporation. Their hallmark is their 'one-eyed, bearded, men-with-a-lisp" language - tax "finerprintn" designed to fitonly one taxpayer. Sometiams, the provision leaps out from the page, revealingitself because of its narrow language in the midet of an otherwise generalprovision. Occasionally, as in the case of the Southern Scrap 11sterial Co.provisionthe language is drafted so narrowly that even the intended beneficiary
falls to meet the test.

- Other provisions have a Larger group of beneficiaries, because theyare designed to benefit favored industries like oil and waste recyclers, bygLving these nm tax advantages not avrlsble to less fortunate taxpayers.

Clc-.)
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- la other cases, the special provIsiome are itendod to reverse am
unfavorable 13R ruling or court decision. In this way, taxpayers try to sbort-
circuit the administrative process or bypass the courts. They skew the tax Lem
by obtaining redress from Congress that they cannot Set on the merits from the
executive or Judicial branches of the government. is effect, these taxpayers
are legally takin the Im late their va hands, but ia ways aot open to the
ordinary taxpayer without such ready access to the ear of Coesres. "

Perhaps the most questionable aspect of these provisions is the lack
of analysis that many of then have received. That is why I welcome the reopening
of the hearings this week, because the hearings can begin the process of close
scrutiny and analysis that these provisions must have before they are enacted
into lw.

It is not too much to say that in many cases, the hand of the lobbyist
or big campaign contributor or special interest group has been caught in the
Treasury's cookie jar.

I would ephasize, however, that not all of these provisions fall into
that category.

If past experience is any guide, the current provisions probably fall
roug.ly into thrct categories - one third vill be found mrt-'.orious, one
third are in a Sray area where the merits are not imediately clear, and one
third will turn out to be bad apples.

In cases. Where a special interest provision does havr rP.rit, It is
because it is designed 4c alleviate an unintended hardship caused by the applica-
tion of a general tax law to a particular situation. Necessarily, Congress
cannot always anticipate the precise inp.ict of complex general tax provisions
on specific factor and taxpayers. A raspc:ýsible Conressional procedure is
essential, therefore, to assess such sit inttc-L and determine if relief is
appropriate.

What is clear, however, is that the present procedure fails to meet that
test. And I have seriousdoubts that the thtee days of hearn4ss scheduled
this week can do more than scratch the surface of the extremely complex issues
involved in assessing the merits of the provisions.

The House of Representatives has developed a way of dealing with special
interest provisions in its tax bills, and I would urge the Comnittee to follow
those procedures in judging the provisions of the current bill. Under the House
procedures, the following steps are taken:

-- Notice is given of special interest provisions, and an opportunity
for hearings is provided in advance. ?roposals are published in the Congressional
Record, and staff summaries are prepared. The Treasury Department has an oppor-
tunity to consider the proposals and make recon.-endations on their morit.

- Adequate time is also available to find the zaswers to two of the
most crucial questions about these measures: 1i.o receives the benefits? A
How much revenue loss to the Treasury is involved?

- Them, when t:i necessary information is obtained and the questions
are answered, the House Committee assesses the merits of the proposals and votes
on whether to enact them into lw.

Obviously, a largo number of the special interest provisions in the pending
bill have not been examined with anything resembling the degree of close scrutiny
required for the Senate to judge then accurately. Adequate machinery can and
should be developed to deal with future legislation.

But what about the pending bill? The assembly litn hearings scheduled for
this weak can hardly fill the void.-

Ny suggestion is that, given the controversy that has develop 1, the
Committee should reconsider each of the special interest provisions and apply
certain rules of thub so far as the pending bill is concerned:

1. The Treasury Department and the IRS should be asked to analyse and
comment on the merits of each provision,. and mak a recommendation to the
Committee.
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2. If there is e substantial ctroversy about a provision - which
will usualyn that it is mse opposed by either the Treasury or the various
p&lic intereat goram that have analyzed it - the Smate can &IV* the pa •isiom
a class bill of bhalth and rlla it to realsa is the bill ae the Senate floor.

3. & It if a prOViios is the subject of significant coatroverey - and
if it has sot bad a full and thorough public airing, either an part of the Noue
proceedings or in the course of the earlier Finance Committee bearings -- I feel
that the Comittee should withdraw it free the pending bill for further com-

aideratoa, under condition wmre conducive to accurate judgmet than the present
situstimn allms.

Obviously, a decision to dfeor coasideration of a proviaioe does not s•e
it will be killed. If additional analysis Indicates that It is meritorious,
there is ample tins before the end of this senssio of Congress for such

aasures to be brought to the floor for final action.

Ia addition, som of thee" special Interest provisions involve substantial
future reveme losses, which is another ground for serious concern and special
scrutiny. Some provision involve loosen ruing in the hundreds of millions
of dollars:

- The recycling tax credit, a windfall to thes-01.lt- ate recycling
industry,vill cost the Treasury up to $345 million a year.

- The refundable Investment credit, designed f or th benefit of airlines
and utilities, will costtho Treasury $300-$500 million.

- The FSO employee stock ownership provision, written in large
part to the specifications of A T & T, %:ill cost the Treasury an astronomical
$900 million.

Other provisions, particularly t~h:. - ..a a!itting the oil industry, ".Ul1
run up costs in the tens of millions of doalirs:

- Exxon, Mobil, and other cizts in t .o Iranian oil consortium stand to
gasin up to $40 million a year from an exception to the foreign tax credit rules
that repeals part of the Tax Reduction Act of l7Ml.

- Matumas and others involved In Indonesian oil op•ratioca stand to
gain up to $25 umllion a year from similar ex options thnt yould reverse a recent
IRS revenue ruling. "atomas also figures in a separate provision, worth up to
$10 million a year, vhich alloa-s a carryback of excess foreign tax credits.

- Sun Oil Co. nod others involved in North Ses oil operations stand
to gain up to $21 millie a year froc special rules provided for foreign oil
losses.

- The shipping industry. (particularly oil companies, banks and steel
companies, who have large shipping fleets) will receive benefits up to $45 million
a year from the extension of the investment credit to their so-called Capital
Construction Funds."

- An ad hoc consortium of the nation's largest life insurance
companies will receive benefits up to $55 million a year through a provision
which allows the consolidation of life insurance and casualty insurance operations
sad which raises complex questions of equity and competition for the entire
Insurance industry.

- The giant U.S. grainexportersvill receive benefits up to $17 million
a year front changes in the foreign tax rules.

- Integrat4d oil and gas producers with retail sales of $5 million a year
or less will receive benefits of up to $18 million a year through a provision res-
toring their percentage depletion allowances.

Mr. Chairman, it in difficultif not impossible, to justify any of these
provisions. The controversy over their merits is heightened by their substantial
revenue loss. They deserve much nore careful consideration than they have
received so far before they are enacted into law.

And this is only the beginning of the list of special interest
provisions that should give the Senate p--.-as. In ry statement on the
Senate floor on Juna 28, I listed the s;97cial iuerast prci-isions in the bill
4nd the beneficiaries known at that time. I am attaciti.n. copy of that list
to my testimony. The present hearings will bring nu-. • now information

0Q0)
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to bear os these provisions and others more recently idontif iLd. I look
forward to Working vitb the Comittee In amalyzing tbeai provision and IS trying
to restore the cosnfidene of the averap taxp r in me of out notion'$
mat iqmortant resources, the fairness of oir -.= Ims.

Finally, sod curiously, the ComIttoe s amnoun-emft of these earnings
mNtios a Senate floor amenduent offered by Senators bskell, Hollings, BHthawaY
and myself. The amendment, already adopted by the Senatee provides that limited
partners would not be entitled to include in their tax basis any portion of nom-
recourse financing obtained by the partnership.

The effect of this provision is to insure that limited partners viii not

be able to claim deductions for amoumts in excess of their actual investment
at risk. The amente in its application to real astote, is essentially
similar to the "at rLsk" rules already adopted by the Committee and the Senate in
the areas of farming, oil exploration, movies and equipment -Izaing. The
estimated revenue loss from the amendment is $5 million in 1977 and $6 million
is 1978, rising to $90 million in 1981.

Is recent weeks, I have received a number of cents about the amendment

which deserve caaideratios. To assist the Comittee and the Senate, the following

points ow certain aspects of the amendment ;my be helpful.

Firs the amendment is generally applicable to partnersuhipe formed after

Juae 30. 1976. This provision could reasonably be modified in three respects:
First, the applicable date could be changed to December 31. 1976. Second, nor
partnerships formed after that date shou ]be subject to the nac rules; so also
should limited partners who are aiittediJAe partnership after December 31, 1976,
even if the partnership itself was formd before that naem. Third, any substantial
chance in investments or activities after December 31. A

9 76 should be treated
as the formation of a neo partnership with rozpect to such activities. These
modifications will insure that artific±-It arrangements are/uM to avoid the neo
rule.

Second it has been brought to my atcention that the law of some states
classifies partners as "general partners" even though the nature of their Interest
is similar to that of a limlted partner in othar jurisdictions. It is the Latent
of the amendment that thd nor rule should ,pply to say parcter whose liability is
limited, however that result may be achieved by state law on contractual arrange-

Thi the amendment provides that partnerships en:seed in constructing
or rehabilitating low income housing are to be exempt from the neo rule until after
1981. The amendment refers to housing progr-ms described in section 1039(b).
That reference is technically outdated. The Fiunace Comittee bill redefines
low income housing in its proposed now section 1253(s)(1)(C). It is our intention
that the exception in the menedment should likpu.ise refer to the broader
definition proposed in section 1250(s)(1)(C).

In addition, Mr. Chairman, with respect to the effect on real estate,
I am submitting a memorandum prepared by the Li.rary of Congress comparing
the "at risk" rule adopted by the Senate with the LAL proposal as approved by
the House. Contrary to the reaction of sc.ie who oppose the "at risk amendment,
it is actually a relatively mild reform that is likely to have no harmful effect
on real estate or the housing and construction industry. Certainly, the extremely
modest revenue estimates for the provision belie -ny deleterious impact on this
vital industry.

The provision does stand out, ho-.%ver. is the only one that produces

a revenue gain among the entire group of special interest provisions listed

by the co-.aitttee for these hearings.

-30-
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PARTIAL LIST - SPECIAL l1RM1.ST PROVISIONS IN 3I.. 10612.

THE TAX REPORT ACT OF 1976

Airlines sad Utilities (Bil1 p. 238; report p. 177)
Allows refunds for Investment credits still unusod at ter seven-year
carryforward. Appropriatelythe first refAds vwil occur is 1984.
Rovene los in 1964 estimated at $300500 .uiln..

2. Chrysler (Bill p. 2"9; Report p. 178)
Two leer additional carryforvard of investment tax credits and foreign
tax credits that expire in 1976.

3. Shipping Industry (Bill p. 323; Report p. 196)
Allow investment tax credit for costs of building ships in U.S., even
though the construction is financed with previously untaxed profits in so-
called "Capital Construction Funds." Revenue loss: $21 million is
1977; $45 million in 1931.

4. Foreigs Trust Beneficiaries (Bill p. 152; Report p. 215); delay House
effective date by 8 days for provision taxing grantors on income of
foreign trusts.

S. Superior Oil Co. (Bill p. 463; Report p. 225); retroactlve exemption from
tax on foreign earnings invested in drilling rig on continental shelf.

6. American Investors Group, Inc. (Bill p. 468; Report p. 229) exempt the
firm's Bermuda operation from foreign tax haven rules.

7. 1Ln Shipping Corporation; Louisizia and Teams Oil Servicing Vessels; Cargill
and other grain and commodity exporters. (Bill p. 469; Report p. 230),
various exclusions of shipping prq'tits from foreign tax haven " rules.

3. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co; Freeport sulphur Co. (Bill p. 478; Report
p. 238): three years postponcno:t of change in foreign tax rules for
C -JAr-g compny and for operations of PCG in Puerto Rico.

9. oiss Cascae" Corp; Robert Hall Co. (Bill p. 485: Report p. 240); exception
from foreign loss recapture rules for Chilean expropriation losses
and for liquidAtion of a clothing company.

10. Natomas Corp. (Bill P. 496; Report p. 246) Special carrytack for
foreign tax credits or oil.

11. Sun Oil Co. (3111 p. 498; Rcport p. 247): Special transitional rile for
recapture of foreign oil losses for North Sea operations .

12. Major Oil Companies (Bill p. 499; Report p. 248): Exp.ndo definition of "oil
related income," aciinst which foreign tax credits say be used, to include
certain intl rest income.

13. Tenneco (Bill p. 499; Report p. 250): Benefit under oll-related income
provisions for liquidation of Caxidlan subsidiary.

14. 1. 0. International Corp. (Bill p. 500; Report p. 250); Allow a
Philadelphia conglomerate to consolidate gas utility income and non-oil
Income.

15. Iranian Oil Consortium (Bill p. 501; Report p. 251): allow foreign tax
credits until 1986, even though Mobil and other U.S. oil companies
may no longer own an "economic interest in the oil and gas
fields."

16. 1atomas Corp. (Bill p. 502; Report p. 253): Reverse IRS ruling
denying foreign tax credit for oil in Indonesia production-sharing
contracts

17. American Investors Croup (Bill p. 504; Report p. 257): allow fortris
tax credit for income from Insurance contracts written in U.S.
on overseas risks.

18. R. 3. Robertson Co. (Bill p. 516: Report p. 270): Retroactive benefit for
a corporate liquidation

Woua)
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19. loyal Bank of Canada (Bil p. 540- Ruport p. 276): favorable capital
lose carryforard ruo.

20. Same Mintng Co. (Bil p. 553; Report p. 264): favorable treament for
a Cnedirom ore subsidiary under foreign tax rules.

21. Political Consultants (5IU p. 813; Report p. 401): allow a bad debt
deduction in certain cases involving unpaid debts owed by candidates
to professional political consultants

22. facyclopedLa Britannic& (Bill p. 314; Report p. 403): overrule IRS
position and allowed research costs and other prepublication expenses
to be deducted immediately, rather theaccpreci:t_:.lover the life of the *
publication.

23. Investors Diversified Services ,(Bill p. 817: lReport p. 407): overrule
IRS position that Interest om "face mount" certificates must be included
currently in income.

24. Coca Cola Co. (Bill p. 816; Report p. 409): exempt a ; irticular franchise
front the personal holding company rules, which vo.ld require tax at

"01 rate, not W82 corporate rate; 12-year retro-ct'vity Cranted
for &ex tion.

25. Texas Optical Co. (Bill p. 822: Report p. 414): alri 'iplital gains treatment
for the transfer of a professional practice before 19?3.

26. Marriott Corp. and Restaurant E.plcy:.c Unions (Bill p. 823; Report p 416);
Reverse IRS ruling requirine e.l •'yars to include tip Income stated
on charge account &I#p in the cnpeoyers' reports to the IRS.

27. Belco Petroleum Co. (Bill p. 8:9, 7_3oz: ?. 424): restore oil depletion
allowance for independent prodtL ra with retail outlets in Israel

28. Integrated Oil Companies (same): rc-tore dcplntion nllowance for companies
vith $5 million in retail outlet siles or l4:;s. Some of the
largest oil and gas companies will benefit

29. Oil Trusts (sme); restore depletion allovanze in t.iz:s where
interests change hands by birth. death, or adu:ion; restore
depletion allowance in certain other cases.

30. Major Life Insurance Cupaanies (Bill p. 921; Riport p. 454); permit companies
to consolidate life inaurcace operations with casualty insurance
operations.

31. Businessmen's A•surance Co of A=.-ici (Bill p. 924 Report p. 457):
special treatment for in-dvertcrt dividrbJs: retroactive to 1958.

32. Honeywell (Bill p. 1472: Report p. 553); inclusion of clock thermostats
in definition of insulation for vhich the home tu•sultilco credit
vill be available.

33. General Electric, Westinshouse (Bill p. 1432: Report p. 555):
tax credit for residntial heat pumps

34. Union Oil Co; Pacific Gas and Electric Co: (Bill p. 1493;
Report p. 571); allow intangible drilling deduction

- and 222 depletion deduction for geothermal property

35. Waste Recycling Industry (Bill p. !103: Report p. 575)- tax credit
to recyclers for purchase of recyclable solid waste materials. Revenue
loss: $9 million in 1977; $345 million in 1981.

36. Eaton Corp (Bill p. 1515; Report p 581)" equalize treatment of propane
and diesel fuel by ex ting propane from excise tax
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STATEMZ2IT BY SENATOR WILLIAM PROXMIRE BEFORE SENATE

FINANCE CC4iTCEE - TUESDAY, JULY 20, 19"(6

Mr. Chairman, first let me say that I owe you and the

Committee an apology. My statement on the floor last month

In which I criticized this Committee for including In the

pending tax legislation provisions that benefit specific firms may

well have implied an attack on the integrity of committee members.

I Intended nothing of the sort.

This Is not only one of the most powerful committees in

the Senate. It Is nut only one of the most expertly staffed

cot.,ra ittees. It Is not only one of the most Intelligently and

persuasively manned and led, by a chairman who knows the tax

code about as thoroughly as the Pope knows the Lord's Prayer.

But - and this may not have been clear In my statement last

month - as far as I am concerned every member of this corinittee

is thoroughly honest, and Is convinced that the provisions In this

bill that he supports are right, just and in the public interest.

The difference Is simply in how I regard what is right,

what is just, and what Is In the public Interert.

There is one other profound difference, I vlgorouzly disagree

with the procedures this committee has followed until this

morning In considering provisions in the bill that are primarily

designed to benefit particular companies.

If you war.t to tell me what's wrong with the procedures

of the Ser.ate ba"klrin Cocm•ttee, I'll welcome the criticism.

I may disagree with It. But I'm sure I would find It cor, structlve

and useful.

In the san( spirit, I suggest that the Serate Finance

I BEST OPY AVAILABLE
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Committee may benefit from adopting the provisions used by the House

Ways and Means Cotivnttee with respect to sections of the bill that
provide tax benefits to particular concerns.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the Ways and Means Committee

now has a three member task force to screen all amendments to the

Tax Code. Any special interest bill with a significant revenue

impact is referred to Treasury for conmment, arid is the subject of a

full and frank staff report. The Comumittee holds hearings on these

piopcsed amiendments, to discuss the revenue loss, the real author

and beneficiary, and to give opponents an opportunity to testify.

Unfortunately, speciall interest bills are still processed in

the traditional manner in the Senate. They were not offered or

analyzed far enough in advance to permit a full hearings with

opposition witnesses until today. And Zo we have a long list of

amendments, some possibly justified on their merits, some not,

bearing Informally the names of their author and beneficiary--the

Coca Cola amendment, the Robert Hall amendment, the Natomas

amendment, the IDS amnridmnent, the Texas Optical Comlpany amnei-ln,,nnt,

the Hanna Mining Cmpany ainpridnent, and on down the list. It is

almost a corporate status sy-bol to have your o-n special tax bill.

Most of these amendments are so .urgically tailored for a

particular beneficiary that they mi6ht as well Include the co-pany's

name or corporate logotype. More disturbingly--somefifty of these

provisions were quietly added on the final day of Co;m-ittee

mark-up, last May 27. Some "aere the subject of Committee analysis,

Treasury comment, and opposing testimony. Most were not.
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I would !A.-A t, Mr. Cl,,flic.in, t!.:tt thIs c.;t.r p! I ,.,v:s !. s

c;',haj Ia. ing "rAd ,!•"cwanilng. J,.;t -Is tile 1,,ujd ,I¶ g f,•,t i ..d tl.e

&)%A ;,Ie to b'zfl bill5 s f" :itt.of i,.,b_- or .1oo.!al h ' .. t!.n to ;.,',!.,h

a gi6(-n i,,iv!,!';al, wc sh,2zld Lave tle I.o.udi...e not to i a.:s

hills of ,ttalicr In :uvelPe. Ald t),t Is ,:..at tL, .;e j,:A, .:- s

z11c--'t,-,:al, ji'lvp ite l.gl:-1  
'lion to ,..P ,i'it k it..t1 u, ir

.,qart rr-,,.n tl,- J,,v ovt," d r.. 't • i .: f c , ,,, t ,re

,at te a ,;tr, ,n pi,,. j,:tl, n .±,:> " ., t":l ,.h .,:. .,-'.,' ,.:. .

t:tx ,.; ' ,t , . ; ,, tj,f_ ,I,, .:t, .,,:'v l .',.a l ! :; , , I. , , I In

h-s LusIr,:s or ! :-cs a m'. i'fiI-t,,fl in h;2;1'..,, ,l fi.... r,

he I',,ply 1!o,.r> ,iit , e :as',ib o ,S a v,-, y t`,c -1 .:

to hiic a l,1h ,'Kd tax Th'•er or a te, -,.,:.ctci I Ly'.,t

to f0:r.. n a i v;2 te I ni on t Ae " . y. ni}e , ; : l

;'" 1.p y :uI' , j !e ... ,. .:u -: .s :, . .• - •i, ; ,.. • "x r,.' ". '.r

t t1,e 4,:. t I':,l of .!,c':,I pr v• ',,;e for t ,e ,I- I .' ,i

.11 :rd %;e .ellI to *1o. ".-A It - ' Itc.; 1'utli tO. ~ .. f.A ''

t,.x c'.u I ty _.,A 1,l1, c's n .:, i'e tn :X , , ,::" . .

ilt.(E I ty of the II.It ve -. . •.

The ".'• n {• |, .,e uf ';_ 'e i'i: , t.. ':j to

tiit "n the f ut:,e all , I-..',;'.,:'ts Lc ._14,,.et to ' .

n '11 in 1z;',::2O. it .L !,,i :ot ie ie,_. r,' f r cC e i, c

1I, ,';'wL t-sI ',i& s Io p.laty i,'t , t ".e --t th,' laý t ., r" "n 0-i' to

fer' et tiut .Lt .. LO is ,.,i .( .e s A,,; G f 'e .

" BEST OP AVAIL
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Occasionally, %here Congress has unintentionally injured a

particular class of taxpaýers, there is no harm in havi-4 a full

discussion. The reedy will stard up on its 7-erits. Cn the other

hard, it is al'.ost never Justif 1td for a particular c4:.pany or

1r.iivI•,l to quietly rake an erd r-.n to ?c:..rtss solely to

fr-., r*te a r o of the HFS or 'the *-..x -ourt, or in order to

r,i. p a '.c:all.

1I.e fif'-v or no -.- rr~w rt.-.-t rr , crnt, .ed in tihe

Li `ef,:e .s e t .-* rVy ,.sille prc'2sX.'s

to pure rip-o:fs. ,t -.e : S k;c a :s. of

s - d z-3 of :he ill w, d r; Ire -he -rý.ury

:o p-,y - .g in I uc2 , .n -r.t LIU,%l *o "r ':;cd

Ir'.. -s- r ".X rli', .r.' .. ax '- fIr "wo JL.ars i. ."" .t

i:.d for t!n t*ax ,'r'.-a!s . . i '.-: '.e ..xpire at C 'I of

"! {S a, r. i s jS '. s!or, a.. :,-'.; , S z"- :. aS .: -w

as .•'le. "t -. 14A I c' t ",.e "rr. l r I rT.F "' ' • . v. .%

Sr' "• n " e -Ze Jr . •. - i ' ' ' , -5 ^¢tl1 -.E

of e :ve-f -'A.

v, , . _r s ' s A: • ' : _. ' 'e r - . : j • .- ' " 'r

". :• • '' r " ,: . s l _r -, f - --. i . --. ,nr of ': e :.- i s

.......... . - , ....................i.-.e -re :s a ery

.. , -:"l oie. Af'-r a i (p ,v er :.L s ac, we .c ... " ,-t

.x 'r--1', - i` ".e .'r . .ry st~rt -z - 4 t pe -- r r. a

Ar.d of ,,6ate . rrpor *'e 1, .-. e " )r,, . ,h Iw i s'. t ct-.er t-.x-

pnzjers I.alf a til'-:a ýcar? I'm .ery "-=-p2'a ,.t a :.,:ati~ e

1!% z.-e itx p - to it.divi.!ual "--.ajt•rs - s-h a 'p - yi ing I
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non-taxpayer out of other taxpayer funds - may or may not be

a sound welfare policy. But to begin a corporate welfare policy

by a negative inco.e tax for corporations, certainly merits

separate consideration and should not be buried in an alleged tax

reform bill.

At least that provision involves a relatively broad question

of tax policy. Even less defensible are the provisions written

for a si!.gle company, or written to overturn a tax ruling, or

written to benefit companies that are in no way hardship cases.

Consider the Natoiras a-er.dm.ent ar.d the Mobil Oil a-er..n•.ent.

In tle 1975 Tax Reduction Act, Ccrgrtss wisely provided that

co-panics that cc,&i;ed to have an economic Inte:est in foreign

oil, that is co-par.ies which simply purchased crude oil from

foreign goerr.-.tnts or over'.-.ent ccr:trolled co:.paries, could nct

define ",heir pi,7ents as foreign taxes to .helter their profits

from U'S i..cc-.e t *s, :n a r, crnt re,:.e ruil I- g, the IRS rules

that th.e "atc.nas :orporatlcn t s gt:-ick to ýet around the 1975 iw -

a proi-ction o•har!-.g rv,-.t in U Jon,.-sta -- would still fail to

qualify for the desired t-ix credit, and that the ck-.par.y would

-%ct.%a!y have to pay s-D:.e tax in the United 2ta'es.

:n tl.e :,se of Votil `il, Vkbil jesi..-ed 1:c n X45 E of

tris till as a pri'-ate _r;nafather cla&.se gi'i.n.; Vo'til's :rtn'an

interests a en ýetr x-,: - Artion fr.ý. the loocie -• .Ich -as cced

in '-he 1975 Tax -cd,,ction Act. U:.der the Votil a-"er±.ont, any

interest cd-.ed as of .arch "?, 1'5, could ccr.tin.e to q-,alify for

the foreign tax creJit for ten. :-ore ,cars. ?erult: the bill

would create the f~ct`o.n :that Yotil cwr.ed the oil yieldlrg property

14"41 0 - 76 - 2
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and tased on that fictiun peimit a foreign tax credit - not

for months or a ytar tut for a solid decade.

'The cost of these two provisions, incidentally, has teen

estimated at upwards of 't5 million per year, dtp.i.di:.g on who

el.e taik.s .d',anta•e of it. al.it kind of public policy Is this?

Are Vvril .x.d Xato".,s rcally !.:LrrA:hip C"!LS?

,:'tIn 8t6 of tihe !Ill Is -i.o o r.:.Arra:.t d, In -.y \iew.

,..t pi,_: .t, 4 U :, - 'p-.nýt-s ( zn *"..e 3-Ar " Ir '. s

fr*-- tm -x to t1.e ex*-,nt t! %t " ." plcw .. • ick !!..o -i K.pital

c I n f.:.,. .hIs ý.',t ',r is t.e , _:.t of a 1',%

:I.-., " ,t , 4x ,': ,it. --I ".P of i• t, "h~e ;, p-'-4!-e,.s "'trA.

to .r *e I € " . rn '.-,• ax ":•it 'S is. . .. C~' -: g -ore t.l--n

S"c.: :.p, '. .. i .t "'e -r• .. ury ":.,re : n 4.0 -&i--IC

C•. • ;: .......-'"t : /............ :so -xo r ... :z "=

•..•: :. :ir :" n ,p , N :':, -c . pr :•,.'.r p: ::. >.,:: •:

e ..r , r * s p . :.. . -. . :e ' . .:t r.rt* -

0 , 'e.f - s..>,,s oS..re n.- : .

j'r x7, " S a :" " C : d. '.Kr *. 4, 'J.

a'> . t* ~ :o'-r
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Obviously, this can't be defend.-d as aiding U.S. agriculture.

It hurts American agriculture. Why? Because it gives a coznpetitive

advantage to foreign products. From everything I -ead, the big

grain companies are not hardship cases.

I oppose most of these special interest provisions. I wanted

to single out some of the worst for special co-".ent. I have

identified others in my floor statement of June 28, which I am

including for the record.

The fact that the Committee has scheduled these hearings to

give some of these special interest amendments an airing Is a

welcome sign. in future years, I hope you will provide for a full

analysis of all such amendments well 'in advance of floor action,

with testimony by proponents and opponents, Treasury comment and

staff analysis on the specific provisions proposed to be added in

mark-up.

Mr. -hairran, in :-.y view, a new tax expenditure should be

tolerated only as a last resort, when there Is an overrid:ng public

policy purpose that cannot be o, tain.ed as efficiently through a

direct subsidy. The test should be rigorous. The social benefit

clear and e-p'-,atl-c. Obviously in the cafes I have discussed no

social benefit, none, has been the motivating force.
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Statment of Suewtx Grry Mart
RAFT TESTIMONY FOR GWH BEFORE THE FINANCE COMMITTEE ON SECTION

2006 OF THlE FINANCE COMMITTEE AMENDMENTS TO 1.R. 10612

(TAX REFORM ACT OF 1976) PERTAINING TO RECYCLING TAX CREDITS.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for allowing me the opportunity

to present testimony today in opposition to sec. 2006 of the

Committee amendments to H.R. 10612, The Tax Reform Act of 1976. 1

understand that there are other witnesses in opposition to this

provision who will offer more detailed testimony on behalf of the Public

Interest Economics Center, the Public Citizen-Tax Research Group, the

Sierra Club, the Environmental Policy Center, Taxation With

Representation, Friends of the Earth, and Environmental Action.

So, I will Just briefly outline here my own objections to this tax

credit proposal.

Section 2006 of the Committee amendments would allow a tax

credit on purchases of recyclable ferrous and nonferrous metals,

textiles, wastepaper and glass. On metals, the credit would

equal one-half the percentage depletion allowance for the virgin

metal; glass would be allowed a 51 credit, and textiles and

paper would receive a 10% credit, with the credit for paper no

lower than $5.50 per ton and no higher than $8.00 per ton. No

credit would be allowed on purchases lower in volume than thp base

period amount. The base period amount is defined as 751 -it the

average amotut of recyclable material consumed during the base

period, 1973 - 1975. The provision would be phaqeol in over a

three year period, with consumers of recyclabl.,s receiving 251

of the credit in the first year, 50% of the credit in the so.rld

year, and the full credit in all succeeding years. After full phas-e

in, the base period will be calculated as the average amount of
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rc'clable material purchased during the three years previous to the

year the credit is taken.

Tax credits or favorable tax treatments of some sort for

recycling have been proposed in the past, the most recent example

being the credit proposed by the House Ways and Means Committee in

H.R. 6860, the Energy Conservation and Conversion Act. This tax

credit provision was deleted from the bill, however, on the House

Floor by a vote of 249 - 170 when opponents argued successfully

that the credit would do little to increase recycling while costing

the Treasury $1 billion over a five-year period.

The proponents of tax credits for the use of recycled materials

point out that increased recycling will result in the conservation

of finite resources, reduced energy consumption, and reduced

environmental degradation. I agree with this proposition.

Increased recycling will definitely have these results. But, I

oppose the proposed tax credit as prescribed in sec. 2006 because

the proponents have not demonstrated that this is an effective tool

to increase the supply and utilization of recyclable materials. A

To the contrary, the Department of the Treasury presented

testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee stating that

tax incentives are not a practical device to encourage increased

recycling for a variety of reasons, primarily the inelasticity of

supply of and demand for secondary materials. This inelasticity

results to a great degree from the fact that the fixed costs of

collecting, sorting, decontaminating and shipping the postconsumer

wastes often far exceed the market price for these commodities.

The credit proposed by the Finance Committee will lower the cost
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of recovered materials only slightly and is therefore unlikely

to increase the demand significantly. If demand is increased at

all, scrap dealers and suppliers are likely to raise their prices.

The net effect, therefore, will be that the portion of the waste

stream which is already being recycled, primarily fabricating

(or sprompto) scrap, will be subsidized, and mixed municipal wastes,

which should be the real target of this proposal, will continue to

be so prohibitively expensive that little increased recycling will

result.

This assertion is supported by many companies involved in

recycling, and I ask that statements from the Association of Brass

and Bronze Ingot Manufacturers, the Aluminum Recycling Association,

and the Garden State Paper Company, all of whom oppose this tax

credit proposal, be printed in the record at this point in my statement.

Proponents of recycling tax credits also claim that such a

credit is necessary to offset the preferences enjoyed by producers

of virgin materials -- a sort of tax =neutrality."

It is true that we encourage the use of virgin materials in

manufacture through a variety of favorable tax treatments such as

the depletion allowance and the capital gains treatment. While this

subsidy is estimated to cost the Treasury well over $1 billion a

year in lost revenues, it represents only a miniscule percentage

of the market price of the conmodities.

But then, we further subsidize the use of virgin resources

by paying billions of dollars a year out of local taxes for solid

waste collection and disposal costs associated with the use of these

virgin materials. If tax neutrality is really our objective, let

us 1) repeal the favorable federal tax treatments for virgin materials
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and 2) place the burden of the collection and disposal costs

directly on the manufacturer whose product ends up in the

waste stream.

But, instead, the Finance Comittee proposes yet another

subsidy, this time to the users of recycled materials in an attempt

to achieve some sort of economic parity, and the cost of this

proposal in terms of lost revenues is estimated to be $345 million

a sear after full phase-in. Mr. Chairman, two subsidies do not

add .p to no subsidy. It is possible for us to literally bankrupt

ourselves in our simple efforts to push this material around, giving

tax breaks to the user of the material through every stage from

extraction to reuse.

If this tax credit will not significantly increase recycling.

wnat will it do? First, it will probably exacerbate the already

erratic price fluctuations in the scrap market. When demand for

scrap is high, and the scrap is bringing high prices, the credit

will increase, further driving up the price and artificially stimu-

lating the supply. When demand and prices plummet, the credit

will shrink correspondingly and will not be adequate to rave any

effect.

But, aside from the supply and demand disruptions, the proposed

tax credit will have an even more undesirable effect in providing

windfall profits to consumers of recyclables who simply maintain

tteir current level or percentage of recycling. For example, a

hypothetical manufacturer who uses 100 tons of recyclable materials

in each year of the base period, and continues to use that same a

amount year after year when the credit is fully phased in, will

receive a tax credit annually on the purchase of 25% of this amount.
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But. has any new recycling been stimulated? no. The only result

is a windfall profit for that manufacturer.

The Association of Brass and Bronue Ingot Manufacturers

estimates that the tax credit accruing to its members for recycling

copper base scrap alone will be $27 million a year after the c-edit

is fully phased in. And, this estimate assumes no increase in

copper base scrap prices and no increase in recycling above current

levels. Under the terms of Amendment no. 2016 which Senator Gravel

has proposed to the Finance Comittee provision, this revenue loss

would be four times greater, or well over $100 million a year for

this one commodity.

Another example of the windfall potential is the case of

Garden State Paper Company which estimates that it would qualify

-for a tax credit of $227,000 in the first year of full credit

phase-in without increasing its purchases of wastepaper over current

levels.

The Coumittee's definition of postconsumer waste rightly

excludes so-called home= scrap, -- defective batches of pig-iron

and other wastes associated with products produced from raw materials.

This 'home* scrap is automatically recycled at present and is highly

substitutable for virgin materials.

However, the Committee definition of postconsumer waste

does include what is known as Oprompt" scrap, which consists of

cuttings, defective stampings and clippings left over at the fabri-

cating stage. Nearly 90% of all "prompt" scrap is already being

economiCally recycled because it needs little sorting or decon-

tamination and is highly substitutable for virgin materials. But,

while most of this prompto scrap is already being recycled, the
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Finance Co'wnittee proposal would extend the tax credit to those

who use this scrap anyway, although clearly, no incentive is necessary.

Meanwhile, those wastes which are the real problem, primarily

mixed municipal wastes, will continue to be uneconomical to recycle

because of the large costs associated with the necessary collection,

sorting, decontamination and shipping. The proposed tax credit

provision will do little to improve this situation.

To put all of tnese figures in perspective, I offer a table,

prepared at the Z~epartment of the Treasury, which demonstrates the

likely results of this tax credit on five commodities which would

qualify for the credit. I ask that the table be included in the

record at this point in ny testimony.

In only one instance, aluminum, will the proposed recycling

credit increase tne volume of recycling by as much as 1%, while the

cost per ton of increased recycling is a multiple of 2.6 to 20

tines tne current market price per ton of the recycled materials.

Kr. Chairman, I .culJ submit that •t would be far cheaper for the

Federal govern:-ent to purchase these recycled materials at the

current market prizes anJ giLe them to manufacturers than to offer

tne tax :reu:t proposedd uy this Committee.

Finally, as I mentioned earlier, I would prefer to reduce or

eliminate tne s-bsi:= for virgin material usage rather than subsidize,

in tur, t-e competing secondary material. I prefer this approach

first, because it involves no drain on the Treasury and second,

because I ýelieve it to be a more effective tool to promote recycling.

The Public 4orks C=.iuIttee has taken testimony on this subject before

the Panel on Materials Policy. Subsequently, the Committee reported,

and the Senate passed oy a vote of 89-3, S. 3622, the Solid Waste
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Utilization Act. Sec. 224 of this bill requires the EPA to co-

ordinate a comprehensive stay of the effects of existing tax

policies on recycling and the possible effects of both tax incentives

and disincentives on recycling of postconsumer wastes. I ask that

the language of sec. 224 of S. 3622 be printed at this point in

my statement.

Mr. Chairman, I urge that the Coittee defer consideration

of the proposed tax credit pending the development of the type

of empirical data this study will provide. I thank the Committee

for the opportunity to present my views on this subject.
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1 be for a period not iltel., of one year, hut additional

2 exemptions may be granted for periods not to exceed one

3 year upon the President'it making a new determination. Tho

4 Presidept salU report each January to the Congress all

5 exemptions from the requirements of this section granted

6 during the precedhng calendar year, together with his reason

7 for granting each qucb exemption.

8 "RESOURiC CONSERVATION STUDY

9 "Sec. 224. (a) The Administrator shall serve as Chair-

10 imn of a Committee conqmosed of himself, the Setrary of

11 Commerce, tie Secretary of LAbor, the Chairnman of the

12 Council on Environmental Quality, and the Secretary of

13 Treasury, which shall r~aidact a full anid complete inive-ti-

14 gatiou aud study of all aspects of the economic. ,ocial, aid

15 environmental consequences of re.,ourve .uu.\er'atioI l with

16 respect to--

17 "(1) the appropriateness of recomaumended incen-

18 tives and disencentives to foster re~omrc'e conservation;

19 "(2) the effect of existing public policies (inclid-

20 - ing subsidies and economic incentives and disincentives,

21 percentage depletion allowances, cal)itl gains treatment

22 and utlher tax incentives anid disijneentives) upon re-

23 -..,tr,-te conservation, and the likely effect of the anodifi-

24 cation or elimination of such incentives and disincentives

2 upou resource conservation;



1(3) the appropriateness and feasibility of restric,-

i "g the manufacture or use of categories of consumer

$ product as a resource conservation strategy; and

4 "(4) the appropriateness and feasibility of employ-

ing as a resource conservation strategy the imposition

of solid waste management chrges on consumer prod-

ucts, which charges woald reflect the costs of solid waste

8 management services, litter pickup, the value of recover-

able components of such product, final disposal, and any

social value associated with the nonrecycling or uncon-

11 trolled disposal of such product.

12 "(b) The studY required in subsection (a) (4) of this

3sec tioni may include pilot scale projects, and shall con-sider

14 and evaluate altenrtive strategies with respect to--

15 "(1) the product categories on which such charges

16 would be imposed;

17 "(2) the appropriate state in the production of such

18 consumer product at which to levy such charge;

i9 "(3) appropriate criteria for establishfing such

20 charges for each consumer product category;

21 "(4) methods for the adjustment of such charges

2 to reflect actions such as recycling which would reduce

23 the overall quantities of solid waste requiring disposal;

24 and
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1 "(5) procedures for amending, modifying, or revis-

2 ing such charges to reflect changing conditions.

3 "(c) The results of such iuve.tigation and study, in-

4 eluding recommendations, shall be reported to the President

5 and the Congress not later than tw'o years after enactment

6 of the Solid Waste U tilization Act of 1976.

7 "(d) There are authorized to be appropriated niot to

8 exceed $5,000,000 to ctary out this section.".

a'
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STATEMENT

OF

RICHARD N. COOPEIRAN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

ALUMINUM RECYCLING ASSOCIATION

BEFORE THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

ON

PROPOSED RECYCLING TAX CREDIT PROVISION

The Aluminum Recycling Association is opposed to any recycling

tax credit as it may apply to secondary, or as t'iey are known today,

recycled aluminum producers whose product, speci f ication aluminum

alloy, is sold almost exclusively to the die casting, sand and per-

manent mold casting markets and is not a substitute for virgin metal

or alloy of virgin metal.

The Association is comprised of 31 companies with 44 plants

throughout the United States. These companies represent over 83 percent

of the nation's capacity to produce secondary aluminum. For over 70

years, they have applied technology, capital, and equipment to pocess

aluminum scrap into recycled aluminum for American industry. Since

records were first kept, starting in 1913, secondary aluminum producers

have recovered and produced aluminum in their furnaces .ro." over 45

billion pounds of scrap. This scrap was purchased from industrial

sources, from scrap collectcrs, dealers and brokers. For almost

eight decades we have been environmentalists and conservators of

energy and resources.

(MORE)
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We provide secondary aluminum specification alloy ingot for use

by over 800 die casters who produce components for automobiles, large

and small household appliances, business machines, stationery motors

and hundreds of other industrial, commercial and consumer uses.

The ingot we produce from reclaimed scrap represents over 20 per-

cent of this nation's annual aluminum supply. Our furnaces recycle over

70 percent of all aluminum scrap generated, of which incidentally,

can scrap is only about 13 percent.

There are two types of scrap indigenous to our industry: New v

scrap produced by primary aluminum companies and by fabricators of

primary aluminum products and cc-mponents, and post-consumer, or old

scrap. Virtually all new scrap is recovered and recycled. As recently

as Three and four years ago, certain kinds of old scrap were too

contaminated to be used effectively in the recycling process. However,

we developed the technology necessary to recycle it and to produce

aluminum alloy from it. Now our industry is reaching beyond its

historical sources of raw material and we are exploring the nation's

municipal wastes because much post-consumer crap is too widely dis-

persed for collectors to bring it in and riarkct it ecoricmically.

Aluminum recyclers in the U.S. have the productive capacity to

process annually 2.236 billion pounds of scrap into recycled ingot.

Last year, we produced approximately 1.4 billion pounds of recycled ii-got.

That was the full extent of the demand for our product in 1975. We

recycle in response to die casters' and end-users' demands.

(MORE)
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During the year of greatest demand for recycled aluminum alloy.

1973, we had to scratch to get enough scrap to produce approximately

1.9 billion pounds of alloy. Scrap became so scarce at the peak of

the production curve that we sought an embargo against aluminum scrap

exports from this country to preserve our supply. The nation's production

capacity for recycled aluminum at that time was two bill ion pounds.

There was not enough scrap to produce to that level.

Today, we have the capacity to produce two and a qua. ter bilIPion

pounds of secondary aluminum. We need no incentive to do our job;

we have been doing it since 1904. As total demand for aluminum increases

and expansion of primary aluminum capacity becomes increasingly

expensive requiring primary companies to recover and use more arid more

new scrap in their plants, we would like to see scrap from municipal

waste and widely dispersed post-consumer scrap become a dependable

source of raw material.

Perhaps herein is the area for lax incentive lo ou ei;.(-r to the

municipality or the ultimate consumer. As rs-cyclc:rs %e die co,,weried

with buying scrap as a raw material and not with the gathering, storig,g,

or distriLution of scrap.

(MORE)

74-619 0 - 76 - 3
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In closing I cite reports of a Federal Agency whose concern with

and epect upod the concept and pract i ce of recyc I I ng i s cons i derab 0e.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Page 56, of its Second Report

to Congress in 1974, said the major constraint to aluminum recycling

Is supply of scrap. In its third and most recent report to Congress,

September, 1975, Page 59, EPA stated that the future of aluminum re-

covery depends on the rate of expansion of collection centers and

in the development of technology to extract aluminum mechanically from

solid waste.

We have made tremendous strides in recycling scrap; we know there

are futher technical and scientific developments ahead of our industry.

We yield to no one in our understanding either of the various processes

or of the economics of our Industry or of our market place. No in-

dustrial association other than the Aluminum Recycling Association speaks

for the secondary aluminum producers. ARA, as the representative

of the secondary aluminum industry, declares that we neither need

nor wish a recycling tax incentive. A proposed tax credit will not

expand our use of aluminum base scrap since we produce only in response

to demand for our product.

III

0
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THE HONORABLE GARY HART
R" 4O. $213
U, So SENATE
WASHINGION$ D.Co 20S1O

CORRECTED COPY

SEC$ 2006 OF H,Ro 10612 TAX REFORM ACT Of 1976 PURPORTS TO
PROVIDE INCENTIVES TO INCREASE RECYCLING OF VALUABLE WASTE
MATERIAL RESOURCES* SEC, 2006 DOES NOT ACHIEVE THIS OBJECTIVE,
MOREOVER THE COST TO THE TREASURY IN LOST REVENUE IS ESTIMATED
TO aE $300 MILLION DOLLARS BY FISCAL YEAR 1960,

wE URGE THAT YOU VOTE TO STRIKE SEC. 2006 FRONT THE BILL FOR
THE FOLLOWING REASONSI

1. THE TAX CREDIT WOULD CAUSE A LARGE LOSS IN TAX REVENUES
kIThOUT ANY CORRESPONDING BENEFIT,

2, WASTE PAPER PRICES ARE EXTREMELY SENSITIVE TO CHANCES IN
DEMAND AND THE TAX CREDIT WOULD INCREASE THE PRICE OF WASTE

PAPER AND RAISE PRODUCTION COSTS WITH BENEFITS TO
NO ONE.

3, THE TAX CREDIT PROVISION WOULO NOT RESULT IN A
SIGNIFICANT INCREASE IN THE RECYCLING OF WASTE PAPER,

GARDEN STATE PAPER COMPANY
WORLD'S LARGEST RECYCLER OF OLD NEWSPAPERS IN THE
MAtVFACTURE OF QUALITY NEbSPRINT
RICHARD B. SCUDDER-
CHAIRPAN OF BOARD

9000

20tOo EST

HGMvSHT HmB
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STATEMENT ON
TAX REVISION AND ENERGY TAX MATTERS

TO THE
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

BY THE
JOINT GOVERNMENT LIAISON COMMITTEE

OF THE
ASSOCIATION OF BRASS AND BRONZE INGOT MANUFACTURERS

BRASS AND BRONZE INGOT INSTITUTE

April 22, 1976

This statement in opposition to a proposed "recycling tax credit" is
made by the Joint Government Liaison Committee on behalf of the members
of the Association of Brass and Bronze Ingot Manufacturers and the Brass
and Bronze Ingot Institute. The members of these two associations recycle
thousands of tons of copper base scrap each week to produce over 90 per-
cent of the brass and bronze ingot manufactured and consumed. in the United
States. Brass and bronze ingot is manufactured by smelting and refining
copper base scrap, primarily old scrap, and therefore firms in this industry
would be eligible to receive the proposed recycling tax credit that was con-
sidered by the Committee on Finance for inclusion in the energy tax bill,
H.R. 6860, last summer.

Even though the brass and bronze ingot producers would be beneficiaries
of a "recycling tax credit" they recommend and urge that a tax credit for the
use of copper base scrap not be included in the tax revision legislation for
the following reasons:

1. Tax credit would cause a large loss in tax revenues without any
corresponding benefit;

2. Tax credit would cause severe dislocations in scrap market;

3. Copper base scrap prices are extremely sensitive to changes in
demand and tax credit would increase price of scrap and articles
produced for scrap;

4. Ultimate consumers of products produced from copper base scrap
would not benefit from lower prices due to tax credit;

5. Large fluctuation in copper base scrap prices have not signifi-
cantly affected the supply of scrap;

6. Tax credit does not assure most economic use of scrap versus
alternate sources of copper;
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7. Lack of demand for copper base scrap in the United States Is not
a problem. One of the first items reclaimed from a Junked car
is the radiator. It has been necessary in the post for the United
States to control exports of copper base scrap.

On July 18, 1975 representatives of the National Association of Recycling
Industries DIARi) testified before the Senate Committee on Finance in support
of a recycling tax credit. Unfortunately, the testimony* was vague and dast
in generalities about savings In energy and did not explain the specifics of
the proposed recycling tax credit. The testimony did condemn the House of
"unwisely" deleting the recycling tax credit when H.R. 6860 was before the
other body apparently as a result of "misunderstanding" and "wmisinforma-
tion.

The action taken by the House of Representatives on the recycling tax
credit was decisive. First, the Ways and Means Committee before reporting
the bill deleted copper base scrap from the recycling credit and severely
limited the use of the credit for all other scrap and waste materials. Then
the House of Representatives by a vote of 249 to 170 deleted the complete
watered-down recycling tax credit provisions from H.R. 6860. This was not
the result of the alleged "misunderstanding* on the part of 249 members of
Congress; It was a result of them seeing the tax credit for what it is--an
unjustified windfall, a rip-off.

Members of the Ways and Means Committee said it very well in the
Committee's report as follows:

"The recycling tax credit (Sec. 533) is a particularly bad-provision. It
will cost us about $1 billion in tax revenues lost over the next five years,
yet it will probably increase recycling by only 2 percent| It would provide
tremendous windfalls to those connected with this industry. Even the en-
vironmentalists, who strongly support recycling, oppose this give-away.""

It was pointed out during the debate on the House floor that the recycling
tax provision Is opposed by environmental groups such as the Sierra Club,
the Environmental Action Organization, tne ?riends of the Earth, tia C onser-
vation Congress and the Environmental Policy Center as well as the AFL-CIO
and the Department of the Treasury. It was also pointed out during the House
debate that it is opposed by major recycling groups such as the Aluminum
Recycling Associatlon, and the American Iron and Steel Institute.

Hearings before the Committee on Finance, Energy Conservation and Con-
version Act of 197S, H.R. 6860, part 2, pages 849-873.

*" House Report No. 94-221 on H.R. 6860. May 15, 1975, page 225.
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The recycling tax credit Is too important and costly to be rammed
through Congress on an unsubstantiated claim of equity because of certain
tax advantages enjoyed by virgin materials. Congress legislated depletion
allowances and If they are wrong they should be changed rather than add-
ing to the tax laws new special interest tax loopholes. The attempt to use
the energy crisis or tax reform to justify this unwise tax credit Is a farce.

Attached to the NARl statement presented to the Committee on Finance
on July 18. 1975 were five exhibits showing energy savings by recycling
metals rather than using competing ores. There is no question of the energy
savings by recycling and the brass and bronze Ingot industry is today saving
large quantities of energy by recycling copper base scrap. However, it is
interesting to see the comments in these exhibits on the use of taxes to
encourage increased recycling. For example, on page 198 of the Ford Founda-
tion's Energy Conservation Papers* on changes in taxes it is stated "Whether
or not 'reform' would lead to significant increases in the recovery of metals
in mixed wastes is still undemonstrated."

What will be the actual effect of the recycling tax credit? Senator
Fannin asked a question at the July 18, 1975 hearing about the effect of
the credit on foreign purchases of U.S. scrap. The sponsors of this tax
credit replied that it would keep material in the United States by increasing

iRices.i ** This is just what we need--higher prices and more inflation.

Sp;iator Nelson also put his finger on a major inequity in the proposed
recycling tax credit between established recyclers and new recyclers.***
The full credit would apply only to recycling purchases that exceed the
amount of purchases during the base year (1975). T' is would be a definite
advantage for a taxpayer going into recycling because his base year volume
would be his first year purchases and no doubt very small. Purchases in
subsequent years would no doubt be much larger and the increase would
qualify for the full tax credit. A decided advantage for the new recycler
as opposed to one that has been recycling for years.

The members of the joint Government Liaison Committee agree that
the United States must conserve energy and natural resources and, as
recyclers, have been doing this for years. The brass and bronze ingot

* Exhibit D to the NARI statement--not printed in the hearings but placed
in the Committee files.

. Hearings before the Committee on Finance, Energy Conservation and
Conversion Act of 1975, H.R. 6860, part 2, pages 857-858.

*** Ibid. pages 860-861
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industry jusufies its existence by the fact that its members can produce
ingot from copper base scrap at a cost lower than the same ingot could
be produced from virglA metals. This is done through our free market
system without windfaUs and rip-offs.

The brass and bronze ingot industry urges that if the recycling tax
credit is considered by the Senate Committee on Finance that It specifi-
cally provide that it njotinclude copper base scrap.

" * Respectfully submitted on behalf of the Joint Government Liaison
Committee.

Robert V. Maudlin
Executive Director

628-8777

0
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Estimated Impact of Fully Effective Recycling Credit;
Five Major Recyclable Materials l/

Cost per ton of 3/
Typical i : ncremental rey._1jiU__
market : Unsubsidized Incremental recycl ng :: Ratio to
price : recycling; due to credit : market

Recyclable material per ton volume Amount Percent Amount : price
(tons)

Paper (overall) $ 45 16,000,000 120,000 0.75 $ 230 5.15

Scrap iron (overall) 75 40,000,000 190.000 0.47 310 4.10'-

Copper 1,100 % 400,000 750 0.19 11,100 10.10

Aluminum 300 350,000 3,900 1.10 785 2.60

Lead , 220 560,000 500 0.09 4,400 20.10

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury June 21, 1976,
Office of Tax.Analysis

•/ These calculations are based on assumptions intended to overstate response to the subsidy, hence under-
state the cost per incremental ton of recycling:

(1) Induced cyclable instability of the credit due to use of prior year bases is Ignored.
(2) No allowance provided for administratively uncontrollable fraud.
(3) Estimates of market response rounded upward.

2/ This assumes that the base for, the credit is purchases in excess of 75 percent of the taxpayer's base
period quantity. If the base Is redefined to be purchases in excess of 50 percent of the base period
quantity, the numbers in Lhia column vould be doubled.

•/ Entries in this column are independent of,'.the definition of the credit base, they depend only on price
response of market demand asd supply,.
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sun=" Of CoIpan"M C "L • A. VAuNz (O0zo)

5E"0, To E SlTr YD' C COIU;rSE

I approciate the opportunity to appear before yow

committee on such short notice. My testiwmy will bO brief.

Your committee's versio-i of the Tax Reform BLl raises

serious questions about the so-called AA&MCO amendment which

was enaOted in the Tax Reductiso ACt (P.L. 94-12). This ht

passed the Congress on March 29, 1975. The ARAMCO saiadmea%

gave four of our largest inzlti-aatIonaI oil coanies a

tax break worth $35 million a year. Now your oomottei has

recommended that this special provis1wn should be expar-led

to benefit a handful of otiier multi-national oil oompaaw es,

The revenue loss from this proposal is another $90 miJlir•s a

year.

The Tax Reduction Act containmd a reform package de-

signed to achieve tw objectives. first, to linit the amount

of foreign tax credits resulting from a rise in OPEC prioeu &ad,,

second, to impose some U.. tax on foreign Lnooo generated

from oil production.

These objoctivs.& wo-a t*w. ... A, , whoa the cons-

forene committee, in March 1975, inserted a special provision

to benefit the four corporate owners of ARAWO. These companies

Texaco, IoCal, Xxxon, and Mobil -- vere allowed to treat their

dividend income from ARA1ACO asoil-related Lncome.' That is

income the oil companies say seilter ftcSM U.S. 2a With th

use of foreign tax credits which have been artificially inflated

with OPSC ' manipulation of the posted price system. As a

result, it is likely that no U.S. tax can be collected on the

profits ARANCO distributes to its owners.

As a member of that conference committee, I have no

recollection of this matter ever being discussed. I have

interrogated other members and staff and have bees unable to

determine whee this special provision for ALU1O ever caoe

l" BEST COPY AV LBLE
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(Fztcr the Congrenianal Ibiord , 2, 1975)

c1O~rE:Rcu cohnrm an' TAX
a"L K M =T C01 O,0 TO PU O

MION. CHARLB A, VANIK
or o-

IN TMt nOIw= Or 3 .WATiVn

Tu1emda. Leebr2 Ins
Mr. VAN= A. ft er. dubs the

coming k th e "" WOt be d-kLat
Wi t-i 1 1 TOK MbaM A• o I M
After pamaef the bio wE p gl the
seaw$ wherm at east ems pSt Of It Is
expectd to be approved bef ore the end
of te Ile elmotim of the Nth Crwa.
In Particular. Wk IV of Uth bi rilUing
10 U110 =111101m kidlvldual aid Corpe.
rate bcom ite -d uc•ti.e4ime $15.5
bail. worth d teu nfiomaut be
iacte• before D1emberfi. ti. ,clsi

wihInR the11 116Imth 111 09ed6d beIrerb
preveM a wajor iee in o
withholding iam ain h whiu wul

-e~ anw evenowile 1nowveywichb
may be miderwa.

There(oL it lmoes, ftht there *1E
be a Rom• -,am't coal ferse goisit-

ltlae this month bon out he dli-
ferMn io-whilch may be sadantlal-
between H.3 10412 and any baste

f I am a coneree n the Pat Of th
Ways and MeOm ComiDttIe. I wm move
that tie cnerence be oe III the pub.-
lie ad tIha a atenapresp recor be
kepto its proceedings.

I I am not a conferees. I wll move b
witnsict th Hono conferees Ib vote 1or

an Olwn and recorded corferenac.
On November I. the Senata, adopted

langume In A 5. the Government in lhe
Sunshine AcL ;& require oIe conder-
eMs. T7h oingsro remi a lndoh:

Sec. Ine. (Q oornan. Oinmuu.-
"W LgidaUe M b gmIatm Al t oi I1O
As amended by tsumetlag aft er action5]a
as added 09 INCtION 101 (A) Of this At, tUe

long nownmac swum: mcmu
'Lac. Iasm Macl esofsrea'e maw. be-

tases0 W ebm b and We Soun oif A
Iesleatais d1 be open be the pbie on.
w"p wboa Weo masgem 61 either the bastiea We lime of ePArgestatim is opeft
"ica determine, by a mum loew a a
majority oif Ume managers piMe at all

Of part, i on emabed i We wwsIn ea
Wem day Of We11 vote 01141 be closed to We

I l, I ON the tabe iile of t8C
LagalUse1 XeOeganifttion Act of IMe le
Ammended by werutds immsediately beobw
Item I53M. se added I- sectift 101(g) of igo
A aWe tsuowiag:.

"l880 Open coneren committee meest

I am Introducing t l a S
aeparate bil in the Houe of Apemet-
tive with additional lnguiage reqiabW
the maintmance of an c Wct anacrlt
of the poeedings of each Jad evety con-
ference:

An alccrate 80tcaogapblc rear gbal he
kept ad each meeting ot a Coutersece corn-
mUeM wbethr opes or clsd is the puals
ad &hall be maintained in the ee. Of W•
Committees *I juriedictionatc the matter be.
fores Whe Confteaem Commitlee. This moord
s1all he available to the Public atloeoal
tume anm places unwlesseclared en easece-
Util record by a rolicall vote of a matorty of
Ww" MA00sss pCesent AS executive remo
shall be available for Inepection by Members.
together With their el•ae.

Oweresiu m mutes are manlly 1t ird Irt uw body. T7 Boun ca
pm a bU. aM the baWeca Me M.

hOrM 11111 and by %be time a omlereane
cmmit w e "V~ with It fmt haeother. mU low bilL The fial prd.&
metL ma led* Ife at legslatve frmnkes.t
stelmk-4 fnal pdmt tat as0 noONe roe.

400" sad meoe wa shuf O be A c am. e
f esl ilirui e 1O wekitn 111ilm.
W4 days of a Coimm% the membernof
the parenti chamber hate lItte or n14opporwlily tb determine whit exactly
happened and what they are voting on in
appealing Un aomee report. The
ocalmies whicis laoeaala a1
wOnfUMnos ComWmAG aw the -df Ite work haesw tle eyMM oWest b

a-be 1 the lsted mime Ibortlon Of
mew lanaee r iigi•nee that beaildt
a partculear Wr at of Imndivitals.

Owes "mfrsemese aOd racodhism of
Iorn debate d deci€oslm be cnere•nme

ahem bei t thihe peft aOW* these

tye ci ab i wma.('oe.

om"n at 8• -- ,. coarvanm on VAR
aeom bln Act

This spring. I had a personal expert-
mea with th type of problem I have Jt

described. I was appointed on behalf of
the Ho fne an th Was an Means
OmmitHuee be the conference on hen TaxReduicton Act of 1975. which siahs'uent-

ly became Public Law 4 4-12.
The bill which psoud tVe Hde did

not tloich tle forelgu tax credit prol-
alos of teU Interval Revenue Code. 11e
bill wil amended on the Senate floor.
however. to completely eliminatnRe Ube for-
eign tax credlt-FZC---to the oil com-
panies. T1u li the bill went in ronlia -
mece, lthee w *Wie laitude left to ths
coalerees: the could drop all reference
be changing the foreell, Lax rredIt- - P% In
th House version-they cild eliinaltethe foreign tax credwt-.me in the Senate
versIon-1r they comld provide aoced
modified forel• tlax credit for all a gn s
Production.

7UT conferees elected to provide a
modficatloi of tnh FT which placl d
some lila on Its use, bet wich did nottoas far as the Senate In repeallngi Its
we for the an Oompae.an bU

Where did the langmireo for Use moulT-
ficbatn come from? That won relaUve-
ly es. During 1374. Vie Ways andMeamo Committee had spent months stmd
months working on energy leta~l.'a'i
sad oil windfall proalto proposals. On
April 30. 1374. the committee approved
a bill, HA. 1444. the Oil and Gas Entr-
gy Tmx Act of 1e74. That bill contained
a provision limiting the we of the TIC
by adl companies. However, for various
reason& thi major piec of luwl'latlon
was not brought be the floor of the House.
However, on November 21. 1974. a larger
bill containing both energy tax changes
uad lndivhlssl! tax relief was reported'
from the committee. The bill, H P.
17438. Included language identical to
that In HR. 14462 limlUng the use of
PTC by the oil companies. Unfortinate-
ly. Wsi bill also died be the closing dayi
of the last Congrme.
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STATEMENT OF REP. FORTNEY H. STARK, JR.
BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

JULY 20, 1976

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am pleased to have

this opportunity to appear before you today, not just as a member of

the Ways and Means Committee, but as a witness opposed to the many

special interest provisions which are the subject of this hearing.

The House has obviously been far from perfect in keeping special

interest provisions out of its own bills. You're all familiar with

the "Ross Perot amendment" which sneaked into the Ways and Means

Committee Tax Reform bill late one night, much to everyone's pro-

fessed surprise. Fortunately, thanks to good work by the press,

we were able to reverse this giveaway on the House floor. Yet the

fact that this "Perot amendment" is not an isolated case attests

to the need for thorough review of all special interest loopholes

and favors.

This entire process of special interest tax legislation, obvi-

ously, has its roots in earlier days of secret and closed Committee

meetings with little or no public input. When no outsiders, and

certainly no members of the press even knew what the tax-writing

Committees would be considering on a given day. public accountabi-

lity was not even imaginable. The provisions, care illy tailored

to the needs of the influential taxpayers, were simply included in

complex tax bills, and then signed into law before any outsiders

could begin to figure out who was being benefitted, or how they

put their cases across to the Committees.

Many of us thought that those days were behind us. The new
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"sunshine" atmosphere has begun to have some results. The Ways

and Means Committee, for example, has a new procedure for con-

sidering its special interest bills, known as Members Bills. or

the so-called "technical" provisions. We hold hearings on the

bills at one time, receiving testimony from the proponents, as

well as a staff and Treasury analysis of each one. Then several

weeks later, after the Committee memberspublic interest groups

and the press have had time to study carefully the impact of each

bill, we have an open mark-up session. The bills are then amended

or voted up or down on the merits.

It was during this type of proceeding that the Ways and

Means Committee considered a bill for Investors Diversified Ser-

vices, Inc. (IDS). It was defeated outright in Committee, thus

preventing it from even reaching the House floor. The consensus

was simply that the change IDS wanted wasn't merited. Since

this same provision, however, was added to this Committee's bill

on the infamous date of May 27, I'd like to go into some back-

ground on it to illustrate why we were able to decide, through a

careful study, that it didn't belong in the Tax Code:

First, these face-amount certificates are one of the biggest

rip-offs in the country. You must hold them for 8 years before

you can get your principal back in full. Currently, one-half of

all purchasers cash them in within 8 years, which means they lose

from 2.5% to 197 of their original investment. Then, even if

they are held to full-term, the interest is only 37 -- after 20

years! (information from the Prospectus). One of the biggest
a
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selling points of them was their special tax status: Unlike

similar investment plans offered by banks, the purchaser did

not have to pay taxes, annually, on the interest earned amor-

tized over the full term. That is the reason IDS came before

us late last year.

Under IRS Regulations effective January 1. 1976, this tax-

deferral feature was to be denied. IDS wanted to overrule the

proposed Regulation, contending that without this tax deferral.

they would be unable to continue their sales. In fact. they sus-

pended sales of these installment plan certificates when the Regu-

lations vent into effect, and will resume only if this provision

in your bill becomes law. But look a little more closely at why

the IRS took the position they did in this Regulation. and at the

nature of these installment plan certificates. This sumary of

the legislative history gives a good indication:

Until 1954, "discount", or the interest on face-amount cer-

tificates, was treated under the Code as capital gains. In 1954,

this was changed to ordinary income treatment under Section 1232.

However, at the same time, a cross-reference was added for the

"special treatment of face-amount certificates on retirement"

to Section 72. which deals with the 3-year averaging treatment

upon retirement. Regulations arising out of the 1954 Act were

finally written in 1957, stating that the tax treatment of face-

amount certificates was to be governed by Section 72, as for en-

dowment contracts, and not by Section 1232, covering "discount"

74-619 0 - 76 - 4
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interest. In 1964. the language of Section 72 on income-averaging

was repealed, to be replaced by the new general averaging rules.

But the cross-reference from Section 1232 on face-amount certifi-

cates was not repealed. No one is certain how this happened.

and whether this was a deliberate omission, or simple inadvertence.

The question we face today arises out of what happened in

the 1969 Act. Language was included that year to require that

bond holders must compute original discount annually, and pay

taxes ratably over the life of the bond. However, the language

did not specifically refer to face-amount certificates, or to

the cross-reference between Section 1232 and Section 72. Regu-

lations on this provision were issued in 1971, and did explicitly

refer to bank discount certificates, which accordingly were with-

drawn from the market. Again, no reference was made to face-

amounts. But in October, 1973. further Regulations specified

that the ratable inclusion rules were to apply to face-amount

certificates.

The IRS twice postponed implementati ' Regulation

to give IDS (which has 95% of the market in t....e certificates)

the chance to persuade Congress to legisiate the clarification

of the 1969 Act they wanted, exempting face-amounts from the

new rule. Since no such bill was passed. IDS filed for a decla-

ratory judgement in November 1975, for the Regulations to be

found invalid. The District Court here in D.C. refused to issue

such a declaratory judgement, thereby stating its position that

the government had reasonable basis for its position in the Regu-
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lations. In addition. the Court took the unusual step of going

even further, stating that it found the interpretation of the

law by the IRS to be correct, and that clearly IN was covered

by Section 1232. the ratable inclusion rules on "discount".

It was at this point that the Ways and Means Committee took

up the bill for IDS, to overrule the Regulation. It was our con-

&ensus, based on the legislative history alone, and the aspect

of competition with banks, that there was no justification for

opposing the IRS. The fact that these certificates are also as

bad an investment as can be found anywhere was not central. But

we decided that IDS should not be given. in effect, a special

tax advantage to peddle then. The bill was defeated in the Ways

and Means Committee 18 - 12. and then again. 20 - 14.

I cite this case as a perfect example of the importance of

careful examination of these so-called "technical" provisions.

Moreover, I cite it because in spite of all our careful study

of this bill, your Committee, following its usual procedure.

simply slipped it in, as if the Ways and Means Committee had

never devoted the time and attention it did to this matter.

This is how all the other special interest provisions

have filled the Tax Code. But what is different this time is

that it no longer has to be done that way. We in the Ways and

Means Committee have begun to move away from this time-honored

tradition. While our new procedure is far from circumspect, it

does have some semblance of public accountability. An infamous
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day such as May 27 would be less likely under House procedures.

The result of this Comittee's actions speaks for itself;

In one Tax Reform bill, you have benefitted the following tax-

payers: United Airlines, Chrysler Corporation. Sun Oil Company.

Mobil Oil Company, Hanna Mining Company, the Marriott Corpora-

tion. Boise Cascade, and Tenneco, to name a few. The list goes

on. numbering perhaps as many as 40 such well-heeled corporate

taxpayers -- few of which pay as high a tax rate as my poorest

constituents. If anything attests to what is wrong with the way

our tax laws are written, it is a list of beneficiaries such as

this. As in the case of IDS--whose past and present Board of

Directors includes names like Richard Nixon, Melvin Laird, Paul

McCracken, Donald Kendall, former Ways and Means Ranking Member

John W. Byrnes -- these companies are the most influential in

the country. They can afford the most expensive lawyers and

lobbyists, and have direct access to influential members of

Congress. such as this Committee, to plead their case. Natural-

ly, the Tax Code is tipped in their favor, time and time again.

This Member of the House, and of the Ways and Means Committee,

wants to go on record as opposed to continuation of such a process

for even one more day. The Tax Code can no longer be the source

of private relief for the wealthy few. We have to stop providing

subsidies for airlines, insurance companies, oil companies and

anybody else with influence, and take this same revenue and dis-

tribute it where it is needed -- to the average taxpayer, for

social services, education, health care, and so on down the line.
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The changes have to come from this Comittee. beginning right

here in this rooa. this sumer. before another such bogus 'tax

Reform bill is passed by this Congress. It has to be done

equally by the House and Senate, and, I submit, this is the gol-

den opportunity to take a step in the right direction. These

special interest provisions -- I call them "special giveaways"

of billions of dollars -- can be removed from the bill before

the Senate cornpYetes action, so we can go into Conference with

something close to "reform" legislation.
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STATEPET OF
DONALD C, ALEXANDER

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL PEVENLIE SERVICE

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
JULY 20, 1976

IN MY APPEARANCE THIS MORNING IT IS MY PURPOSE TO

ADDRESS THE COMMITTEE SOLELY AS ONE WHO IS RESPONSIBLE

FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE TAX LAWS. MY CONCERN IN

REVIEWING THE PROVISIONS OF H.P. 1OF12 THAT ARE REFERRED

TO IN THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE PRESS RELEASE OF

JULY 8, 1976, HAS BEEN TO DETERMINE THE EFFECT THAT SOME

OF THESE PROVISIONS PAY HAVE ON THE ABILITY OF THE

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE TO ADMINISTER THE TAX LAWS

EFFECTIVELY. I ALSO WANT TO COMMENT UPON THE EFFECT

WHICH THE CONGRESS' TIMETABLE FOR ITS CONSIDERATION OF

THE PENDING BILL WILL HAVE ON THE PRINTING AND DISTRIBUTION

OF OUR FORMS AND PUBLICATIONS AND THE PROCESSING OF

RETURNS, REFUNDS, AND BILLS FOR UNPAID TAXES.
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A NUMBER OF PROVISIONS OF THE BILL APPEAR TO BE

INAPPROPRIATE IN LIGHT OF THEIR LIKELY EFFECT ON PUBLIC

CONFIDENCE IN THE FAIRNESS OF THE TAX LAWS. I AM CON-

CERNED, ALSO, BY THE FACT THAT A NUMBER OF PROVISIONS

OF THE BILL PROPOSE TO OVERRULE BY STATUTE RECENT RULINGS

OF THE SERVICE. ALTHOUGH THE CONGRESS CLEARLY HAS THE

POWER TO ACT AS A FINAL COURT OF APPEALS OVER THE RESOL-

UTION OF CONTROVERSIES BETWEEN THE INTERNAL REVENUE

SERVICE AND TAXPAYERS, A FREQUENT PATTERN OF SUCH ACTION

WILL CAUSE THE CONGRESS TO BE DELUGED BY APPLICATION FOR

SUCH RELIEF BY THOSE PERSONS WHO HAVE, OR BELIEVE THEY

HAVE, THE ABILITY TO ACHIEVE THEIR SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE

BY LEGISLATIVE MEANS, AND MAY RESULT IN REDUCED PUBLIC

CONFIDENCE IN THE FAIRNESS AND EFFECTIVENESS OF THE TAX

SYSTEM AND ITS ADMINISTRATION. I THINK, TOO, THAT IT

CAN BE SERIOUSLY QUESTIONED WHETHER THE PATCHWORK
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LEGISLATION WHICH.RESULTS FROM REVERSING SPECIFIC

RULINGS OF THE SERVICE RESULTS IN THE KIND OF BROAD

LEGISLATIVE OVERVIEW WHICH CONGRESS PERHAPS SHOULD BE

GIVING QUESTIONS OF THIS SORT, I CERTAINLY AM CONCERNED

ABOUT THE EFFECT WHICH SUCH SPECIFIC LEGISLATIVE RESPONSES

HAVE UPON THE RULINGS PROCESS SPECIFICALLY AND TAX ADMINISTRA-

TION GENERALLY, CHIEF AMONG THE PROVISIONS OF THE BILL IN

THIS REGARD IS SECTION 1312 WHICH WOULD NULLIFY REVENUE

RULING 7K-23•1 (DESPITE THE FACT THAT THE APPROACH CONTAINED

THEREIN HAS BEEN SPECIFICALLY FOUND BY THE U. S. DISTRICT

COURT TO BE CONSISTENT WITH EXISTING LAWS) WITH RESPECT TO

EMPLOYER REPORTING OF TIPS PAID BY CHARGE ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS,

THE EXPERIENCE OF THE SERVICE HAS CONFIRMED THE COMMON

SENSE CONCLUSION THAT IN BUSINESSES CONDUCTED LARGELY IN

CASH AND WITHOUT EASIC ACCOUNTING RECORDS THERE IS WIDE-

SPREAD UNDERREPORTING OF INCOME. ONE OF THE AREAS IN

WHICH THIS PROBLEM OCCURS IS TIP INCOME OF EMPLOYEES IN
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SERVICE INDUSTRIES, PRIMARILY RESTAURANTS.

FAILURE TO REPORT INCOME FROM TIPS IS A CHRONIC AND

PERSISTENT COMPLIANCE PROBLEM. SINCE THE EARLY SIXTIES

THE SERVICE HAS PERIODICALLY DIRECTED SPECIAL EFFORTS AT

THE LOCAL LEVEL TO DETECT AND TAKE CORRECTIVE ENFORCEMENT

ACTIONS TO IMPROVE COMPLIANCE WITH TIP REPORTING REQUIRE-

MENTS. THE RESULTS OF SUCH ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS HAVE BEEN

DISAPPOINTING IN THAT REPEAT AUDITS HAVE REVEALED THAT

TAXPAYERS RECEIVING TIPS OFTEN REVERT TO PRIOR HABITS OF

NONREPORTING. COLLECTION OF ADDITIONAL TAXES FROM SUCH

TAXPAYERS, WHO MAY HAVE USED THE INCOME FOR LIVING EXPENSES,

IS COSTLY. OBTAINING COMPLIANCE WITH THE TAX LAWS BY THOSE

EMPLOYEES IS COMPLICATED BY THE ITINERANT NATURE OF MANY

OF THE INDIVIDUALS.

FEW TIP RECIPIENTS MAINTAIN ADEQUATE RECORDS FOR

VERIFICATION OF TAXABLE INCOME. TO DETERMINE TIP INCOME

IT IS NECESSARY TO OBTAIN INFORMATION FROM THIRD PARTIES.
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THEREFORE, ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS HAVE PRIMARILY BEEN DIRECTED

TO IDENTIFYING ENTITIES EMPLOYING INDIVIDUALS WHO RECEIVE

TIP INCOME AND OBTAINING INFORMATION ON EMPLOYEES TO DE-

TERMINE OMITTED INCOME. THE RECONSTRUCTION OF INCOME IS

A DIFFICULT PROCEDURE WHICH REQUIRES THAT A SAMPLE OF

DIFFERENT TYPES OF EMPLOYEES (SUCH AS MAITRE D', WAITERS,

BARTENDERS, ETC.) BE AUDITED IN DEPTH, THAT A RATIO OF TIPS

TO INCOME BE ESTABLISHED FOR THE VARIOUS SECTIONS OF EACH

RESTAURANT, AND THAT THE RATIO BE APPLIED TO GROSS SALES

MADE BY ALL EMPLOYEES. ALLOWANCES MUST ALSO BE MADE FOR

TIP SPLITTING PRACTICES. VARIATIONS OF AUDITING TECHNIQUES

ARE EMPLOYED DEPENDING ON THE RECORDS MAINTAINED BY

RESTAURANTS AND TIP RECIPIENTS. IN SOME SITUATIONS, AVERAGE

TIPS PER HOUR IS COMPUTED AND APPLIED TO THE HOURS WORKED.

DESPITE THE DIFFICULTY IN USING THIS METHOD OF PROOF, THE

COURTS HAVE RECOGNIZED THE SERVICE'S PROBLEMS IN THIS

4k AREA BY ALMOST UNANIMOUSLY SUPPORTING THE RECONSTRUCTION
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OF INCOME IN OVER 59 CASES DATING BACK TO THE EARLY SIXTIES.

IN 1964, CONGRESS ADDRESSED THE PROBLEM OF UNREPORTED

TIP INCOME BY ENACTING SECTION 6953 OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE

CODE. THE BASIC THRUST OF SECTION 6053 IS TO REQUIRE THE

EMPLOYEE TO FILE MONTHLY REPORTS WITH HIS EMPLOYER STATING

THE AMOUNT OF TIPS RECEIVED. THE EMPLOYER IS THEN REQUIRED

TO WITHHOLD INCOME AND FICA TAXES BASED ON THE AMOUNT

REPORTED.

THE REQUIREMENT OF SECTION 6053 HAS NOT, HOWEVER,

REDUCED MATERIALLY THE PROBLEM OF UNDERREPORTING OF TIPS

BY SERVICE EMPLOYEES. IN GENERAL, THE PROBLEM IS THAT AN

EMPLOYEE WHO IS WILLING TO FILE AN INCOME TAX RETURN UNDER-

REPORTING HIS TIP INCOME WILL NOT BE RELUCTANT TO UNDER-

REPORT HIS TIP INCOME - WHETHER IT BE CASH TIPS OR

CHARGED TIPS -- ON HIS MONTHLY REPORTS TO HIS EMPLOYER.

AS A PARTIAL STEP TOWARD REDUCING THE PROBLEM OF

UNDERREPORTING OF TIP INCOME, THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
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PUBLISHED A RULING UNDER SECTION 6341 OF THE CODE

REQUIRING THAT A PERSON EMPLOYING WAITERS, SUCH AS A

RESTAURANT OWNER, WHO COLLECTED TIP ALONG WITH THE PRICE

OF A MEAL BY REASON OF A CHARGE PURCHASE AND THE4 PAID

THE TIP OVER TO THE EMPLOYEE, MUST REPORT TO THE INTERNAL

REVENUE SERVICE THOSE CHARGED TIPS OF WHICH THE EMPLOYER

HAS A RECORD, AND WHICH THE EMPLOYEE DID NOT REPORT, AS

REQUIRED, TO THE EMPLOYER. THE ORIGINAL RULING, REVENUE

RULING 75-400 WAS WIDELY CRITICIZED BY THE INDUSTRY AND

ATTACKED IN COURT AS INVALID. IN NATIONAL RESTAURANT

AssocATIoN V. SIMON (D.C.D.C. 1975), 76-1 USTC PARA 9311,

THE COURT SPECIFICALLY HELD THAT THE RULING WAS NOT IN

CONFLICT WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE CODE BUT WAS CONSISTENT

THEREWITH. HOWEVER, BECAUSE OF OUR SENSITIVITY TO THE

CONCERNS OF THE INDUSTRY, THAT RULING HAS BEEN EXTENSIVELY

p
RECONSIDERED WITHIN THE SERVICE.
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THE SERVICE'S RECENT MODIFICATION OF ITS 1975 REVENUE

RULING (WHICH RESULTED IN REVENUE RULING 76-231) MADE

EVERY EFFORT TO BE RESPONSIVE TO THE CONCERNS OF BOTH THE

RESTAURANT OWNER AND OPERATOR AND THE EMPLOYEE. THE NEW

REVENUE RULING SETS OUT VERY CLEARLY THE MANNER IN WHICH

THE EMPLOYER WILL REPORT CHARGED TIPS ON THE EMPLOYEE'S

FORM W-2. THIS IS INFORMATION WHICH THE RESTAURANT OWNER

HAS--VIA THE CUSTOMER'S CHARGE ACCOUNT SLIPS--READILY

AVAILABLE. THE NEW REVENUE RULING ALSO PROVIDES FOR A

POSTPONED EFFECTIVE DATE--JANUARY 1, 1977--FOR THE NEW

REPORTING PROCEDURES. THIS WILL GIVE EMPLOYERS A SUFFI-

CIENT AMOUNT OF TIME TO MAKE THE NECESSARY ARRANGEMENTS

FOR THE MINOR BOOKKEEPING PROCEDURES WHICH WILL BE INVOLVED

IN REPORTING THE CHARGED TIP INCOME ON THE FORM W-2.

INSOFAR AS THE EMPLOYEE IS CONCERNED THE MODIFIED REVENUE

RULING INFORMS EMPLOYEES HOW THEY CAN, IN INSTANCES WHERE

v
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THEY ENGAGE IN TIP SPLITTING OR POOLING ARRANGEMENTS,

EXPLAIN THE DISCREPANCY BETWEEN THE TIP INCOME SHOWN ON

THEIR W-2 AND THEIR NET INCOME AFTER SPLITTING OR POOLING$

UNLIKE CASH TIPS THERE IS A PAPER RECORD OF

CHARGED TIPS. THIS RECORD IS ON THE

CREDIT CARD CHARGE SLIP WHICH THE RESTAURANT OWNER

RECEIVES WHEN THE CUSTOMER MAKES THE CHARGE. BY REQUIRING

THE RESTAURANT OWNER-EMPLOYER TO REPORT THE AMOUNT OF THE

CHARGED TIP ON THE EMPLOYEES FORM W-2, THE TAX SYSTEM

IS ABLE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE FACT THAT THERE IS A

WRITTEN RECORD OF THE AMOUNT PAID AS A CHARGED TIP. IF

THE EMPLOYER DOES NOT REPORT THE FULL AMOUNT OF THE

CHARGED TIPS RECEIVED BY AN EMPLOYEE ON THE EMPLOYEE'S

FORM W-2, THE RECORD OF THAT PAYMENT IS LOST TO THE TAX

ADMINISTRATION. WHEN THE HIGH LEVEL OF NONCOMPLIANCE IN

THE TIP INCOME AREA IS CONSIDERED IT SEEMS EXTREMELY

UNWISE NOT TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS WRITTEN RECORD-
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ESPECIALLY IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT VOLUNTARY COMPLIANCE

IN THIS AREA WILL BE ENCOURAGED BY HAVING THESE TIPS

PLACED ON THE EMPLOYER' S FORM W-2. FURTHER, BY UTILIZING

THE RECORD OF THE CHARGED TIP THE SERVICE IS IN A POSITION

TO OBTAIN INFORMATION FROM THE EMPLOYEE CONCERNING THE

IDENTITY OF THE PERSON WITH WHOM HE OR SHE SPLIT THE

TIP--FOR EXAMPLE, THE BUS BOY OR WINE STEWARD.

I THINK IT IS IMPORTANT FOR THE COMMITTEE TO HAVE

SOME APPRECIATION OF THE AMOUNT OF TIP INCOME AND PROBABLE

REVENUE IMPACT THAT IS INVOLVED IN THIS AMENDMENT. OUR

STATISTICAL PEOPLE HAVE DONE A THOROUGH ANALYSIS OF THE

TIP INCOME AREA AND HAVE CONCLUDED (BY APPLYING A CONSER-

VATIVE 12% TIPPING RATE TO A $36-1/2 BILLION TIP RELATED

SALES INCOME FIGURE) THAT TIP INCOME IN THE UNITED STATES

AMOUNTED TO $4.4 BILLION IN 1975. BASED ON DATA OBTAINED
I
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FROM THE NATIONAL RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION AND A CERTIFIED

PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM SPECIALIZING IN RESTAURANT ACCOUNTS,

WE THEN DETERMINED THAT 251 OF THE TIPS PAID ON SALES OF

FOOD AND BEVERAGES WERE SHOWN ON CREDIT CARDS. IN THIS

MANNER WE ESTIMATED THAT $1.1 BILLION OF TIP INCOME IN

1975 WAS PAID BY CREDIT CARD. IF WE ASSUME, AGAIN CON-

SERVATIVELY, THAT THE NONCOMPLIANCE IN THE TIP INCOME AREA

IS 35%, WE ARE ABLE TO ESTIMATE THAT APPROXIMATELY $385

MILLION IN CHARGED TIP INCOME WAS UNREPORTED DURING 1975.

APPLYING LOW EFFECTIVE TAX RATES TO SUCH AMOUNTS, IT CAN BE CON-

SERVATIVELY ESTIMATED THAT THE REVENUE LOSS ATTRIBUTABLE

TO THE FAILURE TO ALLOW FULL IMPLEMENTATION OF REVENUE

RULING 75-231 WOULD AMOUNT TO ABOUT $100 MILLION

lThe Service does not have comprehensive statis-
tics in this area. Some examples of findings on tip re-
porting are indicative of the overall problem:

a) Examination of those receiving tips from one
large key club revealed that the employees reported
$107,753 as both cash and charge tips. However, an
analysis of the club's records revealed that $370,247
had been paid to the employees as their share of the
charge tips only.

74-619 0 - 76 - 5
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b) The examination of a hotel and country club
revealed that the average charge tip income under-
reported by 550 employees was $3,512 for 1973 and
$4,810 for 1974.

c) The examination of a supper club recently
revealed that waiters and waitresses were reporting
less than 5% of their share of gross food sales as
tip income. However, an analysis of charge sales
revealed that tips received amounted to 18.8% on
charge sales.

d) The following is a quotation from one project
report: "The overall results of the project revealed
that employees were reporting only 10% of their tip
income for Federal tax purposes, with the remaining
90% escaping taxation. The average annual understate-
ment approximated $3,500 per employee. In some in-
stances, employees were reporting no tip income whatso-
ever. To our knowledge, all employees audited realized
that tips constituted taxable income. There were only
a few isolated instances in which the employee kept
a record of their tip income. Many of the taxpayers
audited admitted they knowingly understated tip income.
Their standard excuse for not reporting all tip income
was that no one else does, so why should they.'

e) A revenue agent during the audit of the cor-
poration income tax return of a well-known private
club determined that employees were not reporting tips
in full to their employer. Tips charged on various
charge cards were $45,000. Tips reported to the employer
for the entire year were $23,000. A total tip figure of
$122,000 was computed by the agent based on a combination
of cash and charge sales.

f) In the examination of one club the IRS found
that the total tips disbursed as reflected in the em-
ployer's records were $281,634. Total tips reported
by employees amounted to $78,222 resulting in an under-
reporting of $203,412.
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'SEVERAL OTHER PROVISIONS OF THE BILL ARE SIMILARLY

ADDRESSED TO THE REVERSAL OF SPECIFIC RULINGS OR REGULA-

TIONS, AND ARE THEREFORE SUBJECT TO THE SAME OBSERVATIONS

WHICH I HAVE MADE, FOR EXAMPLE, SECTION 10•(F) WHICH

WOULD DELAY FOR FIVE YEARS THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF REVENUE

RULING 76-215 HOLDING THAT CERTAIN AMOUNTS DENOMINATED AS

TAXES UNDER PRODUCTION-SHARING CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO WITH

AN AGENCY OF THE GOVERNMENT OF INDONESIA ARE ROYALTIESo AND

NOT TAXES, AND THEREFORE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE FOR THE FOREIGN

TAX CREDIT.

SECTION-1305 OF THE BILL WOULD AUTHORIZE TAXPAYERS TO

DISREGARD REVENUE RULING 73-305 DEALING WITH THE ACCOUNTING

METHODS UTILIZED BY PUBLISHERS. THE PUBLISHED REVENUE RULING

PROVIDED THAT CERTAIN AMOUNTS EXPENDED IN THE PUBLISHING

BUSINESS MUST BE CAPITALIZED RATHER THAN DEDUCTED CURRENTLY

AS EXPENSES. UNDER THE BILL, THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

WILL BE PRECLUDED FROM APPLYING THE TRADITIONAL CAPITAL
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EXPENDITURE/DEDUCTIBLE EXPENSE PRINCIPLES WHICH ARE

APPLICABLE TO OTHER TAXPAYERS UNTIL SUCH TIME AS IT PRO-

MULGATES NEW REGULATIONS,

14
THERE ARE OTHER EXAMPLES OF SERVICE RULING POSITIONS

BEING OVERRULED BY THIS ?ILL. SECTION 1322 OF THE BILL

WOULD REVERSE REVENUE RULING 75-557 WHICH CONCLUDED THAT

CERTAIN CONNECTION FEES RECEIVED BY A PUBLIC UTILITY WATER

COMPANY FROM ITS CUSTOMERS ARE TAXABLE INCOME TO THE UTILITY

AND DO NOT REPRESENT CONTRIBUTIONS TO CAPITAL OF THE UTILITY,

,SOME EARLY CASES DECIDED BY THE BOARD OF TAX APPEALS IN THE

192n'S AND 1930's HAD HELD THAT THESE CONNECTION FEES AND

OTHER SIMILAR FEES RECEIVED BY UTILITIES WERE NONTAXABLE

CONTRIBUTIONS TO CAPITAL AND THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

ACQUIESCED IN THESE CASES, IN RECENT YEARS, HOWEVER, THE

SUPREME COURT AND OTHER FEDERAL COURTS HAVE ADOPTED A MORE

REALISTIC VIEW OF WHAT IS INCOME AND WHAT CONSTITUTES A

CONTRIBUTION TO CAPITAL, BECAUSE OF THIS NEW AUTHORITY, THE

,ERVICE RECONSIDERED THE OLD POARD OF TAX APPEALS CASES AND
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CHANGED ITS POSITION. THIS CHANGE IN POSITION WAS ANNOUNCED

By REVENUE RULING 75-557.

SECTION 2106 oF THE BILL WOULD AMEND SECTION 513 OF THE

CODE TO EXCLUDE FROM THE DEFINITION OF UNRELATED TRADE OR

BUSINESS QUALIFIED PUBLIC ENTERTAINMENT ACTIVITIES AND

QUALIFIED CONVENTION AND TRADE SHOW ACTIVITIES.' THE PRO-

POSED PUBLIC ENTERTAINMENT ACTIVITY AMENDMENT WOULD LEGIS-

LATIVELY OVERTURN REVENUE RULING E-8-505, IN WHICH THE SERVICE

RULED THAT AN EXEMPT COUNTY FAIR ASSOCIATION THAT CONDUCTS A

HORSE RACING MEET WITH PARIMUTUEL BETTING IS CARRYING ON

UNRELATED TRADE OR BUSINESS.

VITH RESPECT TO TRADE SHOWS, SECTION 2106 OF THE BILL

WOULD ALSO OVERRULE THE HOLDINGS IN REVENUE RULINGS 75-516

THROUGH 75-520. THE CHANGES PROPOSED BY THIS SECTION OF THE

BILL TEND TO UNDERMINE THE FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT OF THE UNRELATED

PUSIIJESS INCOME TAX PRCVISIONS AND LAY THE FOUNDATION FOR A

PIECEMEAL APPROACH TO THE TAX'S REPEAL.
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IN CONCLUSION I WOULD LIKE TO ASK THAT THE COMMITTEE

GIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE PRACTICAL PROBLEM OF TRANS-

LATING CHANGES IN THE CODE INTO THOSE ACTIONS WHICH THE

SERVICE MUST TAKE TO ADMINISTER THE LAW.

As You KNOW, THE TAX REFORM ACT (I',P, 1OF12) is

PRESENTLY BEING DEBATED IN THE SENATE, THIS MASSIVE BILL,

IF ENACTED, WILL HAVE A MAJOR IMPACT ON THE SERVICES I

WOULD LIKE TO BRING TO YOUR ATTENTION SOME OF THE PROBLEMS

WHICH THE SERVICE WILL ENCOUNTER IF THE BILL IS NOT ENACTED

UNT.L FALL BUT A NUMBER OF ITS PROVISIONS AFFECTING INDIVIDUALS

ARE MADE EFFECTIVE FOR CALENDAR YEAR 1976.

THE TIMING OF THE LEGISLATION IMPACTS HEAVILY UPON

(A) THE DEVELOPMENT, PRINTING, AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE FORMS,

SCHEDULESo INSTRUCTIONS, AND TAXPAYER PUBLICATIONS) (B) THE

PROCESSING OF TAX RETURNS; AND (C) THE RENDERI•G OF TA.xPAYER

SERVICE,
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THE SERVICE'S TAX FORM AND PUBLICATION PROGRAM INVOLVES

THE PRINTING OF 1-1/2 BILLION COPIES OF VARIOUS "FLAT' TAX

FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONAL PAMPHLETS FOR DISTRIBUTION THROUGH

33,000 OUTLETS, AND THE PRINTING, ADDRESSING, AND MAILING

OF "TAX PACKAGESa TO ABOUT 85 MILLION TAXPAYERS. UNDER

PRESENT CONTRACT ARRANGEMENTS, PRINTING AND DISTRIBUTION OF

THE TAX PACKAGES ARE CURRENTLY PROGRAMMED FOR A 90-DAY PRO-

DUCTION PERIOD. To CHANGE THIS TIME FRAME WOULD REQUIRE

ADDITIONAL PRINTERS AT INCREASED COSTS.

TAX FORMS, INSTRUCTIONS, AND PUBLICATIONS MUST, OF

COURSE, BE DEVELOPED, REVISEDj AND REVIEWED FOR TECHNICAL

ADEQUACY, ACCURACY, AND ADMINISTRATIVE FEASIBILITY PRIOR TO

THEIR BEING RELEASED WITH AN "O.K. TO PRINT'. THE FORMAT

AND WORKING MUST BE METICULOUSLY DONE TO CONVEY, IN NON-LEGAL

TERMINOLOGYj THE TECHNICALLY CORRECT MEANING OF THE LA! TO

TAXPAYERS, WITHIN TI3HT SPACE LIMITATIONS. SEPARATE PUBLI-

CATIONS TO ASSIST TAXPAYERS, E.G., "YOuR FEDERAL INCOME TAX",
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CHANGES IN THE LAW. ANY DELAY IN ENACTMENT OF THE BILL WILL

ADVERSELY AFFECT THE AVAILABILITY OF THESE PUBLICATIONS.

OUR NEXT AREAS OF CONCERN RELATE TO THE PROCESSING OF

TAX RETURNS, RELATED REFUNDS AND BILLS, AND THE DEMANDS TO 9

BE MET BY OUR TAXPAYER SERVICE FUNCTION. THESE ARE BY

NECESSITY CAREFULLY SCHEDULED OPERATIONS. WE RECRUIT AND

TRAIN TEMPORARY HELP TO SUPPLEMENT OUR REGULAR WORK FORCE

SO THAT WE CAN MEET THE ANTICIPATED VOLUMES OF INQUIRIES AND

RETURN FILINGS MADE BY TAXPAYERS. A DELAY IN ENACTMENT MEANS

A SEVERE COMPRESSION OF OUR RE'lUIRED PRE-FILING PERIOD PREP-

ARATIONS WHICH WILL LEAD TO SIGNIFICANT ADDITIONAL EXPENDITURES

FOR RECRUITING, TRAINING, SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT, AND PRE-OPER-

ATIONAL TESTING.

THE SCHEDULES WHICH THE SERVICE HAS ADOPTED NOT ONLY

RECOGNIZE THE SERVICE'S OWN REQUIREMENTS, BUT THOSE OF TAX-

PAYERS. EXPERIENCE INDICATES THAT ROUGHLY ONE-THIRD OF

ff
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FoRMs 1940/19'42 ARE FILED IN JANUARY AND FEBRUARY. SOME

TAXPAYERS FILE THEIR RETURNS PRIOR TO JANUARY 31 TO AVOID

HAVING TO MAKE PAYMENT OF THE 4TH INSTALLMENT OF ESTIMATED

TAX. OTHERS FILE EARLY TO GET QUICK REFUNDS. A DELAY IN

THE AVAILABILITY OF FORMS AND RELATED MATERIALS TO TAXPAYERS

WILL, OF COURSE, HAVE A CORRESPONDING IMPACT UPON THE PRO-

CESSING OF RETURNS BY THE SERVICE AND WILL AFFECT SUCH

MATTERS AS THE PROMPT MAILING OF REFUND CHECKS.

IF THE LEGISLATION IS APPROVED BY SEPTEMBER 1, WE CAN

MINIMIZE THE PROBLEMS DISCUSSED ABOVE. HOWEVER, EVEN WITH

AN ENACTMENT DATE AT OR ABOUT THAT TIME, THERE WILL CERTAINLY

BE SOME TAXPAYER INCONVENIENCE, ADDITIONAL COSTS AND GENERAL

DELAY IN RETURNS PROCESSING. IF THE ENACTMENT DATE IS LATER

THAN SEPTEMBER 1, 1976, THE CONSEQUENCES UPON ALL THESE

ASPECTS OF TAX ADMINISTRATION WHICH I HAVE BEEN DISCUSSING

COULD BE DIRE. THE LATER THE ENACTMENT, THE MORE SERIOUS

AND COSTLY THE CONSEQUENCES.
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Mr. Chairman# Common Cause appreciates this opportunity

to testify today before the Senate Finance Committee. I am

accompanied by Jack Moskowitz, who is Common Cause's principal

lobbyist on tax issues. This Committee occupies a unique

position of public trust because of its jurisdiction and

power over matters that deeply affect the pocketbooks of

every American. This trust places on the Committee a heavy

responsibility to the nation's taxpayers. This responsibility

is not being met.

For our tax system to work, taxpayers must believe it

is fair and equitable. Overwhelming voluntary compliance

has been the hallmark of the faith of American taxpayers in

the fairness of the system. It has distinguished Americans

from taxpayers in other countries.

But in recent years there has been a dramatic change in

attitude. Many taxpayers no longer believe in the fairness

of our tax system. They view it instead as a vehicle for

providing special advantages for the wealthy and the influential.

Every time a new Otax reform" bill passes Congress it is

enacted at the cost of public cynicism and public disillusion-

ment.

The American people today perceive a fundamental lack

of integrity in our taxing system, a grave danger for any

democracy. This perception is well founded. There is a

basic lack of integrity in the political process that deter-

mines our tax system. The adding of dozens of special interest
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amendments to the pending Senate tax bill -- in the evening

after two weeks of exhausting markup sessions -- without

following even the most elementary legislative procedures

reinforced this perception. So did the infamous Ross Perot

case documented last year through the investigative reporting

of the Wall Street Journal.

We wish to discuss today some of the steps that can" be

taken to correct the widespread view that the average taxpayer

perpetually stands at the end of the line# while special

interests perpetually stand first in line in determining

this nation's tax policies. These steps deal with the role

of money in politics; with undisclosed lobbying activities;

with secrecy and the unavailability of relevant information;

with inadequate Committee procedures for making public policy;

and, with potential conflicts of interest by public officials.

Money in Politics

We recognize and applaud the central role played by the

Chairman of this Committee in the creation of the new public

financing system for our Presidential elections. But the

same evils and dangers that led to this historic Presidential

reform apply at the Congressional level as well.

Ask American citizens if they believe that private

campaign contributions buy political influence and affect

Congressional decisions in this country and they will respond

with a resounding yes. You yourself, Mr. Chairman, have

described the dangers of money in politics as aptly as anyone.
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Ten years ago you said:

"[Wlhen you are talking in terms of large cam-
paign contributions...the distinction between a
campaign contribution and a bribe is almost a
hair's line difference.'
Hearings on S. 3496, Amendment No. 732, S.2006,
S.2965 and S.3014 before the Senate Comr. on
Finance, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 78 (1966).

Nine years ago you said:

"Insofar as (public financing) would result in
long term economies in government it is the one
approach that tne tavored few would want the
least. Of all expenditures by government, this
is the one which the robber barons will oppose
the most. The cost of financing a presidential
campaign is one expense that they welcome.
Investments in this area can often be viewed as
monetary bread cast upon the water to be returned
1,000-fold."
S4586 Cong. Rec., April 4, 1967.

Three years ago in supporting Congressional public financing

you said:

"Whether the amendment is agreed to or not, this
amendment will one day be agreed to in this Republic.
It is just a matter of time. Perhaps that might be
today, and if Congress understands it, ... we will
avoid all the criticism that has been heaped on
Congress and the Government generally because of
the influence of money from private contributions."
S14816 Cong. Rec., July 26, 1973.

The absence of Congressional public financing and the

need to raise large private sums to finance political campaigns

has left its mark -- a large mark -- on the Internal Revenue

Code. It has also left an indelible black mark on Congress

in the eyes of the public -- a public which believes that

political favors are up for sale. Erasing this black mark

will only occur when we take Congress off the auction block

by providing for public financing of Congressional elections.
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In order to give some sense of the potential effect

campaign contributions could have on this powerful Com-

mitttee, as well as the potential appearance of influence

they may have to the general public. I would like to

introduce into the record an exhibit which accompanies

my testimony.

The exhibit sets forth campaign finance information,

derived from the federal campaign finance disclosure reports,

for the seven members of this Committee who raised money and

ran for election in 1974. The exhibit provides for each

Senator summary financial information regarding campaign

contributions and expenditures, a list of each individual

contributor who gave $500 or more, including the contributor's

identification as listed on the federal reports, and a list

of each special interest group contribution to the candidate.

A review of these documents reveals t:at individuals

and groups with substantial economic interests have provided

the political lifeline for the various members of this

Committee. While similar findings no doubt hold true for

other Senate committees, the fact remains that this Committee

has an almost unmatched Congressional power to grant or with-

hold direct economic benefits to private interests.

We have only been able to do a limited analysis in the

time available to prepare for this hearing, and would like

to give a few examples of how this political money might

impact.
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The seven mnemers of the Comittee who ran in 1974

received approximately 83,129,000 during the period from

September 1, 1973 to December 31, 1974. Approximately 458

of that total cam in contributions from larger individual

givers ($500 or more) and interest groups. Listed below are

the figures for each Senators

RECEIPTS
(9/1/73
thru

CANDIDATE 12/31/74)

Talmadge $179,041

Gravel 482,635

Ribicoff 437,564

Packwood 324,207

Nelson 215,956

Dole 993,826

Long 496,074

TOTAL
RECEIPTS:

$3,129,303

I Of RECMIPTS
(Individual Contri-
butions, $500 or
more, and Interest
Group Contributions)

69.07

63.30

57.60

38.50

37.68

34.28

32.64

INDIVIDUAL
COUTRIMITIONS
($500 ad over)

S 65,965

157,996

244,255

56,800

15,995

253,214

91,024

INTRMT
GROUP
CONTRIIUTIONS

$ 57,705

147,524

7,800

68,032

65,372

82,555

70,900

$890,249 $499,888

During the 1974 elections Common Cause categorized indi-

vidual givers of $500 or more by economic background, based

on the information set forth on the federal disclosure reports.

Looking at these categories, as veil as the affiliation of

1974 interest group givers, we have come up with the following

overall analysis for the seven Senators involved in 1974

races.

14-419 0 - e - s
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Economic identifications for individuals were based

solely on the information revealed by the federal disclosure

reports and were made only on the basis of an interest

clearly identified on the report. Further research would

no doubt result in substantial increases in the amounts

stated.

INTEREST

Labor

Oil *

Medical

Real Estate

Financial Institutions

Forest Products

Insurance

Securities

Ross Perot

Washingtoan.D.C. Attorneys

AMOUNT

$ 253,501

211,492 *

95,987

64,693

57,465

30,800

27,595

27,450

21,000

20,174

The seven Senators analyzed included Senators Dole,

Gravel, Long, Neidon, Packwood, Ribicoff, and Talmadge.

Not each Senator received contributions from all of these

interests nor were the contributions evenly divided among the

Senators. This analysis is not intended to do more than

provide one example of the way in which economic pressures

can build upon members of this Committee.

* In addition, Senator Bentsen, who also raised substantial
funds in 1974, received $134,954 from oil related donors.

.r

a

a
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Of course, we realize that a number of these contri-

butions may have been made without regard to any interest

in the legislative activities of the Senate Finance Committee

or of its members. However, it is only rational to assume

that many large contributions are made because of the

financial interest the contributors have in the Committee's

work.

An analysis of names of the D.C. attorneys who con-

tributed, for example, revealed such Washington lawyer-

lobbyists as J.D. Williams, William C. Foster and Edward

L. Merrigan. Mr. Foster is himself a member of the only

Washington law firm with its own political action committee,

Patton, Boggs and Blow. The firm's committee has also made

a series of contributions to members of the Senate Finance

Committee. These lawyers are regularly in contact with

Committee members on tax matters and have been identified as

representing interests that benefit from amendments to the

tax bill. We would like to insert in the record at this

point, Mr. Chairman, a copy of an article that appeared in

the New York Times on Monday, July 19, 1976, that deals with

this matter.

One significant amendment to the tax bill is of substantial

benefit to the maritime industry. We therefore did an analysis

of the amount of money contributed since September 1973 from the

maritime unions to members of the Finance Committee. We found

that $112,875 had been contributed to 7 members as listed below:
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Gravel $461500

Longj 22,000

Hartke 14,000

Packwood 13,000

Bentsen 7,375

Byrd 5,000

Talmadge 5,000

TOTAL $ 112,875

The problem of money of course is not exclusive to

this Committee. The Senate recently passed, for example,

by a close vote an amendment to limit the tax advantages

of real estate investors. One Senator, Richard Stone (D-Fla.),

who voted against this amendment, received over $76,000 from

real estate interests in his campaign. It was an amendment

that you, Mr. Chairman, described as creating "a very severe,

unanticipated problem for the real estate industry* and

therefore likely to be reversed when Senators hear from local

real estate interests.

Disclosure of Lobbying Activities

There is far too much at stake in the structure of our tax

system not to expect heavy lobbying by private sector interests

affected by changes in the tax code. Comprehensive public

disclosure of such lobbying activities is essential if both

Congress and the public are to be provided with the information

necessary to assure that special interest pressures are balanced

by general public interest considerations in Congressional

decision-making.
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Under present laws, however, the public is left completely

in the dark about most lobbying activities. The result -- the

public has the clear impression that lobbyists are consistently

arranging special deals behind the scenes for their employers

and clients.

Under the outstanding leadership of Senator Ribicoff, the

Senate has passed a new comprehensive lobby disclosure low designed

to remedy many of the deficiencies in the existing lobby law. Un-

fortunately, the House has yet to act on this measure. There

are certain steps that the Committee should take above and beyond

the Senate bill requirements that would significantly strengthen

the integrity of the tax writing process.

We recommend that this Committee immediately initiate a

system to require members of the Committee and the Committee staff

to log all communications concerning mattcrs pending before the

Committee, and to make these logs available to the public on a

timely basis.

Open and Democratic Procedures

There are other aspects of the Committee's procedures

that should be changed to strengthen the integrity of the tax

writing process. Until this Congress, the Committee conducted

its deliberations in secret. That record has improved in the

a 94th Congress, but there are other essential steps toward open

and accountable procedures that should be adopted by the

Committee. Common Cause urges the Committee to adopt rules

to require:
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(a) full and timely disclosure of the Senate sponsors,

beneficiaries, projected revenue loss or gain, and

justification for each tax amendment or special

tax bill;

(b) record votes by individual member on bills and on

each substantive amendment;

(c) open conference meetings on all tax and other legislative

matters within the Committee's jurisdiction;

(d) transcripts of open meetings being made available to

the public on a timely basis;

(e) all amended bills to show clearly the matters added since

the previous print; and

(f) advance notice and the opportunity for public hearings

on all private or special tax bills and amendments.

Conflicts of Interest

The jurisdiction of the Senate Finance Committee covers

the entire economic landscape, not just with regard to tax matters,

but also in dealing with health, welfare, trade and other issues.

The existing provisions to protect against potential conflicts

of interest by members of the Senate, and their staffs are totally

inadequate. A system of public disclosure by government officials

of sources of income, assets and other holdings as well as gifts

is the key to dealing with potential conflict of interest problems,.

The Senate has recognized this by passing comprehensive public

financial disclosure legislation three times in the last four

years only to see such legislation die ia the 11cuse. The Senate
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once again this week is considering personal financial disclosure leqis-

lation as part of the Watergate Reform Act. It was unanimously reported

out by the Government Operations Committee under the leadership

again of Senator Ribicoff.

Common Cause urges this Coittee to implement the basic

provisions of this legislation immediately by adopting rules that

require full public disclosure of personal financial interests

and sources of income by members of the Committee and senior

staff personal. Nine members of the Committee (Senators Ribicoff,

Nelson, Mondale, Gravel, Bentsen, Haskell, Dole, Packwood, and

Roth) have already made a voluntary financial disclosure in past

years according to a Congressional Quarterly article.

The Committee should also establish procedures for members

and staff to refrain from voting or taking part in deliberations

on matters in which they have a personal interest of more than

a de minimus amount.

Conclusion

Common Cause believes that adoption of the proposals we

have recommended would start the Committee on the path to

.storing public trust in the integrity of the tax system. It

would assure that a comprehensive record is developed for

Senators, the media and the public to make judgments regarding

tax proposals and preferences considered and recommended by the

Senate Finance Committee. It would also begin the process of

convincing the American people that the tax system is designed to

serve the public interest, not the various special interests who

can exercise the most pressure and undue influence over legislators.
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APPENDIX A

CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS TO TIlE SEVEN MEMBERS

OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE WHO RAN FOR

REELECTION IN 1974

Prepared by:

Common Cause Campaign Finance
Monitoring Project

e@ 1976
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ATTY HANSELLPOSTOOAS. fY Ji)
PRESS PRINCE RETAIL & LSNG 40.!S
PRdb FARMERS 9 MCARCHATS SRK lvJ,
PRES SOUT"W4IRE 1.11RP 1001%
PRES ROLLINS INC" 19444
EXERC TAUCRING I:OUS L9.0J')
SR VP SAVANNAH I-O.DS E. INOJST 5JO
RETIRED ATTY KING & SP..LOING lJJo
6USMAN !JJ
CH .0 SAVANNAH FOODS & INCUS ,30
PRESS SAVANNAH PFL0DS 6 INOUST A
C1480 CRYSTAL PAi44S ý,JJ
ChAIRMAN THARPE & iROL•. q..1
CONSTR PATTILLO COkST& CO :j,)
ATTY W.00
RIVERSIDE MFG CO sic
kATKINS CAROLINA UAP 1:vC 394J3

• 5.,9",

*A o rk6



A-4CCNTRIeUTICNS FROM SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
CONTRIS.ITUR WITHIN CANDIDATE

ST aC PTY CANDIDATE AFF ILIAT ION/INTEREST REGISTERED NAME

GA 55 CEM *TALMAOGE1NERMAN I

SUO-TOTAL FUR ALL AGRICULTURAL

SUb-TOTAL FOR ALL BUSINESS COOP

SUB-TOTAL FOR ALL HEALTH COMN.

SUB-TOTAL FOR ALL LABOR, COMM.

SUb-TOTAL FOR ALL MISCELLANEOUS

SUb-TOTAL FCR ALL DEMOCRATIC 4.4
TOTAL FUR CANDIDATE IS ---

CAIRYNEN INC
MID AMERICA CAIRYMEN INC
AN RICE GRCbERS COOP ASSN
FLGRIOA AGRICULTURE
NATL CLUhCIL OF FAPPER COOPS

COan. ---
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO
NAIL TELEF1IChE CC-CP ASSN
US INDE1E.CENT TELEPHONE ASSN
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO
AN•EkLAh nAnKING
Tkbuf CC UF CEtuGIA
SECuNITIE1 INDUSTRY
COCA LELA CCMN'ANV
FCOD INGLS1bY
KRAUSE MILLING CCMPAKY
NATL CONFECTIONERS ASSN OF US
FOREST PIUCkiLTS INCUSTRY
NAIL HESTALRANT ASSN
N A OF LIFE UNOPNRPITERS
SOUTtiERN MAILbAY SYSTEM
h A OF REALTLRS
AM COTTOh SIPPEPS ASSN

AM DtNTAL ASSN thATLA
AN MEDICAL ASSN INATLA
AN NURSING #ONE ASSN
AN PHYSICAL THERAPV ASSN
AN PODIA1RY ASSN
AN SOCIETY CF OKAL SURGEONS

MARINE ENGINEERS
SEAFARERS
MEATCUTTERS

NAIL RURAL ELECTR COOP ASSN
S COMM. ---

NATIONAL CLkGRESSICIAL LEVEL
INN. ---

SPACE TRUST FCR SPEC AGRI COMMUNITY E10
ADEPT tAURI & DAIRY EDUC POL TRUST#
RICE PRODUCERS PEC LAKE CI4ARLES LA
FLORIDA AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION COMM
PACE 4POL ACTION FOR COOP EFFECTIVENESS

HUGHES ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP FUt%.)
TELEPhUNE EaJUCATILU4 LUMM CR(PA'eIATION
CO.PAC, ICOMMUNICATlIUNS PACI
NON PARTISAN PUL u.uMM iiIle YV,4KI
BAtNKPAC i•bAl4kI?:& VPRFtSSIU.4 PAL)
GOI)D GUVT UkUUP tGEORCIAt
SECUATIES INDUSTRY ,AL AI•N v.L)CMM
hNh-PAkIISAN COMM FUR uUUD (.UVI IGAS
FOUU INDUSTRY (,JJ& GGVT CuMM
EAST WISCONSIN CLUb IMILvAUKEI
GuVT IMPRUVLMENT bRUul0
FPkEST VAUtUZTS IVUL COMM
RESTAURATEURS PAC
LIFE UNOERakITERS PAC ILUPACI
SOUTHERN RAILkAY TAX ELIGIbLE GGF
REAL ESTATE PAC
CUMM UkGANILED FuR TRADING OF COTTON

AMERICAN ODNTAL PAC IADPACI
AMERICAN MEDICAL PAC 4ANPACI
ANHEPAG AMERICAN NURSIhG HOME ED 6 PAC
AMERICAN PHYS THERAPY CONG ACTION COMM
PODIATRY PAC
ORAL SUR6EKY PAC IOSPAC6

M•EA POL ACTILIN FUND
SEAFARERS POL ACTIVITY DONATION
A•COPE

ACREIACTION COMM FOR RURAL ELECTRIFICATI

DEMOCRATIC SENATORIAL CAMPAIGN CONN

41

A 40U:4 T

SoOOJ
So.00%S, u,)O

1,00a

L/4 UJOS

LA3
1.0 oCD

1.0001

&@OJQ

e 5JJJ
5,O%0

S,~00

"'JO

IL.OJJ

2.0331

dqO3J
A .10

240205

S,ili

29 4Jd

dq03J-
lOaj

sts105



6

kLECTIUN CANCIDATES

TuTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE

CASH we/ HANO - oEIlNNINu

|IOa VI DUAL
LChTxIoUTIUNS-*5Q0 ANC OVEAs

IN STATE

CUT OF bTATE

COMMITTEE CGNTRIbUTICNS:

INTEREST COMMITTEES
POLITICAL PAATY CoMMITTEES

LOANS RECLIVEEJ
-LOANS REPAIR

NET LCANS OUTSTANCIN6

JRIoICOFFAbRA.AP A IbRANNfI
IDEM/ INCUMBENT IREP/CH
GENERAL ELECTIGA IhFO2 GENERAl

I WON/OPPCSED LOST
1 69098,0 VOTES (63.oaI 372,
PRIMARY ELECTICh INFO: PRI11AR
I WON/CCkVENTICK I WON/

I-NMOR- S-ANCbhT AVER -- I-NMBR-

454,C27

16#4t3

223 24tv,2! 1,OS! 53.bi

89 90,CS7 loCIJ l$.8I
A34 154,1!8 1915C 34.01

1
17 14v8CC all 3.31

16 7teCO 486 1.71
1 7,0C0 700C 1.51

0 0 C .01
1 2!0 25C .11
A .2!0 C .01

435,$85

I.S tI

'I,

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

CASH UK HAND - ENDING

NJAMES H (1111
ALLENGER A-S
L ELECTION INFO&
/OPPOSED
055 VOTES (4.4041
Y ELECTION INFO&
(CONVENT IuN

8-AMNCUNT AVER -- I--

67,893

7 5,00c 714 7.4

6 3,00C S00 4.4
1 igooo ,O000 2.v

b .9740 -%A Go$$ ie

740 d47 l.e
1 5,00O 5,000 ?.4

0

0

1,50C
1,500

G

19•732

1,500
1t500

0

A.2
2.2

.0



CONTRIBuTIONS FROM INDIVIDUAL C(lTRINuTURS A-0
CONTRIBUTOR WIT41N CANDIDATE

ST RC PTY CANDIDATE CONTRIBUTOR DURESS OCCUPATION AM IIld I

CT 55 OEM R|BISCUFFeABRAHAN A Abit AiAMS, JC#4N
AoRAMSMRLNAS CAVIO
AERAMSCN,.bfLSRT
AbUl~t-AFINAT
AMPERtALAN
APPL EMON.NATHAN
AANhOLC,".NAY 1H
ARON S iU U EATON
BANK.fPCARILL L
otSKIN.PHILIP
SELFER.AATsuA I
6ENJAMIN.,POERT S
BERGJN JA.EOWARD 0
BERNSTEIN,TYMAN S
b CNST INNC•NAN

IS,1CP.EC. "C
*ISiCP0,hA&AEN
SLACK.ELI M
SLACK. S.4iALEY L
dLANC, Cr~STERt
SLANN eJERCME

OfOWIC%,ChAALES N
bROAC, EL I
OURKE. OO :4ICR
oURhCWS.StLIG S
CALDENtALEXAN.EA
CANT,:AIARMANC
CARTEfRVICTOl N
CHASECAVIO
CLARKCEOP4E L
COHE N, EMMANUEL
COhE•N, N
CGsIE N, PUbY
COMtKhWILlRIED P
COmUh.J CCNALD
COUMANTAROS.GEORGE
COWAN, IRvING
COYNoePARSHALL 8
DANEMANXWELL
CANZAKSKY.JOSEPH I
OAPSKYJuLIUS
GAVICPRCFPS RCY C
DAVIOSCN*DCNALD
DAV|SsJACK
DAVISJERCME
OAVISLEONAAD MR&MRS
OEF LC0MRLNMNRS GEORGE
Of ITCH ,ALECN.MA&NRS

" HARTFORD CT
" HARTFORD CT
BETHESDA NO
RUCKVILLE CT
PITTSBURGH PA
PALM BEACN FL
N y NT
* HARTFORD CT
OALT1INURE NO
PITTSbURGH PA
N Y NY
N Y NT
WATERBURY CT
WASH DC
WASH OC
N V NT
N AOCMELLE NT
wETPORT CT
WESTPORT CT
W HARTFORD CT
MIAMI BCH FL
RANCHO HIRAGE CA
LOS ANGELES CA
KIDGEFIELD CT
N V NY
a3ZAURY CT
bRsJKLLYN NY
LOS ANGELES CA
w HARTFORD CT
SOUTHPORT CT
WASH DC
AASH DC
CIJLCHESTEN CT
BOCA RATON FL
N HARTFaRD CT
GREENWICH CT
KJLLLTWODO FL
WASH DC
N V NY
WASH DC

IAMI 6C, FL
SINSBuRY CT
b HARTFORD CT
PALM BCH FL
BEDFORD NY
N Y Ny
NEW HAVEN CT
PLITTSAURGH PA

INS ASRAH4S AGV
PkES PIONEER SYT
PRTNR TOWER CONST CO
BUILDER
CM SD & PARS STtELMET INC
N APPLENAN CO
PATINA ARNHOLD C BLEICI.OIDEOR
EXEC HTFO FREE&ER CORP
V CHNN NO CUP CJRP
ATTV
CHMBJ SLCO PETROLEUM C..P
Cu CH 80 wNIMTE. ARTIST,
ADMIN GOLDEN HILL NUR'.NG HONE
CH SD MOdERN EL(C CORP
PRES N bEANSTEIt. MNGMT INC
PRES blSHOP ROSfN INC
MEN NY STULK EACH
CH 6D UNITED &RANDS CO
P SWP
RET
PRES NATL BRANOS
RET lAID

CH oD KAUFMAN & BROAD
LAiYFR
Cal bri CEL.UCRAFT INC
ARTIST
NATL COLD STORAGE CO
RET EXEC
0EV
CONSULTANT SANITAS COP'
VP GIANT FOOD INC
CM "D GIAHt FOC. INC
REST
Co to JOS 0H COME'. & sG'.I
lXcL STEIN 4 CG INC
SHI POWNEN
PRE$ DIPLOMAT hlT
PRES MADISON HOTEL
AFT
PRiS GIANT FOOD INC
kET
EXEC CENTRAL METAL CO
EXEC DAVIDSON & EVEN' ,AL
CM 0S METROPOLITAN NATL &K
PAIS CONSOL DIES21 LE.6 CO
DIR COLONIAL PENN
PROF TALE UNIV
PRIES DEITCH & CO

ao-.0.3

2, 'a,,•

514

is)G

IJO

,.'J3

I...J i

Its.
a.0

!O- J0

A, ,3

a. .J

2.53

.90

4* . 3

A...ins
4. .3

1... 3
a,.. ..

- 3
,.53
-".3
., sJ

$s33

t, .3

'-,3
5.t030
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COhTRIIUTIONS FROM INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS
CONTRIBUTOR WITHIN CA8DIDATE

A-7

CT 55 ODE *RI•ICOPPFAFlRAaAM A

CONTRIBUTOR

o
a

0

.4

ADDRESS

CEKELBCUM.MARVIN
DEVOL,GECRGE
CIBNER. ERN
EOELLtmOATCN
ENGEL8IRGERJOSBPa P
FACTGRJCmN
FARKASGEORGE
FIEROAlkHAAMOLO L
FISC.SACH9HENRY P
FREEMANCARL N
FUNGERMCNTON
GAMPEL CARRYY
GEWIAZ.CARL S
GIMBEL.MRS BERNARD P
GLAOSTEIN.ANSEL
GLADSTCNEIMERBE.AT
GOLOdERG*MEhRY L
GOLDFARB.J A
GOLDPAN.NATHAN
GOLDSTEIN.CQL JULIUS
GOOO MAh, AERAHAM
GRADMAN9CAVIO J
GREENBERG.ARNOLO C
GREEKPARG,LEONARC f
GREEKBERGSANFORC 0
GREENE9JEAME L
GAINSON.iETTINA
MARITGNIMORRIS 0
MARRISOJ I
HAUSSAMEN.CAROLYN

AERSHNANCCNtRS PARRY
MILLMCRTCN
MILLRAYMCNO
HU(FFMAK. PFLT4S BURTON
HOFFMAh, SAPPUEL K
MOKIk.PRCPAS E~blfN I
HORDESTYC MOWARC
HORNSTEINoBENJAMIN S
mOAOhITZ*RAThUR R
ISAACS.ECUARD
ISANJERRY
ISENBEfiG*CMARLES
KAISERPANmORTENSI N
KALMANoHENRY
KAPLAN.BEANARD B
KAROSEhLEC%
KARR#DAVI1
KIMMELtECOARD A

OCCUPATION

BETHESDA No
WILTON CT
WILTON CT
OUCA RATON FL
NEWTOWN CT
BEVERLY HILLS CA
PALM $EACNH FL
N Y NY
WESTPORT CT
GAITE RESBURG NO
CHEVY CHASE MD
W HARTFORD CT
BETHESDA No
GREENWICH CT
FAIRFIELD CT
STANPURO CT
N Y NY
f Y NY
N Y NY
WASH OC
ESSEX FALLS NJ
PALM BCm FL
W HARTFORD CT
W'mARTFORD CT
hASH OC
NEW YORK NY
NEW YORK NY
wAS" or.
SHORT HILLS NJ
NEw YORK NY
bkISTOL CT
MIAMI ICH FL
KENSINGTON CT
" HARTFOAD CT
" HARTFORD CT
HCHLANO PK IL
GRECNWICH CT
N4Y NY
MIAMI BCH FL
WESTPORT CT
CORAL GABLES FL
W HARTFORD CT
WYNNEdOOG PA
N Y NY
W HARTFORD CT
KANSAS CTY KS
PARIS PRANCE
N Y NY

EXEC VP C a SMITH &LOG
ENG
EaG &URNOY LIBRARY
PONS BISHOP INDUSTRIES
PRIES CONSOLIDATION CONIkOLS
INVESTOR
RETIRED
ATTY
ENGINEERING
CH d0 C FREEMAN ASSN
PRES CCNN RLTY OFC CO
ORES GA.PEL REALTY
INVESTOR GEWIRi4OORRISLAERNAND
PSEWF*

BL OlR
VP TREAS CONoEC CORP
ORRk GOLDBERG 4 CO
RETIRED
ORES SOaNENILICR• 0L1.01 CORP
INVESTOR
EXEC H GOODMAN L SONS
RETIRED CONSULT
PRES COL!CO INC
EXEC COLEWO INO
V CH KMS 1.40 IOC
ATTY
DOCTOR
FOUNDER N B MARITON 9 '3
HARRIS 9 SONS SItEL Cu
RFAL ESTATE
PHYSICIAN
RET ,
PAES NqTHAN PETR3
HOFrMAN OLDS
PAOS IOFFNAa PAI.0T 9 1.LLPAPER
EXEC UNAkCO INOvS
EXE. VP CUNTINEIAL OIL
RET INVESTMENTS
PROES JU4fICS OF PLM UC4
CPA
FRANCM OWNER MCDONALOS
EAEC L ISENBERG ASSOC
MOUSE wIFE
INVESTOR
INS
PRES YOUTHCRAPT INC
INVESTMItaTS
ATTY

ST RIC PTY CANDI DArE AxjirjN I

1. )JO

"1JJ2

I s wja
LO U Q

;03

z. 90g

Lev )Jk )0

...0

a. O

Ls ..03

%.J

1.....,)

' 03

2. ..J

;' JJ
aevJO

-'3

5 a3

I, .a J

If 0.13Le %)Ai

----------- -- -



COkTRIEUTIONS FROM INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS
CONTRIeuTOR WITHIN CANJIQATE

A-9

ST RC PTY CANDIDATE CONTRIBUTOR ADDRESS OCCUPATION A4.)%T I
- -- -----

CT ss OEN ORISICOFFOAGRAHAN A KLEINSAM w
KOGOC. ROBERT P
KOhNVERNHARO L
AORMAN,SAMLIIL J
hRAMER ,lkkCLD
KRAMEK*NDARAN N
XRAUS.bILLIAM J
KRAVIS.RAYNOND F
KRETSCh.HANS N
K.IEGER,LELNARC h
I(O'JEIP.PILTON S
KLChEL.ThCfCAS h
LANEsHRCLC 0
LEHRMAhI.JACOB
LENTZ.MEOVYN 0
LfEVESTCNSAMUEL
LEVYHARRY
LEVV,SAV.,jL J
LINOWDS.RGOERT E
LIST.ME&LPS ALEEAT A
LUBINCHAPLES W
MACK.H B
PAILPAKJ L
MALKIN.PETER L
PASIRSI f.. JACA
MA SL C ,LE STIR
PATHESPETER
MCCOLCJaHCHARLES P
MCD.0U(.HE MEARITT
MELTZEA, E1
MfRCEOEfNJCHOLAS J
MEREIN.MIChAEL J
MIhSk.UFBhENRY M
MJ3REI.YFtPN L
MUCAASTEP14EN P
NASOIChECKN AARON
NEIOITZ.MLSES J
OHS MAN, RALPH

VuAISNAh.FLOAENZ a
OURI SMAN.ANDO LL J
PARKER .JACK
PEDERSENkILLIAM F
PERRY.JACK A
PETAlIEMILTCN J
P|SAMSAMU4EL
PLISPiEPPAUL
PLUTI%.dEINJANIN L
POLLIN9ABE

CLEVELAND
BETHESDA
N HARTFORD
JE: K IT CON
l Y

STANFORD
CL EVELAND
TUlLSA

NEWTOON
RANiCHO I4RACOE
WASH
BEVERLY HILLS
SIRAN
WASH
" HARTFORO
" HART FORO
MIAMI BCM
Wt:TE PLAINS
bk:TmESJA
BYRAM
CM ICAl
NASPEIM
N Y

GQNWCH
a HARTFORD
GREAT NECK
NLW YORK
GENENVICH
W HARTFOR.)
UREAT NECK
STANFORD
NEW YORK
m Y
NEW SRITAIN
GOSTOm
W HARTFORD
W 4ARTFORO
WASH
W1ASH
CHEVY CHASE
BOCA RATON
NEW HAVEN
FAIRFIELD
M Y
PAP IS
NORWALK
FAIRFIELD
WASH

OHMqO
CT
PA
kY
CT
OH
OK
CT
CA
oC
CA
CT
DC
CT
CT
FL
NY
MO
CT
IL
NY

CT

NY
MY
CT
CT

MY
CT
NY
NY
CT
MA
CT
CT
DC
DC
ND
FL
CT
CT
NY
FR
CT
CT
OC

01. 4 TREAS BALLY MFG .00
PRESS C I SMITH MV40N INw.
RoT
ML :ST
MFG DIST OF HOSIERY

ATTY
ENGINEER
VP CONSOLIDATED CONTM;.L
RETIRED
PARi N KMONHEIN L CO
ATTY
PRES LERNER SHOPS
EXEC VP C SECY GIANT P..JcO INC
PRES IRCSCONE O|S
INSJ1
LNO DEVELOPftR
CH.AN CELLU CRAFT INC
ATTY
CH 60 ALBERT LIST FOU.% *ATIO.
RET IRID
SLOM INVESTOR
MAILMAN eROS PRIVATE I lEST
ATTY
EXEC MASHKIN TRUCKING
E,•..bf i 14 h G C.
Pmz*,)JGAAPG4
EXC XERUU CORP
INS C NCOONOUGN 9 SONS
EXEC TRIANGLE PAC FPIOET PROD
GEN CON TRACTTGR
V-Cu 50 FRANKLIN NATL 04
RL fST
EXEC MOoRk DRu;. EXCH
Exri. STAR MARKET CO
EXIEC STANDARD MhTTRESS CO
PRES N 1 NEIOIT' 4 CO
OLAILOER 0 F C CO
INvCsTOR
C.•AR OURISNAN CMIV
RLTA
ARCHITECT PLANNEPk
WUS ERIC 6 ATTY PERRY 0#TICAL
CHMN PETRIE STORES
ATTY
RADIO RESEARCH
PRES FAIRFIELD LUMBER
CH S• CAPITAL CENTRE

• , J•)

a.0 J3
,JO

1,-3

:0.03

J4

S., .1.,.

L. .3•

'**3

't.3•

I. .3

ie.. 3



400 f

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM INDIVIDUAL 'ONTRIbUTORS
CONTRIBUTOR WITHIN CANDIDATE

CCNTRIOLTO& ADDRESS OCCUPATION

CT SB OEM *RIBICOPABSAAMAA A POSESJACK I
PAATTGECPGE D JR
PRSTONINAS bILLIAM
RAPOCIN.JCSEPH I
RATiER,ALEIRT I
RAVALESE.JOSEPN JR
REYNCLCSIEILEEN
RICM.RC&IAT N
RIFKINCSIMON h
ROSiWSCN.O N

RODGIRSCHARLIS N
ROGOhLOUIS &
ROSEeDAV IC
ROSEhIJOHN N
SO SENERGGERALD
ROSENSTEIN.,NR&MRS A
RASS,CANIEL N
RAOENSTE INCNARLES
mU0Joz N.hAY

AUDI N, SAMUEL
RYANMARTIN J
SAGARINJ DANIEL
SAGAIN,PMJLIP N
SALE SKYtCf-ARL LS
SALOMCK.F•NA
SALOMat.JEAN K
SALOMON.SIDNEY JR
SAVITTA 0
SC,'AFLERMORNAN I
SCHEUER.S H
SCHIKE.LECNARO
$CHN IER,CNARLES
SfIDENMAN, MANUEL
SELTZER.NATHA% R
SHEepETCFTLE0#lS S
SMIPLEY. ILLIAM N
SIEGEL&Uu.DONALD
SILVERAJULIUS
SILVER .ROSLYN
SILVERPAN,HERBERT R
SILVEaDAhvLAWRINCE
SIM ?,.;ACK L
SINGIR.HEeEiRT
SAVITI,A 0
SIT,-.CMAPLES I
SMITP4.RcIPRT N
SCFFfl .JOSPH
SO"A as1 GJNNO

WESTPORT
BR IOGEWATRA
LINCOLN
AIL mAUKEE
CLEV HIS
d HARTFORD
04IGHLAND PS
ST ANFORO
N Y
PI TTSBURGH
NEW CANAAN
w HAATFOAD
N Y
BUCK COUNTY
WESTPORT
CANAAN
WASH
w HARTFORO
SCARSDALE
N Y
BRIDGEPORT
WOOO•R IOGe
6R I OCE PORT
6 NORWALA
STAM4FORD
ST LOUIS
ST LOUIS
NOAWAI K
N Y
N Y

WESTPOAt
SINSBURY
JAMAICA EST
NELROSi PK
W HARTFORD
CLEVELAND
WESTPORT
BYRAN
6bYRAM
RED BANK
bETHESDA
PLM &CH
STANFORD
NOARWALK
WASH
BETHESDA
BOCA RATON
GREAT NICK

CT
CT
NA
WI
OH
CT
IL
CT
NY
PA
CT
CT
NY
PA
CT
CT
OC
CT
NY
NY
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
No
no
CT
NY
NY
CT
CT
NY
PA
CT
OH
CT
CT
CT
NJ
ND
FL
CT
CT
DCHO

FL
NY

NET
AGAIC SUNNY VALLEY PArt
HOMC N•KR
ATTY
EXEC VP FODRST CITY MATERIALS
ExeC WOOSTEN SiP

HSUF
RL EST DOV
ATTY PAUL WEISS RIPKIMIJ GARRIS
BluS CONS
VP cOi00EC CORP
EXEC SIRKIN MPG CO
RET
PHYSICIAN
EReL VP CONDEC CARP

MGNG DIR CAHOON ALTY
ATTY
METAL SCRAP OLA CMTR MTL CO
AET
CH So NUDIN NGT Ca
RET
ATTY
CH VCA GREENWICH
PRES PD.CC DIVIMCA
MSEI.p
HSWF
INS EXEC
LAoYER
PRES CONoEC CORp
INVEST
ATTY
PAES C SCHNIER ENTP
SEibOW I.14C
RL 'IST SELTZER 0RG
PRaS A C CORP
CH 6D MAIN LINE CLIVEL-aND IC
PRIVATE INVISTM*NTS
ATTY SAPERSTEIN &ARNST? SOLOND
hSWF
CH FNC COMM HELMSLEY SPEAR INC
AL 1ST SLS LEWIS.SILVIN/AN INC
ART
ATTY
LAWYER
CH 8D CHAS SMITH BLDG CORP
PRES C SMITH SLOG CORP
RL EST
INVEST LDOA

ST RC PTY CANDIDATE AAJd4T T

Io blJ
A. AJO

IL vita

bOO

SO') .

'J3

o G.iD3

" )DO

1. DiJO

'. j

!,JJ

1, J.)O

J.0 %)

10%pia

A,. £.)

a. g..J
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COkTAIIUTIONS FROM INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS
CONTRIGUTOk WITHIN CANDIDATE

OCCUPAT ION

A-1O
AI,.4, T I

CT 55 OCM *RIBICOFFASRAAAN A

TOTAL FOR CANDIDATE

SONNENeERG9BENJANIN
SPANIEP.NAURY L
STEINBERGeAL A
STERLINGeAUDREY N
STERN*MAX
STICMIRVING R
SUI SMAN ECWARO
SUISMAhqJCHN R
SUISMAhMICMAEL
SuISMANtACmARO
SULLIVANJCHN L
SULZIERE.ERMRS ARTHUR H
SPEIGoPORTCN
TIMOhEPELI
TITLE.MELVIN W
TOLLoALBERT A
UBERMAN.CHAIN M
VAN SIhDEREN.ALFRED W
WAASHAb*ELMER C
WASSERPANtLEW A
WEILFAANK A
WEINOERGLAWRENCE
WEISSMANeGEORGE FRS
WELLSJAY •
WETZLEP,BENJAMIN
e.IENsLAhRthCE %
WIENqMAE L
WILL IAMSMAROLC M
WOLFSC•vFRANCES
WOLFSOhLYNN MRS
YOUMANSMR&MRS BERTRAM
ZIRIKSKY.MRLMRS RIChARO

NEW YORK
HARTSDALE
LONG ISLAND
MAL I BU
N Y
w HARTFORD
W HARTFORD
W HARTFORD
W .4ARTFORD
HARTFORD
NEW BRITAIN
STAMFOO
N Y
CORAL. GABLE
W HARTFORU
bUA RATON
bETHESDA
NOOOBRI DOGE
SADDLE RIVER
BEVERLY HILLS
MT KISCO
BEVERLY HILLS
RYE
SCARSDALE
NY
WESTPORT
WE STPOR T
BEVERLY HILLS
MIAMI BCH
MIAMI BEACH
W HARTFORD
LAdRENCE

NY
NY
NY
CA
NY
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
NY
FL
CT
FL
MD
CT
NJ
CA
NY
CA
NY
NY
NY
CT
CT
CA
FL
FL
CT
NY

RET
ATTY
CONVERTER ACKER & JABLIa INC
DIR CORP SEC AwIpARIAS :,,AVEL
EXEC HARTZ MOUNTAIN P0r FOODS
BUILDER DEVELOPLA
EXEC SUISNAN 6 OLUMENIIAL
EXEC SUISMAN BLUMENTHAL
PRESS SUISMAN & bLUMENI IAL
EXEC SUISNAN & BLUMENlnAL
RETIRED
RET i14ED
V CH14 NATL KINNkY CORP
Ch AIR FLORIDA INC*
INS
RL kST
PRFS NATL SOUVEI.IA CNTA
PRE$ S N ENG TEL CO
EXE. TENN--CO
EXECS MNC
Ch F!N COM PAIN, WEBBER INC
CM 60 LAAWIN GRLUP
HSEWF
PRE$ WELLS NATL SERVE CORP
STKKR MHARDY & COE
ATTIC
MSE v;F
DEAN GRAO SCH MGMT UCLA
MS dr
HSolF

CH bD CON4 SPRING Cn
OWNER GRACIE Sui .IOSP

ST AC PTY CANOIDAf'E CONTAIBLTUR ADDRESS

)JO

2.,2
2. .tv.
at j i.

LJO0

lo ijO

A.., ,0i

Io, :)

ý013

2 ". 3

I, ;, JJ

'.4p
.5.,J..J4

,1o ) *)3
*o1.,

I.'J
24oO4J

- ----- ----------------- ------------- ft ----------------------



CGOAIIIUTICNS FRONT SPECIAL INTEREST GNOUPS
CONTRIBUTOR WITHIN CANDIOiAT

ST RC,PTV AqlN9IATE AffILIATIONIINTIREST itEGI ST46 IRE ,osm

AS CAN jIe1COFFAIRAANA A SAVINGS tEAkafs SAVINGS BANKERS NON-PARTISAN PAC,
4'Ub-TOIAL PGA ALL iUSINIESS CONK. CMAFI&AACAAL CeSP C-A EMPLOYEE$ CIVIC RESONIA ILITV

AN NURtSIG 1 ALN T CSN MAIEPAC ANsRICAN NURSING ONE e0 & 0
SOS-TOTAL FdAt ALA. HEALTH CONKl.--

BRICKLAVERS hMUCKLAVERS ACTION CONN
ELECTRICAL WCAOEMS 4141Wr toEu COPE
LABORERS LABORERS PUL LEAGUE
CPERATIh6 ENGINEERS ENGINEERS PAC
PAINTERS POLITICAL ACTION TOGETHER POL CON If
STEEWCRMKERS INATLS UNiIEU SfEEL6OAKERS OF ANERICA PAP I
SERVICE EXPLCVESES SEIU COPE POL CONTRIBUTIONS CONM
RAILWAV CLEARS RAILWAV CLERKS POL LEAGUE

SIB-TOTAL FOR ALL LABOR CONK. ---
SUB-TOTAL FOR ALL MISCELLANEOUS CONK. ---

NATIONAL ,CNGRISSICNAL LEVEL DGNUCRATIC SENATORItAL CAMPAIGN CONM
SUB-TOTAL FOR ALL OENOCRATAC CONK.
TGTAL FOR CAND1O1TE IS -

AC.

'AT$i
PASl

a

CT

A-11

500)Soo

5O0'CO

&.0900
5c00

S00
200

8,4000Soo
2.000
Tlio0

0

1960079000



I NELSO N.GAYLQRC 1PETRItTHOMAS E
i GEM/INCLiMBENT I REP/CHALLENGEP
i.ENERAL ELECTRIC INKFGS i1ENERAL ELECTION INFO& A-12
I WON/GFPCSEU I LOST/OPPOSED
I 740?,CC VOTES (61.44) 1 42i,347 VOTES 0504e4I

ELECTION CANCICATES PRIMARY ELECTION IhFO2 |PRIMARY ELECTION INFUI
I WGN/UNGPPOSED I WON/OPPUSED
I I
i-NmbR- $-ANCUIT AVER -%---hNMR- r-ANGUNT AVER -I--

S------------I--------------------------- --- - -- -- m----- -I •I
TLTAL FUNCS AVAILABLE 4 25'4VC2 I 43,43C

I N -CAkSH Ut HAND - bE(IINNING I ,'• 38,7A4Q i 0
I I
I 4

INDIVIDUAL
CCNTR~uUTIUNS-&:)00 ANIG OVERS

Ih STATE
CUT OF .4TATE

C•HMITTEE CLNTk~dUTRIjNSI

INTEREST CCeMITTLES
PCJLIT14.AL PARTY COMMITTEES

LOAmS RECEIVED
LOANS REPAIC

NET ,LCANS GUTSTANCANG

TOTAL EAPENDITLES

CASH Oh HAND - ENDING

1
25 15,$SS5 6,% to31

L7 i9OCO 647 4o .08 499~S5• 624 20O|
1

51
65o372

o 9210

0
0
0

C

0

1.44'

6, 25C

C
C
C

247,511

deog4

25.74

3.21

.01

.01.04

I
I

20 16,151 906 ,l.S

9
IL

#9132 L9015 IC.9
10O0V ag0 LC.S

3 sO7c LOW7 60.7

J 5057C Les,?
0 0 0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

.07
*0

.0

.0

409590

39509

II
I



.

CONTRIeUTICNS FkOM INOIVIOUAL CCNTRI6UTORS
CC.TkiIdUWR WITHIN CANDIDATE

A-13
ST RC PTY CANDIDATE CLNTR:BUTOR ADZNESS OCCUPATION AMUI4T T

dl 55 DEN ONELSONeGAYLORD

TOTAL FOR CANDIDATE

BARTELLGERALD A
BERNSTEIKjOSEPM N
BLOCKePOSERT S
rbREhAN t•OdERT
BRGGA%,,GISELA h
b•OC A,4 ,JCmI
CARL EY, DAV ID
CCLSBaRN, GERALD
FERGLSCN#FRANCIS E
FERkYoCAeRCL 8
FERRY'k h
bECHT * CAV ID
HANSCNtJ LCUIS
,OVI NcvJfhN

KArL ,MAX
K(.HLMHERBERT H
KOPS ,FLCYC
LEPPINRICmARD 0
HARKeWILLIAM b
-v-U.(PmYCI'ARLES H .JR
t.ASHr ,40.1. C
PUTLE ,tRAY4UNi)
WERNERtA MATT
WILLIAMS9J 0
WINDOHAPtiAMES C

MADISON
MILWAUKEE
MILWAUKEE
CHICAGW
GqEEN bAY
GREEN SAY
MADISGN
MILWAUKEE
MILWAUKEE
SCARSDALE
SCAkSDALE
MILWAUKEE
MtLLEN
C I N4C IN ~4AT I
MI LaAUK k E
MILWAUKEE
WASH
MIL*AQKEE
WAUSAU
EL DORADO
MI % L AUKE E
RACINi
SHEbOYGAN
WASH
MACON

WI
WI
WI
IL
W I

W I
W I
WI
NY
NY
wl
NI
OH
WI
WI
DC
WI
WI
AR

WIWl

DC
MS

EXEC AN RED BLOG
ATTY
EXEC A S BLOCK AOV INC
VP CHICAGO & NW RAILROAD
TRAVEL AGT KELLOGG TRAVEL AGGY
EXEC CITIZENS SECURITIES
EXEC INLAND STEEL
PRES JAK-PAK CO
PRES NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIPE
PHILANTHR
FOUNDATION DIR W8 FOUNDATION
PRCP 'IITE MANOR LICUCQ STORE
PT HOME SECY U S SENATE
iAEC F-'kATEO DEPT STORES
EXEC "'IC
PAES KUHL FOOD STOkES
ATTY
EXEC LEPPIN ELECTRIC CO
WILLIAM 6 MARK I. ASSOC
PRES MIJRPHY GIL CO
ATTY
EXEC PAECISIbjN FLEX4OLO INC
PUbtISHER SHEBOYGAN PRESS
ATTY
EXEC PAST BREWING CO

500501

')Jj
I. uJ3
I, OJJ

•JJ

531

5.)

b. J%)

I. OJ

l, 0o,

S J3

"3..
S JO
503

LS. 95:

Ar



r4
CGATAIEUTICNS PRoeU SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

9L000181B4O0 WHlIN CANDOIOATE 1-14

11 AC P1V CANDIDATE AFFILsATiUkdINTIREST ReGI 5s1110 ffIN

*I 55 geN *hELSCN@GAVLON0 CALIFORNIA 0GRICk.Il.RE
SUB-TOTAL FOR ALL AGRICULTURAL CN.io -

CRtEI0T UNIC& NATL ASSN 4CUNAI
NORTQASE BANKERS
CAikNIb INCUSTRIY
KRAUSE• ILLIkG CCNAFMV
BURLINGICh kCRINERN INC -RA
CI.LAGC a hCaTNa.ESTEN as CO
LILKAUC. NILbAItA & ST PAUL fR
EGATINC SNFC&MATION COUNCIL
TCBAuCC #RCCLC•S MIAS

Su,-TOTAL PFO ALL BUSINESS CON. ---
AP MEDICAL DISN-CC EXEC
AN MEDICAL ASSN bhSCNifSIN
AN OPTCNITRIC ASSN
AN PHYSICAL THiERAPF ASSN
AM POOQATRV aS$N

MS-TOTA& FO ALL NKlALU CONWS. 0-o
AlFL SIC SNATLI

AFL CIC %iSCCftSI|
BUILOINI. 6 CCNSTSUCTIGN 0E0T
CANPENIEPS
ELECTRICAL bCRKISS 4149b)
I ANOREASS
OPERATE IG EKGINEERS
POSTAL I€CEAS
STATC CCLktV a RUh ENPLOWEES
CLCT0I'IG UGAR&RS INATLI
GAPNMET BOSREAS LACIES
MACKINSISt
S$kTLWCN9P6 iAILI
UNITCO ALIC bLAKIES ISO
HOTEL L& ESITAIRANT IMLOVIES
MIATCUITIAS
RETAIL CLERKS
SEtvICE LPLCVtEES
RAILUAY CLINKS
06llkBV LArLA IEECLTIVIS ASSN
I iOLOIATILk UKICk 4UTUI
TIA.bblas INC9PE1NOEN UNION
CuN"u ICAlICN bORKER.
GRAPHIC DoIs UNICk

SUB-TOTAL FOR ALL LA@OR CONK. ---
NAIL RURLL ELECTS CF ASS
NAIL k4*ALL ELECT$ CC(D WISC

SIA-TOTAL FOP ALL MISCELLANEOUS CON. ---
NATILNmL CCKGEISSICNAL LIVIL

SUb-TUFAL FOR ALL DEMOCRATIC CON,.
TOTAL FOR CANDOIATE IS --

CON ON AGRICULTURAL POLICY I"CL

CREDIT UNION LEGISLATIVE ACTION COUNCIL
NORPAC INORTGAGE BANNERS PACO
CANNERS PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMN
EAST WISCONSIN CLUB INILWAUR1EI
BURLINGICN '4USITNA4 OFF VCL GOOD GOVT
WkTN stESIERN OFPICERS TRUST ACCOWIT
NILWAUKEE OFFICERS TkUST ACCOUNT
BUATIN#. INPORNATICN COUNCIL PAC
TuNACCO PEUPLES POLICE AFFAIRS COIrn

PTVSICIANS CGNN FOi GwMO IVT IOCI
UISCUNSIN PIISICIANS PAG iNISPAc&
OPIONETRIC PAC
AMERICAN PNYS THERAPY CONG ACTION Cam
PODIAITR P0AG

AFL CIO COPE POL CONTRIBUTIONS COIN
WISCONSIN STAT& AFL CIO COPf
PEP OF THE BUILOING & CONSTRUCTION TRAS
CARPENTERS LEGISLATIVE INPROVENENT CONl
IMEW COPe
LABRIERS POL LEAGUE
ENGINEEAS Vic
POLITICAL FUND CONM OF AN POSTAL BONIbkS
PEOPLE IPUBLIC EMPLOYEES UNGANIZEDI
AMALUAMATLO POLITICAL EDUCATION COMN
ILUNU CAIPAIvN COMN
RMRCINISTS NON PARTISAN POL LEAGUEIRNlPL
U1I||ED STIELbC3AARS Of ANERICA PAP IPAI
UOb V-CAP
K & Rt & 4|u COPe
JNICUP I

ALTIVI BALLOT CLUB
SEIU CUPE PUL CONTRIBUTIONS CON
RAILWAV CLEAKS POL LEAGUE
RAILWAY LANOR EALCUTIVES ASSIN POL LEAR
TNANSPIJRTATIUN POL EDUC LEAGUE
DRIVE ICENCATAIK REPUBLICAN INOEpEIDI
C€A COPE
GRAPHIC ARTS INTL UNION COP&

ACREIACTIOCN CCMM P0O RURAL ELECTRIFICATI
WISCONSIN ACNE

DEMOCRAIIC SENATORiAL CAMPAIGN COIN

9 1P

AMOUNT

tSO

Afe
leo
too

1*500

.104
*So

i~e50900
100

LOU
too

SOO

5.000

IeOU

19590
110944

Soo
19.000

4.000O

4o004

19000

5O0-

1*G
I OO

000
11o9 .
0st0

209dB0

10



9 4&. #

ELtLTIGN CANOIuATkS

IGRAVELe1IKE
4DEM/INCUMbENT
1GENtRAL ELECTICh INFU:

4 CN/oPPCSED
549361 VOTES (58.33)

PRIMARY ELECTICh IhFO'
I WON/CPPCSED

lLEwISC R
I REP/CMALLENGER
GENERAL ELECTION
4 LOST/UPPOSEC
I s89914 VOTES
PRIMARY ELECTION
I wGN/UPPOSEO

I I
4-.iMA- $-AMCUNT AVER ---- I-NMbk-

TOTAL FUNDS AVAILAbLE 4e59 4,441

CASh UK hAND - ULGINNING "9 fio

INDIVIDUAL
6LNTRIbuTIljNS-S'OQ AN& OVER: I 1A7.$ki 1,295 3io5i 86

6-ANCUNT

A-1S

INFOS

(41.073)
INFUV

AVER -- &-

*10,274

C

L.A3o295 L,55u 43.0

IN STATE
CUT OF STATE

CuMMITTEc GONT8I4iTIONS:

INTEREST COMMITTEES
PuA.ITICA&. PARTY COMMITTEES

A.,.ANS RECEIVED
LUAftS IEPAIC

NET .CANS CUTSTANioING

TQTAL cXPtNDITUREE

CASM UK MAND - ENDING

IS -4,.I86 1925e 5.11
103 13303EU 1,295 27.oS

74 152,964 ,Ct2 .31.4.

73 147,524 2tC2 3C.41
I •S,1C0 So0L 1.L1

I 1,GCC 1,0CC .24,
0 O C .0o
I L,GC0 L,0CC .24

439,3CCI

js,(CCC

0
46 80,005 1.16614 ab.o
36 53o,30 1,401 .7o.

L7

13)

4

.2

2

61 ,bG

35,000

1,400

5425

3,644 LS.i

2,0*od5 too*
a ,pI S 11.4

Ze.so0
I 400
-aTIb0

.5

1.8•

alNiHileoee|oeeeeeloallteOel•!



CONTRIBUTIONS FROM INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS A-16
CONTRIBUTOR WITHIN CANOiOATi

ST RC PTY CANDIUATE CONTRIBUTOR ADDRESS OCCUPAIION AA JT T

AK 55 OEM *GRAVELoNIKF. ARNOLD,JAMIES R LA JOLLA CA PROP UNIV OF CALIF :3
RALOWlI, BC3 HOUSTON TX Co 60 ALASKA INMIRSTATS so iE

SAM ,IE.EU4ENk A LOS ANGELES CA ATTV :?0
BASSePIAVY R FT WORTH TX OIL OVER bo; 3
DECKRINNITH SEATTLE WA PRES CENTRAL COST CO todJO
BELFIReAPTHUR G MEW YORK NY CH S0 BELCO PETRO CORP lowJO

lERGER,LIEG V OLD WISTAURY NY AtuJO
BERGTNEIL FAIRBANKS AK PAES ALASKA INTL AR&IIE'*S .JJ
BEANSTEIN,JOSIPH N PROVIDINCd RI ADViRTISING ERXC 1.. 14
BIRCHMEVERETT b ST THOMAS VI ATTY BIRCH DI JCW*GN 9 PARRELLY to. J
BOND9RGLANO DALLAS Tx INOEP OPIR 2,)
BURNS,RIChARD L SN BERNARDINO CA INDEP OPERA it kJ*
CARSCN JRPAUL MINSDALE IL 9xEC ADV CONST CO pj)
CLIFFOFODPATRICK J NEW YORK MY BANKER jjj
DANE .MAhXELL NY NY RIt E)ET
DAVIS.LOUIS F LA CA EXEC ARCO It., 'J
OOaN4SOJ A OOdNEAS GROVE IL PAlS GREAT LAKES OREO(." & OCKR .'. 04
EKME SS@CHALMERS 0 SEATTLE WA CDLEY G ERINESS AACHIT CIS l.WJ I
ELLIS9ELI Nkh. YORK Ny
ERICSOkGAL.AIS A SCOTTSDALE AZ RL EST *
FeRR?,h M SCARSDALE NY ExIL DIR DJB FOUNOATICI
FISCMER*RICHARO ANCHORA#IE AK CO IdNE k Rig
FISCMEF.RiCHARD W ANCHORAGE AR CWNIR DICK PISCJ4•R SRI.t 5*3,
FLE4INGBCO ARNCHORAGE AK EXEC VP KYRK RAL:O bi
FOSTERIiJLLIAN C WASM DC PATTON BOGGS & %LOWvATTVYS Jo
FULLER C bENd OR RIT 5.J
GAGE.CCKE L DECATUR TX INDiP OpER iow.,3
GAUTRIUX,O M METAIRIE LA PAES WILLIAMS MC WILLIeMS sJO
G0DON, CAVIO H GRAND RAPIDS MI AUTO OiEL•iR -i
GLASSELL.ALFREO C A HIJUsrON Tx PTNR GLASSILL P-,0VUC11, CO 6e1 J
GOTTSTEINM.AR1N1Y J ANCHORAGE AR J B GOTTST'IN L .0 1... ,
GRIFFINW A HOUSTON TX PRES OANIEL INO. .IRIES .4
GAOSSMAhtNSAM Pat:NIx Al PRES THE GROSSN.,v COC.
GUFFEIROY DALLAS TX EIEC ORILLIN"
*UNDERSONtLESLIG R FAIRBANKS AK OWNER POLAP 'aT 5L.0.A
HAINES.ROBIAT a GARY IN EXIC J M FC ICi . 5-03
HAMOheJAKE L DALLS TI INDEP DPCNl ,; jJ
HARDESTYC HOWARD GRkEFNWICH CT EXIC VP OIL CO C'vNTNSL -.IL 91;
HEARIN,•ROIRT M JACKSON MS Cm CO ERIC EAT N*TL bfjA)
HMNNILLYvIODUNC P MANHASSET NY ATT? MOBILE OIL CO 5J%
MES.SLEON N MEw YORK NV PAeS MESS OIL CO toDL.
HEYSER.ESTILL JR DALLAS Tx INDOP OPERA 5J3
MINC 1E?.KEM * ANCHOmAuI AK NGR ALASKA A"RL.ATI Cj S41
Mi'CHCOCKRALFRED LOS ANGELES CA NOTION PICTURE 0%.OO .•J
MUMPHREyJoE A DALLAS IR INOEl OPERA V%3
IVII,RCBEAT M SAN FRANCISCO CA PRES GUILD WINEIV1S & IIST S.j
JANSINMIENRV LNOEN WA PAIS LVNOEMN ITRkASPORT CO INC .,
JONGSOA V ALBANY TA iNOAP OP&R I.i3



tokTallalln a 0*41*oaLQMR RTRI Gs •G
( ; at a IUT I OR

€ONTRIAUTOR

A
iNOl~lv ISIA& CONTRI1SUIC.A
WITHIN CAHOIbATEI

LOOaSE 5

Al SS DanM *1AtVILMIRE KALI S, EARL
Kfi|NY.JCNN I
tRAMIRCLARENCI P

LOITZoLAaRIkCl
LUCASRHILIP G
LVNCHJOS$PH A
MAGUIRE, CAA
MARRoM H
MART INAkVIN R MALMS
MCCO"LUMtH W

MCKAy. ROY
MEaICGN.EOCAaD L
MIKLAUTSCH#ThOMAS d
MITCHELL*GEOREG P
MITCHELLvJGOHNiY
MO*NCIFeP A
MOOSE@PGLLV L
MURRELL, JCHN
PARKSlIEIL
PAATENoJ A
PASCH1ENJACK H
PAULEY9ECNIN W
PAULUCCIJlNO P
PEROT,H A
PICKENS*JCHN T
PICKINSof H
PICKENShk C
PICNENSh L
PITTSOL FRANK
PITTSSHELGY D
POLLARCI.EIC N
PONTARELLI.MICHAEL I
RAGAI4,WILLIAN P
RtAV 04ON Q, CAN
RIFleM 0
ROSENOROSERT A
ROSSLECANARD
SOSSETTIvANTHONY J
AUDIN.LENIS
RUDMANN a
ROSSILLoMAOELINE
SAITUCCICARLO V
SCHLENSKAESJOHN A
SCHNITIEREKINETH
SHEIN&AUMSTANLIT K
S.USHAN4LOUIS Q
$IkTON.SC&ART

NMOTOGAOOK IL
SITRA AK
GotC"? POI IL
NoUSTON Tx
LIVONIA *I
DALLAS TX
DALLAS TX
HOUSTON Ta
OJDSTON TX
SEATTLE WA
ANcHOAAGI AR
WAS" oC
FAIRBANKS AR
HOUSTON TX
HOUSTON TI
FT WOOLTH TA
DALLAS Tx
OALL&S TX
HOUSTON TX
HOUSTON TR
NUSTMGaOO£ IL
LA CA
DULUTH NN
DALLAS Tx
DALLAS TI
DALLAS TA
DALLAS TX
DALLAS TX
DALLAS TX
DALLAS TX
NEw YORK Ny
" ENVIEW IL
POTOM4AC ND
HOLLANO IL
FT WORTH TA
JAMAICA EST Ny
LOS ANGELES CA
NOATHBAOOK IL
N V NM
DALLAS TX
S FRAN CA
NORTHPIELD IL
RICHARDSON TX
HOUSTON TX
LOS ANGELES CA
NEW DALEANI LA
SAN PRANCISCO CA

EAPL IAtIS ASSOL
CONISt Kwl"Ir CONIT CO
EXEC AK LkASES & PULP
laic LOIT/ ORI C.ONST CO

AiEC J a CONTA INC
PaiS MAGUIRA OIL CO
INDAP OPiE NA4"m CO
CORP eXeC
Ve TENNECO)
PRE$ GENIXAL COkIT CO
OWNCRS MERCHANT
ATTY SMATHEIS N(aIIGA% & meaLO
PHMAINACIST & LAlO DIV
POES MITCHELL ENERGY & DIV CAR
PARS OILLGAS INV&STNIPis INC
INOEP OPv.l
INDIP S0P04
INOEP UPCR
lffulf DOER

OIL OPINATOR
exIC PASCMEN CONTR
P0•IS PAULEV PIET CO
CH 00 do.W INC
CM44* ELIC tRONIC DATA *YST§S'
INOCP OPelA
INDIP OP DR
|Imarp DOER
IHD PP OpES

I•OLP OPIRIPITTS RNSGt
INDCP OPOS
CONSULT
CONTk PONTAIALLI & SONS 1N0
ATT? RAbAft & NA%,JUN
CaMrR DAat RANyom.O CN0ST CO
INDOP CPIA
INVI.ST
PRES ROSSCO INC
CONTA aIWSSITTI CONTRIACIINS CO
VP iUDI Nk4
INOEP OCPS
'SEP
IXSIC SANTUCCI CO:4ST CO
DRILLING CONTRALTOR
PaEls CNTAK? DIV CO
INVEST IROKEN
ATTY SHUSmAN N EVER JACASON
STOCKSSObil A MAN sasTT?. CO

ST AC PTY CANDIDATE OCCUPAT I ON 4 JJ41 T

to . 03

6,.. ,D

• )0.00
wf10

be. Ji
;...O

09

p.1)

5o..

3)J

6o . e3

;.0.

4.o .,3

*.. J

A. '3

Leo ,,)
to %0 0.)

to. .3

-84

ao! .bJ
3'.03

5.'e



CONTRIeUTICNS FROM INOIVIDUAL CONTRI*UTUJAS
CONTRIbUTOR WITHIN CANDIDATE

ST RC PTY CANDIDATE

*k 55 DEN *GRAVELNIKE

TOTAL FOR CANDIDATE --

CONTR IBUTOR

SLAYrAKER. RONALO
SMITH.FELIX T
STAI R. RICHARD
STEPHEStSJCHN A
SWANK ,RUSSELL
TAMPKE qFREO
THOMAS.E C
THOHASMAX L
TOWNSEND.CHARLES N
VANCE CAVIES C. RObERTS
VANCE,J 3UANE
WAKEFIELD.GRAY NAWMAS
WALLACE9bALLY 0
WALL ERSTE INGEORGE
dARD.OELOERT
WARDJERRY J
WASSERMANtLEw R
WEBSTE t.klM C
WEINDBEAGLAWRENCE
WE INGART ENJOAN
WERBV. CONALO
WlITEJOhh S
WHITMORE9RALPH I JR
WILENTZvCAVIO T
WILLIANStJ D
YARMOL INSKYVICHAEL
ZEIRD J

ADDRESS

ANC HOAGE
PALO ALTO
ANChOAA#iE
SANTA bARBUA
ANCHORAGE
ANCHORAGE
ELSA
0AL LAS
FAIRBANKS
SEATTLE
SEATTLE
HOUSTON
JUNEAU
SEATTLE
lUUSTON

ANCHORAGE
bEVENLY HILLS
ANCHORAGE
BEVERLY HILLS
HOUSTON
HILLSBQAOUGM
WASH
ANCHORAGE
PERTH AMBOY
WASHINGTUN
PARIS FRANCE
DOONEAS GROVE

OCCUPAI ION

AK
CA
AK
CA
AK
AK
TX
TX
AK
WA
WA
TX
AK
NA
TX
AR
CA
AK
CA
TX
CA
OC
AK
NJ
DC

IL

CONTRACTOR V&AR EN CONIR

PACIFIC INC
PRES EXCEL 4IINE;AL COP'
OWNcR TOPPERS OIL CORP
VP 4O0ERN CONSTI
RANL HER
ltiUtP OPSR OIL
PHYSICS AN
ATTYS AT LAW
ATTY DAVIES & ROBERTS
ACCTS
SwIT&EA CRK MObILE HOP'S

SR VP &RUA4 C ROUT
PAES K & 4 CO
CH .o MCA UNIVEAAL CIIY
NM wEbSTeR INC
CH LARWIN REALTY
HSwI
WERuER REALTY
ATTY
BANKER AK STATE OANK
PRT:;x WILENTZ GO.ONAN 4PITZER
ATTrtWILLIAfl A ING
BICL OGI ST
CON;I4 S A HEALY CO

A

A-18

&imaldll T

to VIA

19 JJ

, Dj

fJJ

., 
1
Jt

*t ill

b. ,

B.. .J

"II

-.. -.

1o,., .3
.1103

4e., .',
Lou.,j

as$o v6,

w

4 0



0 #0

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
CONT&ISUTOR WITHIN CANDIDATE

ST IC PTY CANDIDATE APFILIATIONIINIIREIST REGISTERIO NAMI

AR 550 DIM OGRAVIEMIKE ASsocC MILK PRODUCERS INC
S0G-TOTAL FOR ALL AGRICULTURAL COMM. -

SUN-TOTAL FOR ALL GUSlNISS COMM.

SUb-TOTAL FOR ALL HIALT? cOmM.

KIENNECCIT CCPPtR CORP
CONSOLIDATED NATURAL GAS laVw
EAST ONIC GAS CO

GOUSTON NATURAL GAS CORP
NATUA-A CA$ RETAILEIS
N A OwdAROCLAsTfIRS
h A UP N(ME: bUILCIRS
CENEMAU ELECTkIC Co
SEATTLt FINST NATL O&ANK

AVINhGS & LCAN LEAGUE
SAVINGS L L&AN LEAGUE CALIF
MORIbALS SANEK&S
SAVINGS tANM•.S
StLuRITILS INUUSIMV
PAINE watlWp
CANNING INULSTNV
OGL MONTI CORP
POGO IhOLSTRY
PUN[ST FI.0CUCTS INCUSTMY
wEYIARAELSEP Cu INTERESTS
h A uP LIFE UNOERWAITERS
6URLINITLN NC,.TliHEN INC • tA
SOUTMkiN AAILAY SYSTEM
SJUTM1E6N RAILWAY SYSTEM
N A OF RIALTGAS
ThULKIN4e INDUSTRY
bOATING INPGNMATIUk COUNCIL

AN MEODCAL ASSN-CC EXIC
AM NURSIKG HOE ASSNI
AN OPTCMETRIC ASSN
AN PHYSICAL IHEAAPV ASSN
AM PUDIATRY AISS
FEOERATICM Of AN "CSPITALS

AFL CIC 4NATLI
APL CI6 bASHINGTON
IOILERMAKRAS
lUILOING & CCNSTPUCTIUI SEPT
C AR PE&NTIERSI
ELIEIRICAL WORKERS 1i8ia0
INCH WCRGSlS
LA110110S

GPERATIkc EININEERS
OPERATING ENGINEERS bASM

TAPE ICOMN FOR THOROUGH Afltl POL , OUCh

KENNECOTT EXECUTIVES CITIZENSHIP ASSN
CONSOLIDATED EXIC VOL NON-PAMT POL PUNS
EAST OHIO GAS IMP VOL GWtO GOVT ASIS
POLITICAL SUPPORT ASSN tIAl
GAS EMPLOYEES PIC
NATL CUNPFEREICE FUR SUPPORT GIF PRIA SAO
SUILOEIS POL CAMPAIGN LUMN
NON PARTISAIN POL. COMR (N"t %OkKI
FIetT ASSOCIATES NATIONAL JWASINNGTONt)
SAVINGS ASSN POL ELECT&.U4S CLONM ISAPECI
CENTURY CLUU IPASAnrNAI
NUAPAC fHU4ftGLL, k *AMRNtk PACO
SAVINGS OANIEMS NC/4-PAaIIAN PAC
SkCURTIES INUUSIkY CAMPAIGNi COAM
PAINE VtdWERkl PUNDO P(o IsETlIR GUVT
CANNERS PUoLIC AsPAIRS PJM.4
DEL nUNTr VLL NUN-PARI WOO GOVT COMN
ILuD) INUUSIkY wU GuYT CIAU.
PUkeLST PROUULTS POL C•AM
HANS jh PUNO
LIFE UNDEIRRITERS PAL (LUPACI
SURLNlLTJ,,)N NU,,04THIRN CFF VOL GOO GOVT
SUUTEkld RAILAY GOOD GuIy PFUN
SUUIHINN kAILWAY TAR tLIG;I*Lk GGP
REAL ESTATE PAC
TRUCK UPERATOUNS NON-PARTISAN CuRM
bOATtipt INFUANAT ION COUNCIL PAC

PHYSICIANS CONM FOR GOOD GOVT I0CJ
ANHEPAC AMERICAN NURSING NOONE G0 & PAC
OPTOMETRIC PAC
AMERICAN PHYS THERAPY CONG ACTION COIN
PUOIATRY PAC
PlO PAC

APL CIO COPE POt. CONTRIBUTIONS COMM
WASHINGTON STATE COPE
LEGISLATiVI IDUC ACTION PROGRAM ILEAPI
PIEP O THE WUILOING G CONSTRUCTION TRAP
CARPENTERS LEGISLATIVE IMPROVEMENT COMIN
1l61" COPE
I•ON WORKERS POL ACT IUN LEAGUE
LASQOikS POL LEAW41U
ENtII|ERaS PIC
LOCAL IA0 VOL POL FUND ASGAITL&A

NotN I

AGO
000

a04

14.1
I S

840))

ReOt)

10 00

a.1.1

91, 1~
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CONTAINUTICNS FROM SPECIAL INTEREST G1oUPS
CONTRIBUTOR WITHIN CANDIDATE

ST 11C PTV CANDIDATE AFPFILATION/IN46REST RE14 STIIRO ANAME

AK& 55 DIEN *G11AVELMI|KE

SUB-TOTAL FOR ALL LABO1 COMM.

SUB-TOTAL PFO ALL MISCELLANEOUS

SUB-TOTAL PFO ALL DEMOCRATIC COO
TOWAL FM CANDOIATE IS

PAINTERS
PLUMBERS 9 PIPEFITTEAS
FIRE FIGIhTERS
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES 6AUG08
POSTAL hCAKERS
STATE COGNTV 9 & UN EM4PLOVIIS
GARMENT WORKERS LACIES
MACHIMNISTS
PULP & PAPERMILL WCRKEIRS
SHEET METAL WORKERS
STEELWORKERS ENATLI
UNITED AUTC WORKERS IND
MARINE ENGINEERS
SEAFARERS
HOTEL & iESTAUMtANT EMPLOVEES
M1EATCUIT ERS
RETAIL CLERKS
FIREMEN 6 CILERS
MAIINTENANCE OF WAY EMPLOYEES
RAILwAV CLERKS
TRANSPORT kCRKERS ITWIU
TRANSPORTATION UNION 1UTUI
TEAMSTERS INCEPENOENT UNION
TE1%MSTE14S INJ ALASKA
COMMUN ICAT ICN WORKERS
GRAPHIC ARTS UNION

NATL EDUCATION ASSN
NAIL RURAL ELECTR COOP ASSN

NATIONAL CONGRESSIONAL LEVEL
aM --

POLITICAL ACTION TOGETHER POL CON tPATI
U A POLITICAL EDUCATION COMM
FIRE FIGHTERS COPE
COMM ON FEDERAL EMPLOYEE VOL EDUCATION
POLITICAL FUND COMM OF AM POSTAL WORKER
PEOPLE PUBLIC EMPLOYEES ORGANIZED$
IL4vWU CAMPAIGN CUMM

MACHINISTS NON PARTISAN POL LEAGUEti*PL
UNITED PAPER w(oRKERS INTL UNION
POLITICAL ACTION LEAGUE SHEET METAL
UNITED STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA PAF IPAI
UAW V-CAP
MEBA POL ACTION FUND
SEAFAkERS POL ACTIVITY DONATION
H 6 RE 6 BIU COPE
ANCOPE
ACTIVE BALLOT CLUB
FIREMEN 6 OILER POL LEAGUE
MAINTENANCE OF WAY POL LEAGUE
RAILWAY CLERKS POL LEAGUE
TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION POL CONTRIB CON
TRANSPORTATION POL EDUC LFAGUF
DRIVE DEMOCRATIC REPUbLICAN INDEPENOI
ALASKA DRIVE VOLUNTARY CUMM
CNA COPE
GRAPHIC ARTS INTL UNION COPE

NATL EDUCATION ASSN PAC 4NIA PACI
ACREIACTION COMM FOR RURAL ELECTRIFICATI
PATTON BOGGS & BLOW 4LAUYERSI1N NNNN

DEMOCRATIC SENATORIAL CAMPAIGN COMM

i .I

A-20

AMOUNT

350j

too"
100

40J

Soo
L69 I"

114

* .00$*oo

319000
95,540

1,000
Too

151000
A0)
d00

41000
TOO

910403,000

1, 1001.,1O0

500
141.334

3,100

1.O000
4.100
5,104
5,100

104.184

A'



0 ,

ELECTION CANGICATES

i.UYtWILLIAN R
IDEM/ChALLENGE,
I6ENERAL ELECT 1C0
i LuST/CoPPOSEC
I 390945L VOTES
PRIMARY EJ..ELTTC
I W(,N/GPPCSE&)

INFl03

.,"L L9,0b " A-21
RE P/I|,CUIn EWT

iGENEKAL ELtCTIUN INFO&
6 UN/OPPab ED
40.,99 .4 VOTES (549941

lPk/I'AAY ELECTION INFL;1
I wON/UNOPpUSED

I-NER- S-AMCLNT AVtA -- A---NMoA- b-AMGUNT AVtR -A--
--------m----- ------------------- m------------------------ - - -

TuTAL FUNGS AVAILABLE I 7 5 1,1049672

CASH uN HAND - oE41NNING 0 10,d4o

INDI VI DUAL
CL4,hf&taUTIuNS-a*OU ANG OVi-§;

IN STATE
Lt.T ur bTATE

Cu/MITTEE .i"NTNIb.TIoNS:

INTEKEST CUMMITTEES
PULiTIILAL PARTY W.h/I.fTctS

L•.,o S Rcs-t.,lvil,

LUANS kEPAIC
NET L.At4S CUTSTANCINk,

TuTAL EAPENDITURES

CASH (IU hANU - ENDING

1'5

104

76

T5

I

I

I

L43 v Z4 hi

I.@ ,OCO

110oGcO

17,3'0

1.56PSI'

14.sqs1'

0
IIO,oCCOi

636tSi7

LC,754

1, 141

t1,919

J.4oUOC

C

1C lie I

264 258,214--
1 0 1

16.01

.O1
I3o

272 175,078
92 83,136
f 1 152,655

IVOU

196LZ

To. 0

7. 1

13.3

do 82,555 670
3 rn.i.nn d3.372

0
I
0

L09OC
0

L0,000
10,

0

I I A Lo 10, O.

0

0

.9
o0

0 4'.



COhTAIIUTICkS FRONT INOIVIOUAL CONTRIOUIORS
CCINTRIiUTOR WITHIN CANOIDATE A-22

ST RfC PTY CANDIDATE CONTRIBUTOR ADDRESS OCCUPATION A4.jAiml I

Is SI AlP OOtCO1is ASSRCRC.RUOI1A L
AGLAI4.CtOOGE J
AOAIRJOih A
AOAMS,CR ANODAl S
AOANS.CR&RAS C C
AOAMS910bARD C

*DANSJOhN P
ADOIS, ICIR
ANDERSMINaONALC C
ANSChUTZPhILIP P
ANTOkELLI9C P JR
ARsuTNNOTNAINRS JANIS C
ATHAvNMAVIN I
AUST INNRLMAS IRA W
SASS 191J P OS G HELEN
SALI S9 CANS

WICHITA
WICHITA
ATCHISON
ARL INGTON
CLEAN
TJPEKA
TOPEK A
WICHITA
TOPERA
OENVfR
WAS INGCON
SELLIVILLE
SNAW14NE NiSs
ESKRIOGE
TULSA
LOGAN

KS
IS

KS
VA
VA
is
KS
IS
RS
Co
OC
IS
IS
RS
OR
RI

0

A L ASIRCRONSZE INC
OWNER REALTOR
PiES XCI.A14C. NATL SR L TSt CO
CEPuJV Din IOUC r RINAq Sit Va
CwNC• ILIFF NURSING NL It
CO OWkNEf ARDAS sUSINE$S PORNS
CO OWNER ADANS bUSoldbb POAMS
OIL PRODUCER
COITRACTOR S a ANDORSW.4 CO
P"Ss THE ANSCWUTZ CORP

tRES PARKING NG.T INC
OWNERS ARSUTHNOT DRUG CO
RET
OWNER AUSTIN PUNIRAL HONE
AG141W CHEMICAL
N6R MANSIN TRUST PUNO

a

T).'

,0J.

s 04

931)
Sol)

&*boo

wiG

bOG
• I"
I. bth



U

CONTRIBUTIONS PROM INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS
CONTAISUTOA WITHIN CANOIOATI A-23

ST RC PTY CANOIDATI CONTSIGUTOR AUGR-SS - -OCCUPATION AUI4T
i
0

KS so RaP ODOLIOM 0 &A CLSOGRANT
iARAINCIRL T
SAUIS.PR90AS LYLI
IEACMOPAR IANNA
IEAC, ROSS
SIACHNERoJERRY
SEARCHCRIEIISES JR
SICK|ALAVRAN

EIEChvRS OLIVE A
IELLeS k
SINE 1, MILI A
IRE•AMlllT N
S|IRST. LOSRk M

SICKhELLMGINI
SIGLERORiPAS P CALVIN
ILAKINCAEIfLTCMN H
SLOCN,1D-kRV h
GLODGITT.JOHN N JR
SOYO9PPANK JA
SOYO9NCCILL
SOYE R, ARSAS IUGINI
§RAMLAGIFAIEO
bRANCT.9MSCMS LLCYD C
IROWNvGAAY L NA&SAS
ISGeNl.mOMAS C
iRuCICIORGE N
SU669MINRY A
eUR01•,I TOWNSENO
OURTCMCICIL
&UTCO-E149IOAAO III
SUTChEAk W KEIN
CAOYM&RMNRS WINSLOW
CAMP.JCHN C
CARL SONLEASY T
CAAPINTFPSOM.NO N
CARSCN9OAVIO N
CASSCNDAN L
CLAAKiCNHARLIY'
CLASA.PRESTO% M MRS
CLIVINGEPTHOMAS S
CLINTON,1LIANOR P
CLIkTGf.A P
COFPEYIJCNN M
CGq4N, PICNARD S
COLE,EVIAETT S
rOLIMAk9CLARENCE
C€LIMANe SNILDON
COLLIToJCH0N C

KANSAS CITY KS
MEMPHIS Th
NARP|A 9S
MAYS KS
NAYS KS
ST PAUL KS
WICHITA KS
RUSSELL KS
WICHITA KS
KANSAS CITY nO
BiRWYN IL
WICHITA AS
DAYTON O0
PITTSGuAG KS
GARDEN CITY KS
LIMEAL KS
KANSAS CITY nO
GRAND RAPIDS OI
MORAN KS
PHILLIPSSUAG AS
TOPEKA KS
JUNCTION CITY KS
PRAIRIE VLGI KS
SALINA KS
KANSAS CITY NO
WICHITA KS
TOPERA KS
WASHI"TON OC
GREAT SEND KS
PHILADELPHIA PA
PHILAOELPHIA PA
SHAWNEE MISS KS
LAKE CNARL|S LA
EVANSTON IL
WILMINGTON O0
KANSAS CITY KS
TUPERA KS
OVERLAND PARK KS
WICHITA KS
TOPEKA KS
WICHITA KS
dICHITA AS
ALEXANDRIA VA
ROCKVILLE MO
MIC0iTA KS
WICHITA AS
WICMITA AS
bLut SPRINGS NO

PARTNER LG SARCUSAMO SONS 1oOt@
PAIS L T SAlAAIIGAI 6 WzoV
PARMIA 00
HOUSEWIFE 16000
PAIS PRODUCERS GAS EOUITIIS ae&JO
PITNA NEOSNO WLY ELECAIC Co Poo
INV SJj
PARMIR 6.0
CHM: SRD disC" AIRCRAFT CORP LVqhO
COMPTRA AISS IETIRNL CORP Lou)W

adO

PATNA OKMA" OIL CO &.UO
V CH L N SElRty 9 CO S4O
SELF EMPLOVIO *00
PMVYS I CAN 040
PAIS IST NATL SANfe .JR)
PAIS H 4 A SLOCR 9o .A
MET *S43
PALMER 0 joD
PUSLISEIA it $40
CONSULTANT QUALITY OIL CO " aJ.
INVESTS JUC.TION CITY :0J')
VP VtLLCNi FPREIT SYSTFMS II jJi
CONTRACTOR i "
GIN COUNT •AURICE L 04t.,N TRUST 1,003
PAoS ALADOIN PTIHOLIUM CO 404,10
Ch vD CAPITOL FlU SAVINGSGLOAN IO
VP CAPCO INC &qwjJ
OIL PROOuCIA PI.AEMLL DRILLING bJj
INVcSTOR bUTCH&- & SIlaI, Rjj
INVESTOR SJTCHE. 9 1 SlI.01E S 0)
P51S NINO STATICUt IN. AWL
ATTV .)Jj
PARS TEL & DATA SYS IhC .jO
ATTY ?? uIJ
ATTV $J4
SIC TRIAS CASSON COST CO INC :0 1O
144 CCMMIR DIPT Odin I.ZALTY CO ! ,4

Pats IST NATL &a Of TDOEA WOO
NSWP 0w
OIL OPIA SUTTON PL loj 13
AT? NALL*ISTILL@NGAAOWI -. olI TAL I)a
PRiS WILLCO 1, DJ

V CM SODO UNION kATL A%K ,I4,A,
V CMN4N 6O UNION NtATL b:.UM R ,0
CMAMN Of ORO COLEMAN CO 4j,)
P04s SiUPAT N#G GO $04



COkTUA.uTIONS FAMU |NDIdIUAL CONWAISUTOAS
CONTRIOUTOR UTiMIN CANOIUATI A-24

ST RC PT? CANFI3 AI'E Cc.hImUIStu AOU4J.4 S "CUPATIUN AM4J-T
- - -- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ... - ----. .. - .. .. -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

KS 55 RLP 001LE.1O1 CULNEi.T.MARA4a
C0mItAL.CDASCN I
CAAwFUJD,.HtJiAAUC I
CPAACLLUD L
CRAVLLOUC L JA
CULPC 4
CU5h INC * NI C
DAkbV, HAkkl
UAVb t, MftN

DUPONT ,•.NULLOS
bS.t#APiIN K JO

tOlI ST(N.Pl.LN4AS a K
i I StLE J04N C
ftiSt AZ...IT4.U1(PT f
fvAV,, .5 (A, Sm
tVTA1LY.J'.. U
FAIULJAIL Jf
FAIA.F DCYLt
FAIftLEICI,.FLjY, i
FALE.YIANACPS I C
FALSTACokILLIAM
1AN41A,% .110 two
I ASKP.fu t lA•
f*C,AIF,kUF&*T J1
FIfRELLJANES I
FINKoIMSO&S H GINNASO
FIRST P4IAICAi DANK
FIRST N1AIIO4AL UANk
I'(.AAIIJOstIIP F JA
FRANK, a
l~td ,d5.i.iNIN .1
FNIODGVICHMNAUT IN
FAISIE.( COUUk L

GAUVIY.NA'.P6AS JAN(% S
.AAVLaY.LLIVL tU MRS

GILPIP-.kL | .
L(jO .IttLLCMAL
(0(UL o G JDPOIS
(rAfAMAUtk(P•NTH L.
C.UAN?.AkIlLIAN C
CiAVISJ(0-N C
GUAVtS.WIi1IAN4 0
MALMANowItLIAN A
nAINFJ•.J!DUAN L
"ALL v. 0

TuPI KA
KA4SAS LIT?
AIL.IISON
A1(, HISUN

Mk pqPHI S
OowN$

,AsSAS CITY
$04AM.Ntk Nt$$
TU~f Kit
W It II I Ni TON
WICHITA
o ICHI I A
Jit "LA .L) PAt

S.A. .%%.
wNI hItL)
WICHI TA
wIC(mTA
sLUTI CI.T
TUPI KA
FM!f CN I A
aI L1141 1A

$"I .NI( MSN

SHAbNN( r.WIS• NPLAW.T CITY

F1 LP P. A( ALE

FW I A( 41 A
(•.HITA
C U QUO! A
#01?uJAIN

wI(NIITA
WICHI41TA

I f A Vt hNoEl I H
KANSAS. t(Il
It LOAiU(4
SAL INA
Pi TIV ,jUL.
wICHIIA
L EAWGOO

It

US
US
US
TN
US
US

US

US
US
US

ps

MO
IS

UK

I.t

KS
IS
K S
K.S

MU

TI

KS

AS

US

US

FL
US

P.S
'K
P.S

AS

48

tLkVLk CUL.4IU? PACCLJAE PUNA
RFALICR

Aht
CH dO NIDW(ST SOLVeNhS CO
PRES MIDWS? SOLvtLI$ (.El

Pn Ftl? 40kTc w A GRACL & CO
C(N*R LwJLNING INlS A61.•Y
CIn 4Q TOO .,Umev CORP
SALt$MAN A fNAIFtAT MAPA0.STS
MEAL Toa

£iAC OuPONT INDUST
PRFS N K Eby C(iSI CO INC
Uwl, f K ED1OSAiStk OIL CO
LAWTLI
INdSL 51 PKU ,;N 0'4ANTA'
.. •.M EvAllS CrAIN CO
0VE LY CU INC

A&TT? AATIf.,PAIT..L1#SL'IALL&PFA
PEITOLiUM (NG
C404M L F•ANIR MIALAI .-M Flio
CH jD FALLITS Ih..
ppir . KANý$., VK %OIL ct INC
fo,'V .Il Wol '

Eit. bu'MtNG C(UP Of : .R
At I

PALS F•S•-(LLGAS INC
C" SO c C. F GRAIN CO I .C

INS,4MANCF
ORm ' Cu"14Id S 041 ( ANA '4IC

r'NLA FAIJVICH INsVE.1 :ENT CO
ORE" fagitiII COtNST CO
OWN. 4 F Yf i SAND L GaAv L

Lti'5 v. saL GARvEY PRUOPE- Il[S
(,a4t4N Wl :St,4 C;AQVI? INto

'ocfa SLALKIOP CONSIA .O
oft• Pk,)J 0)4410

PAtS @A"NEt? OIL CO It.#
Poo P04,4 IC I AN
Cm 00 *uLINESS - thS AS UAANCf
PAF. GAAVES OL. CL)
EX[C aN! Afll TMUC& LINE INC
PoLfS 04AGIAl3l 10l(
PAES IN! tOUPIM NAIL NKCIAST
PAtS A0d 04.LLII.4 CO

111 9

1.13

)JJ

.J3
I.. JJ

:-JJ

.JO

,.j

5oOJO

to. 43-

9 0,,jo"

i)

*,.. 13

SJ.
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a a

COMITRIlUTIONS PROM INDIVIDUAL CONTAIbUTOAS
COINTIGauTOa WITHIN CANDIDATE

A-2 S
ST SC PIT CAMOICATE CONTIStUTOS ADMe SS OCCUPATlOW M IJ.4T I

MS 05 SEP oO"IE.Oo MAMoJ a
MAMPTO0tE S
HAMPICNM. OM M
HANKAMIRvJCH% L
MAMOAGEoSAMUtL A
mAUSSfPMAkMeC L JI
14[OELMUAAAY
HILLAL G
HOLLANCoGICCGE w
MOJVEM.v AICHASO
MOUGLANO'WA
MOUSTatob " III
"SulOl LMMS P MICHAAD
NUDSCNMCALE 9 LASSY
MUTTCN.WILLIAN W
I11(.SAM.000ky. P
JACOISCN.JCNAI
JOMNSON.OONALD I
JOMNSOM.E a FtblMOMe
JOMNSCM. SAMUEL C
JCIhISTN.PAOF FRANCIS A
KALIVASaILLIAP
KATZMNAVIN
KAUFFMANEulPG 04
MECK.ELIZA61T" A
AECK'" 6

KEMPER J09N CaCSuV
LAUMCFFP.WWASD J
LAWoE I
LEV(NS.VRME C
LIGHT414T1.OSEMT S
LITWINoHANPV

LOCKM.PAS MUSEST b
LOCMTOk.JCmN I Ifl

MAGUIAEICAAV N
MAMCvS&S I-
MARR;A.M I

IAkT INoAGSET
4LzF IE LOPoAGAM
M;GLYIhL 0
MCEVITT?.JAMES 0
K.MOPMIS.CCNALC L
MELCHEE.SqAkOLO S
MICHADlIS.m A Jo
AILLAMOo PSATCES
PILLESEMNNETN I MM5MIAS
MILLIKINoeOGIO

GARODE CITY RS
SALINA MS
SALINeA S
TUPEKA KS
WICHITA KS
OAK BRUOK IL
OVERLANO PM KS
DALLAS Tx
RUSSELL KS
wiChiTA KS
UICHITA AS
MEMPHIS Tt
ltSIF1EL.) NJ
THAYER KS
IEMIMxA KMS
KANISL CITy MU
LIbFAAL KS
FLINT MI
AM 0CP PA
RACINE Wl
ITHACA MY
KANSAS CITY MO
AOILAND PAMK AS
SPIAWNtf MISSI MS
LOS A'4GLtS CA
LOS ANGELES CA
MA4SAS CTy MO
DANVILLE IL

1lCHI TA KS
PRAIEIE VLG KS
WICHITA %.'S
WIC04ITA N KS
OVERLANO PARK KS
PRAIREE VILL MS
TULSA OM
DALLAS TX
"ICHITA KS
INDOPfOfrtNCI MO
tIC ITA KS
KANSAS CITY MO
GhEAT FALLS MT
wAbMINGTON OC
LEAWOUD KS
SHAOrL ossiA MS
wICmITA KS
NCP.EaSOM• t S
weSTWO3O NJ
SPARTANBURG SC

M".M MASTem PEEDrES MO 4 INC
AT?? "LMFTONMon 1OCEENLIMAM
ATTY HAMPTON ROVCE |NGM|&EAN
MANKMAAe SEAOY Mlx OUMIA
PAIs US usOMUNITIIS lEIC
SALESMAN DOALlING & CO
VP PFLD LEASlq#. CO INC
OIL P•ODJ:SM
CATTLE RANCHER
PaSs CHItEF DRILLING CO
V PRESS KOCH OIL CO
OetS OWNER W H NOUSYONCSOt
PatS CH0N4 IStT ARER
nuCSON OtOTH! 55

AMGri ASSOCIATED ,ARL CUNTMCTAS
PfitS kb(A *SOAO(ASTING CO
P51S NAIL 111F PACKI•G CC
Air

CH"Al JOHNSON VAN CORP
MET
BUILDER DEVELOPER
PGS SUOCY FOCOS
PA!• MANION LAbSATOAIES INC
Pf,u$iwlpt

Pets SUPERIOR OIL CO
." •b UNITED MISSOURE $ANs

PRES LAUNOFF GCAIM CO
PkIS THE LAW CC INC
PAiTNER LOtEl INTIAPSIfS
h.LIDAT IfeE PLZ
PAOI vAt IfdS TO.

LOCMTON EMS AGCV
Cm AD AGUICO CHEMICAL CO
OCWMi MAGUIEM OIL CO
CM "O MdSIAs SEEP IMOLrSTYAIS
PeSI CAkLA•3 LEASING IC.
ATTY MAMTIFk,PSI.LESCr'6LLePAE
PatS GREAl MEONT COAP
HOUSEWIFE
ATTY OCO,74S 9 M•AMNA
YELLOW FREINMT SYS LIMFS
PEtS TASNTOM POCUS INC
PrS GAAAM MICHAeLIS IcRELLING
PRES 0-1 PETRO CO INC
ACCT UJITID MARITIME
PAISS I11N4 MILLIKEN

NJ

I to
.1.10,)

1 3Iu33

I •3

ýo,)

%# J4
IJO

0.43

"e~3

ISAId

1.0J1

106d

J33
3o130

133

4.10jjiJO
'Jo

1.? o3

tea33
*i, 3



I

COftIPI9utICNS FRON INDIVIDUAL COPtIbutOAS
CONTAIBuTOA iTHIN CANDIDATE-2 A-26

S1 kC. PTY CANDIOATE CONI•3ILtUR A, Pt SS
.... .. .. .... .... . .. .. . ... ... .-- -- .. ..-.- .. . ... ...... .... .. ......... .o.- .... .... .. ..
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CGNTRISUTICNS PFROM INDIVIDUAL CONTRIDUTORS
CONTRIOUTOR WITHIN CANDIDATE

CCNTRIfLTOR AODAESS

OR SS aL5 R P&CamCOO91061NAT W

TOTAL P04 CANDIDATE

SEL I GSON. CMARLI.S
SMHITHCHAALES E
SMITHoCELF&RD 1%
SNITHrPOERT H
SOHNFPIe
SOUThER.CALVIN N
SOUTER, oSPAULDING$KINSEY
STONE#CONALO C d LASKER
SWIGRATCHRIST INE
SWIGERTERNEST 6
TANIKjlASLEY WIbLY
TMeIE I.CLIFFCRD S
TI SC aLAUAENCE A
TISCh.,PRESTOA• A
VINC|.i4o CAVr
wALKER oCYOUS
mALK IA9 GEGRGE
WALLACEIOE9WTT
WEYERHDEUSIRPREC 9
WILRYT STAh
WILLIAPS.eALPH I

NEW YORK
WAS"
MCNINNVILLI
WASH
ROSE&URG
PORTLAND
PORTLAND
NEd YORK
PORTLAND
PORTLAND
TUSCON
LK OSWEGO
N Y
N Y
PH I LCOL1A TH
POATLANO
NORTH B1INo
NT KISCO
ST PAUL
PORTLAND
PORTLAND

NY
OC
ORt
CA

OR
ORt
NY
OR
OR
AZ
CA
NY
NY
OR
Cox
Oft
NY
pN
OR
CA

OL EST EXEC C I SMITH CO
REAL ESTATE
AL EST EXEC
SAWMILL OPERATOR
ATTY
ATTY FIRM
NY STOCK EXCH STOCK BROKER
HSwF
CH 50 HYSTER CC
HSWF
CORP PENS nGO WSTRN KRAFT CORP
PAtS LOEUS CORP
CH S0 LOEWS CORP
LUWHeS CQ
AOVISOA POPE £ TALBOT CORP
LCGGI NG CON TRACTOR
RET PUs
RET
REALTOR
INVESTMINTS

& -

ST AC PTY CANOIDATE
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COhIRIG*I.ICNS #4ON SPECIAL INTttIST GROUPS
C(AlTkilOIOA 411tIN CASIOIOATI

A-34
ST PC Ply CANODOAIE AMCILIOIIONIINTIAIST AliSTAOID "NM A1ajUNI
----------- w-----------w------------- ---------------------------- w---------------

Os 14 RIP *FA(.auOO lAI U

SUb-TOIAL FPA ALL AGRICULIURAL

SUb-O1AL 001, ALL IuSINISS COm

PiC A11118. (Al&IITNI IkC
AM NAIL CATILIhhkhS ASSN
NATL CLUKNL EF PIAPPIS coOPs

N A 06 N4hIALIUAIP$ thAN)
NthliNilW1 (L.oia LcoP
CLlk CA' P
NL&ILAI tA' ý TAILItS

Nt A (f do-441LL.'-fills
NAit LAsLt WiLtVISICK ASSN
6S lI.e. P,...t I IilltLNI, ASSN
A&pt t111lt81 LLhIPALIUS

P A LI 0.I14 OLitLLPS
olAh i *INIOAI14.NAL INL
L't*hAI LLitLIIL (o
aPItkicil UAi.Atfa
SAvINOv L LLAN LtAa.Ut
N L(t t f I,.1-L6u $4111G1 ASSNl
Itli.vAL A114itAS
$Aviht.1 t~h~tkll

h.tEUILI itk(t
L AkileING IKELISl@A
CLA LELA LLIPAMV
UEL htLKI (&Nlo
ILLU INOISUPV
&LSAbIL IUKL
toitil PI-.(TLS INCE$STY
Lltm.lI-PaLciic COAP
PCuaTiAIr4 PIP LUNSIa CO

AN POi.,IL L P-IIL ASSN
NAIL NtSIALIPA'I ASSN

INLE'I160it'I i#.IuPANktt A4.11.
N A LF LIoI LIl.,t.NlUtS

AM4I14 RLINi I, filN(Nf

ow LINA.II l I LIT.4 INC -4111

N..L**.% kPILWAV SYSTEM
UNaIdP #ALSIIL a•JIP
N A Lt•I ALIL..S
NAIL ALIL ZIALIES ASSN
TAuL l#alk, INL6SIhI
A" 4.•1( 1.11, I IM1t ASSN
Ap I(. ILv i(t I&tELMINIv

"OfPI 4AG&I 9 DAIRV aDUC POL IRUSTI
CAITLtAthS ACTION Lf(pISLATIVt FUNI)ICALF1
PALE IPUL ACIICAM VILI L.OOP IPfI(ITVtmiaSS

04UNPOFS &LtlbI (.LITIftI.SNIP FU1
BUSINES• INUUSTNY Pat I4IPALI
1tkAEISIfC IILAICUISYIS .Illickste*IP AS$%
L.LIN 1 At.LT I.aIS Vtit 1h•No-6P|I P*L fUPIO
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COhTAIIUTICNS FROM SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS A-35
CCNTRIBUTUA WITHIN CANDIDATE

ST aC PIT CANDIDATE AFFILIATIGNIINIISEST REGISTERED NME A14UOL4

OS 55 ARP *VACRbGQO@O0OSRT a ON ON"TL ASSN 6*AIL
An MEDICAL ASSN INATLI
AN MEDICAL ASSN-CC #At(
AN NCMEICAL ASSN GAIGGN
A N#UNSIhG 9CNE ASSN
AN CPTEMETPIC ASSN
AN PhySI•AL IhEAAPV ASSN
AN PuDATIAV A.SN
An SuCJEIv CF GRAL SURGEONS
FECERATAIN CF AN HOSPITALS
CPTICIANS AISh UF AN

SI4-TOTAL FOR ALL HEALTH CONN. ---
OPAtAI|NC ENGIhtkkS
MARINE EAGINEERS
SE AFFAIRS

SUO-TOTAL FOA ALL LAOiR CNN. ---
* NAIL LCUCATICN ASSN OREGON

f NVIOKKNENTALScakSEAVATICN
SUb-TOTAL F(A ALL MIbCELLAM&QUS CONS. --

SU-TOTAL FOR ALL REPUbLICAN (CONN.
TOTAL FOR CANDIDATE Is-

AMERICAh DENTAL PAC IAOPACI
AMERICAN MEDICAL PAC IANPACI
PHYSICIANS CCWNM FOR GOOD GOVT 4OCI
WAEWON MEDICAL PAC
A*HfPAC AMERICAN NuRSING O)NE ED o PAC
OPlUmHTRIC PAC
ANFICEN PHYS TKERAPY CONC ACTION CONM
PUAIAIRY PAC
URAL SURGS•CV PAC 4SPACI
FED PAL
LVISCIANS COMM ON POL EDUCATION

kNGINELRS PLC
MfbA POL ACTIUN FUND
SEAFAPERS POL ACTIVITY DONATION

PEOPLE FOR INPROVEMENT Of ECDUCATIONIPIEI
LEAGUE OF CMNSERVATIGN VOTERS

NATIONAL CLNOGESSICNAL LEVEL NAIL AEPUILICAN SENATORIAL COiNN

too

S00

too

59000
Sle thO

09 00

10,300

3 1 9,JJ )

5.L000

9100,0
3£ .000
3£t. 410



ELECTION CANDIUA7ES

ILUIRitUSSELL t
AI EM/ ZhCUFbENT
IGEt'4ERAL ELECT 1Ch
i WON/UNCFPGSEC
I 4.349643 VGTES
IPRLMARY ELECT £CK
I WUNt/OPPC;Skg

I -NtdR- S-AMELINT AVER -s-
----------------- I---a---------------- --------------- i --------- --- ----

TOTAL FuNDS AVAILABLE

CASH ON HAND - OEUIINAN6

INDIVIDUAL
LuhT,%I'LUTIuNS-6*)UO ANG OVEP3

IN STATE
CuT OF STATE

CUMMITTEE CGINTlo*UTIONSI

INl:e•EST CL.4MITTEES
FoLIT16AL PARTY CUMMITTEES

LOANS RECEIVED
A.IANS REPAI&o

iT LLANS UUTSTANCING

TOTAL EAPENOITURES

CASH ON HAND - ENOIN4.

6 70,5S9
.i 2094i5

49 7596CO

46 7s.9CO
L SCI.

0

75 CCG

0

498.174

57,0 6

A-36

l,011

".5,001

*15,OO.
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12.71
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I
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COhTA|IUTIONS FROM INDIVIDUAL CCNtIRIuIORS
CONTRINUTOA WITHIN CANOIOA(r

A-37
ST AC PFT CANOIOAIE CCNTm|•UTLA ADDRESS OLC UPATIA.N A.4.j4T T

LA SE OEM *LONG#A$SSELL 6

0

ALBkITIGNtbM LCUIS
AMER BANK & TRUST CO
AMER OR & VAST CO
ANDEASCN.PRS G N
ASmMARRy A
ASmV.1 N
bARTCSOCeARLFS A SR
BLAKINCAt WILLIAM 0 II
BOLEStbILLIAM R
8OSSIEPtALIFAT L JA
BRAOY,PATAICK W
AROdN.C.R..l K

61JUK0t*AITEP,I) JA
aL.TCrEA.PRbCf K

* ,'JCei C
LA%UIZS,U|TG

CANI1Ak9UJCSFP" C
CANNON ENURGUO JR

CAYV.C JAN'4t D
DELAN.V.j I iII
DENTEN.8 J
CILi INTAsL.EDWARO

IIFfENTmAiJAm(S
DUI.ENE.£U'A-,1T .1

Df1AG6:LN.J V If
F.)AT,•Icail'S F

R•It[ToM8PILYN P

FCWLfARJ I JA
FRANRIS.Jo0N
1RrIMLNN.A 0 SR

GAmri RE ,1. C MPME',SL tYIhEtA•T J

(w.I I I sk o G: NAA

HAMTjMAN . .IwIN
h1N0RV;DILLIAN 0
JAMEoT
j,,mr*SEN,I P

;'*:t. : • JAA ,$ e
J,.E SIthL, LAtR L

LA VIGN.RtIRK A
tANDI0YJULIt F
LAWIC.M@J I

BATON SCuGE LA
BATON I*OUGI LA
bATON R0.GE LA
stRE

t
VPORT LA

SU AF $ I Dt F L

EUNICE LA
ItFAY'TTI LA
01JLANO Ti
RAYVILLE LA
METAIaII LA
mouSTUN TX
HUUSTON TX
N.•4dOE LA
S,iIFvtPrRT LA
LAK( CHMALfS LA
UF' ALLF44NDS LA
NETAINBI LA
Nu 4ROL LA
WAS" INGC.ON OL
M[TAIdIE LA
.1 TA&Ir L&

.1NNtIKA IL
NEW OkLtANS LA
NPW ORLEA4S LA
SATON ROJGE LA
NME CALiANS LA
Nk. L10i.ANS LA
MFIAII0I LA
BATE,. AOLP.. LA
Nhi Lit PLANS LA
uAICN k[)Jot LA
NJKtAN |ITY LA
snaEV(PCrit LA
SmAEVtPUaT LA
PEo. CARL[ANS LA
MJ.*IILo IA
14fTAIsaiV LA
MJML.AN LITT LA
NE( ORLtANS LA
CHICA.O IL
AUSTON LA
NfE O0LIANS LA
Nftf 04e1 1ANS LA
bATON ROU. t LA
&(AMICK LA
SMAEVEPORT LA
SAIrtE ROUGE LA
SULPHUR LA

REtiRED-AT1Y
BANK

ANDERSON OIL 9 GAS
ATly
Pa SI OfEN?
OIL & ý,AS OPERATOR
1•401PENDtNT OIL LPERAIJA
ATTYLBA0 MOLES PLLNGEF NALLACK
AVENDALE SMIPYA-US INL
SRAOCO CIL & GAS CO
C" 8D bROUN L AuOT I14C
04O.P CONSULTINT0 ENGR
PuEt' R K OUTCMfk L'ASSDC INC
ATTy
CTu CANDIES INC
JOS CMNIZAO INTEREST
EXEC VP RANCROfI SAG CO
ATTV
I.uIT A5LE PETRO COOP
A.tiftT L aEGAhN'. INc 1.1s
&T?? .|$KIS.SU! **@OhtNftULRO
10

i a DELAtAE CO INC
Div CCmpT SOUT4. AND CCtP
VP '.)uttqIRN SCk...' NAIT-IAL
STMLkAN SCRAP IATERIAI.
Z1,N. .tJLI ANT
PW, L k tATON CO
AT TV

SItGcN t LVEL INC PRIS

PIES FALCO INC
PRtS FRANKS PETUULEUN (O
C". '. A COCA C(iLA SOILING CO
Pitt Ib. *J%14 Or~, INC4(
P.'' Pit1* A1S MC.ILLIA"' CO
A.Ift. Nv Liff IN'.URANCt CO
AVJNOAL1 SNIPVARGS INC
Sk VP HOUSEHOLD FINAfN.. CORP
VP I L JAMES c (a
PAIS CENTRAL GUt' LIN4E, ItC
11T d4ATL AR OF L• WR(.
Ally

ARLLR ... RP

PAR04AR A. RACMPR

Is.-J33 a
-. A2
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IT AC PTY CA04I0ATI

LA IS Din OLONGO•ISSI•L a LAU?

LfOL
Lim

LLý.T
LCG
LONG
HAS S
MimiMfRS

MO Si

CuSS

PELT
PENI
PEnt
PiS•

041 Tia
PIGS(

PLAI

CUR$
pan,

SAUL

miNN
PER&
0140
SPull

SAIl

SCM,

PSE•

SiAI

PAUL

ROSE

5151

ST.01

MALI
WAL

wOOl
TOTAL FOR CANOIDATI --

CONTMI1UTICIS PRO" INOI.IOhaL C¢( ,6i*0ORS
CCftTImIuTO0A Wo~lml CaftaiOal

CCfTItI#TOA ADOTA. S
. c.. . .te... £.0.5.. e1.. ... 5...5 ..... ...

ANC..ULtS I III
ANC.SCCOS J

.MEIECITM a
ALSSELL B
.JOPk 0

.ICAo.IwAAC L
1TN.LAWaINCI A
k IS.CuS S
S,bA&AAE cp

*hOeWILLIS a
C..j CLtPPC.SO
•..,CM&MLIS A

EliT MAS i

aIM&1d,G A"Lift .A
19AUCLST aS

SAh.CM•ALIS S

1,fAkcfkiT

'LL.TNCPAS I
•.ILLIAPM F
T.JOSIpM M is5

l.CsIfN I
ITSON.AO|ST IN
IoTShoNCOSSZN4 J
SEL.LCUIS J3
.FSASkK T
AIASZ.CARL J3

ToIC TaicON

uI.JAPES H4
A04.M4AASOL I-
AMIMSS 0 6

IIOT.NOLTV J5
TPSCN.a M i• €

D4,0Ik4 to
Sm.ALDEAT A
84COoD~ D
rIeIAC..3OMN C
lSeveaftO W

Satoh MO•LG1 LA

BATO% acuiI LA
COVINITON LA
A*TAIAII LA

9.0.11105 IX
6AToN ROUGE LA
A#AftfVILLi vA
SEtsICA LA
C0MVY 114ASE MD
NEW CULEANS LA
SsaV(poAT LA
%Ew Um,(Aks LA
tK CMA-L.S %. A
OAT'h Au41 LA
LAFAYETTE LA
T1hIBOOAuR LA
*BAOh ROUGE LA
NEW OSRLEAS LA
OALLAS TA
NiW OeLIANS La
G3.01% MEADOW LA
EuNICE LA
POTOMAC nO
fNi OALIANS LA
HOUSTON Ta
SHREVEPORT LA
HOUSTO TA
%F0 ORLEANS LA
SATC.% aoaVGf LA
mGJSTONd TX
NEeW OSLEAN LA
GmieAISBUmG LA
CINCINNATI O04
LAKE CHARLES LA
14d ORLEANS LA
GOLDEN MEACO. LA
NOu SVI T Ta
ALEXANORIA LA

MONSOI LA
ESSEX FILLS 1.
iAIl AII LA

A-3S1

Ul.ZgPAT I0% &A 941 1
--------------- ---------. • ....... e...

FASQIS L SmACSnt
AlTl CORPORATI ONS
AfTlly

Pat$ ARTHUR LIVy BOaT S11v INc
Oil I GAS REAL IESTAI
INVES TMEINT
%# S SIAT0A
LIVESTOCK e6i4DE0 AL IES
J I AVL1 JA 1 ASSOC
AT? a
si .. P w O's. 4S , 1441ST CO
FAMOISS SS iG%."

CONS fIG 4 O-INES W G SIS£CO
VP PO0L, .4MBto CO
PAISE C- ID S AME4S S0C UST CC
GULF COAST AMIA C" BO
ATT?

DIV 4GC SOCVTLANO CORP
ARcmIT|CT

fLLTROONIC DATA SYSTT4S CCAP
Pita1A1 COST CC
RIP PLAI$1CE CLNTRSACT.&S
fPFS POWELL OIL CO

A&&% 1L MASON ATly
PSi I C Os,'• RAL?.T C1EV4S
Tf skp(ERIO OIL CO
SK TRIAS Cuse INOUSTAIII
QUINTANA PETRO CO
alp PI1.0 CORP
thiC ILECYAICAL C€T C;
INEACQ OIL CO
ATTY
ATT?
PIES STONE OIL CORP
GRAY ESTATE
OwNS MATHILOA siAMaP I 4Tf INC
WLTY J TmiAIOT INC
PSESLCm fAIC BI4MAN OIL46AS CO
WALKRl ROEMEI OlllS
NATL iLT? C3MM INC
GONER STANDARD INTElP INC
GOL04NA SACMS 4 CO
MID-LA GAS CO

I130

5. J.0

Ld JO
LodU3
LJ)J

IesJo

,.. .3

Jo . 1.3

10%1,3

I.,)a

L.J

1 , aJa

L..Jjodd
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"L, ?J3
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9.1001
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COAIAIIUIICNS FROM SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS A- 9

GNRIA|IGIOA MITIM CAMNDIDOATE

ST AC PTY CAMOZOATE APPILIATICh/IhNIPEST aEtI STEREO NAME AM444 I
------ ------ -- - --- ----- -- - --- ------ ------ ----- ------ ------ ------ -- -- ------ ------ - - ---- ----- ------ ------ -----

oa

oP

LA 55 AM *LCht..RAUSSILL 0 hATL CCUACIL PF FAPPER CGCPS
SUb-TOTAL fOR ALL AGRIWLTURAL COMM. ---

CLIf L(SF
hAfUkAL LAS NITAILIA1
ft A uf OPOACCASIMRS
NAIL LABLE TELItVISIL ASSN
K A Lo MfCML ALILELPS
ULNtRAL ILI(lkUIC C
AMLU'ILAft UAtKINI,

aAvINLI. I, LC(N LEACUL

PLU.ILALE tANRUU15

LGLA LCLA CCNVANV
fL"LST PIUCLLIS INLLSTRV
LLNLIa-fAClIIC COfP
Am NuIuL & PLT(L ASSf
NAIL N.IIALOANh ASSf
N A Ut Lift LhLE&WITEk$
NALSAPAC 4LASUALIT & SURETY A
AICHISLN9 ICAIKA & SANTA fC
BSuLiNLICN NLRIEtfkh IfL -Rbi

StAsOAPL CUAlLiNt NO
SLUTIMISh PACIOIL CL
SUUIHIUdN RAILhaY SYSItM
UKN1L ACIIIL C0UP
N A uF NIALICU.ý
AM IAltgbAlb LPLLAT11$ IhL

NtAIL ALTL C.l~tIM5 ASift
IRUCNIA'C. INCLWRV
AM $ULIliV LP tLtCLlIlVS
WLAlI•l. IhASMATILh COUNCIL
TIuALLL FkCLLLI• M#N$

Sub-TUTAL FGA ALL BuSINESS COMM. ---
AN LINIAL A'bN INAIL)
AN MLUILAL A.,N-LC tALC
AM fUMSII0G UCPE AS!K

AM P#1VWICAL T04tfAPT ASSN
Am btLIMY LF UkAL SCGEOMS
tLUIAAIICN LF AM hLSPIIALS

PIi0LIANS Asjh Of Am
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TAXATION WITH REPRESENTATION
AND THE TAX ACTION CAMPAIGN

A Public Interest Taxpayers Lobby
Sh. 7201.7 2- msusuu k.N.W.

wa~iutpm,, D.C. 3MW
(202) 337-.SJ

July 20, 1976

MISCELLANEOUS TAX PROVISIONS

IN TAX REFORM BILL, H.R. 10612

Testimony by

THOMAS J. REESE
Legislative Director

Taxation with Representation

before the

Senate Finance Committee

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee,

My name is Thomas J. Reese, and I am legislative
director of Taxation with Representation, a public interest
taxpayers' lobby with more than 14,000 members throuqhout the
United States. My testimony will be organized around four
points

1. Obstacles to public interest testimony at hearings.

2. The need for analysis of narrow interest provisions
by the staffs of the Treasury and the Joint Committee on In-
ternal Revenue Taxation which would include public disclosure
of the beneficiaries aad the dollar amount which the pro-
vision is worth to the intended beneficiary.

3. The need for revenue raising reforms to balance the

zevenue loss of the provisions, and

4. An analysis of some of the provisions.
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Obstacles to Public Interest Testimony

One of Taxation with Representation's principal purposes is
to sponsor public interest testimony regarding pending tax legis-
lation. Public interest testimony is inherently more difficult
to produce than is special interest testimony. Special interests
in many cases are the actual draftsmen of the bills or amendments
on which the Committee is holding hearings, so those special
interests are intimately familiar with every nuance of the proposed
legislation, long before hearings are announced.

In contrast, public -nterest groups face a series of obstacles
in preparing themselves to present helpful testimony to the tax
writing committees of Congress. First, public interest witnesses
are forced to play detective in ferreting out the special interest
measures that are buried in the technical language of a tax bill.
These measures are hidden in narrowly defined exemptions, excep-
tions, changes in effective dates, transition periods and over-
rulings of IRS and Tax Court decisions.

The job of preparing public interest testimony also includes
obtaining copies of the pertinent legislation, committee reports,
Treasury bill reports, and other documents; locating competent ex-
perts who are willing to speak out in the public interest; contact-
ing them by mail or phone; and subsequently printing and distribut-
ing their testimony. All of these steps are time consuming.

In addition, since public interest groups must rely primarily
on unpaid experts, the witnesses testifying under their auspices
must set aside time from teaching or other duties to do the re-
search needed to present testimony that is professionally sound.
Again, tiLe is needed, since the demands of one's normal job cannot
always be cet aside on short notice.

For all these reasons, the time schedule set forth in the
committee's July 9th press announcement is completely unrealistic,
at least as far as public interest groups are concerned. Only the
special interests already familiar with their own proposals can
prepare testimony on such short notice. These hearings must neces-
sarily be viewed as a one-sided opportunity -- which grants special
interests a further opportunity to rehearse prepared arguments
without granting a realistic hearing to individuals and groups
seeking to represent the public interest.

The need for ample time for the preparation of testimony is
especially important when large numbers of provisions are con-
sidered simultaneously. It is simply unrealistic to expect pro-
fessional public interest testimony to be forthcoming on short
notice with respect to 62 amendments. Under these circumstances,
public interest groups will be justified in regarding the Committee's
announcement of July 9th as simply "window dressing."

I
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Need for Analysis by the Joint Committee and Treasury

The obstacles to public interest testimony require the adoption
of procedures similar to those adopted by the Ways and Means Com-
mittee for dealing with miscellaneous bills. (See Ways and Means
Committee Public Bearing on Miscellaneous Minor Tax Bills,
December 10, 1975.) An important part of the Ways and Means pro-
cedure is an analysis of the miscellaneous tax bills by the staff
of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation. This analysis
described current law, the problem the bill was trying to solve, an
explanation of the bill, the effective date, the revenue effect,
the beneficiaries, and the position of the executive departments.

The Joint Committee pamphlets analyzing the miscellaneous
bills were made available prior to the public hearings. The
Treasury Department analysis of similar provisions should also be
made available prior to the hearings. Unless such analysis by the
Treasury and the Joint Committee is available prior to the public
hearings, there is no way that serious public interest testimony
can be offered. Public interest groups are forced to spend most of
their time trying to find the special interest provisions in the
tax bill rather than in preparing testimony. Under such circum-
stances we are sometimes forced to oppose narrow interest provisions
because sufficient evidence is not available to show that they are
benign. Even now we suspect that we have not uncovered half of the
special interest provisions in H.R. 10612.

Besides providing Joint Committee analysis of the legislation
prior to the hearings, I also urge the committee to give serious
consideration to adoption of the practice of the Judiciary Committee
in naming in the title of the bill the person or firm being granted
relief. Casting special relief in this form would also promote
simplification of the Internal Revenue Code, since it would no
longer be necessary to disguise special relief bills as amendments
to that Code. There are enough special interest provisions in this
tax bill to make it necessary for Congress 10 years from now to
pass another deadwood bill.

Revenue Gains to Balance Revenue Losses

Most of the provisions before the committee lose revenue.
That loss will have to be made up by ordinary taxpayers unless the
committee recommends reforms which will raise an equal amount of
money. In keeping with the spirit of the budget resolution, the
committee should recommend revenue raising reforms to balance the
revenue losses from these provisions. Unless there is tax reform
to offset the revenue loss of narrow interest legislation, it is
difficult to justify such legislation to the American taxpayer whose
taxes will be higher, because he must pick up the tab for benefits
given to a few.
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Recomended Procedures

Earlier this year the Ways and Means Comittee adopted pro-
cedures for dealing with miscellaneous bills. The bills submitted
by members of the committee were reviewed by a special screening
committee of comittee members in order to determine whether the
bills net the criteria of being technical or minor bills. The
criteria used by the screening comLittee in determining whether a
bill should be included in the special hearing on miscellaneous
bills were:

'1. The bill must not involve a significant revenue loss
(generally, not more than $5 million full year effect outside
limit would be $15 to $20 million).

2. The bill must not involve a broad structural or major
administrative change in the tax laws.

3. The bill must not have been included as a provision in the
Tax Reform Bill (H.R. 10612).

4. The bill must not have been referred to a study committee
during the consideration of the Tax Reform Bill (H.R. 10612).

5. The bill must not deal with an area specifically listed
for consideration in phase II.

In connection with the hearing, the staff of the Joint Committee
on Internal Revenue Taxation was directed to prepare a description
of the bills, to indicate whether any of the bills are retroactive,
and to name any particular taxpayer to which the bill might be
directed to the extent of the staff's information (Ways and
Means Comittee Public Hearing on Miscellaneous Minor Tax Bills,
December 10, 1975, page vii.)

I strongly recommend that the Finance Committee adopt similar
procedures for dealing with miscellaneous and technical tax matters.
In addition, revenue raising measures should be adopted simultaneously
so that the cost is not borne by the average taxpayer, 'or cause
an increase in the deficit. These tax matters should no; be included
in a tax reform bill. They should be dealt with separately when
there is time to give then the attention they deserve.

Furthermore, many of the provisions under consideration today
do not become effective until after December 31, 1976. There is
no reason to enact these measures now. If such procedures are
adopted by the Finance Committee, it will protect itself from being
accused of slipping through tax provisions without adequate
consideration.

V
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Analysis of ProvisLons

Refundable Investment Credits

beginning in 1954, the Treasury Department will pay companies
an amount equal to the value of unused Investment credits. Un-
used credits are those which cannot be exhausted under the current
provision for carrying them three years backward or seven years
forward. The provision, which has general applicability, was
sought mainly by the airlines and the utilities. The amendment
will cost between $300 million and $S00 million in 1984. We op-
pose this provision unless the revenue loss is recouped by reducing
the investment tax credit or by closing some corporate tax loopholes.
(Section 602 of the bills page 177 of the report)

Expiring Credits

Investment and foreign tax credits which would otherwise ex-
pire at the end of 1976 would be extended for another two years.
The amendment, sponsored by Vance Nartke, D-Ind., would aid the
airline Industry (investment tax credits) and Chrysler Corp.
foreignn tax credits). The Treasury Department opposes the amend-
ment, on the ground it disproportionately favors transportation.
The provision would cost $14 million in fiscal 1977 and $30 million
in fiscal 1976. (Section 303 of the bill, page 196 of the report).
Currently the 4'vestment credit can be carried backward three years
or carried forward seven years. If a company canot make enough
profits during thie¶ time to use its credits, it is not the responsi-
bility of the Federal oevernment to bail them out.

Shipbuldling Credit

This amendment, added at the request of Finance Comittoo
Chairman Russell 3. Long, D-La., would permit the investment tax
credit for spending on ships built with tax-deferred funds. The
Treasury Department. which opposes the amendment, estimates that
the tax deferral currently available is equivalent to an invest-
ment tax credit of 171 and the 10o investment tax credit would be
added to that. The revenue loss is estimated at $21 million in
fiscal 1977, rising to $45 million by 1961.

Among the beneficiaries would be oil companies, which have
extensive shipping fleets# banks, which can build ships and lease
them and steel companies, which use the ships for the movement of
ore on the Great Lakes. In the case of the oil companies and the
steel firms, the cabotage laws already require that American-
built ships be used on the principal routes involved, so the addi-
tional incentive of the investment tax credit is totally unneces-
sary as a spur to ship construction. Furthermore, the provision
would, in effect, grant the investment credit for the investment
of tax money owed to the U.S. government. (Section 606 of the bills

pnqe 196 of the report). For more information see testimony of
Thomas r. Field on this issue which follows my testimony.

Investments in U.S. Property

Under present law, whn a United States corporation reinvests
tie earnings of a foreign subsidiary in property located in the
U.S., this is considered a repatriation of foreign earnings and
triqgers the U.S. corporate income tax. The bill redefines what
will be considered investment in U.S. property to allow a special
retroactive exception for Superior Oil Co., which in-
vested earnings in an oil rig on the U.S. continental shelf.
Congress in 1969 had defined U.S. investment to include the oontin-
ental shelf. In addition, there is another special eoxmption do-
signed to aid Pyramid Ventures Corp. of Loulsiana. (Section 1021
of the bills page 225 of the report). We son no reason to make it
easier to defer paying taxes on earnings of foreign aulieidiariea.

Shipping Profits

The Finance Comittee tightened up the taxation of shipping
profits but made four exclusionst two would aid the Mall Corp.
Shipping Ltd., owned by the Frank A. Augnbury Jr. family of
Ogdensburg, N.Y.

The first exception to aid Mall would exmpt from the tighten-
ing provision income from shipping between two or more points within
the country in which a foreign shipping subeidiary is Incorporated
and registered. The second exception favoring Nall is that, It a
company has virtually all its assets In foreign shipping operationes
repayments of unsecured loans would be treated as reinvestment in
shipping operations and, thus, exempt from taxation.

Another exception is for two unidentified mall oorporations
from Louisiana and Texas that registered their oil rig sorvlcing
vessels under the Panamanian flag. The Tax Reduction Act of 197S
would tax such operations.

A final exception is for the Diefenthal Corp.. a Louisiana
scrap company, which ships scrap to Japan and uses a Pan nian
charter to avoid U.S. taxes. The exception includes a oorpora-
tion which owns no vessel and doesn't manufacture, grow or mine
any commodity. (Section 102S of the bills page 230 of the report).
Since we do not support deferral, we see no reason to allow It In
these special cases.

Agricultural Products

The provision would exclude from the tax haven rules income
from all farm products grown outside the U.S. This would give
such goods a competitive price advantage and benefits eoah major
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agricultural oxporteo: as Continental Grain, bung*, Cook, GCrnac
end Louis Oroyfus. The revenue loss Is estimated at $17 million
An fiscal 1977 and $1S million a year after that. (Section 120S
of the bills page 232 of the report). Again. since we do not sup-
port deferral. we asa so reason to allow it in these cases.

Per Country Reveal Reomation

The Finance Comittee agreed with the Nouse to repeal the per
country limitation and place all taxpayers on the overall method
of oalculating the foreign tax credit. The effective date was for
all tax years beginning after December 31, 1979. The committee
approved a throeo-year transition rule that specifically benefits.
mg others, Freeport Sulphur Corp.

A similar postponement of per country limitation repeal and
new loss recapture rules wea Included at the request of PPG
Industries, though the amendent was tighter than the Mouse ver-
sion. the Souse bill also had the Freeport Sulphur provision.
(Section 1031 of the bills page 231 of the report). We prefer
putting all taxpayers on the per country method of calculating the
foreign tax credit bet if Congress wants everyone on the overall
basis# then It should apply to everyone without exception.

foreLi Oil and Gas Incom

The bill provided a special carryback rule to permit oil
companies to use excess foreign tax credits that could not be
used because of limitations contained in the Tax Reduction Act of
1979. The proposal& included in the Mouse bill, was designed to
benefit Uetamas Corp., a San rranciaco-based oil company. and
would cost an estimated 8I million in fiscal 1977 and $10 million
In fiscal 1976. (Section 1039 %a) of the bills page 246 of the re-
port). There is no justification for these excess foreign tax
credits In the first place and therefore no need to allow a carry-
beack.

The bill also provided a special transitional rule for
recapture of losses to benefit the bn OIL Co. This will cost
$21 million in fiscal 1977 and $6 million in fiscal 1978. The
tax money would be recouped in later years. (Section 103S(b) of
the bills page 247 of the report). There is no reason to give Sun
Oil a special break unavailable to others.

Oil Uslateod inme

Special definitions of oil-related Income were approved to
benefit Tenneco, Inc., in its liquidation of a Canadian subsidiary
and I. U. International, a Philadelphia conglomsrate which appar-
entLy want@ to consolidate certain gas utility Income with its non-
oil income so that foreign tax credits may be applied to such in-
come. The east would be about $9 million or less in each case.
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(Section 103S (c) of the bills page 250 of the report). This will
allow Tenneco to use excess oil tax credits to shelter from taems
income from non oil souros and I.U. International.

Iranian Consortium

An amendment by Sen. Clifford P. Hanson, R-Wyo.. at the re-
quest of Mobil Oil Corp., would grant a blanket 10-year exemption
to Mobil and other members of the Iranian consortium from the pro-
visions of the law which bar the use of the foreign tax credit on
income from oil properties in which the companies do not have an
"economic interest.' The amendeInt, opposed by Treasury, would
cost an estimated 640 million a year or a total of $400 million
over the entire period of the exemption. (Por discussion of the
question, see testimony by Michael NcIntyre.) (Section 1035 (t)
of the bills page 291 of the report). Ths payments to foreign
countries are really royalties not income taxe•. they should
therefore be deductible not creditable.

Oil Production Sharing

An amendment by Sen. Lloyd oentsen, D-Texas, would reverse
for five years an Internal Revenue Service ruling (Rev. Rul.
76-215) which denied the foreign tax credit in the ease of cer-
tain production sharing agreements. The amendment, designed to
benefit primarily Mato=as Co., a San Francisco-based oil firm.
would cost about 629 million a year for five years. (YFr analysis
of the issue, see testimony by Michale McIatyre.) (Section 103 (f)
of the bills page 253 of the report)

The oil firms have been busy trying to persuade Indonesia.
the principal oil producing country making use of production sholr-
ing agreements, to negotiate them in a form that would pass
muster with the TWA. The Service July 14 Lssued a press release
setting the criteria that would have to be met in order to qualify
for the foreign tax credit when the foreign government owns the
minerals being extracted. The IRS has determined that these pay-
ments do not qualify for forei n tax credits. thore Is so reason
to overrule the IRS determination.
H. H. Robertson Co.

The finance Committee approved an amendment by Sen. Vance
Hartke, D-Ind., to reverse a Tsx Court decision (99 T.C. 53) against
N. H. Robertson Co., a Pittsburgh-bseed multinational building pro-
ducts firm with a plant in Indiana. The mndment would change th
law for all taxpayers but it provides retroactive relief for
Robertson. At issue in the tobertson case Is whether or not the
company owes tax on about 61.S million of income. (section 1042(c)(3)
of the bills page 270 of the report)

The Pobertson amendment is a private relief bill because it Is
intentionally designed to retroactively change the tax effect of a
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liquidating dividend received by H. H. Robertson Co. in 1965.
The bill would also clanqe the method of computing earnings and
profits for ether companies in subsequent years.

Whether the correct method of computing earnings and profits
ought to be thanqed is a complex tax question. Under current law,
a dividend of appreciated property from a foreign subsidiary is
taxable in full to the recipient, but it reduces the earnings and
profits of the foreign corporation by the company's basis in the
assets. This rule is generally necessary to prevent repatriation
of corporate profits tax-free or at capital gains rates.

The alleged defect in the role -- the wobjeet of the Robertson
amedmont -- occurs when a company which has paid a dividend in
appreciated property sabeequontly liquidates. On liquidation, the
domsetic parent company i* taxable on the fatr market value of the
liquidatinq dividend, to the exten" of the e*atdings and profits of
.the company. Since the esteintq aft& profits aCcount was not re-
dOced by the fair market veals of the prior dtvfdend; the su$ of
the portion of the liqvidatinq distribution treated as a dividend
a" the prier dividend cs exceed the htstoiteal earnings and
puf its of t1he foreign subs diary.

That is what happened to Robertson. rte OVA. subsidiary paid
a dividend in 1964 of appreciated property Valued at 91.9 Sillion
and then liquidated in 19"S. The subidti"arys cost basis in the
d66tributod stock was rEoat've)y small C0250.000), making for only
a small reodttion in historical aerntngu and profits.

The liquidating distribution wam heldl tanfble by iRS up to the
balance in the earnings and profits account ($2.9 million). That
determiuat ion wms upheld by Ohe Taw Court ý59 T.X. 53) and the
O.8. Court Of Appeals fol the Third Circ%nt. Mbbertson was thus
tawed on *IV of its aubesidtay's *arninqu and profits plus an in-
crement reptesentinq unrealii•d capital appreciation. T'sis total,
nevertheless. wse less then the fair market value of the distributions.

Counsel' for mobertson cha'acterites' the above treatment as
rdbubleo twastion." That cehrscterivationl is misleading, since
lbberts•n s taxed only once on' the -e•eipt of property from its

s0aitdiary. All that oWeiJ was that Robertson was denied the
ipivilege of def'erainq tax on its ,inrealized cales.

I%* best a&iwuntut for chanqinq the currsrt cvwmutatIon of
eathinow and profits is that the Robertson-type situation is unusual.
In moot situations. the am of the distributions treated am a dlvi-
dend will not *rwee the sno of the historical earnings and profits.
However, the Robertson treatment is correct in theory, and if the
law is to be chanced, it should be done so as to make the Robertson
rMslt the qeneral rule. Since the objective of the Robertson amend-
mett is to provide special relief to a single company, however, it
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seems proper to focus on the retroactive aspects of the bill aad
not become enmeshed in the merits or demerits of particular methods
of computing earnings and profits.

Cinedian Mining Subsidiaries

The Finance Committoe approved an amendmet permittiog own-
soLidation of Western Meniaphers Trade Corporations with noe-.mlcs,
a move prohibited by the now foreign tax credit rules In the bill.
The amendment was designed specifically to aid the mans Mining Co.
in merging two Canadian misieg subsidiaries. Such a merger would
be permitted only if 951 of the gross imoome is derived from ining
in a country continuous to the United States. (Section 10S52b) of
the bill: page 284 of the report). Such exceptions to the general
tax credit rules are unjustified.

Political Party Debts

Tbe finance Committe irsrome an m ant contained As tO
House version which pe=mits beoiness deductions for boss fide bed
debts to poitical parties. The committee version is effective Sor
debts incurred after December 31, 1975. whereas the ouae wersiom.
permitted deductions for bed debts incurred after Janury 1. 1973.
and for years before that for whic.• either an assessment or refund-
would still be possible. The Vinance Committee version would elim-
inate the individual who sought the change in the first place.
CTharles Guqgenheim. who Incurred bsd debts dusimns me recent Ome-
cratic campaigns. It. would menefit a major nepubLican c•a Ign
official. hlenry Deirdorf. (Section 1304 of the bill page 401 of
the report). Since ij-. qoossal wo do not support retroactive relief.
we support the rinancn Committen :hanqos.

Pr!csblicat ion Costs

The Finance Cmr.Littas approved an amendment In the Mouse
version which would Koves" an. internal Revenue Service ruling (Rtv. iul.
73-195; that required publAsherz to capitalize over the life of a
book the expanas telating is. research. The pubLishers hvew been
seeking to daduc'. the expense& over one year. Treasury opposes
the .mwIdnt, which man des gned primarily to benefit linoylop•edis
Orktanmica, which n%•urz m sa., of #te ,r"Lsion costs * research.
iSection 130' of, thtc. UIls. 'p 441. pf 06he ,report) we support "M,

Trensur, -z'--ip -pj, hiAj roviAion. Exceptions should not be mede
to aenesa accountin, principles.

The rtFinnc. CotteetLee roved an amwmaent by Sem. Walter r.
Mondale. D-ir., t alA &16 snAmota-bsed, Investors DiversifLed Ser-
vices. The ams L.MpuIqL specify that, contrary to Internal neve-
nuc srvic r.gta opA. , -t.. I& not required that holders of face
amount cerU Ilcstes include In their gross income the value of the
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discount on a ratable basis over the life of the certificate. An
identical measure was defeated by the House Ways and Means Commit-
tee in March. The amendment. opposed by the Treasury, would cost
about 85 million annually in lost revenue. (Section 1307 of the
bills page 407 of the report). Tax deferral is the main advantage
of face amount certificates. Investment decisions should be guided
by the market and not tax glaicks.

Coca Cola Franchise

An amendment by Sen. Herman Z. Talmadge, D-Ga., would exempt
income from a Coca Cola franchise from being treated as personal
holding company income. This means it will be taxed at the 451
corporate rate instead of 700. The amendment io retroactive to
1964. (Section 1308 of the bill page 409 of the report). There
Is no good reason for such an exemption.

Texas Optical Company

The Finance Committee approved a retroactive transitional
rule to permit capital gains treatment in the case of the transfer
of a professional practice. The amendment, offered on behalf of
the Texas Optical Co.. is an exception to the committee's action
extending the general rule denying capital gains treatment to the
transfer of a franchise to situations involving a partnership.
(Section 1311 or the bill, page 414 of the report). There is no
legitimate reason for this retroactive exemption.

Tip Income

The Finance Committee approved an amendment by Sen. Paul J.
Fannin, R-Ariz., to ease reporting requirements for tip income.
The amendment was sought by American Exprens, Marriott Corp. and
restaurant workers unions. The change would cost less than SS
million annually in lost taxes due to unreported income. (Section
1312 of the bill; paqe 416 of the report). We support the IM in
opposing this amendment.

Percentsce Depletion

The Finance Committee approved several changes In the rules
relating to repeal of percentage depletion on oil and gas, enacted
In the Tax Reduction Act of 1975. The basic amendment was offered
by San. bob Dole, *l-Rans. The committee restored the percentage
depletion allowance for integrated companies if their retail sales
are $5 million a year or less. Another provision restored the
allowance for an independent oil producer who owns six qas stations
in Israel. Another provision would retain percentage depletion In
the case of certain trusts. The amendment would cost $16 million
in fiscal 1977. (Section 1317 of the bill, page 424 of the report).
Since we support complete repeal of percentage depletion on oil and
gas, we see no reason to make it easier for companies to retain it.

State "rCe Taxation

The Finance Committee approved an Auoess" V31'6SMIM
Russell a. Long, D-La., that would reverse 0 dle5.MH
court decision and prohibit the state to leWy 440m 9em5
erty tax on vessels using navigable waters La S 60001010.
The Supreme Court of both Louisiana and the ftU~i VWI
to review the case. The amendment wee Introdumae at 9
of Sen. James Eastland,D-N11s. A major campeL1 ig0MoItkiMo ON
Eastland owns a shipping company in Greenville. BlIe .o U 41080
benefit from the mendment. some experts oelim fte b
action to tax the out-of-state vesse is to 3lel a k oEs1
law. (section 1321 of the bill# page 433 of to= Iaetb.M•
we have no position on this amed t.

Utilities Chats.

The Finance Committee approved an oinn 'mt m. Wks "
Gravel, D-Alaska, that wuld reverse an Internal Newne RE6W
ruling (Rev. Ptul. 75-557) and permit sewer mel Inan tSLAWt W
exclude from gross income payments in cask cc mNes soft
customers in return for utility hookup. An eNSiM 1048"M
have Included all utilities and we fear that thOes G we
lobby In the future to widen the scope of the .ini t m
amendment would cost $13 million In fiscal 1971 a e meId tha
to $100 million if all utilities are imeludeimd. whmn r as tod"s
to the change. (Section 1322 of the bills Pega Su ofm NOMsin U
This provision would be a bad precedent and pmswAf a g 4d S
payments to utilities that would not be tauad.

4,.
Life and Casualty Consolidation

A Finance Committee amendment to Permit 11 19*10
for life and casualty operations has mpathe - --
among technical experts. The amendment will pesSit --x -m s
a property company s losses to be taken into aoeoam earliaG Ute
affiliated group in computing its statutory surplus end taie Se"&
Increase the capacity of those companies to wis | m- s--We

Proponents, including the Treasury pe ae m&S- 'l" WM e
give uniform treatment to life and am-life SW 0110 -NOW
casualty affiliates. They argue that the 0m=m000 N 14 --
procedures for determining taxable Income seadl21W 4 or
insurance company but permits life ineaureme 4 1 o_0
sme loss offset advantages *ej oed by non-1lhe p40t" OR tv
companies. Since the amount of loss Whch am a I"= We
In any one year is limited to the lesser of $0 Of Ue 000 o- ID-
come of the life company or 50 of the sem all DO WNS O eW E 4 0
year and prior years, there will be little BOP006"IV M P8
tax reductions.

Opponents, including the American IMetsal s s"
a trade association of more then 100 mae"ea leo W4

a

m
C-,
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insurers, contend the change will further reduce life insurers
taxable income which, under current law, is only 500 of actual
taxable income. That taxable income is still usually greater
than 0S of the casualty losses, so under the limitations, life
companies will mest probably be limited to deducting SO$ of the
casualty losses. This limitation, opponents claim, will not limit
a life company's advantage, however. because a carryover provision
in the amendment would, in effect, allow absorption of 970 of the
casualty company's losses at the end of five years. They argue
that the change will hurt independent casualty insurers who don't
have large parents to absorb their losses. The provision will
cost $25 million in fiscal 1973. and $40 million by 1981. (Section
1506 of the bills page 454 of the report). Since the provision will
not be effective until 1971. there is no reason to rush it through
without mere study.

Pollution Control Equipment

Sen. Clifford P. Hansen, R-Wyo., sponsored an amendment to make
new pollution control equipment installed in facilities eligible
for five-year amortization. In addition, it will be eligible for
two-thirds of the 100 investment tax credit. This amendment con-
tinues a trend toward more generous treatment of companies forced
by federal laws and regulations to install pollution control equip-
ment, particularly In the extraction and paper Industries. There
is no reason why taxpayers should subs.dize polluters. The cost of
pollution control should be born by the polluters and those who buy
their products. (Section 1313 in the bill, page 417 in the Committee
_?sport)

vste Hospital Bonds

Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas, sponsored a provision to raise
the small issue exemption on industrial revenue bonds to $20
million from $5 million if the bonds are issued by state or local
governments for the construction of hospitals. Generally, revenue
bonds are prohibited by the tax laws, but there are exemptions for
certain purposes (not including hospitals) and for issues of less
than $5 million. The amendment was sought by the Federation of
American Hospitals which includes the Humans Corp. of Louisville,
My., owner of 60 hospitals throughout the United States. We op-
pose industrial development bonds because they compete with muni-
cipalities in the tax exempt market and because they provide a
method of escaping taxes for the very rich.

Amortisation of Track Accounts

Currently, original track and ties are capitalized and no
depreciation is allowed. When the original track and ties aro re-
placed with track and ties of like quality, the cost (material and
labor) can be deducted as current expense. If the replacement is
made with material of a higher quality, for example cement ties,
the increased value (betterment) must be capitalized.
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The House version of the Tax Reform Act permitted current
expensing of all replacements of existing ties (not track). The
Finance Coemittee voted to retain current treatment of tiee but
to make track replacement eligible for 10-year amortisation, com-
pared with a normal life of about 40 years. We oppose both the
House and Senate provisions giving further tax breaks to railroads.
(Section 1701 of the bill, page 460-465 of the Cmmittee Meport)

Subchapter S Corporatione

An amendment offered by Sen. Marry F. Byrd, D-Ind-Va., would
encourage regular corporations to become Subchapter S corporations
to secure substantial tax savings for their Shareolders.

Under present law, all corporations are allow accelerated
depreciation deductions. But, cash distributions In excwes of
the corporations taxable income sty result in ordinary income
treatment to the shareholders becajee a double benefit of accelera-
ted depreciation is disallowed. The Byrd proposal would man that
if a Subchapter 2 Cortoration has a reserve of previously taxed
income, certain cash distributions that exceed taxable Income
would be tan free.

The proposed amendment would encourage regular corporations
which have a deficit of accumulated earnings and profits and
which have large amounts of accelerated depreciation, to became
Subchapter 8 Corporations. The Subchapter 5 corporations would
then make cash distributions in their first year of operation
which would be tax frae to the shareholders. Oe oppose this ed-
ment.

effective Date on New Grantor Trust Rule

People presently put their invLstments in foreign trusts
because such trusts Ao not pay any United States income taxes.
The bill would remedy this by taxing the 1rantnr on the 

4
n.-one

of the trust. The effective date of the Houar. btll Is H..y 21, 1974.
!n ,jrder to catch eleventh hour tax avoiders who rushed to sat ur
such trust% once tho. heard that the House Ways and Means Committee
wax co,,s'derin. thit provsion. The Senate Committee changed the
effective date to Ka) 29, 1174, Aetp.te the fact that the Ways
and Means Committee decisi.,n wan made durtno an open hearing.
There is no reason to allow this loophole to exist one hour more
than necessary. (Section 1013 of the bill. page 21S of the
Committtee Report)

Tax-haven Insurance Earnings

The American Intermational Grcup Inc , a U.S. insurance corp-
oration sought this exclusion for its Bermuda operation. CoSts
$11 million in fiscal year 1977, $10 million yearly thereafter. The
excluded earnings are those which must be set aside and reinvested to
meet capital and legal reserve requiremete 2 LL, (bypowth~etialy)
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the more stringent U.S. requirements applied in the foreign
country. We do not support any exceptions to tax haven rules
since we support complete elimination of deferral. (Section 1023
of the bill, page 229 of the Committee Report)

Portfolio Investments in U.S. of foreigners

General principles of international taxation give the first
right to tax to the country where the income is generated.
American investments abroad are taxed, foreign investments in
the U.S. should also be taxed unless treaty agreements provide
otherwise. (Section 1041, pege 2SO of the Comittee Report).
(See testimony of Professor Peggy Musgrave attached).

Contiguous Country Branches of Domestic Insurance Coweonte*

Under present la a domestic mutual life insurance company
pays taxes on its worldwide taxable income, receiving a credit for
foreign taxes paid. because taxes imposed by the United States
exceed tbose of Canada, the insurance industry has tried to get
a special exception for their Canadian branches. This amendmnt
froes profits of Canadian branches from United States taxes, as
long as the profits are not repatriated to the United States.
Mutual insurance companies use the separate branch accounting
system whereby premiums and policyholder dividend rates are based
upon the separate mortality and earnings experience of the
Canadian branch. Therefore, these specially treated profits
benefit only Canadian policyholders and may not be used to provide
benefits for U.S. policyholders. The major insurance companies
requested this tax preference. The r.-nnue losses will be $4
million in 1977 and $8 million ennua. ' thereafter. (Section 1043
of the bill and page 271 of the Committee Report). Since we do
not support deferral, we do not support this pro%ision making it
easier for a company to defer its taxes.

A.ortisation of Railroad Grading and Tunnel bores

Railroads since 1969 have been allowed to amortize railroad
grading and tunnel bores. They now want to be allowed to writeoff
pro 1969 investments. This is retroactive legislation which will
have no incentive effect. Railroads have received almost every
conceivable tax break and Congress should not give th-m another
which will not solve the fundamental problems of the railroads.

S•ergay-felated Provisions

I testified earlier on the energy bill. N.R. 6160, from which
some of the onerqy-related provisions were taken. I have attached
to my testimony a copy of my earlier statement. Zn general we
opposed all of the energy related provisions. A tax reform bill
is not a place for new inefficient and ineffective subsidies. In
connection with these provisions, we suggest more reliance on the
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free market mechanism and lose government interference in the form
of price controls, quotas. and tax gimmicks. We strongly support
the testimony of Invironmental Action in opposing the recycling
tax credit. No also strongly oppose the residential insulation
credit which will cost $320 million per year and omly same abot
6.30 million barrels of oil a year.

swap Funds

Taxation with Representation supports repeal of the swap fund
loophole, but we oppose grandfatherinq in any existing fun". Thee
who go out of their way to find loopholes in the Tax Code should
not be protected from remedial legislation. ("ee my testimony
before the Ways and NMems Committee, Martch 29, 1976, attachee)

Other Provisions

In the time available to prepare testimony for this hearing,
it was impossible to analyse all the provisions. nor could we do
an adequate job on those we did analyse, especially with the limit-
ed information available. While the bill language and the bill
report were available for most of the provisions, they frequently
hid rather than revealed what was happenning and who wmuld benefit.
For the amendments adopted on June 4 and June 11 there wes no bill
report or language. As a result, the analysis given in this
testimony is not definitive. It is subject to modification whem
additional information becomes available.

Addit•io•l Material For the Reg2rd

Mr. Chairman, I also request that the following metertal be
printed following my statamnt in the recorded

1) Testimony by Them" F. Field on Untaxed Maritimme Conetrue-
tion Funds and the Investment Credit.

2) Testimony of Thme•m J. Meese on M-change Funds, N.A. 11920.

3) Letter of Thomas J. Reese of June 9, 1976 on Withholding
Tax on foreign Investors together with teestimany of Profeeer
Musgrove.

4) Statement by Taxation with Representation on Provisione
Which Should be Deleted from the Tax Reform bill, N.A. 10613.

5) Statement of Thomes J. Reese on the Snergy Bill, N.R. 6060

6) Statement by Michael J. Mclntyre on Taning International
Oil Profits.

A 1
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Sumaary of Testimony of
K. MARTIN WORTHY

Hamel, Park, McCabe & Saunders
Before The Committee on Finance,

United States Senate
July 20, 1976

The provision in section 1013(a) to tax a U.S. grantor
of a foreign situs trust having any other U.S. person as a bene-
ficiary on all the income of the trust -- irrespective cf whether
the grantor has retained any dominion, control or possible in-
terest in the trust -- is patently unconstitutional. To require
her to pay tax on another's (the trust's) income would deprive
her of her property without due process of law.

Retroactive application of this provision to irrevo-
cable trusts cree-ed before this Congress convened and before
this bill was reported is most unfair and inequitable. Taxpayers,
faced with a complicated tax law, have a right to rely on the
law as written. They should not have to read and follow legis-
lative proposals the outcome of which no one can predict.

Absent the objectionable provision, the remaining foreign
trust provisions completely do away with the foreign trust tax
avoidance device. The provision in question is surplusage.

The provision objected to should be eliminated or, al-
ternatively, its retroactive application should be cut off.



4
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STATEMENT OF

K. MARTIN WORTHY

Before the Committee on Finance,
United States Senate

July 20, 1976

My name is K. Martin Worthy, I am a member of the

law firm of Hamel, Park, McCabe and Saunders of Washington,

D. C.

I appear here today on behalf of Freda R. Caspersen

in opposition to part of the foreign trust provisions

(Sections 1013-1015) of H.R. 10612.

These provisions would basically do two things:

(1) They would eliminate an advantage now enjoyed by U.S.

beneficiaries of foreign trusts over beneficiaries of

domestic trusts with respect to capital gains, and, by

adding an interest charge to the tax imposed under the

throwback rules, eliminate any advantage that such beneficiaries

may presently enjoy from any deferral of tax on accumulated

income of a foreign trust. We have no objection to these

changes in existing law. (2) In addition, as a

substitute for a tax on the beneficiaries, the bill would

tax every United States grantor hereafter on the

income of any foreign situs trust having any United States

beneficiary, even though the grantor has retained no

dominion, control or possible interest in the trust. It is

to this latter proposal, and specifically the effective date

thereof, that we take strong exception.
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Under present law, as described in the Comittee

report, if property is transferred into trust (foreign or

domestic), the grantor will continue to be taxed on the

income of such trust if -- but only if -- he has retained

some income or reversionary interest, sone degree of control,

•. or some power of revocation over the trust.

Section 1013(a) would, however, as previously noted,

tax every United States grantor on the income of a foreign

situs trust having any United States beneficiary, even

though the settlor has retained no such dominion, control

or possible interest in the trust. It would tax the grantor

on any income earned after December 31, 1976, by such a

foreign trust created at any time after May 29, 1974.

May 29, 1974, is the date in the 93d Congress on which the

House Ways and Means Comittee announced that the Committee

had arrived at a "tentative decision" to make a similar

change in the law. A recommendation to that effect was

subsequently made by the Committee, but no action was taken

thereon thereafter by either House of such 93d Congress.

More than eighteen months ago, in December 1974,

Mrs. Caspersen made an irrevocable transfer of what had

been her property to a foreign situs trust with United States

beneficiaries. Under that trust she transferred such

property for all time, beyond recall, reserving to herself

no control, dominion, or right of direction whatsoever, and

retaining no interest, present or future, vested or contingent,

in the property transferred or in the income therefrom.
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A significant U.S. Gift Tax was paid in 1974 on account

of such transfer and a 301 withholding tax on dividends

paid to the trust by U.S. corporations is currently being

withheld.

I believe that the attempt in Section 1013(a) to tax

income earned in the future from property in which the

grantor has retained no interest or control whatever is

patently unconstitutional.

In Hoeper v. Tax Commission of Wisconsin, 284 U.S. 206,

52 S. Ct. 120, 76 L. ed. 248 (1931), the State of Wisconsin

attempted to fix the rate of tax on a husband by reference

to the separate income of his wife. In overturning such tax,

the United States Supreme Court stated the legal principle

involved very succinctly:

We have no doubt that, because of the funda-
mental conceptions which underlie our system,
any attempt by a state to measure the tax on
one person's property or income by reference
to the property or income of another is con-
trary to due process of law as guaranteed by
the 14th Amendment. That which is not in
fact the taxpayer's income cannot be made
such by calling it income.

The Supreme Court later said that what is prohibited

to the State by the FoPurteenth Amendment is prohibited to the

Federal Government by the Fifth Amendment. In overturning a

Federal tax on property which had formerly belonged to a

decedent, in Heiner v. Donnan, 285 U.S. 312, 52 S. Ct. 358,

76 L. ed. 772 (1932), the Court said (at page 327):

14-1" 0 - 1I s 10
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... there is imposed the burden of a tax,
measured in part by property which comprises
no part of the estate, to which the estate is
in no way related, and from which the estate
derives no benefit of any description.
Plainly, this is to measure the tax on A's
property by imputing to it in part the value
of the property of B. a result which both the
Schlesinger and Hoeper Cases condemn as
arbitrary and a denial of due process of law.
Such an exaction is not taxation but spoliation.
"It is not taxation that government should
take from one the profits and gains of another.
That is taxation which compels one to pay for
the support of the government from his own gains
and of his own property." United States v.
Baltimore & 0. R. Co. 17 Wall. 322, 326, 21 L. ed.
597, 599.

Mrs. Caspersen is now powerless either to revoke the

trust or to require that any of the trust income be used to

discharge the tax liability which would be imposed on her

under Section 1013(a). The tru3t property and income are

forever beyond her reach. She has no wiay of even compelling

the trustee to provide her with information as to the amount

of the income on which Section 1013(a) would require her to

pay tax.

The revenue whould in any event be fully protected by

the provisions of the Bill, to which I have previously

referred, in Sections 1013(c) and 1014 requiring the United

States Income Tax ultimately be paid, together with interest, by

the beneficiaries on the full amount of income of a foreign trust.

And by applying such provisions of Sections 1013(c) and 1014

instead of 1013(a), the burden of the tax would then be borne
4

by those who receive the benefit of such income and not by one

who has completely deprived herself of any interest or control

therein.
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It seems to me to be fundamental that every citizen

in arranging his affairs should be able to rely on the law

as it exists at the time and not on what some few members

of Congress, however able or well intentioned, believe the

law should be. See Note, 84 Harvard Law Review 436 (1970)

at p. 443, and New York State Bar Association, Report of the

Committee on Tax Policy and Retroactivity of Tax Legislation

(July 31, 1975) at p. 10. Congress sonctimes makes a tax

retroactive" to the beginning of the year (see Cooper v. U.S.,

280 U.S. 409, 50 S.Ct. 164, 74 L.ed. 516 (1929)), but

rarely if ever does it make a tax retroactive to a prior

Congress. Even when it makes a tax retroactive to the

beginning of the year, I know of no instance where it has

successfully made a tax applicable to someone other than the

taxpayer who earned the income subject to the tax. As said

by Judge Learned Hand in Frew v. Bowers, 12 F. 2d 625

(2d Cir -926), and repeated by the Supreme Court in the

Donnan case "Such a law [would be] far more capricious than

merely retroactive taxes. Those do indeed impose unexpected

burdens, but at least they distribute them in accordance with

the taxpayer's wealth. But this section distributes them in

accordance with another's wealth; that is a far more

grievous injustice."
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If a tax can be imposed now on income earned in 1977

and later years from property completely given away by the

taxpayer in 1974, then there is no reason why a tax cannot be

imposed for the first time in 1976 or 1977 on the income of

property which a taxpayer transferred to a grandchild in

1964, gave to a sick brother for his support in 1944, or

even donated to charity in 1924. I find that unthinkable,

and surely not only the constitutional principles to which

I have referred but the basic sense of fairness of the

Congress will prevent it from doing so.

I submit that 51013(a) should be eliminated, or that,

at the very least, it should be made inapplicable to income

from property :ransferred into trust long before the current

legislation.
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MKW OF FU.CIPAL POINTS

STALT.MT OF WUBkT C. LEE

PRESIDENT OF DIELLEYVTE INSURANCE CIFAV1T•

THE SENATE FINANCE =Cal ",EE

JULY 20, 1976

1. The proposed change in the source of underwriting income (Bill Section
103) would have far reaching effects that were not previously cors-
templated.

2. If the proposed source rules are adopted, it could result in double
taxation of a sizeable portion of Bellefonte Insurance CompazW's
bu.si-ese.

3. The location of specific risKs can be difficult tc determine, particularly
in the case of marine, aviation anc reinsurance ou.iness.

u. Bill ýectior, 1036 should be eli.minated from Ue pen•in• Tay Aefo.-= Act
and aeferreo until sucn ti-e 'Lat it :ar. ue s-u,4.to - y a iLrger c.-,ss-
section of tne inaustry.
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Bellefonte bisur-nce Company

ftatn8 s Itrelatifn to Source of ,UdetrritLA-

LILC (pap Of of Comittee Rport)

Bellefonte Insurance Company is a corporation chartered in the Statc of

Kentucky licensed to underwrite multiple lines of insurance and reinsurance

in that state as well as various other states. It is a wholly-owned

subsidiary of Armco Steel Corporation with principal offices in Middletown,

Ohio.

Bellefonte is opposed to the amendments to Sec. 1036 UNDERWRITING I,%C3*!E

which amend sections 861 (a) and 862 (a) relating to the source of

income rules. These amendments would change an established position of

the Internal Revenue Service that the source of income is to be determined

on the basis of where the incidents of the transaction which produce the

income occur, and substitute therefore a new provision which would

determine the source of income on the basis of whether it was derived

from the insurance of U.S. risks or non-U.S. risks.

The statement of the Reasons for change outlined in the Senate Conittee

report refer to a limited situation in which such an amendment ray be

desirable. However, the amendment would have other, more far-reaching

effects which were apparently not contemplated in the formulation of the

amendment.
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30 p. case of Bellefonte Insurance Company, it would impose double

taxation on a sizeable portion of its business. This is because Bellefonte

is, in addition to its operations in the United States, licensed to

operate in the United Kingdom, Belgium, Holland, Spain and Greece. In

the case of its underwriting operations in London, which are primarily

reinsurance, it writes a sizeable volu=e of business in which about 65.

of the premiums are paid in U.S. dollars and 35. in non-U.S. dollars.

This branch operation, which permits Lellefonte to participate in the

large international insurance and reinsurance market centered in London,

is conducted entirely in London where the incidents of the- transaction

which produce the income occur. Under these circu-stances, Bellefor.te's

operations in London are subject to United Kingdom income tax. '•hile

Bellefonte, as a U.S. corporation is also subject to U.S. taxaticis on

the whole of its operation, as respects that portion of its business

carried on in London which is considered by the Internal Revenue Service

to be foreign source income, it can take credit against its U.S. tax

liability for the taxes paid to the United Kingdom (up to a maxirmum of

48%).

If the source of income rule is amended, Bellefonte wculd then be denied

credit for the taxes it must pay to the United Kingdom with the result

that it would pay 100% tax on this business (52% to the United .•,7ngýoC

and 482 t the United States), which would destroy the branch operation
4

In London..

The amendment would also provide a perplexing problem, in that it is

often difficult, if not impossible, to identify where the specific risk
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is located, particularly in the cases of marine and aviation business or

hole account reinsurance of a company's total book of business.

Because of the necessity of spreading the huge risks associated with

commerce and catastrophes among as broad cross-section of insurers or

reinsurers as possible, insurance is an international business. Even

* the eastern countries find it necessary to participate in the international

reinsurance market. It is a complex business that has been developing

for a large number of years with much tradition attached to it. Under

these circumstances, Bellefonte urges that any amendment to the source

of income rule as affects underwriting be eliminated from this current

legislation and considered for future legis!a:.-cn a: a date wher. iz can

be considered in more detail and with participation of larger cross-

section of the industry.

RCL/vt

4-16
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Testimony of

Aluminum Recycling Association

by

Daniel M. Moenich, President

on H.R. 10612

Before

The Senate Committee on Finance

July 20, 1976
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Testimony of the Aluminum Recycling Association
Before the Senate Committee on Finance

July 20, 1976

Executive Summary

The proposed recycling tax credit does not expand the
aluminum recycling industry's market for its product and, there-
fore, does not expand the need for additional aluminum scrap.

There is excess aluminum recycling capacity to produce to
meet the demand for product.

There is capacity to process all aluminum scrap generated
by municipal waste systems.

Should the proposed aluminum recycling tax credit induce
primary aluminum producers to enter the recycling industry, they
would have the dual advantage of the tax credit and depletion
allowances thereby defeating one of the bill's major objectives,
i.e., to equalize the benefits to primary and secondary industries.

In the fourth year of the tax credit - after the base period
phase out - the aluminum recycling industry at present levels of
scrap consumption and average scrap prices would receive a tax
credit equal to 7% of its gross annual sales dollars.

Primary aluminum alloy is neither the equivalent of, nor
substitutable for, nor interchangable with recycled aluminum alloy.

Current demand for aluminum scrap by primary, recycling and
fabricating (self-recyclers) plants applies the greatest possible
pressure upon scrap collectors and brokers to bring available
scrap back into the industrial stream.

The demand of the aluminum recyclers' customers - the casting
industry - dictates the amount of aluminum scrap required by our
industry each year. Monies made available through a tax credit
result only in enabling aluminum recyclers to bid increasingly
higher prices for scrap thereby inflating the price of recycled
ingot.
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The aluminum recycling industry has demonstrated a constant
capability, willingness and motivation to expand scrap producing
capacity without government incentive. Within the past eight
months, aluminum recycling production capacity has increased
8% including the entrance of twelve new companies into the in-
dustry.

For all the foregoing reasons, the proposed recycling tax
credit will not result in either the use of more aluminum scrap
or the development of additional net scrap recycling capacity.

4



My name Is Daniel N. Moenich. I am President of Apes Inter.

national Alloys, Inc., Des PlaJbes, Illinois and I an Vrhdsdn

of the Aluminum Recycling Association.

By its title and by its long history of operation in recycl-

ing aluminum, obviously ARA is strongly in favor of the concept

of recycling. We are, however, opposed to the application of a

recycling tax credit to our industry as proposed in H.R. 10612

and therefore support Amendment No. 1931 of Senator Taft to

exclude aluminum base scrap from the tax credit.

Ina finite world concerned about steadily diminishing min-

eral reserves, there is great value in prolonging the useful life

of materials. Minerals, and much of the energy used to refine them,

can often ve preserved for reuse by recycling. This process,

thc major concern of the member companies of the Aluminum Recycling

Association, has been practiced by some of them for over seventy

years.

= I -
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Aluminum is too useful and too valuable not to be kept in

use. Aluminum recycling today is an international industry, with

metal and scrap traded daily in world markets. Recycled aluminum

produced by U. S. firms to strict specifications for the castings

processes goes into automobiles, heavy equipment, photo and

optical equipment, electrical devices, major home appliances, and

hundreds of other products for consumer or industrial use.

The first company to recycle aluminum was founded in 1904,

a scant 16 years after the first commercial production of primary

aluminum in 1C88. Today there are almost 100 aluminum recycling

plants spread through the country in virtually every industrial

center dedicated to reusing aluminum scrap in producing metal for

further use in commercial, industrial and consumer products.

Annual sales of the industry are between $600,000,000 and

$700,000,000. Aluminum recycling is recognized as an important

source of metal and metal technology separate and distinct from

the primary aluminum industry. The aluminum recycling industry

has steadily increased capacity and production since it began.

To emphasize the long history of the irdustry we have attached

as Exhibit A a year-by-year list of aluminum recycled from scrap

from 1913 (the year records were first kept for our industry)

through 1975. In those 62 years, more ttan 42 billion six hundred

ninety thousand pounds of recycled aluminum have been produced from

scrap.

Our industry was begun 71 years ago by men of vision who found

a market for a product made from aluminum scrap.
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Over the past seven decades, the aluminum recycling industry

has become highly sophisticated in its production processes and

in the methods by which it has utilized scrap purchased from primary

producers, other fabricating processes, and from scrap yards and

brokers. During all these many years we have provided specifications

aluminum alloy for the castings industry. WiLh very nLinor excep-

tions, primary aluminum producers do not provide alloy for the

castings industry. Indeed aluminum alloy is not substitutable for

nor interchangable with recycled aluminum alloy because primary

alloy is not made to meet castings specifications. There is little

product or market competition between the primary and the recycl-

ing aluminum industries. Therefore, the proposed amendment cannot

provide tax equity between the two industries.

It has been stated that a goal of the recycling tax credit is to

Create a situation of equity between virgin natural resources and

recyclable material" by granting users of recyclable material a

tax credit equal to one half of the percentage of depletion allow-

ances given to competing virgin natural resources. We find a great

fallacy and a great contradiction in this proposition as it applies

to aluminum base scrap because it would enable primary producers

who todoy use increasing amounts of scrap for their operations to

avail themselves not only of depletion allowances but also of a

recycling tax credit.

74-19 0 - 76 * It
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It has been said by the President's Council on Environmental

Quality in its 1975 report to Congress at page 93: *In the long

run, increased recycling will depend upon a coinittment by the

major firms in the paper industry, for example, to use wastepaper

daX to day rather than only when virgin fiber is unavailable.

For then to do so, a fundamental shift in the economics of recycl-

ing is necessary."

Mr. Chairman, members of the Senate ?inance Committee, this

may well be true for the paper industry and we have no base of

knowledge from which to challenge it, nor do we wish to challenge it.

However, it is not true of aluminum recycling. The existing fundamen-

tals in the economics of recycling aluminum for the past seven decades

has resulted in a strong, healthy and growing recycling industry

that provides over 20t of this country's aluminum each year.

If it is the intent of the tax credit to encourage recycling

and conserve energy and natural resources, as applied to aluminum

it is simply throwing tax money at a problem that does not exist

in our industry. It is a costly and misdirected approach.

The demand for aluminum scrap for our industry is based

entirely upon demand placed upon us by the casting industry for

specification alloy to produce consumer components. The casting

industry in turn responds to demand from the automobile, heavy

equipment, home appliance, photo and electrical and many other

industries.

4
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When the economy is strong, this demand is high and so are

our requirements for scrap. When the economy weakens, the reverse

is true and we use less scrap. Unwanted monies freed by tax credits

are a disruptive intrusion into the economics of an established

industry. We believe government should not force an industry to

deal with an external infusion of money it neither wants nor can

readily absorb within the framework of its demand-supply cycles.

For example, at our current tate of production and scrap usage

and using current average scrap prices, the recycling tax credit

for our industry in the year following phase out of the base period

could amount to $49,500,000. (Over 70 of the industry's gross sales

income) Pumping this kind of money into the scrap stream, demand for

which is defined by customer needs, can result only in increased

prices for scrap as recycling companies bid against each other

to obtain scrap for their furnaces.

Within the past 18 months the capacity of our industry to recycle

aluminum has grown from an annual capability of 1.9 billion pounds

to over 2.25 billion pounds. This has come about without a tax

incentive and because of the strength of the economics of our

industry. And from our knowledge of the industry, there are com-

panies today expanding capacity of existing plants and planning

to construct plants as new entrants to the industry. This is a

natural, normal and thoroughly acceptable phenomenon of our compe-

titive industrial society.
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It has been said: "The cities and States must find ready

stable markets for all the recyclable metals, paper and glass

they will be recovering from garbage.' With this we agree and

we are a part of that stable market for aluminum base scrap today,

and we need no tax incentive readily and economically to process

such scrap. Perhaps it is the requirement of cities and States

to be helped to generate usable scrap or perhaps it is the need

of the scrap gatherers and distributors for an incentive to obtain

more scrap. It is not our need and without reservation we reject

a recycling tax credit as misplaced in its application to recycling

companies that produce specification aluminum ingot from aluminum

base scrap and alloying materials.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Icninittee, our Association repre-

sents over 80% of this country's capacity to produce recycled ingot

sold in the marketplace. We do not beg the questions either of

the conservation of increasingly scarce raw materials nor the

conservation of diminishing energy. We have practiced the conser-

vation and reuse of commodities and energy since the beginning of

this century. We have heard no arguments, seen no figures, no

mathematical nor economic formula that convinces us that a recycling

tax credit as it is proposed in H.R. 10612 either will expand the

amount of aluminum base scrap available or increase the use of alum-

inum base scrap and we strongly urge the Senate Finance Committee and

the Senate to exempt aluminum base scrap from the proposed tax credit

by supporting Mr. Taft's amendment.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our arguments.
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RCCYCLED ALUI IAWU
(rvom Scrap)

Exhibit A

Testimony of the
Aluminum Recycling Association
Before the
Senate Finance Committee
On H.R. 10612
July 20, 1976

Sources: Secondary Aluminum,
R. J. Anderson (1931)

Bureau of Mines
Aluminum Association
BDC, Dept. of Commerce

Year

1913
191'
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
194
1945
1946
1947
'1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

Pounds

9,308,000
9,044,000

17,000,000
30,600,000
32,200,000
30,100,000
37,382,000
31,000,000
17,800,000
32,580,000
42,600,000
54,000,000
88,000,000
88,400,000
92,400,000
95,600,000
98,800,000
77,200,000
60,600,000
48,000,000
67,000,000
92,800,000

102,800,OOC
103,000,000
125,120,000
77,600,000

107,894,000
160,724,000
213,714,000
392,000,000
628,000,000
650,000,000
596.000,000
556,000,000
690,000,000
574 000,000
362,000,000
486,000,000
594,000,000
608,000,000
736,000,000
626,000,000
828,000,000
856,000,000
880,000,000
708,000,000
898,000,000
876,000,000
970,000,000

1,164,000,000
1,308,000,000
1.414,000,000
1,658,000,000
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RECYCLED ALUMINUM
(From Scrap)

Year Pounds

1966 1.774,000,000

1967 1,756,000,000
1968 1,944,000,000

1969 2,300,000,000

1970 2,000,000,000
1971 2.100,000,000

1972 2,252,000,000

1973 2,470,000,000

1974 2,564,000,000
1975 2,364,000,000

Total 42,692,466,000
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Statement of the

National Oil Jobbers Council

Before the

Senate Committee on Finance

Commenting on

H.R. 10612

The Tax Reform Act of 1975

(Heat Pump Tax Credit)

July 20, 1976
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The National Oil Jobbers Council is a federdti•n of 42 state and regional
trade associations representing thousands of ina:eendent small business
petroleum marketers. Members include gasoline aid diesel fuel wholesalers,
commissioned distributors of gasoline, gasý,itne r, i. aer-retaaiers and a large
number of retail fuel oil dealers. Members also wr,._le or retail many other
petroleum products, including kerosene, LP gas, aviation fuels a..d motor oils as
well as residual fuel oil. Together our meiaciers market approximately 75
percent of the home heating oils and 25 )erc,,-nt of tie gasoline sold in America
under either their own private brand or t:, trademark of their supplier.

The Tax Reform Act of 1975 (H.R. lutl2) contains a provi.in for a
refundable tax c'edit on a portion of the cost of installing a Hleat Pump in
existing residences. NOJC believes tat this provis.,,n will .,ot unlly fail to
encourage energy conservation, it will ".ily become Ln incentive for much
greater energy demand. For this reas•,, a,,d those Lated below, we tweiefore
respectfully request that this provision LA '*-c-xen from the Act.

The Heat Pump mandates the use of air c ,iditi,%r'ig since it i, ., rnhercat
capability of the equipment. This provision, t.efu:e. steaded of it, avowed
purpose, conservation, is actually promoting the aJuitio;,al use of energy for
cooling.

An incentive already exists for the heat Pump since it is less expc-rsive
than a combined air-conditioning and oil or gas heat sy',tcm. Lie .icat ý)Jip ýs
not a new or inovative device and since they are bei.:g sold at an annual, ate of
175,000 units, a tax incentive is superfluous.

The high losses (frequently acknowledged ,y Ecison Electric Ilstitute)
inherent in the generation, transmission and distriuution .)f electricity i;,nure than
use up the energy conserved by the claimed efficitnc~es of the ileat Pimp.
Consequently only when compared to electric resistance ;,eat, can a Heat Pump
be a viable conservation alternative. But, when cu ,,,ru•d to oil or gas neat, a
heat pump uses more of our resource energy.

The promotion of a system with cooling capab•iity Aill add to electric
utilities' summer load. Since most electric utilitieE now i.ave a sum;-,er peuk,
additional generating capacity will be required. Once installed, the utility has
an economic necessity to promote trie use of the added capacity; i.e., nore
energy consumed, not conserved.

The result of this provision not only increases demands on our energy
rtesources, but also increases the electric utilities' capital requirements with
which they already have problems.

The Heat Pump tax refund represents an appreciable revenue loss to the
Federal Treasury. It was reported by the Bureau of National Affairs (BNA) tiat
the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation has est,matwd
this to be $70 million the first year and ultimately $200 million annually. An
analysis aecompanyirg our written statement indicates that the most
conservative estimate would be $19 million tue first year. We find it, therefore,
difficult to understand why the Committee report only ant-cipates a $3 million
revenue loss the first year.

(over)
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By subsidizing the installation of the Heat Pump, the consumer is ill-
advisedly being encouraged to invest in a system which has historically high
operating and maintenance costs and unproven reliability. Both the National
Bureau of Standards and the Oak Ridige National Laboratory have issued reports
supporting this reservation. Actual experience indicates that the problems
encountered increase energy use to a startling degree.

The benefits of this provision do not accrue to low-income tax-payers. The
installation cost of a Heat Pump dictates that even with the tax incentive, only
high-middle income taxpayers can afford to consider such an installation.

The provision is discriminatory since it subsidizes the installation of Heat
Pumps to the exclusion of presently available competing heating systems or
equipment with greater conservation potential. This appears to be a return to
the all-electric economy, a Project Independence philosophy which has been
examined and found wanting.

Thank you for the opportunity to offer this statement to the Committee.

Attachments
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(IN C• TAX REFORM ACT 1975 - H.R. 10512

ANALYSIS OF HEAT PUMP REVENUE LOSS

REPLACEMENT MARKET

(NOFIP 400,000 Oil fired residential furnaces
(AGA)* 500,000 Gas fired residential furnaces
(Clark)* 250.000 Electric fired residential furnaces

1,150.000 TOTAL residential furnaces

HEAT PUMP REPLACEMENT INSTALLATION COST

$2,130.00 Minimum

$6,400.00 Maximum

TAX CREDIT= 20% X $1,000 + 12.5% X $1,130 $341.00

$3 million (Committee Report) -- $341.00 = 8,797 units. A market
penetration of less than 1% which is patently ridiculous with a tax credit
incentive.

Also, the b,797 units represents only 5% of the 175,000 Heat Pumps which
were installed in 1975 without a tax credit.

If penetration were only 5% of replacement market it would prepresent a
revenue loss of $19 + million (@ $341.00/unit) in 1977 alone.

If penetration reaches 50% the revenue loss would reach $175 million
annually, and with a tax credit, 50% penetration is not unlikely in the second or
third year.

If the above "maximum" cost is used, a revenue loss as high as $503 million
could be reached.

*NOFI - National Oil Fuel Institute

*AGA - American Gas Association

*Clark - Authored article, "Heat Pumps..." March 1976, Air-conditioning a:d
Refrigeration Business, Page 34.
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5-25-76 (DER) TAXATION AND FINANCE (No. 102) G - 7

TAX REFORM: INCREASE INSURANCE OF DEPOSITS,
REDUCE INCENTIVES FOR DEBT FINANCING, WALLICH SAYS

Tax legislation should try to remove the tax bias toward debt and against equity. Fed-
eral Reserve Board Member Henry C. Wallich told a conference in New York City last week.

Another needed reform is a substantial increase in deposit insurance, Wallich told
the "Conference on Financial Crises" of the Salomon Brothers Center for the Study of Finan-
cial Institutions of New York University.

Interest should be taxed at the same rate as dividends, and the total revenue from the
corporate Income tax should be held steady, he said.

insurance of deposits should be increased, probably not to 100 percent, but far beyond
the present $40. 000 limit, he also said.

"The historical loss experience, even including U. S. National Bank in San Diego and
Franklin (National Bank), indicates that it would cost little to raise the level of insurance even
up to 100 percent." Wallich said. "Doing so, in addition to providing insurance, would also
help to minimize liquidity problems such as arose in the case of the Franklin National Bank,
where a rapid runoff of CDs forced the Federal Reserve to substitute its credit for that of
large depositors."

Wallich added that full deposit insurance could eliminate the discipline now exerted
over banks by the market place. He said insurance should not substitute for a continued ef-
fort by banks to improve their capital positions.

-0-

TAX REFORM: SENATE FINANCE VOTES
$225 TAX CREDIT FOR INSULATING HOMES

The Senate Finance Committee voted today to give taxpayers a tax credit of up to $225
for the cost of insulating their homes.

It also agreed to provide a tax break on purchases of a host of energy-related equip-
ment, including solar and geothermal units and heat pumps installed in homes. In addition,
the panel voted to repeal the excise tax on buses and bus parts -- a levy which now raises $12
million a year for the Highway Trust Fund.

The proposals, which would cost the Treasury about $410 millior next year and in-
creasingly more thereafter, were added to a House-passed tax reform hill (HR 10612) which
the committee is rewriting. They were previously approved by Finance durt1li L.,nsiderations

of a now-obsolete energy tax bill (HR 6860).

The committee rejected, almost without debate, provisions of the House tax revision
bill to change treatment of gains from the sale of stock and other capital investments. These
would have permitted an individual to deduct more capital losses against ordinary income, but
doubled the period an asset must be held to qualify for long-term capital gains treatment.
Chairman Russell B. Long (D-La) suggested that the proposals be dropped to give the Senate
more "bargaining chips" in a later conference with the House.

The panel agreed to a $10 million House plan to give mutual funds the three-year car-
ryback, five-year carryforward now allowed corporations. Regulated investment companies
are not currently permitted any carryback.

Published by THE BUREAU OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS. INC WASHINGTON. D C 200i7
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It added a provision to give businesses the option of an eight-year carryforward in lieu
of the present three-year carryback and five-year carryforward. There would be no revenue
loss to the Treasury until 1982, when staff estimates a $175 million decline.

In other action, the committee agreed to give utilities a 12-percent investment tax
credit provided they pass on the extra tax benefits to workers. The plan. pushed by Long,
would allow a 2-percent investment credit In addition to the 10-percent write-off normally
permitted on purchases of plant and equipment if a titi~ty make, certain contribution to an
Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP)

The panel voted last week to make an 11-percent investment tax credit available to any
firm which contributes an amount equal to the extra percentage point tr an ESOP period. The
special break for utiliues would bring to $280 million the cost next year of using a bigger in-
vestment credit to entice corporations to set up ESOPs--Long's pet project.

Also adopted was an amendment by Sen. Harry Byrd (1-Va) to deny foreign tax breaks
to corporations which bribe foreign officials.

Insulation Tax Credit: A homeowner would be allowed a 30-percent tax credit on the
first $750 he spends to Insulate his home. To help persons too poor to owe any income tax,
the credit would be refundable. Staff estimates this would reduce tax revenues $300 million
a year.

Businesses would be provided a 10-percent investment credit on insulation installed in
existing structures at an annual cost to the Treasury of $20-$25 nullion.

The House, in its energy tax bill, approved a 30-percent credit on up to $500 in home
insulating expenses. But t&as break would be reduced by the cost of any insulation improve-
ments made by a prior owner.

Energy: The committee agreed to a refundable credit for solar and geothermal energy
equipment and heat pumps installed in a residence. The credit for solar and geothermal units

J]would be 40 percent of the first $1.000, plus 25 percent of the next $6,400 of expenditures.

The tax credit for heat pumps would be half that amount. Staff estimates the cost, almost all[ of which is associated with heat pumps, at $70 million next year, gradually rising to $200
mlinanaly.

As another incentive to geothermal energy, the panel voted to make development costs
eligible for the intangible drilling write-off and percentage depletion allowance now provided
for oil and gas. Staff estimates the revenue loss at $15 million. In addition, a 20-percent
investment credit would be allowed on solar and geothermal equipment through 1980, and a
10-percent break through 1985.

Also voted by the panel was a 12-percent investment credit for energy-related equip-
ment, most of which is involved in coal mining. This would cost $30 million next year, but
increase to $100 million annually.

Utility ESOPs: Under present law, which the committee already voted to make perma-
nent, any firm can take an extra 1 percent tax credit provided it contributes an ai•ount equal
to the additional benefits to an ESOP. The committee agreed today to provide another I per-
centage point credit to an electric utility or local gas distribution firm if the company a.nd its
workers each agree to contribute additional amounts equal to the I percent.

The extra I-perLent tax credit for utilities would cost *the Treasury $80 million next
year and $270 million after live years.

The additional two percentage points of credit would not be subject to the 50-percent-
of-income-tax [init of the Investment credit, but the total 12-percent credit could not exceed
100 percent of income tax.

Pubhbisbd by THE BUREAU OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS. INC . SASHINGTON. D.C. 20037
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July 19, 1976

SUBJECT: Heat Pump

RE: The Tax Reform Act 1975 (H.R. 10612)

The attached contains a discription of the heat pump and how it operates in
simple terms.

More importantly - beginning on Page 3 it points out the reservations,
cautions, and special service considerations which the owner/operators have
found necessary to produce in a manual for their industry.
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HEAT PUMP PERFORMANCE

Over the past several years much discussion has
surrounded the use of the heat pump. Its
promotion and use has had its ups and downs as
witncsmcd by the actions of major manufac-
turers, utility companies, and builders. The
following analysis treats the development of the
heat pump, its operation and associated prob-
lems, maintenance tips, and what the property
manager should look for when assuming prop-
erties that utilize heat pumps.

THE If EAT PUMP - AN OVERVIEW

A heat pump provides both heating and cooling
from one basic machine. It has been called a
"ievcise-cycle" air conditioner in that the flow
of refrigerant is reverst.d in winter to add heat to
the room, instead of extracting heat as is done in
summer. The key advantage is that it transfers
some of the heat instead of generating it,
thereby reducing the cost of energy required
during the winter. For summer operation it
operates similarly to an ordinary direct-
expansion (DX) air conditioner.

ihe most common type of heat pump is the
"air-to-air." in wluch the refrigerant in a heat
exchanger absorb, heat from one body of air
and, after being proceed through the sys tem.
ejects it to another body of air. (Less common
types use water as a heat-transfer medium
instead of air. but these are restriacd geograph-
ically by the availability ot suitable well water or
are used in very large. specially designed
systcine. A hrief view of the .ir conreiionvi'
cycle (Fig. I ) .tid an explanatiun of the "rýcerse
cycle" follows.

When a liquid rcfr.jcr.,nt chjni.gs to a pia
(cvapo:atcs), it nmist absorb heat from the dir,

FIG. 1. AIR CONDTONER

AM
FLOW

OunDOOII

and this is what happens in the room coil of an
air conditioner. Liquid refrigerant passes
through a thin capillary tube (or an expansion
valve) into the room coil; in entcnig this larger
area a sharp reduction of pre.bre permits the
liquid to expand quickly, thereby evaporating
into a gas. As it does, it requires hieat. •nd that
heat is taken from the room air which is passing
over the outside of thc cod.

The compressor creates suction, drawing in the
warmed gas; at this pouit pressure is added to
help the refrigerant continue on i's cycle. The
compressed gas, containing heat froln the room
and from the compresor, roes throsioh the
outdoor coil hlicre it is chil!zd by :lie outside air
and condenses again into a liquid.

Heat Pump Operz'ion

During the su:nnier th: heat pr.nmp oprratcsl .kc
an air conditione;, but in inter, b) reecrying
the flow of refrigerant. heat ian be ibw.orbcd
from outdoors and, wnt into the occup,'d ,p-cc
(!:•. 2). The csscnt:zl conert is ti.m tcie
rcfrigciant evaporating in the ou;door %oii car,

THE INSTITUTE OF REAL ESTATE VAIMJAGLKLNTr oi ox Notoonal Assoraison of Reel Estate Dou'ds
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FIG. 2. HEAT PUMP - WINTER CYCLE
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absorb heat from the cold outside air, if the
refrigerant is colder than the air. The amount of
heat the refrigerant can absorb will depend of
course oi tae temperature difference while it is
being evaporated in the outdoor coil. That heat,
plus the heat added by the compressor, is then
sent to the indoor cod where it is picked up by
the room air.

A basic measure of operating economy is the
amount of watts required to produce the neces-
sary Btu's of heating or cooling, called the
"energy efficiency ratio." During the summer a
heat pump has a slightly lower EER than its
equivalent air conditioner because of the
additional components involved, but there can
be appreciable savings dunng the winter if a
substantial amount of heat can be picked up
from outdoors. It is for this reason that standard
output ratings of the Air-Conditioning and
Refrigeration Institute are based on 45-degree
outside air temperature.

A random check of 60 unitary heat pumps, both
eif-contained and "splat" types, shows coeffi-

cients of performance for winter ranging from
1.7 to 3.1, with most of them in the 2.2 to 2.6

range. This indicates that a heat pump will
provide about 2% Btu's of heat for each Btu of
electricity purchased, or about 8K [tu's for each
watt, at 45 degrees outside temperature. This
compares with 3.4 Btu's per watt obtained with
ordinary electric resistance heating. Electric
utility companies are often eager to promote
heat pumps in order to avoid complaints of high
heating bills dunng winter.

This advantage in efficiency can best be appin-
ciated by examining the table below, abstracted
from a report of the Western Massachusetts
Electric Company.

Type of Electric Heating System Utilization
(Residential & Smali Commercial) Efficiency*

Electric Heat Pumps
Electric Resistance Baseboard
Electric Furnace
Electric Glass Panels
Ceiling Heating Wires

148%- 158%
90%- 100%
74%- 84%
64M%- 79%
79%- 90%

"Thejse efficiency factors are being applied by
several utility companies in estunating operating
costs, and the accuracy of their equation has
been rcportil to be within 3%.

r'

14
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• " atp..io', e~Ratings

Since the 45-degree base is not widely appli-
cable, the manufacturers of heat pumps are
permitted to list reduced output ratings down to
20 dcgre•s outside temperature. ilowe'er, this
datr a disproportionate drop in operating
effiiency, the coefficient of performance drop-
ping as low as 1.I. and the modal value dropping
from 2.5 at 45 degrees to 1.4 at 20 degrees.
Thus, for one unit having a standard heating
rating of 48,000 Btu's, the "applications" rating
at 20 degrees drops down to 27,000. This
reduction of efficiency is by no means a
constant, varying with the manufacturer and
model.

The essential disadvantage of the heat pump in
winter is its inverse output to the heating
requirements: the colder the outside temper-
ature and the more heating required, the lower
the capability and efficiency of the heat pump.
To overcome this deficiency heat pumps with an
auxiliary electric resistance coil (strip heater)
can be provided to operate at predetermined
outside temperatures and provide the necessary
additional heat. This, however, defeats part of
the advantage of the heat pump cycle and
increases the cos, of operation. It is therefore
advisable for the specifier to determine the
output of the refrigerant cycle at the winter
temperature for the area, to ensure that at least
60% of the design requirements will be met
without the operation of the strip heater.

Reliability

Much excitement was generated by the introduc-
tion in the early 1950's of the heat pump, and it
semed to be the answer for low-cost electric
heat. In fact, in 1960 a key utility company
spokesman announced at a national convention
that "The electric utilities are committed to heat
pumps." Yet it was just the previous year, in
September 1959, that the United States Air
Force announced it was halting purchases of
heat pumps for govrmnmcnt-owncd housin. This
decision was based on the excessive failures
encountered with 9,000 heat pumps installed in
homes at three bases in Mississippi, Arkinsas,
and North Carolina. In addition to finding that
operating costs for cni'rgy were excesuvely high
(in one area exactly double the cot predictcd

by the utility company) it was found that
compressors were failing and being repLaced at
the rate of 2.S00 per year, with each rcplacc-
ment costing the government $200 to $400.

With similar difficulties arising in Navy housing
a welL, the U.S. Department of Defense in
Marc 1965 banned such equipment and issued
the following directive: "Packaged ai-to-air heat
pumps shall not be used in any personnel living
space, and no heat pump of any type shall be
used in family quarters." When pressured by
industry representatives about this order,
Deft nw official assured them it was intended as
a "moratorium" until the industry had celmi-
nated the problems.

The essential problem was that the equipment
required excessive maintenance - "almost could
not be maintained" - and suitable training
programs for setrice men were not available.
Manufacturers reported that maintenance .osts
should normally not exceed $12 per year per
unit; however, when bids were requested for
such service, the lowest bid was $85.

Failure Causes

Compressor fail:res were rcpzatcJlv c;ted, and
ow-cdgeabie ngmccs felt the compre.sor was

being assigned a function for which it was not
suited. One of the serous causes of compressor
failure is the lack of lubrication occurnng when
slugs of liquid refrigerant return to the cow-
pressor and "dcgrease" its moving parts. This
can happen in winter when the outdoor ciapo-
rator coil is unable to extract sufficient heat
from the air to effect full evaporation of the
refrigerant.

A recent solution is the use of oversized "cans"
which house the hermetic compressor. Thik
% )uld permit excess refrigerant to be storcd.
with little char~ce for the liquid to i:.,ch the
suction outlet at the top. It is claimed tOhmt thi3
design would eliminate the need for "cr-nkcase
heaters" which many other manufactutNr- now
feel arc cssentia!.

Another problem, which may have been solvcd.
is that of the high-temperature cut-off for thz
compressor motor. Instead of depeiduig on one
surface-mountcd thermostat, thcre is a trend

OPERATING TECHNIQUES AND PRODUCTS
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towards more positive motor protction by
increasing the number of internal lhermostats
and applying them at critical locations,

Another problem -spect is the defrost cycle.
During winter the low teinmpratuics at the
outdoor evaporator coil cause frost to form
which reduces its capacity or actually prevents
the unit from functioning. After a review of
field tests of 400 heat pumps for at least three
years. a report in April 1972 stated that "a
dependable dcfrostine .qtem is vital to beat
pump operation."- -

To overcome this piobkem, it is essential that the
unit be dcfroted automatically several times
each day, but this in itself creates a shock to tie
sstcrn. No't7,"l-y =Jes the reer.•m;g alivee turn
at.unl, but most of the .umponients suddenly
change their fuILtion from hot to cold and %ice
versa, setting tip temperature aid pressure
stresses which are not easily asoidable in
moderate-cost equipment.

The defrost co,,troller itself is sometimes at
fault, botFh in ctura7y ot r'e, io izw ~ n
r ich3Fty. A timer Is usually incorror.ttd for
this purpose, recycling the equipment at preset
intervals. but considering the tryingg indoor and
outdoor conditions wMach the equipment must
satisfy, there is now some sentiment in the
industry an favor of devices reacting to the
actual surface te:nperatures of the outdoor coil.
Putting such a thermostat in series with the
tuncr cin prevent unnecessary recycling, while
putting it in paralled will ensure defrosting
should the thermostat element or location prove
unreliable.

Working Under Stress

Diagianiatically thc heat pump may resemble an
ordinary rooin air conditioner, but the operation
of the former Is much more demanding. The
ASIIRAE Guide (handbook for comfort cngi-
neers1 points out that heat P1m1%ocrAIIV 10
five mimes more li•-rs1.ian ilr tuditiol.ci
anti unie% cia-", ncato ,-rein
sleching the proper oiiponictns. Plioper installa-
tion a!so pliys a major rot e in svwtTT1inT'1Tqu

In addition to the stresses of the defrosting cycle

and the additional burden of lngcer operation,
there are further stress problems related to
climate conditions. Onw study found that the
stresses on the heat pump in northern clinatc
were severn tIlles as -i•aa as tmos in sotilhIrV2
areas.% luwvclr, thersc• a eOiivcrue to the
pro•llem when outdoor temperatures exceed 65
degrees and some heating is desired (such as in
motels). Having executive capacity under this
condition. 617, r ltinl% ljoietrlrigcraint
at a much higher ,,La, thereby in•.reaimng the
strcews on tile motor. Other factors which
normally cause high stress conditions are con-
taminants in the retri•er.int. voltzge fluctua-
tioii. •an1 0oid starts of eCuiipmneiit when out-
dooFTrm p7t1.Mi ru Tare F ow.

Supplementary ileaters

It is generally felt that the heat pump cycle
should satisfy at least W0t of the design winter
load with the remaining 40'A provided by
suppl'mentary strip heaters. tloweser, the didi-
sion point is necessarily determnir.ed by the
temperature zone. F-or colder arc.is the Flettric
Comftort ('ondil trin JoIi n~i- m ,m'nan it

strip hearers, K' ,i/ýd-ir 1 e ' , ,
o.d- a I : , I. lactor. 1 precaution

!htui can, hiowecr,
eiSicxcei%5c operating costs. Unless feli-

able indoor-outdoor thermostats are used, with a
manually adjustable two-stage indoor control,
straight resistance heating is being used too
frequently with resultant higher costs. II some
instances. the refrn,',nation cyce had ut out (n
.Latt'v oniroi, .11(1 *, l' it -. as txig turnished
.. the resistance eatlcr,ý. w\Vili.no oiw'as
a.AXre o uiitIt: e e.:ctitic bills caein in.

The outdoor thermostat should be set to cut out
above 35 degrees io prevent the strip heater
from opera ing necesarily, except uunng the
defrost cycle. (i)uri..g defrost. %uhie hot refrig-
erant goes to the otut.Tor Loil, tLe -A.R hater
must take over it !rovilde room heiating.) A high
hinit device for snsimig the outlet supply air to
the duct system should be set at leoss tan 200
degrees. Mechanical ckiLk sequencers have been
employed in some makes to perform thec,
functions, but it is now ielt they should only be
used in conjunction with therinost.:ts. It is
possible that new solid-state controls will over-
come the reliability gap.

REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT
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Installation and Maintenance

Accurate sizing of equipment and ducts can he
critical in a heat pump installation. Insufficient
return of room air can put a heavier burden on
the equipment and detract from its perform-
ance. Overbzing the cooling capacity in order to
provide additional heating capacity will result in
short cycling during summer, causing inadequate
humidity control and spotty cooling temper-
atures; it will also result in discomfort and
hohw operating costs.

Even the location of the air ductj..aLhcaau.LL.
_can-have a major effect on operating costs. ln.jg

identical houses adlicent to each other, it was
found that tlhr-e with ducts in the attic used
37%, more electricity than the three with ducts
in the crawl spaceF..

Routine maintenance and troublc-shooting
become more complicated with this type of
equipment, and rcicharging the refrigerant can be
critical. While recharging of ordinary air candi-
tioners can be controlkd through use of pressure
gauges, the amount of .Lfrigeeant used in a heat
pump must be carefully weighed. Otherwise the
accumulator can be oser-filled and %ill ainiost
certainly send a slug of liquid refrigerant to the
compressor. 0

Accurate control of temperature in all phases of
operation is essential, all cortrols should be
checked out before physically installing the heat
pump. In one instance, an engineer discovered a
motel installation in whuch controls were uni-
formly erratic from room to room, indicating a
basic factory fault rather than mishandlhng by
guests.

Service Trainuig

Utility companies have strong.ly urged increased
training for installers and service men. Poor
system layout or installation often results in
continuing scnice problems. Installers have been
ur~cd to provide five-year service contracts.
Such service contracts can be quite bcnefittal to
the owner, enpccully if priced at the time
instal!:tijn bids are bein; nsadc.

The installing contriLtor should vsist the

customer after the installation has been com-
pleted and explain all phases of the heat pump's
operation. Unfortunately, such communicaton
often does not get down to the operating
personnel and does not take the place or
specially trained service mechanics who under-
stand the nature of heat pumps.

Operating Costs

Many users of heat pumps are well pleased with
their performance, both in comfort and cost. An
installig contractor in Georgia, who specializes
in this work and services his installations, has
found that service costs for residential and small
commercial equipment between two and five
years old average about $47 per unit per year.
Equipment over five years old shows an average
service cost of $170 per unit annually, with
some units running as high as $226.

Although such increases in service problems
should be expected as the unit becomes older, it
may be surprising that the energy usage also
increases as the years go by. This was hlghlihghted
in a study made by a consulting engineer who
for ten years carefully observed and reccrd,:d
the performance of the heat pump in his own
home in Gainesville, Florida. fie is favorable
towards the use of heat pumps. but the accurate
metering he performed on his own unit recalled
a 50% increase in electt;cal usage as indicated by
the historical comparison below:

Kilowatt liours/sq.ft./1000 degree days
1960-1961 - 2.69 Kwh
1969-1970 - 3.90 Kwh

Maintenance costs have averaged SI100 per year
diunng this ten-year period in addition to initial
warranty service. Three compiessors, the fan
motor, and a variety of controls and accessories
have had to be replaced.

New lmozovcments

The Ediwon Electric Institute, representing the
major electric utility companies, feit that tne
heat pump rcprcsLntcd a major potential outlet
for eiclt.-c hieat at moderate co't. However,
.Lhemn it became aware of the mul':;.:.!n:rcis._

problem,%it cuininiiM.ol.d two _,, 1W0,-•,ý2di•, "

t~i~.1 de"ip i nore rIiis •a.c prudli-t.- In.,, -I
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1963 Westinghouse initiated work to develop a
three-ton prototype for residential use, which
was successfully comp:ctcd uo 1966.

Two hundred of the "second generation" heat
pumps have been fikld-tested in 57 utility
territones, thoroughly observed and intru-
mented, and by the end of 1971 the operating
statistics were published. These statistics indi-
cated significant gains had been made in reha-
bihty and performance.

Much knowled.c has been gained concerning the
causes of earlier failures, and many improve-
ments have been incorporated in the new de-
signs. However. the inherent proble.. of
LIternal strcs% related to hi:h or low outdoor
temp-.=iure still have not been thorou-wMi
satishid, a-C.orth,,w_ in zc 15ttcr llea-lifnC-

Cooling 'Council. "lp iL.al itr conl•luncrs are
671MVneu woik within a low-stress range of
internal pressure ratios, but this has not yet been
fully worked out for the heat pump.

A recent innovation, the use of a different
refrigerant, seems to have ameliorated some of
t',e problems, and a favorable report has been
issued cnncerrinr Its advantages in reducing
compressoir failures. However. anion-.: thoe who
cooperated in *.he stu , ia reTk4 IC.CCNf

i. i nefits o tle ehri•erant
(Ku,).

Builder's Experience

Based on the testimony of builders it appears
that proH'ems w.vih the heat [Lmp cannot be
hmitecI''yVto the north.

Statistics fr( ,n the Dallas area tend to confirm
this specifi( re ction. During the ten-year penod
of 1957-11 ,6 heat pumps accounted for 60% of
the electr h7 sales in that area according to
the clectrit uuhty company. They now report
that heat pumps accounted foi less ihan 1% of
their sales in 1971.

It is also interesting to compare that local trend
with the national picture, as revealed by data of
the Ldsson Elea.ic Institute which arc bawcd on
reports from utility companies on apartment
house installations. There were 175 electric hicit
installations in apartment houses nationwide

during the 1966-1968 interval and only 12 or
about 7% of these projects used heat pumps.
These data seem to indicate a greater reluctance
on the part of apartment house builders to use
heat pump% as opposed to builders of single
family units.

MAINTENANCE TIPS FOR HIEAT PUMP
SYSTEIS

When contract sen icing is required, qualhfica-
tions and references must be carefully checked.
When staff mechanics are used, they should be
given specialized training for the particular
brand. Service manuals should be obtained for
all new mechanics, and they should be specifi-
cally cautioned about potential damages.

Trouble-shooting and repairs should follow pro-
cedures ou:hined by the Refrigeration Service
Enguicrs Scciety. When motor burnout occurs,
the procedures hsted in the ASIIRAE Guide
should be followed scrupulously.

Air Flow

Rcduccd flow of the inside Air over the coil in
winter ini.reass sytcil opci.ling pressure and
temperature and imay lead to buinout of the
compressor.

Reduced flow of air over the outside coil in
winter will increase frequency of defrost cycles.
Reduced flow of inside air in summer can cause
the humidity from the room to frecz, on the
surfaces of the cooling coil, quickly accelerating
further freeze-up and eventually causing damage
to the compressor.

Tip- Cods should be inspected frequently to
cnsure they are not ciorged with lint or dirt. A'
filters should be cleaned or replaced at ieiular
intervals to provide protection for the coils.

Stress and Vibration

A quick stop-start operitmoin c.in cause great
stress internally, particularly during repeated
defrost cycles several iime-t a day. It c.,n il.o
cre.alc exceivc inlermiittent vibration of the
Conilprw.-.sor, •tr.iuniig the tubing connections.

REAL STATE MANAGEMENT
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Ip. A 34-o5 minute time delay control should
be inslailcd afte consultation with the manu-
facturcr. Supporting mounts and spnnp can lie
replaccd with stronger ones if necessary.

Moisture in System

Slight amounts of water vapor entrained in the
refrigerant can freeze up at certain critical
points, causing blockage throughout the system
and severe, pcrmancnt damage. As little as 25
parts per million of moisture in the refrigerant
can cause trouble.

E: Use "super-sensitive" moisture indicators
for testing heat pumps. Repairs to refrigerant
tubing should be made only with seed tubing,
preferably failed with nitrogen. Dessicant diners.
usually combined with the line filter, should be
replaced every time the tubing is opened. In
addition to normal dehydration -rocedures, it is
good practice, after :wvcral weeks of operation,
to replace the drier with a new one to ensure
moisture-free operation.

Overheated Motors

Excessive temperatures in the motor windings
may rot harm the motor ixnined'.tely, but
frcqucntly they can cuse a chemical breakdown
of refrigerant and oil, creating sludge and acids.
These in turn gum up and corrode the com-
pressor's pistons and valves.

Tip: A variety of operating conditions can
cause the motor to overheat. It is therefore
essential that aeimostat cutouts, preferably
placed in the motor windings and other sensitive
spots, be included in the hermeaically-seak'd
unit. Check with the manufactLT:rer to dctcrraine
if such protection has been installed.

ROLE OF TIlE PROPERTY MANAGER

A review of the efficiency advantages of heat
pumps, and an evaluation of their potential
operating problems would indicate to the prop-
aty manager that special attention should be
devoted to such equipment when taking over a
new property. A factual, above-board discussion
should be held with the manufacturer's engineer
to determine the specifics of potential service
problems. The manufacturer should recommend
suitable local service organizations, and bids
should be taken for full service. This should
initially be arranged for a one-year period until
conclusions can be drawn on the competence of
the service people, after which a five-year
contract may perhaps be in order.

Arrangemcrts should be made with the product
manufacturer for a planned training progrdin
with operating personnel, coveiing normal oper-
ation and niuor troubit-shooting, with partic-
ular emphasis on detecting abno:ral conditions.
In addition, accurate rccoids should bc kLpt on
service calls and costs relating to indivdual
units, and any substantial drains in cash flew
should be brought to the attention of owners.
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COMM-4-'EE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

SUMMARY OF

STATEMENT OF THE LINEN SUPPLY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA IN
OPPOSITION TO THE SHARED SERVICES FOR HOSPITALS AMENDMENT
TO H.R. 10612

1. The proposed amendment was rejected by the Senate before

because less expensive commercial services were available.

These services are still available.

2. Members of Linen Supply Association of America presently

serve more than 10% of hospitals.

3. Entities serving tax exempt institutions do not themselves

necessarily deserve tax exempt status.

4. Clear benefits accrue from central laundry services as

provided by commercial linen suppliers:

A. No Federal funding

B. No long term contracts

C. Hospitals may change suppliers if needs not fulfilled

D. Linen suppliers pay taxes--hospitals do not

E. Prices lower than most central hospital laundries

5. , proposed amendment would delete tax revenue and increase

health care .osts.-
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COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

STATEMENT OF THE LINEN SUPPLY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA IN
OPPOSITION TO THE SHARED SERVICES FOR HOSPITALS AMENDMENT
TO H.R. 10612

JULY 16, 1976

The Linen Supply Association of America strongly

opposes the shared services for hospitals amendment reported

by the Senate Finance Committee to H.R. 10612 as this amendment

applies to laundry services. The proposed amendment will

permit hospitals to obtain tax exempt status for cooperative

laundries. This amendment sponsored by the American Hospital

Association was rejected by the Senate the last time this

issue was raised on the basis of clear and substantial

evidence indicating that commercial textile laundry services

provided cheaper and more efficient services than can be

obtained from cooperative laundries and that commercial

services are available in all areas of the country.

The Linen Supply Association of America is a trade

association consisting of over 1,000 plants in the United

States. It is estimated that members of LSAA account for a

sales volume of over $1 billion annually and employ over

60,000 persons. At the present time according to the 1975

"Special Survey on Selected Hospital Topics" prepared by

the American Hospital Association, over 10% of the hospitals

reported are served by linen rental service.

The American Hospital Association wishes to establish

tax exempt status for shared services as applied to cooperative

hospital laundries. It has long been a well established
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principle that entities providing services to tax exempt

organizations do not therefore necessarily qualify as tax

exempt. The amendment concerning shared services of hospital

laundries is a case of a special interest group asking for

a tax preference when none is justified. i consumers the

members of the Linen Supply Association of America are well

aware of the fact that hospital and health care costs are

rising and we are more than sympathetic to any argument that

justifies the needs to keep these costs 2own. However, in

the case of the amendment with which we are concerned, we

can show that an increase in the number of cooperative

hospital laundries will increase the cost of health care to

our nation by not only increasing the cost of laundry services

but by also depriving the government of the taxes paid by linen

supply companies and their employees. Cooperative hospital

laundries will require federal capital funding. Private linen

supply companies provide their own capital funding.

The American Hospital Association recognizes the concept

of the efficiencies of large laundry facilities serving more

than one institution. In its statement to the Ccomittee on

Finance, the American Hospital Association said "The benefits

health care institutions derive from an efficiently managed

central laundry include the avoidance of capital expenditures

for unnecessary duplication of facilities, the freeing of space

for other use in each hospital that does not have to maintain

its own laundry, reduced operating costs through the greater

efficiency of a large laundry as compared to smaller individual

hospital laundries, and improved sanitation and quality control.

Relieving hospital officials from responsibility for operation
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of a laundry, which is a job more appropriate to business

trained personnel that large central laundries can afford

to employ also leave hospital officials more time to devote

to patient care."

Although the above quotation was offered in support of

the shared services concept for central laundries, it applies

even more aptly to the type of service that members of LSAA

can offer and do offer to such hospitals. We offer the exact
same benefits that cooperative hospital laundries do, and at

the same time provide our own capital for investment. We

permit hospitals to leave and switch services from one supplier

to another in the event service does not meet their needs.

We pay taxes but hospitals do not Last and perhaps most

significant, we offer all this at a price that is substantially

below the price at which most central hospital laundries have

been able to provide service in the past.

We have provided the Committee with full details as to

cost as included in our position paper of June 17, 1976,a copy

of which is attached.

The last time the Senate considered this issue, it was

decided not to include laundry services under the shared services

for hospitals concept. To change position now, in light of the

evidence presented by LSAA and without the opportunity for a

full hearing on this issue is a travesty on justice. As our

federal budget continues to increase and the costs of health

care servi. 3 become astronomical, it is the job of the Congress

to avoif unwarranted and unjustified deletions from the tax

base and to avoid further increasing hospital costs. We have

clearly shown that the proposed amendment is unwarranted t.1
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unjustified on both the above bases. We ask that the shared

service amendment as applying to laundry services and on

textile rental services be deleted from the all-inclusive

Committee amendments.

John J. Contney
Executive Director
Linen Supply Association
of America

/4
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LINEN SUPPLY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

POSITION PAPER IN OPPOSITION TO
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

Committee Amendment to the Tax Reform Act (H.R. 10612)
relating to tax treatment of laundry services by hospi-
tals under Section 501(e) of the Internal Revenue Code.

In 1968 Congress enacted legislation that gave tax exempt
status to certain cooperative hospital service organizations.
This concept was incorporated into the Internal Revenue Code as
Section 501(e). At that time, the Congress specifically deter-
mined that it was in the best interests of the nation to exclude
cooperative laundry ventures from the 501(e) exemption. (Confer-
ence Committee Report No. 1533, 90th Congress, 2nd Session, Sec-
tion 109 (1968)).

The Senate Finance Committee has reported a Committee Amend-
ment, which would now include laundry services under Section 501(e).
This amendment covers an issue which was publicly debated in 1968
and has not been raised publicly at any time in the consideration
of the present tax legislation.

The attached position paper clearly shows that there is
no justification in changing Section 501(e) with regard to laun-
dry services. It is inconceivable that the Senate would deter-
mine to reverse its previous opinion without giving interested
parties an opportunity to present testimony at a hearing open
to the public. The amendment contained in the Senate Finance
Committee Committee Amendments is the direct result of lobbying
activities of the American Hospital Association which provided
the Committee incorrect factual data. We urge that you oppose
the amendments to broaden Section 501(e) with regard to laundry
services.

For more information contact Ellen Saenger, Legal Assistant,
Counihan, Casey & Loomis, or Steven J. Fellman, Counihan, Casey
& Loomis, 1000 Connecticut Avenue, Washington. D. C. 20036.
(202) 296-5680.

June 17, 1976
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LINEN SUPPLY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
POSITION

ON
TAX REFORM ACT OF 1976

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMITTEE AMENDMENTS

The Linen Supply Association of America is opoosed to
,-he Senate Finance Committee amendment to the Tax formm
Act of 1976 (HR 10612) which would allow hospital laundries
to be considered "shaLJ services" and exempt from payment
of income taxes under Section 501(e) of the Internal
Revenue Cod..

coam€MICmaIm WHY has Congress not invited the linen supply and
00"MLo FCos" laundry industries to appear at public hearings and present
"b''t0eft testimony on the joint hospital laundry issue? Why doesM.KCI 0 )OW410"e

ld-**. Congress now consider an issue twice before defeated without
KANT, PMam" holding hearings? With hospital cost rising, WHY does Congress

want to create Joint hospital laundries, constructed from
JAMES $H" Federal funds and operated with tax exempt dollars when
M66696ft"G o 0W.W." utilization of linen supply or comercial laundry services
'lWUMTLl would be more economical?

We ask the Senate to delete this amendment tn the bill
as passed by the Senate Finance Committee. This same
solution was adopted by the Senate Committee on Isbor and
Public Welfare in rejecting a similar proposed artndment
to the Partnership for Health Amendments of 1967 Senate
Report No. 724, 90th Congress, First Session, p. .9;
November 4, 1967) and again in the Revenue and ExFenditure
Control Act of 1968.

Our specific reasons for requesting the deletion of the
proposed amendment follow:
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LSAA Position Paper
Page 2

1. Existing cooperative laundry services have been shown
to be more expensive when compared with the cost of
outside-the-hospital laundry and linen services
provided by linen supply companies.

2. The intent of the Congress should not be to continue
to sponsor these institutions whose activities result
in higher costs for hospital care when the same
services can be provided at less cost by tax-paying,
for-profit commercial companies.

3. The hospital community itself recognizes this and
criticizes hospital management in general to be
inadequate as regards productivity when compared to
private industry. They also criticize hospital cooper-
ative laundries, in particular, for poor service and
high costs, especially the high cost of debt service
because of high central laundry construction costs.

4. For-profit linen supply companies who pay taxes
offer lower total per patient day costs for laundry
and linen services than existing central hospital
cooperative laujidry establishments.

5. Linen supply companies and other outside-the-hospital
commercial laundries have served a substantial per-
centage of hospitals economically and well for many
years in a very stable customer/supplier relationship.

6. Combined use of linen supply services when compared
with existing hospital central cooperative laundry
establishments could save hospitals and their health
care customers an estimated additional 5 to 10% of
their present laundry/linen service costs, resulting
in an annual savings of from S42,500,000 to $85,000,000
per year in medical expenses.

Look At These Facts:

1. Existing cooperative laundry services have been shown to be more
expensive when compared with the cost of outside-the-hospital laundry
and linen services provided by linen supply companies.

A survey conducted in 1975 of sixteen hospital laundry coopera-
tives by Michael Broadbent, a hospital laundry consultant, revealed
that linen service costs per patient day in these cooperatives ranged
up to $4.45 and averaged $2.91. The same survey noted that linen
suppliers majoring in hospital rental averaged a per patient day
linen service cost of $2.13. More significantly, the costliest linen
supplier was $2.28 per patient day, a far cry from the high $4.45
cost of one cooperative laundry.
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LSAA Position Paper
Page 3

2. The intent of the Cornresa shouJd not be to continue to sponsor
these institutions whose activities result in higher costs for
hospital care when the same services can be provided at less cost
by taxpaying, for-profit commercial companies.

The proposed Senate bill which would exempt hospital cooperatives
from federal taxes is inimical to both hospitals and linen suppliers
of the United States. It would act contrary to the very purpose
for which the bill is intended--that of reducing the cost per patient
day which is so necessary for the health care industry in the United
States.

The Linen Supply Association of America and its member companies
feel that the proposed tax exemption will allow an unfair advantage
to accrue to cooperative laundries and severely hamper the efforts
of linen suppliers to provide a more efficient and economical
alternative linen service.

3. The hospital community itself recognizes and criticizes hospital
management in general to be inadequate as regards productivity when
compared to private industry. They also criticize hospital coopera-
tive laundries, in particular, for poor service and high costs,
especially the high cost of debt service because of high central
laundry construction costs.

Mr. Allen G. Herkimer, Jr., Co-Chairman of the Hospital Financial
Management Panel in its 1973 report to the National Commission on
Productivity said that the first external problem of hospitals is the
"general lack of competitive, risk-oriented atmosphere created by
the marketplace." The statistical devices for measuring hospital
productivity are not always adequate, as the Hospital Financial
Management Panel noted. Yet it is essential that this vital
industry knows what results it is producing and continually seeks
ways to improve its productivity. But to further reduce the com-
petition by encouraging the use of hospital laundry cooperatives
which have not proved to lessen costs would be a severe blow to the
attempt to incLease hospital productivity in this most vital area.

Although there has been a certain trend towards creating or
joining central laurdries, there has been a parallel growth of
complaints and dissatisfaction with their operations and service.
Hospital administrators wavering on laundry decisions are justifiably
concerned. According to Wilbur Stevens, Director of Central
Services, Mercy Hospital, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, writing in the
December 1975 issue of Hospital Financial Management:

"The tendency to consider and dccument laundry
and linen service as one function and tne resulting
tendency to blame all problems relating to linen on
the laundry are at the root of the dis~atisfaction
with central laundries ... these ideas tend to
obscure the real problem--usage."

74-619 0 - 76 - 13
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This is the heart of the real problem with cooperative laundries.
It is the internal savings effected by proper use of textiles which
is the second half of the laundry system providing lower costs per
patient day.

Linen suppliers, constantly pressured by the free enterprise
system of competition and cost savings requirements, have developed
and refined the system in order to provide the most economical
laundry processing and linen service costs to hospitals throughout
the United States.

It is the position of the Linen Supply Association of Amirica
that the growth of the central or cooperative laundry has also been
slowed by its inability to provide this dual service--linen service
as well as laundry service. The processing of laundry is relatively
routine, while the management of the linen service within the
hospital is a more complex and sophisticated affair.

The hospital served by a linen supplier has, in effect, an
additional expert on the hospital staff. The linen supplier has
a vested interest in assisting the hospital administrator to effect
internal savings.

A typical central laundry makes the mistake of contracting with
member hospitals to provide a specified quantity of linen at a
specified price per pound. Central laundries, however, only control
the cost of processing. The cost of replacing linen is out of their
control. This results in inadequate budgets to replace linen,
complaints and general dissatisfaction. According to Mr. Stevens
and, again, quoting from the December 1975 issue of Hospital
Financial Management:

"The central laundry has no control over how linen
is used in a hospital. It may provide linen service
as well as laundry service. It may have the
responsibility for purchasing linen in volume for its
members. But it can do nothing to control how that
linen is used (or abused) after it is delivered to
the member institution."

Another ma~or item of significance contributing to the sky-
rocketing cost of cooperative laundries is the cost of debt service.
In an address before the American Hospital Association Convention in
August of 1975, another well-known hospital consultant, David
Giancola, reported that "a major cost of centrals is debt service,
which in some centrals can run as high as 6 to 80 a pound. At this
rate it actually exceeds labor costs."

Clearly, the central hospital cooperative laundry concept has
not prcven to be cost effective. Rather, it is extremely costly
when compared with the same or better service provided by tax-
paying, private enterprise linen supply companies.
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In an article entitled, "Priorities for a National Health
Policy," written in the Nay 29, 1976 issue of the National Journal,
Nelson %. Rockefeller, Vice President of the United States wrote:

*A major contributor to the rising cost of health
care has been the construction of unnecessary fac-
ilities, and the purchase of expensive equipment
which duplicates that already available in a
comunity. I recounend strict application of the
provisions of the Health Planning Act, aimed at
reducing the construction of unnecessary health
facilities and the duplication of expensive
equipment."

Extending tax exempt status to hospital laundry operations would
further encourage unnecessary and uneconomical hospital laundry
construction under the mistaken belief that they would save money.
In fact, this construction would duplicate existing commercial
laundry and linen supply facilities available in the community.

4. For-profit linen supply companies who pay taxes offer lower
total per patient day costs for laundry and linen services than
existing central hospital cooperative laundry establiskments.

The Broadbent survey previously mentioned sampled linen suppliers
as well as the sixteen hospital cooperative laundries and reported
significantly lower per patient day costs when compared with those
same hospital cooperative laundries.

LSAA surveyed member companies in 1975 to determine among other
facts, cost per patient day. All costs reported range from 55ý to
$3.30 per patient day. The middle 501 of members reporting reported
costs ranging from $1.23 to $2.64 per patient day with a median of
$1.75 per patient day.

In contrast, a recent survey of hospital cooperative laundries
conducted for Community Hospital Services by Ken Davis in May, 1975,
of 27 central laundries, showed a cost per pound range of from
10.210 to 26.400. At an average usage of from 12.27 to 17.09 pounds
per patient day (as reported by the American Hospital Association
in its 1975 survey of 1,831 hospitals), per patient day costs of the
reporting hospitals ierved'by these cooperative laundries could range
from $1.25 to $4.51 per patient day. The middle 50% of the hospital
cooperative laundries' reported costs are from 15.500 to 19.41 per
pound. Again, at an average usage of 12.27 to 17.39 pounds, costs
to serve member hospitals could range for $1.90 to $3.32 per patient
day. With an average cost of 17.59 per pound and an average usage
of 14.68 pounds per patient day, estimated average costs to hospitals
served by cooperative laundries could be $2.58 per patient day
compared with a median cost of $1.75 per patient day for linen supply.

0
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5. Linen supply companies and other outside-the-hospital commercial
laundries have served a substantial percentage of hospitals
economically and well for many years in a very stable customer/supplier
relationship.

At the present time, according to the American Hospital
Association 1975 survey of hospitals in the United States, only 100
of 6,223 hospitals reporting were served by laundry cooperatives
while 40.6% were served by outside-the-hospital commercial and linen
supply sources. The balance of hospitals were served by hospital
in-house laundries or a combination of the above services.

A removal of taxable status from the 10% of cooperatives and
the ability to solicit and serve other facilities, many of whom may
be present customers of linen suppliers, would be a substantial
detriment to our industry. More than 200 of the plants operated by
members of the Linen Supply Association of America are in hospital
rental and many have been engaged in this field for forty years or
more. They have had remarkably stable relationships with their
hospital customers over the years because of the fine service and
the lower costs offered to these hospital customers.

6. Combined use of linen supply services when compared with existing
hospital central cooperative laundry establishments could save
hospitals and their health care customers an estimated additional 5 to
10% of their present laundry/linen service costs, resulting in an
annual savings of from $42,5•00,000 to $8f5000,0000 per year in
medical expenses.

According to the Americdn Hospital Association 1975 edition of
Hospital Statistics, hospital expenditures in 1974 totaled
$41,406,000,000 or 2.96% of the Gross National Product. In 1974, the
7,174 hospitals in the United States had 1,513,000 beds with an
average daily census of $1,167,000 patients. Using a conservative
figure of $2 a day for laundry and linen expense, the annual cost of
laundry and linen expense for all hospitals in 1974 was $851,000,000.

Studies have been made of the cost of laundry and linen per
patient day in central laundries as compared to linen rental. It
appears that a savings of 5 to 10% of the $851,000,000 can be achieved
annually where linen rental is used. This is a savings of
$42,500,000 to $85,000,000 a year--a major item of significance,
especially at a time of soaring medical costs.

For lowest possible patient costs, it is essential that laundries
for hospital linen services function in a free enterprise environment.
It is only in that competitive environment that internal barriers to
low productivity will be dissolved and that pressures for profit and
performance will result in the best patient care at the most
reasonable per patient day cost.

BACKGROUND

As background, the Linen Supply Association of America is a
voluntary trade association with 1,053 member plants in the United
States.
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According to the U.S. Census of Business in 1972, the linen
supply industry consisted of 1,314 establishments, employing
65,622 people.

Members of our association account for more than 900 of the
one billion-plus dollars annual sales of our industry; and employ
over 60,OO persons. In 1975, linen suppliers had an estimated
sales volume of over one billion dollars, processed over 4 billion
pounds of textiles, paid employees about $480 million in wages, used
about $44 million in laundering supplies, purchased about $250
million of new textiles, spent about $37 million on machinery,
equipment, and buildings, supplied customers with over 7 billion
pieces of linen and operated over 22,000 vehicles. All segments
of the textile rental industry have a total sales volume of about
1.9 billion dollars a year.

Member companies rent hygienically cleaned textile items to
millions of customers in commerce, industry and the professions.
Hospitals, nursing homes, doctors' and dentists' offices, medical
and dental clinics, schools and other important human needs
institutions as well as restaurants, hotels, food processing
companies, retail stores, etc., are major customers of most linen
supply companies.

The Linen Supply industry (SIC 7213):

- has great value to the economy as is clearly evidenced
by its record of continuous growth.

- recycles its products thereby helping to maintain a
proper ecological balance.

- is energy efficient. Use of our industry's services
helps reduce our nation's energy expenditures.

For further information please contact:

Ellen C. Saenger

202 - 296-5680

or

Steven John Fellman
2C2 - 296-5680

June 17, 1976
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SUTEW? Cr IH•MS A. HE1FE
W ED"T2 OF 7E MWICAN BMW

ASSCIATI M SENAT lE

CIN GiNERATIC-SKIPPING mEIS

July 20, 1976

W. Chairman and Mashers of the Ccmmittee:

My rnaie is Thomas A. Melfe. I am the Chairman of the

Taxation Cammittee of the Trust Division of the American Bankers

Association and an Executive Vice President of United States Trust

Company of New York. I am accopanied by J. H. Butala, Jr., Senior

Vice President of Cleveland Trust Caipany, a former Chairmar of the

Taxation Committee.

The American Bankers Association is an association cxxnposed

of about 14,000 banks or so= 96% of the banks in the country. Approxi-

mately 4,000 of the banks exercise fiduciary powers serving their

cMtcxmers as trustees and executors. Thus, the Association is keenly

interested in any changes in the tax laws affecting trusts and estates.

The list of the subjects to be considered at these hearings

includes generation-skipping trusts. 'The ABA believes the treatment

of generation-skipping trusts cannot be considered separately from

the treatment of generation-skipping transfers which are not in trust.

This point is most important in developing an approach to the taxation

of trusts which is sensible and does not encourage unnatural estate

plans for reasons which will be discussed. The action which your
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Qmmittee has taken on generatuxn-skipping deals only with generation-

skippng trusts.

2a taxation of trusts is a technical and cuplex mttpx

and gaeratio-ski~ppi is the most difficult of all trust subjects.

The AM,, in its 1973 testimony before the House Committee on Ways

and Means, suggested what was then a nw approach to the problem

of generation-skiping transfers. D ring the hearings before the

same Comnittee earlier this year, the ABA renewed its earlier re-

.mmendation which is discussed at pages 19-22 and 28 in a Comentary

on Proposed Tax Refom Affecting Trusts and Estat filed with this

statement. 1he theory underlying the ABM apzpoach is that it is not

necessary to dete-nne at the tine of a transfer to a trust that a

particular generation may be skipped. It is only necessary to apply

the tax when the generation is actually skipped. This aproach is

desirable because it does not conflict with the trend towards

flexible trust dispositions.

on hay 24, 1976, Al Ullman, OChaainin of the Committee on

Ways and Means, introduced H.R. 13966 titled the "Estate and Gift Tax

Reform Act of 1976- and sWortly thereafter the Comnittee ccmmumod

lurk-L " on this bill. Section 7 of the bill would add a new Chapter

13 captioned "Tax on Certain Generation-Skipping Transfers" to the

1954 Code. Zie Chapter 13 tax is patterned after the approach suggested

by the AM, but with tw important ezeptin - transfers fron trusts

to granddcildren of the grantor or persons in the same generation as

.4
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such grandhildren would be subject to tax and, after a ten year period,

the tax would be applicable to "pre-existing" trusts, trusts created prior

to April 30, 1976. These two changes are highly controversial. Section

7 cntains other controversial provisions. For example, if a trust we

created for a grandchild of the grantor and the grantor's attorney %ho

was 13 years younger than the grantor acted as trustee and had discretionary

poers over either inue or principal, the trust property would be sub-

jected to tax when the attorney ceased to act as trustee. This result

goes far beyond wbat is ommunly considered as a generaticn-skippngq

transfer.

Cn June 11, 1976 your Committee, with little

discussion, decided to recommend an amendment to H.R. 10612 adopting

the policy embodied in section 7 of the Ullman bill. Te ABA believes

that this action was ill-advised. Highly aontroversial and complex

subjects should not be dealt with in this manner without adequate

hearings.

Since the Finance Committee decision, the Committee on Ways

and Means has modified and restricted section 7 in significant respects.

The two most izrortant changes have been to exclude frao the application

of Chapter 13 (1) transfers to grandhildren of the grantor and (2)

trusts created before April 30, 1976. Why should a transfer to a

grandchild be except fran the Chapter 13 tax? Because the law should

not interfere with normal patterns of disposing of property amcrg a
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persam's family* whi hmav dmeo1q . MWe patterns include the use

of a family trust cw trusts which provide flexibility and enable the dis-

position of property to be altered to accdate changes in ctac oes.

A trust is no mre than a single fund in which beneficiaries have

interests which relate to their -s.uizents. It is Uwise to pealize

a trust disposition to a person's Ofmilym in the fore of a Chpter 13

tax wen outright dispositicms to the ufmilyU escpe this tax.

To aid your C=Jittee in reielwin its action we hav

prepared a nea•ibn analyzing section 7 of the u1Iznu bill, with

particular attention to the policy issues and tedmical problems which

it presents. A copy of the n-zrandum is filed with this statement.

The mjcr policy decisions discussed in the eoandum are:

1. Should the Chpter 13 tax have a more significant

iznact on the a-nIxertely welthy than it does on the vezy wealthy

and should it encourage unnatural estate plans to avoid the tax?

2. Shoul Chater 13 aly to "pre-existing" trusts?

3. Should the Chapter 13 tax create a "penalty" for

a trust disposition in the sense that property taxed under that

Cq*er is treated unfavorably for basis, estate tax dedxtions

and oer p•pos en comared with property subjected to the

estate tax?

4. Should er 13 ipoee a tax upon the death of a

trustee who happens to be in a generation below the grantor and has no

beneficial interest in the trust?
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5. Should Chapter 13 apply to Otransfersm by non-residnt

aliens, thus discouraging the use of U.S. trustees?

6. •h•u•d Chapter 13 apply when there is an unusual

order of deaths, viz., a child praseceases a parent or a grandchild

Mdleceases a dcild?

7. Should the amount of the Chapter 13 tax have no

relationship to the extent of a beneficiary's interest in the trust?

8. Should the purchase of an annuity for a dul be made

mre advantageous than the creation of a trust for a child in tens

of the Chapter 13 tax?

Section 7 answers each of these questions in the affirmtive. We

believe each should be answered in the negative.

We feel cootident tnat after you have read the men•

your cmnittee will agree that it cannot support section 7 of the Ullm

biU in the onm it was in at the timyou decided to prove it. We

also belief that after careful momideration your Omdttee will not

agree with the mamner in which major policy issues are resolved in

the section.

7 ABA urges your Comaittde to modify its approval of

section 7 of the Ullmn bill. As previously nentimcd, we suggested

a generatiom-skipping approach to the Oowtee on ways and mans.

This approach reflected me than five years of careful oesideration

of a complex subject. Our aroach is preferable to any other on

that has been suggested. Its inwt would not be so broad as section
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7 of the Ullmn bill, but muld be brodr than the a~ppZm re

by the American Lw Institute after years of stuly by a group eaded by

Professor A. Jraes of Harvard Low Schxoo, who acted as reprter.

There are ttxse ho say that the impact of ox proposal is not mIstantial.

We disagree. Where the wea•th involved is considerable, the impact vi

not be minor. The effect of the A aproach, in the context of a trust

fc- :1 ocJants of the grantor, would be to short the period dring

wich trust property my be kept outside of the transfer tax base from

as mdb as 100 years to a period not to exceed the life or lives of

children of the grantor.

one of the cocrns expressed by interestedidvdul

and groups is that the oqplexity of the proposed legislation is such

that it will not be -:1aIesntrd or be able to be applied by general

practitioners. W have revised ou draft statute in an effort to

shorten the language and simplify the concts. In doing so, w

have ted nterial from section 7 of the Ullmn bill. Th reviso

of our 'estate tax" geeration-skipping provision to be inserted in

Chapter 11 is filed with this statmat. The result is a draft statute

with the operative provisiomexressed in only 5 pages. The revision

is much easier to I sstmd than section 7 of the Ullzun bill.

Simplicity is a virtue. Th "gift tae= generation-skipping provision

to be inserted in Chapter 12 is esentialy the a as our estate

tax provision, except for a reference to taxable distriutions as

well as to taxable terminations. The location of these provisions in
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as 11 and 12 rather than in a now Chapter 13 eliminates tony of

the prcbleas of section 7.

In conzclusion,, we reocmmoe3 to your Qzmnitte. theap~proach

contained in the revision of our *estate taxw gaert~ion-skipping

provision fiIed with this statement. If your OQzittee does not aproe

this approach, m uge changes be made in section 7 of the Ullman Bill

which would (1) create an emoeption for a distribution to a grandchild

of the grantor, (2) make Cipter 13 inap•licable to all pre-existing

trusts and (3) change other parts of section 7 as suggested in or

n iniandum to reverse its policy and cure its tedni•cal defects. If

your mmittee rejects the AB approach and modification of section 7

in the manner indicated, iw believe the section shuld be elimnated

from your Cotmittee 's ame W-1 r ts because tie problems involved with

it are serious ari make its enacbtit undesirable.
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Aerican Bankers Association

JAly 16, 1976

MORMIDUz4 i fLE TRX CHl ATIg-SKIPPMN TPASFERS
LtH SEL'•IO 7 CO' H.R. 14115

On( Jun 11, 1976 the Senate Finance Cmuitt.e decided

to rexzmend an anwzknt to H.R. 10612 adapti the po•Licy adied

in section 7 of H.L 14115 intro&d by Al U .llzmn. Qaan zf the

Omaittee a Ways and Means of the Ikuse of Paresentatives. Th.s

section would add to the 1954 Code a rw Chapter 13 capticned "Tax

an Certain Generation-Skipping Transfers", which would be a part of

Subtitle B relating to estate taxes (chapter 11) and gift taxes

(dupter 12). A summary prepared by the staff of the Joint Cmmittee

on Internal Revenue Taxation described the effect of Chapter 13 in

the following manner:

"The bill would impose a tax in the case of generation-
skipping transfers under a trust or simil arrangremet on
the distributicia of the trust assets to a generaticra-skipping
heir (for example, a grandchild of the transferor) or uton
the termination of an intervening interest in the trust (for
example, the termination of an interest of the transferor's
child).

"7he tax would be substantially equivalent to the estate
tax which would have been imposed if the property had been
actually transferred outright to each successive generation.
Generally, the tax would be paid out of the proceeds of the
trust property."

Since the Finance Cmauittee decision, the Ccmittee on ways and Peans

had modified and restricted in significant respects the s•pe of proposed
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Chater 13.* fh purpose of this mmaandri is to descibe Chapw 13

a prqposed by Chairman Ullmn, and as modified by the QxmitN on

IWays and Nban, and to di son policy issues and tedmiczl probIm

presented by the Chairman's proposal.

Suwmuy of Sooe of Mapter 13

fle use of the word "mrtain" in the title to Mapter 13

is significant. Th tax is not imposed on all transfers which skip

a generation. -e most significant miss in is t.e failure to tax

otright transfers which skip one me generations. To illustrate,

property transferred outright by will to the deoedent's granzdkildren

ould not be subject to a Chapter 13 tax. Ve Chapter 13 tax is

directed solely at the splitting of benefits in a fund of property,

usually a trust, asg b emaficiaries in different generation levels

below the grantor. In detemining the mont subjected to tax, the

nature of a younger generation besficiary's interest is not significat.

7he entire value of the trust -roperty is subjected to tax upon the

teudnation of a child's interest. Whether the interest is wholly

di e nary with a trustee, is limited by a fitd and aswrtainable

standard or is absolute, viz., a right to receive the entire income,

and tbh duration of the interest - whether one day, one month, one

year c fifty years - is irrelevant.

Operation of Capter 13

Chapter 13 cotains an elaborate network of eleven defined

* The Camdttee Print containing the tentative policy decisions of the
Omdittee on Ways and Mans is H.R. 14571.



tome inz of w~idl we 7nmhowt~ ~Um aw.

1. Gucttsk riu ansfer - 526.1 (WD

2. Ia tifecoc - S2612

3. GwnronvkiPLng trut - S2611b)

4. Genraua-siapp~nq U-t suivalent - 52611(d)

5. ab le distributicm - S2613(a) (1)

6. Taxable tecidnatiun - $2613(b) (1)

7. Younger generation beweficiary - 52613 (c) (1)

S. Beneficiary - S2613.c)(3)

9. Interest - S2613(d) (1)

10. Power - S2613(d) (2)

11. Ascertaineant of GeneratIu - 526U(c)

In orer to izuiersta the ax ication of Chapter 13, one must master

the definitions in do wama y that the def initial provision in

the trust incm tax thrOviac rules of sections 665 through 669 mist

be mmstere. If this is n, t d=ne, imjrect desiosi regarding the

a~lication of Chapter i3 will almst certainly follow.

Chapter 13 i1zoes a tax on any gmeratiom-ski Nin tansfer,
which is defined to mean many taxable distribution or taxable tenuinA-

tion with reject to a g1-iraticmr-skiping trust or tust equivalent'.

A 'generation-skippinq trust' is a trust having "Yigure generation

beefiaries' whoi are assigned to zr than one genration. A
A 'yo g g eration benef~icaryw is "any beneficiary who is assigned

to a generation yo••ger than the grantor's generation'. A "bemeficiary'

is any person %"wo has an interest or poer in the trust'.* A person

MTi definition has been dwhged in fl.R. 14571 to substitute de words
"a present or future" for 'an'.

74-619 0 - 76 - 14
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is deemd to hav an interest in a trust if he cc she has a right to

receive inoo cr orpus or is a permissible recipient of irma or

corpus. The tem "7poe refers to "any power to establish or alter

beneficial enjoynt of the cmqpus or i ae of the trust. This, a

person my be deemed to possess a power, and therefore be a 'beneficiary,

even thog he camot exercise the power for his ow benefit.

The terms "taxable distribution" and "taxable termination"

are the key definitinal provr-sions in Chapter 13 in the sense that

these two events cause the imposition of a tax. In general,

the words "distribution" and "temination- are given their noal

m 0an s. A "taxable distribution" is "any distribution wich is

not out of distributable net inc.u from a generation-skipping trust

toany Wyouger generatin beneficiary who is assigned to a generation

youger than the generation assignmet of any other person who is a

younger geeraticm beneficiary'.* This definition is relatively

straightfor rd and should not present serious problems of interpretation.

If any part of the Capter 13 tax on a taxable dtribution is paid

from the remaining trust property, the payment is deemed to be a

taxable distribution. 7his "gross-up" rule produces a parity with

a transfer subjected to estate tax in the sense that the amount of

the tax itself is subjected to tax, but is incnsistent with the

result for a transfer subjected to gift tax %tiere the amount taxed

is the value of what the dnee r is.

T 'he words "the income of the trust (within the meaning of section 643(b))"
have been substituted for "distributable net inome" in H.R. 14571. 7fe
reference to incame within the meaning of section 643(b) refers to income
dete=nir =nw applicable state laf. If distributions of inome and
pripal are mae in the same taxable year, a special rule, discussed
on page 20, restricts the in exception.
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A table erminatin is defined as

"ti •ti (by death, lapse of tim, erse or non-
aeurcise x. x"dwise) of the interest CC P~wr in a gwfratJcxi-
skipping trust of any youn• geruatiz beneficiary who is
m"Mned to any gncraticn obl than the generatim ass'gimoat
of any prsan i*%o is a younger generation beneficiary of that

nxis general rule is subject to to qxpelAl riJ, eac of wdhid is

itself subject to an unlimited and ummsertainable meptim to be set

forth in regulations. First, if two or more linger gener ati bee-

ficiaries are in the sam g--rasn, the transfer cxnstituting the

taudnation with respect to each such beneificiary shall be deemd to

occr 'tm the last such terinatimn occurs. ** To illustrat, assume

that A creates a trust for his descendants Al gives the trumtee the

is a - to pay inoim or prncival to such des= nt1s

living frcm tim to tim and the trt is to tenminate q= the death

of the survivor of A's three children B, C and D at Qici time the tzust

pv~erty is to be distrilbued to A's issem thn living, M sti . 7

deaths of the first two dil m will not result in taxable -I ain s

at the tima, but rather they will be "upa1d until the death of

tie third ddlL, when each chld will be the "dmd trafecor" of

the tnut prqerty Aismributable to his or her iss". Second, if a

younger g ration beneficiary has nore than interest or par,

A A new sentence has been added in H.P. 14571 saying "Such te does not
include a teminatin of the interest or pSer of any person o at no
tim has had anthn other than a future interest or future per (or
both) in the trust." This s e is requLed bec the tem "bene-
ficiary", as aed, envpastses a person who has a present or future
interest in the trumt.

The qwoted w-rds present s cm xusitn problems. See pages 31-32.
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the termination with respect to each such interest or por shall be

deemed to occur when the last termination occurs. To illustrate, if A

creates a trust for his son S aMd directs that S shall receive the entire

incm of the trust and shall have an annual ncn-c=iuative power to

withdraw 5% of the truct principal, any taxable termination resultig

fr the lapse of the power in a year through rn.-exrcise is "suspended"

ut.-l the death of S. 7Me taxable termination concept is tricky in

operation and, as subsequently discussed, produces both uncertain and

undesirable results.

Th aunt of the Chapter 13 tax is based upon the trust

property being transferred by a "deemed transferor*. This term is

defined as the parent of the "transferee of the property who is more

closely related to the grantor than the other parent of such transferee

(or if neither parent is related to suc grantor, the parent having a

closer affinity to the grantor)" or if the parent is not a youner

generation beneficiary but an ancestor of the transferee is a younger

generation beneficiary related by blood or adoption to the grantor,

the youngest of such arzestors.* In most cases the deemed transferor

will be (or will have been) a beneficiary of the trut. T dee

transferor will, ?xwver, not always be (or have been) a beneficiary

of the trust. The sounds of treating a person who has no interest

in the trust as the deemed transferor is oen to question.

In the case of a taxable distribution, the transferee

will be the person receiving the property. In the case of a taxable

* The factual determination of which parent has a "closer affinity to
the grantor" wuld be troubles 0.



tazninzitm the transferee my not be knm became the property

my not be indfeasibly vested at the evenatngsmt. atm

ft Is ot c who wL be the transferee of any portion of the

orty UrNsferred" u ch •tiA is dm~m to have been trmsferreI

pro ratA to anl t¶mt bemefic4arlm am a M s basis. Wti.

this rule provids an nam whn the -disositi of the entire tumt

pLWeftY is subject to the ercise of discretionary po s by a trustee,

it leams uncertain the detnur.nation of v- is thm transferee in other

cese.* TO illustrate, assume that at the tin of a taxable tenination

A has an i interest for life and upon A's death the property is

to be distributed to A's then living issue, pe stre.is A to be

d to be the transferee tc the extent of the actuarial value of.

his irmoe Interest? Are A's issue, M stps, eter•srAd as of

the tim of the taxable temi natim to be dumI to be the transferees

to the exte t of the actuarial value of the reminder interest? kht

effect would a disetiCnary por to pay prinipal to A have q= the

tr-&Wa oree determination? Mhat effect would an annual ron-omulative

p of withdaal in A have uon this determination? chapter 13

does not provide clea ramwrs to these questions. The word -tanferee

should be a defined term.

The chater 13 tax is detezizmd by applying the single

unified rate sd*&de to the fair market value of the property

trarnsferrul, after reflecting for rate purpes all prior C~ter

13 transfers of the dmW transferor, the taxable gifts of the

deemd transferor prior to the Chpter 13 transfer and the taxable

* If the -transferee- is inmrtain, the zdernd transferor may be uwertain.
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estate of the deemed transfer" if he has died. Cn the other hand, if

the deemed •rasferor is alive, the Chapter 13 transfers will not be

taken intc t under the single unified rate schedule in computing

his gift estate tax on any subsequent transfers. The reason for not

fully o inating Chapter 13 transfers with gift and estate tax transfers

of the deuad transferor is that he nay have no control over transfers

subject to the Chapter 13 tax, and a constitutional prctlem might be
presented by having his gift or estate tax rates affected by Chapter

13 transfers.

Since the Finance Ccuitte amenent does not provide a

single unified rate schedule, the method of determining the Chapter

13 tax must be modified. Under a dual rate struture, the proper

approach would be to treat Chapter 13 transfers taking place during

the life of the deemed transferor as being subject to gift tax rates

and Chapter 13 transfers taking place upon or after the death of the

deemed transferor as being subject to estate tax rates.

Policy Problems of Chapter 13

1. Upsi Down Ipact of Proosal
As previously noted, Chapter 13 does not apply to all

generation-skipping transfers, but only to those which split benefits

between different ge-rations below the grantor. Aordingly, the

Chapter would have only a minimn impact on the very wealthy. With
ompetent advice, such persons would leave only a part of their

disposable proerty to or in trust for their children and leave
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of their property to their 17re r te dc ats., thereby

avoiding the inoitio of an estate tax o Ch2apter 13 tax at the

death of a dcild on the property left to the reme descendants.

Exwzple (6) spared by the Staff of the Joint Comiite

on Internal Annnue Taxation, which ws a part of material eIlaininq

.ILL 14115 see Comgressional Record, May 25, 1976, H4924) creates a

false inpressicn as to the significance of Capter 13. It uses a

widower with $100 million and says he creates an inter vivos trust

of $40 million for his son with renaincbr to his granddaughter and

at his death adds his retaining estate to the trust. A nuch more

likely disposition would be a trust of cly a swal part of the $100

million for the son with the balance of t-e estate going to gran&oildrua

and mire remote descants. A disposition of no nore than $10 million

in trust for the so would seem n•h e probable.

On the other hand, a person having cnM irbly less wealth,

say $500,000, but still impacted by the estate tax will not usually be

ale to !-V"ass his children as to he tan a m .ll part of his es-

tate and still Xride sired p•o.tn for them. Chapt: 13 u.1,'.d

have a pIrnot aly larger impact on such a Ipersm than on a very

wethy person. Wsi result is objection•ble in tanz of souox tax

policy. It certainly camot be justified, as me sugest, by the

fact that Chapter 13 is significant to only a •mal ta of all

deceimts. Father, the ag S r iate test is whether, in te of all

affected decedents, Chapter 13 operates equitably as bebmem persons

m mmm U - - a I N •I • I _ __ _J
0 0 1 1
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with different aiunts of wealth. 7he answr is that it does not do so.

In order to do so the Chapter would have to apply to all generation-

skipping transfers, without regard to a splitting of benefits theory.

The Lazkm atmxmnt, which was approved by the Canmittee

an Ways and Mwns on June 30, 1976, provides that distributions or

termi~natios in favor of a grandchild of the grantor will not be

subject to the Chapter 13 tax. This change eliminates the "upside

do'r= inpa± of the generation-skipping proposal in the context of

transfers to children and gr den of the grantor. The Landrum

amumnz t reduces ubstantially the long term revenue to be derived

from the Chapter 13 tax. No significant evrenue wu2ld, hc.-.;-er, be

realized by the C2hapter 13 tax, as originally prj-csed, dr-.g thie

first 10-15 years of its application because the tax would not be

payable until the death of a person who is at least one generation

below the grantor. Thus, unless the tax is to apply to pre-existing

trusts (see 3 below), two events would have to occur before a tax

would be due - a trust must be created and a younger generation

beneficiary's interest mist terminate (usually by death).

2. Induces Unnatural Estate Plans

Another objection to the policy of Chapter 13 is that

it would encourage unnatural estate plans, viz., the by-passing of

children in order to avoid a second tax, and the creation of property

dispositions for children which avoid the tax but which are not as

desirable as a trust disposition in tenzs of being able to meet family
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needs. Ftr eml . the aplcatim of Chapter 13 wild be avoided by

a eedent directing in his will that his exwcub bu an annuity for

his dud to prodLx an amnal iJ of a desired amount and that the

balamom of his estate pass to his q-ru1drue. Wny is an annuity

more desirable than a trust in temu of tax polic-?

3. Application to Edisting Wusts

An originally proposed Chaplter 13 would apply after April

30, 1986 to trusts created prior to April 30, 1976. "Retroacti••w

awl catim is vrey cntz oraial and was eli minated by the Cw.a ttee

on Wys andm •ans. In n.P. 14571 the Chapter 13 tax wil not appy

to any trust created prior to April 30, 1976 and. in the case of decedents

alive on that date but dying before January 1, 1982, will not apply to

a trust created nder a will or revocable trust in effect on April 30,

1976 and not ,thereafter amUed Ior revoked. referee to "reced

is erramm. A revowcable trust may be partially rmaked by a with-

dramw1 of priwipal. There is no reason to "taint" the remainim

'cat: principal by any i 0raml.

The desirability of epq~ti future trusts from the Chapter

13 tax only if th will or revocable trust creating the trust wms in

effect on April 30, 1976 and was rx* thereafter auijud is qu-stim able.

In many cases a dwqe in the will or trust will be advisable but such

duame wini not be -d bec it woud cm the los of exm%*io

from the tax. 7he tax 1]w should wt eaioage the o-inuatim of

=d.wolete wills and revocable trusts. A more desirable roach

i I - .I J
I•-w " II i I I I

a
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would be to e=Wt from the application of the Cha;ter 13 tax trusts

created by wills and revocable trusts operative at the grantor's death,

regardless of when mectated, of all person who die prio to January 1,

1980, thus s the "grandfatherl period by to years. All

irrevocable inter vivos trusts created after April 30, 1976 should

be subject to any change in the law.

4. Creation of Tax "Penalties" for Trust Dispositions

Persons advocating enactment of the policy of Chapter 13

say that the objective is to treat the trust property in the

manner as if it had been owned by the deceased beneficiary at his

death. It is asserted that in this way the estate tax law would be

neutral as between leaving property outright to or in trust for

beneficiaries. Chapter 13, as originally proposed, was defective

in many respects in achieving tax neutrality, with the result that

a trust disposition would incur substantial tax penalties. Mvese include

1. In the case of a taxable termination caused by the

death of a beneficiary, the failure to treat the trust property as

a part of the decedent-beneficiary's gross estate for purposes of

a. Determining the imcce tax basis of the trust

property. See section 1014.

b. Determining the marital deduction. See section 2056.

c. Detemining the allowance of deductions for expenses

relating to the trust proprty and losses. See sections 2053

and 2054.

9

• I { I L I I - . ... i / I II -- --
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d. m alteeta1 t wlunticm date election in

all cum. Sm section 2032.

e. Pee ttin a dhdtion fcr the tax attributab's to

L-= in reqet of a d See section 691.

f. Dt ni the stats death tax craUt. Sm section

2011.

g. Detwminirq the fmin death tax cr.it. See section

2014.

h. Deermining the al2ema of a partial cuideatio

offset. Smn section 2043.

i. Permitting a deferral of the payment of tax -1 ilm±abe

to a closely held business. Sm section 6166.

J. P i a deferral of the payet of tax for undue

hardship (zyesunale cause). See section 6161(a) (2).

k. Penmitti a defoxal of the pwaint of tax on a

remi•der interest in another trut. Sm section 6163.

2. In the cae of a table teJ,&tt• not cased by the

death of a benficiary r in te cme of a taxable dtri"uton, the

failure to al~l the tax paid to increase the Jx tax basis of the

trust Poperty. See section 1015(d).

Scm of these "pealti" wre elindnat•d in LR. 14571,

but others still eXist. We aO UMCrtain how mn of the penaltiese

referred to will be eliminated :in the Finane Com te wvrsion of

section 7 of H.R. 14115 because this werSion has not been mde available
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to the public. We would point out that if the provisions of section

1014 are not changed to include property acquired in a Chapter 13

transfer, the aggregate Chapter 13 tax and ino tax may exced

100% on appreciation taxed nder that Chapter.*

Tax neutrality between trust and outright dispositions

may be achieed by moving Chapter 13 into (2apters U (the estate tax)

and 12 (te gift tax). If the deemed transferor is alive the tax on

the transfer would be imposed under Chapter 12 and if the deemed

transferor is dead the tax on the transfer would be imosed under

Chapter 11. Any exceptions to the application of other gifts or

estate tax provision, and a few might be needed, would be specifically

stated.

5. Non-resident Alien Deemed Transferor.

Section 2614(c) of H.R. 14115 provides that if the deemed

transfero is a ran-resident alien of the United States, there shall be

taken into account for the purposes of the Chapter 13 tax only prcperLy

whid would be taken into account for purposes of the gift tax if the

deemed transferor is alive or for purposes of the estate tax if the

deemed transferor has died. 7his proviso ass; that the izpositio of

a Chapter 13 tax is apptpriate where there are non-resident aLien

b iciaries. The a is u ionable, particularly as to

trusts created by non-resident aliens. No well-informed non-resident

alien ould evr create a trust subject to Chapter 13 with a United

States person as trustee because a tax would be iJposed which could be

* H.R. 14571 includes a charqe in section 1014.
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avoided (evad) by using a foreign trustee. Cur tax laws should encourage

rather than disouzwage the use of Enited States tustas by noz-resde.•nt

aliens. Also, in the unlikmly event a United States pers== is acting as

trustee the tax my be avoided by selling all United States assets described

in section 2104 shortly before the death of the non-resident alien deemed

transferor. Any provision which has the tax result turn on such an act

is unsound.

lheze is some question as to the desirability of having a

chater 13 tax imposed where the 'Ieed transferor is a nn-resident

alien and the trust is created by a Vnited States citizen or resident.

The reasonixg here is zudh the same as it is in the case of a trust

heated by a non-resident alien - at the time of the reation of the

trust the grantor will be umlikely to ue a United States person as

trutee if there is a possibility of a deeed transferor bein a nm-

resident alien because the tax onuld be avoided (evaded) by having the

trust assets held outside the United States by a foreign trustee. Finally,

the intentional use of a nom-resident alien demed tansfernr opens up

-m tax minimization possibilities through the use of the lo nm-

resient alien rate edul wn combined with the application of

section 2613(b) (5) (B).

6. Failure to Handzla the Untonrd Order of Deaths Case P=erly

In m cases family wl die out of Seqimc -

d .ldren wil predecease their parents ad rn rwil predecease

dcildzen. Chater 13 handles these case in an -a 0 rito mannr to
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pro e a tax where the cdilA or grandchild has been a beneficiary

prior to his death.* gree fact patterns will illustrate the problem.

Case 1 - A ceates a trust for his family by his will and

atozes the trustee to pay iJome or principal to his widow, or

his descdants living from time to time and directs that q=on the

death of W the trust property is to be distributed to his issue che=
I

liviMg, M st . A has o dcild C who has issue and dies after

A but before W leaving survivurq issue who receive the trust property

at W's death. Result - the entire trust property is taxed at the

death of C. If, howve, A had three children C, D and E and only

C died after A and before W, no tax would be imposed at C's death and

at W's subsequent death only the value of property passing to C's issue

would be taxed as a taxable distribution.

Case 2 - A creates a trust by his will for his son S and

his family and authorizes the trustee to pay income or principal to S

cr his descendants livirg from time to time and directs that upon S's

death the trust property is to be distributed to S's issue who survive

him M stirpes. A grandchild G is born to S when he is 45 but G dies

from a birth defect when he is two weeks old. Result - the entire

trust property is taxed at the death of G. If, hwver, at the tine

of G's death there wms at least one other grandchild of A then living

no tax would be imposed at G's death.

Case 3 - A ceates a trust by his will for his son S and

* The discussion that follow ignores the Landrum awmdment referred
to on page 10.
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his family and autkoize the t-tie to pay MInz= to S or his

CinoM IAIt- living f tim to tim and directs that upon S's death

the trust proerty is to be distributed an S points pursuit to a

general power of t. S has a chld (a granddiild of A) G

who dies prior to S's death. Pleult - the entire tust prcpety is

taxed at the death of G, evn though the ransfer is a non-generatio-

skipping transfer in the sense that the tust property will be subjected

to estate tax under section 2041 as a pat of S's gr estate at his

death and any d utim of in to G wuld not be a taxable distribution.

No rational they sffwts the results in Cases 1, 2 and 3.

Within the context of a non-geeratin-sikiping policy, the untvi Ad

order of deaths case 9m be resolved in fav of the tAxpayer. 7he

rmut in Case 1 my be avoided by providing that all of the trust ncxze

during the wio's life =at be paid to ke instead of giving the trusee

diseceticm to pay the in~cm to her co to desoxdants. SimilWly, in

Cas 2 and 3 the imposition of a Capte 13 tax my be avoided by

eliminating anry present interest in the ga hi Udrm until the child's

death. Sudi zintrictims are, however, desirable and contrary to the

desirable tnred of flexibility in trust diApositions and would limit the

ability of a trust to provide for the needs of a family. Finally, the

taxable distribution oncp kes imesible the avoidance of a C-,ptw

13 tax at a later tim wm trust prqlerty actually does pass in a

gematima-sk4tig transfer. Bearing this in mixd, the definition of

a taxable tenuination should be revised to excludie terminating uhere
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immediately thereafter tham is a beneficiary of the trust who is assigned

to a generation older than the generation of the beneficiary whose interest

just terminated.

7. Irrelevancy of Nature of Younger Generation Beneficiary's
Interest

Chapter 13 will subject to tax the full value of týe trust

property in cases where a child has only a slight beneficial interest

in a trust. To illustrate, if A creates a trust of $200,000 by his

will with $1,000 per year to be paid to his son S for life and the

balance of the income to be paid to his grandchild G the entire trust

property will be subjected to tax at S's death exn though his interest

in the trust is only in a part of the inccze.

Me statement that the nature of a younger generation

beneficiary's interest in a trust is irrelevant in deterni the

amount of the Chapter 13 tax is subject to one qualification. Section

2622 grarts authority to prescribe regulations including specifically

the extent to ýtich "substantially separate and independent shares of

different beneficiaries in the trust shall be treated as separate trusts".*

In a case where a fixed percentage of trust inamxe is payable to a child

and the balance of the income is payable to grandchildren of the grantor,

the application of the separate share rule would limit the imposition of

the Chapter 13 tax to that percentage of the trust principal from which

the child shall receive income unless payments of principal could be

* This language is taken from section 663(c), which establishes a separate
share rule for the purpose of determining the amount of distributable net
income of different beneficiaries of a trust. This rule is described in
detail in Treas. Peg. Sl.663(c)-l through 4.
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ma to the child o grandchildren without t afecting a

proportionate reduction in the share of inzom payable to the person

giving the discretiawn y principal disrbtio. The separate share

rule would, however, not apply in a cam where a beneficiary is entitled

to receive a fixed a=umt of incom from the trust property.

Chapter 13 may also subject the full value of trust

property to tax upon the death of a person who had no beneficial

interest in the trust. This result occurs because a person io has

a power to affect the beneficial enjoyment of income or principal,

viz., a trustee possessing discretionary powers, is treated as a

beneficiary of the trust. To illustrate, if a trust is created by A

for his grandddcld B and his son S is named as trustee of the trust

and given discretionary powers to pay income or principal to B, a

Chapter 13 tax would become payable when S ceases to act as trustee.

7he result would be the same if A's lawyer (w happens to be zore

than 12 1/2 years youner than A) were the trustee instead of S. In

this respect, Chapter 13 has the effect of amending section 2041

concernirg the taxation of property subject to a power of ap&ointet.

Under this section, trust property is not included in a decedet's

gross estate as a result of his possessing a powr to alter the enjoy-

nut of trust prorty unless he may exercise the powe for his or her

ow benefit.

he application of Capter 13 in cases where a person

is given the right to receive the property from the trust only when

74-619 0 - 76 - 15
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suh person does not hr fimt funds for his minteaance and

sport after taking into account his w reoue is u retain.

Doe sucha a P orua c hame an "interest", viLz.,, % right to receive

i. or oozrp., in the trst in cases where be or she has nze

tham augh resou~rce to peavice for his or her maintenance and

s and a trustee would violate his fiduciary obigations if

funds were available to such persrn from the tust? If so,

is such a tenuou right a sound basis on wich to tax the entire

trust property une C -ter 13?

The appLication of the Cter 13 tax in the ma

indicated in this section casts serious doubt upon the sour&,ess of

the results obtained.

Techical Problem

QWXnr 13 prents other tedhical problem that have not

bow swmt d above. uem are not dismissed in ordr of their

1. Sectica 2613(a) (1) states that a diatribatic of

trust i:o will not be treated as a taxable distributiou. Section

2613 (a) (2) create* ma exetion wen st, buticas of io and

jzclzal am mads in the sa xmabl year to youn geration

amficiariAr in different genratin levia so that any distibutions

to • iiar as in the Youngst -eration level will be deend to

be of principal Wd be subject to the cter 13 tax)

rather than distributiaw of inxoe. hus, in any case kre
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diibutixns of principal my be mos it my not be bota whether a

distibutim of inczu to a grak Id, of the grantar Is a tayabl dis-

triutio until the and of the taxbl yer in which the

is mae becaise a later ition of princial to a dii24 my taint"

the i t . T apter 13 tax is payable nine months

after the distribution is made. Sinoe t•rtut's taxable year my

close =ce than nine uths after a distrilmtion from the trust, it

will be w rtain in se cases wther a taxable distribution has

been made at te time a Chapter 13 tax return mnt be filed if surh

a taxable distribution occurred. This problem must be solved.

In H.R. 14115 section 2613(a) (2) refers to "s

out of distributable net iz and out of other amounts'. As previously

noted, these words wre revised in N.R. 14571 to substitute "the lnoame

of the trust (within the meaning of section 643(b))" for distritable

net inz . he words mother am ts" are taken frao section 661(a) (2).

If these words are given their section 661(a) (2) meaning the quoted

aIVge is, in either form, aabiguou because a payment my be rode

out of iniz (as -i defied) or out of distributAhle net in an d

still be an mother amut" ppaymt. Ths would occurwhen any dio-

cretionary J payit is nde. he wozd "coxpus" should be sub-

stituted for other amontsm.

2. Section 2613(c) (1) states that a person is a aone

geration beneficiary of a trust with respct to a transfer only if
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msc person was a younger generation beneficiary of the trust itmadiately

before the transfer (sq~hass added. A ufcay was ,riinll

defined an a person who has an "interest or p in the trust. Suzc

a €einition, when taken in ",xPcn with section 2613 (c) (1), suggested

that if a child of the grantor was the sole icom bmeficiary of the

trust andl no person in a eeration yu tu the child had any

interest in the trust p to the child's death a Chter 13 tax

would not be incurred at the .Ll.d's death. This udntaWzed result

te negated by modifying the definition of beneficiary in R.R 1457

to include a person having a preset or future interest or po in

the trust. The change refers section 2613(c) (1) nIeanindless an it

should be elimi•nac.

3. As noted in 2 above, the definition of -beeficiary"

has beow mdified to refer specifically to a person having a pzesent

or future interest in a trust. T rd "fute" is not defined. Its

mewnin is not siaificant in tenu of a taxable teminatica became

of the now stenceadded to section 2613(b) (1) stating that a t-

mination of the interest of a person who has only a future interest
is not a taxbl termination. Mwre is, however, no ai

prwisn in the finition of a "taxable distribution', with the

result that if the tern "future interest' is interpreted broadly a

taxable ition may arguably o as a result of the death of

a person who is a possible appointee pursuant to the exercise of

a p of ajpoint1ent or %ho has a ruzote continget Interest in

V
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the trust. To • illmt a su, a atrustt is reatd by A for his

gru-%-dild Gr who is give a broad tax-free special ~rOf amintment

OV4 the trust pxzpwty at his death. SineN G m mrcie this pokaw

in favwr of ano me in the warld otber than hi meal (including a prsn

in the 9g1raticn belsU the nrantar and above G) I &es any dstr1batim

of principal to G result in a taxable Is the result

different ute the interest in the older zatim is heated by the

speci fic tens of the trst, as would ocz whena in the case posed the

trut pmerty miold pass to a child of A in the event of the death of G

witIaf issue and without having emrised the power of a--oin-mt?

4. Section 2613(a) (3) states that if any portion of the

Chapter 13 tax is paid from t-e income or corpus of the trust an amount

.:jual to such portion is deemed to be a Capter 13 transfer. Although

sisecticm (a) of section 2613 is captioned "Taxable Distribution",

paragral*1 (3) is not so Limited and literally applies to a taxable

termination, ,where the tax will alays be paid from the trust. In.

order to avoid the aplication of section 2613 (a) (3), the wads

taxable distributin" should be substitated for the word "transfer"

when first ued.

S. Section 2602 (a) (1) (D), relating to the o--i.utation of

the Chqapter 13 tax, tames the dmed transferor's taxable estate into

accomt if he died "before" the Chapter 13 transfer. In many cases

this transfer will occur as a result of the death of the deemed trans-

feror. In order to avoid any ambiguity of meaning, (D) should be
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revised to add the wd mr an the -m date a" after the itxd

O . Alio, the -ocdas at the sam tim" in section 2602(b)

should be danged to o rn the sms date* to a d any possible inter-

Pretation that 'tim' is me restrictive than "date".

6. 'flr qpudng paragah of section 26.1 (c) , relating

to the astai tof gunations, exclus the grw.tz from its

7h. 5s eclusiian has camed rf~usion as to wrtherr paragraph

(2), tinolving mn individual mried to a lireal descendant of a

graizrait of the grant, would apply to the grantor's spue. A

strict readiM supports this zonclsniu, with the result that a qxm

of the grantor wh is -er than 12 1/2 years youmger than the grantor

wui'd be amcridered to be in a generation, yo er than the grantor.

7hn jrcblm my be solved by ami tUrn rwods oar to tn grantor,

after apaagraph (1) " in paragraph (2).

7. Section 2614(b) pezits a deductiom against the

tax in in m•.it equal to Urn Chapter 13 taxan "any amount

dout of a go arao-skipping trust or trust equivlent

[that) is inclined in thr gross in of the tIan femm.* ure purpose

of this provision is to prevent position of an iLzm tax and a Chter

13 tax on the same gross amomnt. It is patterned after secticu 691(c),

uidi. allo% a deduation in an amunt equal to thr estate tax on inu

in reject of a decedent. Section 2614(b) would apply in t- situations -

where the trust has wxeistrikarted not at the tim of the Chapter

13 transfer and a throwback aio disribation is thereafter

Sre nwrd "against" should be dcarqed to "in coqmitut to auoid any
!oItIItion that a credit against tax is created.
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wae and bar the trust inc s iz in rnoct -P a a 4-PJ at

the tim ci the Qwqpr 13 t ensfor and this I1z is distbited by

the trst. it des not, hmvr, m the cae w e thie in

reqiect of a decaet is aumlatsed in the tmt in the yew received.

Whe this occur, the mtr itself should be entitled to thede tim

for the Chapter 13 tax attributable, to suc 1 .

8. Section 2602 (c) (3) of H.R. 14115 provides that the

section 2013 previously taxed proerty credit shall be allouied against

the C•apter 13 tax.* 7 credit is, hoe, under current law based

u the acturial value of the decedent's interest in the trust rather

than the entire value of the trust property in which the interest exists.

See Treas. Reg. 520.2013-4; Rev. Rul. 59-9, 1959-1 Cum. Bull. 232. In

fact, if the interest is 4m;mprent upon the exrcise of a discetionary

par, there is no credit because the value of the interest is

able. See Rev. Rul. 67-53, 1967-1 Cu•. Bull. 265. Since the Chapter 13

tax is based upon the value of the underlying trust property and not the

value of the de t's interest in the property, section 2013 should be

arended to provide that the credit should, also be based upon the entire

value of the trust property detained in the prior transferor's estate.

In most cases the deemed transferor for pupses of Chapter

13 will have an interest in the trust, but as noted above on page 6

such person will oa-nully have no such interest. In order to be

sure that a section 2013 credit is available in such cases, section 2013

should be =edd to provide in effect that a d ed transeor under

* This provision ws momed to section 2602(c) (4) in H.R. 14571.
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Chqt 13 will be c uidwed as a d et f= pu es of that
@action.

9. Section 2622 grants geral regulatory authaity to

the Seretary or his dleate to carry ot the parpoums of the aptemr

- 13 ta. -9ecific Amguatory auftIity is also giv=n to creataexqix

to two s tantive rules on whan a taxable tamination takes pla in

section 2613 (b) (2) CA) and (B). 2he ific grants suggest 'z.tair.ty as

to the mb.•tantive rules. 2y should be eliminated and the e starit••y

prVAisiA Should be hamende to enumerate the e [onints W d. It

is tnlesirable to enact statutes wAidi may ha mo~dified sdxstntiw.Iy

by regulating. Cne e C.eption n in section 2613(b) (2) (B), status

that if a beneficiazy has me than coo interest or e the bimiratio

with respect to each Interest or wLU h be dwd to oco at the

tim the last terinatio ocurs, is that an interest Or pmer witdch nay

wat, in posesion only after the teination of all other interests

or por in invdials in the -am e- •in will not treated as

an interest or p for Prposes of action 2613(b) (2) (B). This w.

elimiate the possibility that the imosition of the Oapter 13 tax

beldh postprje by creatIz r smte contir gae-t interests in ddldren

idiidi follow the Inteests of arlide.

10.. Section 2613(b) (1) in defining a "taxable termination

refers to the tem.natio of an interest "by death. h "dqsth"

causes the termnati,, , the estate of the deceased beneficiary will

oftwa be entitled to accrued or collted but undistri bated iz=m.

ep

I
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For purpoes of Capter 13, done the deceased ys interest

terminate at death or iwhe the pwaynit is -ed of the ruimining cI.

to whichh his estate Is entitled? Section 2613(b) (1) should be clarified

to amsw this question.

11. 2edisclmiziur provisioru of Chapter 13 in section

2614(W) of H.R. 14115 are uts in not peauitting a disclaiw

of an interest in a trust: created before Apri 30, 1976 because of the

re r ts Imposed to effectuate a disclaime and in subjecting the

value of the property interc-at disclaimed to gift tax. H.R. 14571

modifies the disclaizer provisions but is deficient in failing to

permit a disclaimer for interests in a trust created after April 30,

1976 and before January 1, 19nZ. ALso, the reference in proposed

section 2518(b) (2) to the day on which "the transfer creating the

interest" is = is trozb nes in connection with revocable trusts.

If these wrds are given their rcrun wzuri,, the interest wuld be

created when. the trust is established, thus necessitating a disclaimer

at a time when the interest my be hanged by the grantor. In the

case of a revocable trust, the rfei point to start the nine

mnxth period should be to the date of death of the person creating

the trust.

12. Section 2611(c) (7) states that if any beneficiary of

a trust is "an estate or a trust, partneshp, mirporation, or other

entity * * * each individual having a beneficial interest in such

entity shall be treated as a beneficiary of the trust*. This language

I I
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is too bcoa and Wiii o amrrted results in certain cum,

pmrticilarly in viw of the fact that the Chapter 13 tax bears no

relationship to tm natue of a younger generation beneficiary's

interest in a trust. To illUtrates assume A creates a trust for his

tox gratildren with the iinom paymble to such of thim as shalI

be living from ti= to time. Upon the death of the first granddthld,

his sham of the accrued awd collected but undistributed net in*

is praable to his estate. If the grand• iId' s parent through A is a

beneficiary of the estate, Chter 13 will apply, whether or not the

parent has any beneficial interest in the acsd icuxe. The same

problem would arise in any case where a grantcc creates a short-term

trust (see section 673) for a descent and dies during the trust

term. If any possible beneficiary of the estate is to ge-rations

younger than the grantor a Chater 13 tax is imposed upon the termination

of the trust. These results are wzaq.

At a mini== proposed mctiom 2611(c) (7) uk=l be

regticted so that a bmeficiary of the other entity will be tmated

as a beneficary of the trust only if he or se c benefit f=m

any payment from the trust and then only to the recent of any possible

bIef it. Also, the mueninq of the words 'beneficial interest" are not

cleaw. Presumbly, tee words are mn limited in soe than the

definition of the word "interest" in section 2613(d) (1). One specific

qust','i is ho the ds "benficial interest will be applied in

wtion with property subject to p s of atnent.
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13. Section 2613(b) (2) (A) uses the ord "the transfer

cxutit%*Arg the temination with respect to each such bfici• • y.

7a meming of them -cds is certain utm considered in mnectloa

with the demed transferor rule of proposed section 2612. Mum that

there were three children A, B and C who were the in l ,s, that

C was the last survivig child and that uon C's death A's shae of the

trust property passes in part to his children ard in part to his gand-

children. Is A the ded transferor for purposes of all property

passing to his children and grandchildren or only with respect to the

Frcperty passing to his dildren? Th language of section 2613 (b) (2) (A)

suggests that A may be tru deemed transferor of his entire share although

under prcpsed section 2612 A's children would be deemad the transferors

of the proert passing to their children.

14. Sectio• n 2613 (b) (B) is a caVzlicated provisim ich

is difficult to nmll,11L.* Its purple u a to be to prevent

a second tax Wi) on a distriztimcnade fh= the trust to a person who

is no mo than one gerat-in belw the deemed tmferor for an earlier

C•:tr 13 transfer or (i) in a teinaticna where the bmficiary ee

Itaret ter•i•nates is in the sam gen tn as the desed tr-a1fero

in the prior transfer. If this is tho purpose, a simpler and mre

desirable proch would be to defJ the tam "grantar and to have

this definition incl any person who is a dmed transeror with

reect to a taxable termnaticn to the extant of the portion of the

trut transferred in such tabl teaa u rinatln.

* 7is is a- tIbutable in part of the uncertain mnaning of the word
"transfere" when a taxable tm nation is n-olved. See page 7.
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15. Chqptr 13 is ,eficn.it in failing to state wio is

obigted to fil the tnt rot= annzru ther transfer.* A Utas

tax return is uallI j ord by the person mikirngthe transfer or

by thr tzansmfEr 's amoen if be has diad. It vmjd e that

p 1 do3 wt inted to have the retu filed by the deemd

tr- -5fezc o his persaltati. See sctian 2603 dealing

with the personal liability of a trutee or df property.

7he intent apprently is for the return to be f i by the Ison

rcauving ther prcerty in the case of a taxable distribution and by

tUe tnurtee in the case of a table terminatin. Chapter 13 should

so state.

16. The Oupter 13 tax is, under section 2602(a) (1) (A),

based %= "tU fair nket valued of the prcrty 'ransfezM . In

tUe cae of a table rtion, the xmaning of tUr quoted ocrds

should present no proble In the case of a taxable terunatimn,

pzdlee my arL because wat is "tI a -fenmd" is not isolatuL

lTo illusmt es, assume that a decit ceate a trust or his wid

W and his d-e-m-ts Iand directs that tUr trustee shall pay an

azwLty of $10,000 per year to V and that any io in eems of

this ammt my be paid to his de d s living fram time to tume.

If the decaeent has rne son S and two grandIdrop and S sre aaed

N, thus causin a ta bstemuinatim, what is the value of the property

,trnsfe=Wd by S, the deed txrnsferor? Is it the full value of

the trust property or that mont redwed by the value of Ws annuity

* In fact, it is not entirely clear wo.is dbligated to pay the tax.
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deteonod at S's death? t•lat would the result be if W had an amuai

ncn-cM wAtive right to withdaw 3% of the trust principal or a right

to reuei one-half of the trut i instead o an amnuity?

17. Section 2612 (a), relating to the dmed tansferor,,

refers in parapgrqh (2) to a younger genwratice beneficiary related

by blood or adoption. Uis prmISIAM shud be revised to include a

refrerue to a younger generat.€xi beneficiary related by marriage if

ther is no younger ger~ation beneficiary related by blood or action.

Such a change would bring the provisiona mre in line with section 2612 (b)

wi&ch states that a parent related to the grantor by blood or adcpticm

is moe closely related than a parent related by marriage.

18. Section 2613(b) (2) (A) provides that when two or nore

younger g__-ration beneficiaries are assigrad to the m generation

the transfer oositituting a taxable tedination with respect to each

such beefic:iary will be treated aso rring "at the time when the

last such termination occurso, In some cases the interest of a

beneficiaty will not teminate but rather will vst in possession.

Smearing of "last such temination" in such a case is uncertain.

To illMustrate, aasis A creates a trust for his three children B, C

and D and duircts that tj= each child attaining age 50 he or she

Will receive one-third of the trust principal and if a child dies

prior to attaining that age the child's share will continue in trust

for his or her children and will be when the youngest

child attains age 21. -Assum further that B dies before attaining
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50 an4 is smvived by children that two an4 four yewts later C

a4 D reeiv thei shares of the trust prqerty outright upon attaining

that age. W does the "la suh termination* occur in this case?

Alms, if there is no tauable termnaticn, is the ditiainof

pr~mlpal to B's dildun whenh youest attains age 21 a table

distribton? In anvAing this qution it wud ar significant

that after the distributions to C and D thwe is no yowxger generation

b eficiary who is assigned to a generation older than B's children.

19. Trust property may oxnsist of contributions made by

persons in twgo eato levels. Chapter 13 gives no guidance as to

how it will be apPliqi in such a case. Tis issue s•dyud be answeed

in the statute.

20. A beneficiary my Assig one or of his interests

in a trust to a person who is in a difFermt eatic level, either

higher or lo or to a cr ai or othez entity. It is uncertain

whether the assignment would be treated as a temination of the assigree's

interest in detmining whether a taxable tenination has occurred. Chapter

13 oukld obtain a rule that the assigned is considered to be the assignor

for purpose of dt n the a~plication of its provisions.

OMclusion

'flu foregoing comets uxuruin Chapter 1.3 as prcpxosed

in Section 7 of H.RL 14115 €eirrstrate beyond question the need for

the Senate Finance Omnittee to modify its previous action in apprving

this section.
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AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION

"ESTATE TAX* GENERATION - SKIPPING PROVISIONS

SECTION CERTAIN TRUST TRANSFERS

(a) Chapter 11 (relating to the estate tax) is

amended by adding the following new section:

"SECTION 2045. CERTAIN TRANSFERS BY A BENEFICIARY OF

A TRUST OR A TRUST EQUIVALENT.

"(a) GENERAL RULE.--Except to the extent that a

taxable termination (as defined in subsection (c)(2))

is otherwise treated as a transfer under this chapter and

to the extent such taxable termination is not an excluded

transfer (as defined in subsection (b)), if the decedent

was a beneficiary of a trust and the death of the decedent

caused a taxable termination the value of the gross estate

shall include the value of the property constitu•-ng the

trust.

"(b) EXCLUDED TRANSFERS.--This section shall not

apply to a taxable termination if immediately before and

after such termination one or more

(1) individuals assigned to the same gen-

eration as the grantor or to an older

generation than the grantor or

(2) individuals assigned to the first gen-

eration younger than the grantor
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is a beneficiary ur to a taxable termination occurring at

the death of the survivor of such individuals who is a

beneficiary to the extent that at such time the property

must be distributed to individuals who are assigned tc. a

generation no younger than the second generation yvunger

than the grantor. For purposes of the preceding-sentence,

if property continues in a trust after the expiration of the

period described for the sole benefit of an individual

assigned to the second generation younger than the grantor

and is vested in such individual for purposes of chapters

11 and 12, such property shall be deemed to be distributed

to such individual.

0(c) DEFINITIONS.--For purposes of this section--

(1) ASCERTAINMENT OF GENERATION.-- The gen-

eration to which any individual (other than the grantor)

bt longs shall be determined in accordance with the

following rules:

(A) an individual who is a lineal

descendant of a grandparent of the grantor

shall be assigned to that generation which

results from comparing the number of genera-

tions between the grandparent and such

individual with the number of generations 4

between the grandparent and the grantor,
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(B) an individual who has been at any

time married to a person described in para-

graph (A) or to the grantor shall be assigned

to the generation of such person.

(C) a relationship by the half blood

shall be treated as a relationship by the

whole blood,

(D) a relationship by legal adoption

shall be treated as a relationship by blood,

(E) an individual who is not assigned

to a generation by reason of the foregoing

paragraphs shall be assigned to a ^eneration

on the basis of the date of such individual's

birth, with --

Mi) an individual born not more

than 12 1/2 years after the date of the

birth of the grantor assigned to grantor's

generation.

(ii) an individual born more than

12 1/2 years but not more than 37 1/2

years after the date of the birth of the

grantor assigned to the first generation

younger than the grantor, and

(iii) similar rules for a new genera-

tion every 25 years,

74-619 0 - 76 - 16
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(F) an individual who, but for this

paragraph, would be assigned to more than

one generation shall be assigned to the

younger such generation.

(2) TAXABLE TERMINATION.--The term 'taxable

termination' means the termination of an individual's

status as a beneficiary of a trust.

(3) BENEFICIARY.--The term 'beneficiary' means

any individual, who directly or indirectly through

another estate, trust, corporation or partnership is

or may be entitled to income determined by sections

652, 662 or 678 during the term of the trust.

(4) GRANTOR.--The term 'grantor' means any

individual who contributes property to a trust to

the extent of the property so contributed. Any in-

dividual who is deemed to have transferred trust

property under this section or under section 2518 shall

thereafter be deemed a grantor of the trust for pur-

poses of the later application of this section to the

extent of the property so transferred.

(5) TRUST.--The term 'trust' shall include any

arrangement which, although not a trust, has substan-

tially the same effect as a trust.

"(d) COMPUTATION AND PAYMENT OF TAX.--Unless tne dece-

dent shall provide otherwise by will which contains a specific
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reference to this section and notwithstanding the provisions

of any state apportionment statute which does not refer to

this section, the tax payable under this section shall be

paid out of the property subject to the tax. Such tax shall

be an amount equal to the excess of the tax over the tax

couputed without including such transfer in the gross trans-

fers under this chapter.

m(e) REGULATIONS.--The Secretary or his delegate shall

prescribe such regulations as may be necessary to carry out

the purposes of this section.

"(f) CROSS REFERENCES.--For adjustment of undistributed

net income, see section 665(h).*

TECHNICAL, CLERICAL AND CONFORMING CHANGES. --

(1) CREDIT FOR TAX ON PRIOR TRANSFERS. --

Section 2013 (relating to credit for a tax on prior

transfers) is amended by adding at the end thereof

the following new subsection:

"(1) TREATMENT OF TAX IMPOSED ON CERTAIN TRANSFERS

BY SECTION 2045.--Any transfer included in the gross estate

of a beneficiary under section 2045 shall be deemed to have

passed to the decedent from the transferor."



a
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STATEMENT OF ARTHUR PETER, JR.
ON BEHALF OF

THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PROBATE COUNSEL
BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE
ON THE SUBJECT OF A TRANSFER TAX ON GENERATION-SKIPPING TRUSTS

JULY 20, 1976

This Statement has been prepared by a duly constituted

Committee* of the American College of Probate Counsel, a group

of more than 1, 700 probate lawyers from all over the United

States, and is being made under the direction of its President

(William P. Cantwell, Esquire) and its President-Elect

(J. Nicholas Shriver, Esquire).

There is appended to this Statement copies of pages

30-37 of the technical commentary on H.R. 13966 (the Ullman

bill revising estate and gift tax laws) which this Committee

of the American ColLege of Probate Counsel submitted to

Dr. Laurence N. Wocx:worth and Mr. John M. Martin by letter

dated June 1, 1976. Such pages contain our Committee's comments

on Section 7 of H.R. 13966, providing for a tax on generation-

skipping trusts.

Summary of Principal Points in Statement

1. Many in the American College of Probate Counsel

are opposed to a transfer tax on generation-skipping trusts

* The Committee members are listed on the last page of this
Statement.
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on the ground that the avowed abuse requiring such legislation,

namely, the avoidance of a transfer tax for a hundred years or

more by means of a long-term trust extending over many genera-

tions, does not in fact occur frequently enough to justify

burdening the Internal -- venue Code with the necessarily

extremely complicated legislation required to impose such a tax.

2. If there is to be a transfer tax on generation-

skipping trusts, a substantial majority of the American College

of Probate Counsel strongly believe there should be:

(a) an exception for a distribution from such a

trust to a grandchild of the Grantor, so that this

normal type of family trust disposition, providing for

life estates for the children and remainder to the grand-

child, en of the Grantor, is not discouraged.

(b) the holder of only a "naked" (non-beneficial)

power to control the disposition of trust income or

corpus should not come within the definition of a "bene-

ficiary", for the effect of such a provision is to repeal

that portion of Sections 2041 and 2514 exempting such

powers of appointment from estate and gift tax, and to

treat most powers as taxable general powers of appointment.

(c) The effective date provisions should:

(i) except all irrevocable trusts,

whether inter vivos or testamentary, in existence
1 14

U
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on April 30, 1976, but only to the extent the transfer

is not made out of corpus added to the trust after

that date;

(ii) except revocable trusts and wills

in existence on April 30, 1976, in the case of a

decedent dying before January 1, 1982, where there

has been no subsequent revocation or amendment

affecting the generation-skipping trusts; and

(iii) in the case of a decedent who was

under a mental disability to change the disposition

of his property on April 30, 1976, except any revocable

trust or will executed by him on or before such date

for a period of 2 years after the date on which

he first regains his mental competency.

General Discussion of Principal Points

1. Many in the American College of Probate Counsel

are opposed to a transfer tax on generation-skipping trusts

on the ground that the avowed abuse requiring such legislation,

namely the avoidance of a transfer tax for a hundred years or

more by means of a long-term trust extending over many genera-

tions, does not in fact occur frequently enough to justify

burdening the Internal Revenue Code with the necessarily

extremely complicated legislation required to impose such a tax.
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It has been the experience of most lawyers in the

American College of Probate Counsel that their clients are

very seldom interested in providing for an inter vivos or

testamentary trust extending beyond their grandchildren even

after they have been made aware of estate tax benefits arising

from the extension of the period of the trust to the outer

limits allowed by the Rule Against Perpetuities. ,any of us

feel that the proponents of a generation-skipping transfer

tax have the burden of establishing the substantial usage of

long-term trusts to avoid estate tax in order to justify insertion

of the extremely complicated generation-skipping tax legislation

into the Code, and that this burden has not been met. We note

in this connection that the favorable estate tax treatment of

generation-skipping trusts has been part of the fabric of our

estate and gift tax laws for many years, and a reversal of

such favorable treatment should not be undertaken in the absence

of clear proof of abuse of such provisions.

2. If there is to be a transfer tax on generation-

skipping trusts, a substantial majority of the American Collcge of

Probate Counsel strongly believe that there should be an exception

for a distribution from a trust to a grandchild of the Grantor,

so that the normal type of family trust disposition, providing

for life estates for the children and remainder to the grand-

children of the Grantor, is not discouraged.

b
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In this connection, it is significant that both the

American Law Institute and the American Bankers Association are

on record in support of either the same or a more liberal excep-

tion to the imposition of a tax on a generation-skipping trust.

Thus, the 1968 recommendation of the American Law Institute states

that no such tax should be imposed on a transfer under which

final distribution by the trust is required to be made no later

than the death of a person or persons one generation below the

transferor, or in the same generation or in a higher generation

than the transferor. This recommendation is more liberal than

the 1972 American Bankers Association proposal, excepting trust

distributions to grandchildren, which the American College of

Probate Counsel here supports, since it would permit a distri-

bution to be made to generations below the grandchildren of a

Grantor or outside of the Grantor's family. Thus the three

nationwide professional groups most clearly identified with

the establishment and operation of trusts have unanimously

supported this exception.

- Two other reasons for supporting such an exception

for trust distributions to grandchildren should be noted. It

would seem grossly unfair to tax such a distribution so long

as outright distributions to granchildren are not subjected
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to a generation-skipping tax, and we are not aware that any

major professional group has supported a transfer tax in the

latter instance. Furthermore, it is notable that generation-

skipping tax legislation which does not provide an exception

for trust distributions to grandchildren in effect favors the

family of more affluent Grantors who can afford to skip their

children as life beneficiaries of a trust for their grandchildren

oz*to provide a separate trust for each generation as compared

with the less wealthy families whose Grantor must provide some

financial support for his children, as well as his grandchildren,

in the same trust.

Finally, it is notable that while H.R. 13966, the

Ullman bill, did not provide for an exception for a trust

distribution to a grandchild, yet in its final mark-up session

on such bill, the House Ways and Means Committee voted favorably

on an amendment providing such an exception.

3. If there is to be a transfer tax on generation-

skipping trusts, a substaiatial majority of the American College of

Probate Counsel strongly believe that the holder of only a

"naked" (non-beneficial) power to control the disposition of

trust income or corpus should not come within the definition

of a "beneficiary", for the effect of such a provision is to

repeal that portion of Sections 2041 and 2514 exempting such

powers of appointment from estate and gift tax, and to treat

most powers as taxable general powers of appointment.
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Pursuant to Section 2613(c)(3) and Section 2613(d)

of H.R. 13966, a person who received no beneficial interest in

the trust would be treated as a "beneficiary" for purposes of

a generation-skipping tax if he had any control over the

disposition of income or corpus. The effect of this "naked

power" provision is that a generation-skipping tax would be

imposed where a Grantor sets up a trust for his grandchildren

and names one of his sons as trustees either in the event that

the son should die while the trust is in existence or the

trust terminates while such son is acting as trustee. Such

a "naked power" provision would obviously discourage a Grantor

from appointing members of his family as trustees of trusts

for his descendants, and the American College of Probate

Counsel feels that this would be a most unfortunate result.

We are glad to note that the House Ways and Means

Committee adopted an amendment eliminating the "naked power"

concept from H.R. 13966.

4. If there is to be a transfer tax on generation-

skipping trusts, a clear majority of the American College of

Probate Counsel believe that the effective date provisions

should except all irrevocable trusts, whether inter vivos or

testamentary, in existence on April 30, 1976, but only to the

extent the transfer is not made out of corpus added to the

trust after that date. It is too obvious to require extended
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discussion that it would be most inequitable to impose this

tax on trusts which were established in the past without having

to take into account such a tax and which are now incapable

of amendment. While Section 7 of H.R. 13966 provided only a

limited moratwrim Irco ih ijeneration-skipping tax for such

an irrevocable trust, the Ways and Means Committee has voted

favorably on an amendment to such bill incorporating the

effective date provision for irrevocable trusts which the

American College supports.

5. The American College of Probate Counsel further

believes that the effective date provision for a tax on

generation-skipping trusts should make an exception for revocable

trusts and wills in existence on April 30, 1976, in the case

of a decedent dying before January 1, 1982, where there has been

no subsequent revocation or amendment affecting the generation-

skipping trusts. Thus, we feel that it is imperative that such

an exception permit mere procedural. "housekeeping" modifications

in wills and trusts such as may be required for the substitution

of executors or trustees caused by the death of an individual

or the failure of a bank or the merger of a bank named as

fiduciaries in the original trust instrument. It should also

permit substantive amendments of such a will which do not affect

the generation-skipping trusts. Unfortunately, the House Ways

and Means Committee amendment of H.R. 13966, while containing

most of the provisions desired by the American College of

U
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Probate Counsel with respect to revocable trusts and wills

existing or, April 30, 1976, does not permit any kind of

modification in such trust instrument, and such failure will

lead to most unfortunate results in some instances. It would

be hoped that this glaring omission could be rectified either

in Committee or on the floor of the House or Senate in the

event that a tax on generation-skipping trusts is enacted

into law.

6. The American College of Probate Counsel further

favored an effective date provision which would make an excep-

tion for a revocable trust or will in existence on April 30,

1976 in the event that the decedent was under a mental disability

to change the disposition of his property on such date.

Fortunately, the House Ways and Means Committee amendment of

H.R. 13966 does provide for such an exception for a period of

two years after the date on which such a decedent first regains

his mental competency.

The American College of Probate Counsel appreciates

the opportunity to appear before the Senate Finance Committee

and make known its views on the taxation of generation-skipping

trusts, and it offers its services in any way it may be helpful

to such Committee.
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The Estate and Gift Tax Peform Committee of the

American College of Probate Counsel consists of the following

lawyers:

Frank S. Berall, Chairman, of Hartford, Connecticut;

Luther J. Avery, of San Francisco, California; Joseph Kartiganer,

of New York, New York; Arthur Peter, Jr., of Washington, D. C.;

Raymond A. Reister, of Minneapolis, Minnesota; and E. Frederick

Velikanje, of Yakima, Washington.

m
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Tax on Certain Generation-Skipping Transfers

Section 2602(c)(2), page 97

The exception for the unused portion of basic credit

refers just to the unified credit under section 2010(a)(1)

which is only allowable against the estate tax. The exception

must be expanded to provide the credit under section 2505(a)

against the gift tax in the case of an inter vivos transfer.

Section 2603(a)(1)(A), page 98

The statutory language states in part "the trustee

shall be personally liable for such tax."

Such language leaves it ambiguous as to whether a

trustee in office before or after the taxable transfer would

be personally liable for the tax even though it is presumably

intended only that the trustee in office at the time of the

taxable transfer be personally liable for the tax.

While such ambiguity could be cured by the Regula-

tions, it would be better to modify the statutory language to

read "each trustee in office at the time of the transfer shall

be personally liable for such tax.'

There would seem to be no counterpart to a "trustee"

which could be inserted in the statutory language to cover per-

sonal liability in the situation of a "generation-skipping

trust equivalent'.
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Section 2603(a)(2), page 98

While this subparagraph provides for the Secretary

or his delegate to supply rates of tax to the trustee, there

are no statutory provisions with respect to the mechanics of

obtaining such information. While such mechanics can certainly

be worked out under the Recgalations, there may be a real virtue

in providing by statute both a procedure and a time frame for

the Secretary or his delegate to supply such rates to the trustee

rather than leaving this entirely to the Regulations. Section

2204 provides a good precedent for setting forth such procedure

and time frame by statutory language.

Section 2603(b), page 99

This paragraph which provides a lien on transferred

property for the amount of the Section 2601 tax, should be en-

larged to provide for the divestment of such lien in the case of

a purchaser or holder of a security interest. See Section

6324(a) (2) of the Code.

Section 2611(c), pages 99-101

Under the statutory language it would appear that a

person who is a successor to a lineal descendant by virtue of

the assignment to him of such a descendant's interest would fall

under subparagraph (5). It would seem desirable to insert a

new subparagraph prior to (5) to assign to such a person the

generation of the lineal descendant from whom he received nis

interest.
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Subparagraph (7) provides in substance that if "an-

other entity" is a beneficiary of the trust, then each individ-

ual having a beneficial interest in such other entity is to

be treated as a beneficiary of the trust. Such a far-reaching
E

provision adds a great deal of complexity and uncertainty to

the record-keeping of the trustee, since the individuals holding

these indirect beneficial interests in the trust will be con-

stantly changing.

Section 2612(a), page 102

Paragraph (a) deals with the "deemed transferor" with

respect to a transfer to "any individual". It is unclear who

would be the "deemed transferor" with respect to a transfer

to a trust, partnership, corporation or other entity, unless it

is intended that the word "individual" include an individual

having a beneficial interest in such entity at the time of trans-

fers. The meaning of the term "individual" for the purposes of

Section 2512(a) should be clarified by the statute to avoid

confusion.

Subparagraph (1) refers to a parent having a closer

"affinity" to the grantor. The word "affinity' is so broad and

amorphous that in many instances each parent may be said to have

a closer affinity to the grantor than the other parent depending

on the criteria which are used. This term needs further refine-

ment.

74-619 0 - 76 - 17
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Subparagraph (2) provides that under a specified

circumstance the youngest of the ancestors of the transferee

is to be treated as the "deemed transferor". It would seem

more logical to refer to the eldest of such ancestors.

Section 2613(a)(1), page 103

This statutory provision refers to "distributable net

income". Since such term is indigenous to a trust, it makes it

uncertain what comparable term should be applied for purposes of

a generation-skipping trust equivalent. Therefore it would be

better to use a general accounting term such as "current income"

which may be applied to both trusts and other entities. In any

event, the phrase "of that trust" should be inserted at the

close of Section 2613(a)(1), as was done in Section 2613(b)(1).

Section 2613(b)(4), page 105

This subparagraph provides in substance that on the

termination of a power the property transferred is to be

determined immediately before the termination of the power

even though this date may be many years before the date when

the termination of several powers is deemed to occur pursuant to

paragraph (2), and on the latter date it may be difficult to de-

termine and value the assets which were held immediately prior to

the termination of each power. Under these circumstances it may

be far more practical to have the determination of both the pro-

perty subject to the power and the time of the termination of the

power on the same date when the last termination occurs) where

paragraph (2) is applicable.
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It may be advisable to insert a new subparagraph

after subparagraph (5), to provide that the value of property

passing on a taxable termination is to be reduced by an amount

equal to the value of any consideration received by the benefi-

ciary by reason of any assignment causing the termination.

This is to take care of the situation where a beneficiary sells

his income interest for cash. There should also be a reduction

for the value at time of termination of any income interest then

outstanding in such property of any person other than the de-

scendant of the beneficiary. The American Bankers Association

proposal contains both of these provisions.

Section 2613(c)(3), page 107

This provision defines "beneficiary" to mean any

person who has an interest or power in the trust. It would

appear desirable to exclude from such definition a person

who is a successor to a beneficiary by means of an assignment,

whether for a consideration or not. This point was also made

in the American Bankers Association proposal.

Section 2614(a), page 108

This provision in substance allows a disclaimer of

an interest or a power in a trust 12 months after the date

the trust becomes irrevocable where there has been no distri-

btLion from the trust or the exercise of a power. It would

appear essential to also allow a disclaimer by beneficiaries of

irrevocable trusts which were in existence on the date when
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H.R. 13966 becomes law if such disclaimer is made within 12

months after the issuance of final Regulations under H.R. 13966.

An extended period of time will be necessary since our experience

with the Tax Reform Act of 1969 provisions relating to chari-

table remainder trusts shows that it takes a long time for

word of the new law to become known and for state legislatures

and courts to act once the Regulations are issued which may

take several years.

Section 2621(a)(1), page 109

This subparagraph in effect provides that if the

deemed transferor is dead, then all provisions of the Code

applicable to the estate tax except Section 6166 and Section

2032 A are applicable to the tax under Section 2601. This

"blanket application" of provisions to Chapter 13 and Section

2601 appears far too broad. Thus, for example, it is notable

that this would seem to allow an extension of time to pay this

tax under Section 6161 where there is undue hardship (reasonable

cause under H.R. 13966). Such provision would presumably also

allow for an election by the executor to obtain a quick audit

of the estate tax return and a discharge from personal liability

under Section 2204 since such Section relates to the tax under

Section 2001. Accordingly, Section 2621(a) (1) should be amended

to make clear that Chapter 11 is applicable except to the extent

inconsistent with the provisions of Chapter 13.

Section 2621(a) (2) presumably faces the same kind of

problem.
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Section 7(c)(2), page 112

A very strong argument can be made that the Section

2601 tax should not be applied to any traitsfer from the pre-

May 1, 1976 corpus of any irrevocable trust existing on that

date. (The Tax Reform Act of 1969 provides a precedent for

_ncluding in the definition of an "irrevocable trust" either

a revocable inter vivos trust or a trust under a will where the

grantor is mentally incompetent.) At a minimum, the 10 year

moratorium in subparagraph (2) of the bill should be extended to

25 years, constituting one generation, for such a transfer.

In view of our experience under the Tax Reform Act of

1969 as to charitable trusts, the effective date for application

of the generation-skipping provisions of H.R. 13966 to all

transfers should be deferred for at least two years to allow

time for the amendment of outstanding wills and revocable trusts,

and there should be a 10 year moratorium for transfers from

trusts under such wills and trusts where the grantor died during

the two year period.

In any event, there should be a liberalization of

the bill's exception in the case of a decedent dying before

January 1, 1977 with respect to a will or revocable trust in

existence on May 1, 1976, which was not amended or revoked at

any tine after that date. A codicil to the will or an amend-

ment to the revocable trust which merely changes the fiduciaries
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(as, for instance, required ky death or merger) or makes some

minor clerical change should ie permitted. Therefore, we suggest

that the statutory language be changed to provide "and was not

amended by a dispositive provision or revoked at any time after

that date."

It is very difficult to know what exceptions to the

April 30, 1976 effective date in paragraph (c) are intended to

apply in the case of a trust equivalent pursuant to the sta-

tutory language in the last paragraph of (c) on page 112 of the

bill, but it probably is very difficult to draft meaningful

language. This is another reason to exempt all pre-existing

arrangements from the Section 2601 tax.

The above technical comments with respect to Chapter 13

are not to be considered as an approval of its provisions by the

American College of Probate Counsel. The College is opposed to

generation-skipping trust legislation because the remedy is far

worse than the problem, and it takes the position that if there

is such legislation, then it should except a transfer in trust

which vests absolutely in a grandchild of the grantor no later than

the death of his last living child. Such an exception would permit

the usual type of family trust to continue to exist without the

penalty of a generation-skipping tax.
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GENERATION SKIPPING TRANSFERS

Testimony of Peter L. Faber,
Chairman, Tax Section,

New York State Bar Association,
Before the Senate Finance Committee

July 20, 1976

Summary of Principal Points

1. Estate and gift tax reform, including the taxation
of generation skipping transfers, is too important
and too complex to be dealt with as pdrt of a 1500
page omnibus tax bill. Separate hearings should be
held on estate and gift tax reform.

2. Drafting a statute that taxes generation skipping
transfers efficiently and fairly without undesirable
side effects is difficult. Congress would benefit
from the technical comments of professional groups.
Examples of apparent technical defects in H.R. 14115
are given.

3. Imposing a tax on generation skipping transfers involves
major policy decisions which should be carefully considered.
Examples are given.

4. The Senate should not enact estate and gift tax reform
legislation until it has an opportunity to study specific
statutory language. Professional groups, the Internal
Revenue Service, and private citizens should also be
given time to study and comment on proposed legislation.
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GENERATION SIXfPIZ4Q TOANSFYMS

Testimony of Ot•r L. Fa r,
Chairman, TAX. 54%,,tjao,

New York State oar AssOciation,
Before the Sendt 'ifl * c Coisnittee

July 4, 1S76

My name is Peter L. Fak'e alld I AM a partneic ip the law

firm of Harter, Secrest & Eoer' in Rochester. NeW york. I

am the Chairman of the Tax Se4-ion of t1te New York 5tare Bdr

Association and appear before Iou todoY on behalf of the

Section. The Section has ovet 1900 members, all of whoM are

lawyers with a special interest in ta:cation. They include

practicing lawyers, teachers, jporprate counsel, and employees

of government agencies, inclM 1nq the Internal Revenue

Service.

The Senate now has before it 4 tAx reform bill reported

out by the Committee on Financjo t01t is some 1,536 PageS

long. The Committee has appro4led either provisions that

would make the bill even loflge r anfA 0ore complex. SOre Of

these proposals, which have no't to the best of my knowledge

been reduced to statutory lang t~age. viOUld substarltially

revise the estate and gift t• laW%. 0 ne of them, Which

would impose a tax on generation skipping transfers, is on

the list of subjects to be da It vltr at these hearings, and

I would like to address myself to 4t tOcay.

Let me begin by stating tIe T~x Section 'i Strong objectiOn

to the Comnittee's failure tr place% the other estate and

gift tax proposals on the ag%4a OZ thee hearings. The
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proposals would drastically restructure the estate and gift

tax system. They would combine the gift and estate taxes

into a single transfer tax, provide for a credit in place of

the present statutory exemption, increase the marital deduction,

and tax unrealized capital gains at death, in addition to

taxing generation skipping transfers. This legislation

would have a revolutionary impact on the process by which

property is transferred from generation to generation and

would have economic and social implications going far beyond

those of most tax bills. The suggestion that it is less

deserving of the Committee's limited time available for

public hearings than the proposal to allow an investment

credit for soldr-powered windmills boggles the mind.

The Section is deeply concerned that the Senate may act

on the generation skipping tranfer proposal without having

an adequate opportunity to consider its policy implications

and study specific statutory language. The concepts involved

in generation skipping are complex and the language in which

they must necessarily be expressed is more complex still.

For the Senate Eo enact legislation on this important subject

without studying it carefully beforehand would be irresponsible

and unworthy of such a distinguished body.

Unfortunately, you do not have a generation skipping

bill before you at the present time. Let me, therefore, N

illustrate some of the problems in this area by referring to

0-



H.R. 14115, S7, as originally presented to the House Committee

on Ways and Means (recognizing that it has been substantially

altered in the mark-up process).

Although we have not had as much time to study H.R. 14115

as we would like, our review has disclosed serious technical

problems. While it is not my purpose today to present a

comprehensive technical analysis of the bill, let me point

out a few of its difficulties to illustrate my point that

the generation skipping thicket has many brambles and that

drafting legislation in this area is a formidable undertaking.

(1) The bill nowhere states who pays the generation
skipping tax and who signs the tax return (or, for
that matter, what kind of tax return is called for).'
A possible interpretation is that the parent of the
second generation beneficiary may have to pay the
tax out of his own assets, even though he is not
a beneficiary of the trust. The trustee may be
personally liable for the tax in some cases but
may lack access to the information necessary to
compute it.

(2) The bill's application is uncledr where the second
generation beneficiary's interest is a life estate
or term of years. Is his personal liability limited
to actual distributions from the interest, or is
it based on its commuted fair market value at its
inception?

(3) The bill provides that, if any portion of the
generation skipping tax is paid from the trust,
that tax is itself a taxable general skipping
transfer. Although intended as a "grossing up"
device, this provision appears to require a series
of separate tax returns extending into the inde-
finite future, since each tax payment will itself
be an additional transfer giving rise to an
additional tax liability.

(4) In a trust in which the trustee has discretion to
distribute corpus to the children dnd grandchildren
of the grantor, a distribution to the grandchildren
will impose a tax with respect to the children,
even if they never benefit from the trust.

N
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There are more problems that we in the Tax Section

have detected and, undoubtedly, many more that we have not.

Although our members bring many years of estate planning

experience and recognized expertise to bear on the problems,

H.R. 14115 contains new concepts and terminology that are

not easily mastered. Expressions like "deemed transferor,"

"taxable termination," and "younger generation beneficiary"

are as unfamiliar to us as they will be to you when this

legislation first crosses your desks. The points referred

to above cannot be dismissed as mere technicalities. They

give rise to a basic concern as to whether the legislation

will work. Will it do what it intends to do? If it does,

will it have undesirable side effects? We don't know the

answers to these questions. Do you? Will you have time to

find out?

In addition to technical obstacles, the generation

skipping area is fraught with important policy decisions

which require cQreful study and analysis.

Here again, we fear that Congress, in the rush to enact

tax reform legislation, may not give these questions the

consideration they deserve. Let me suggest a few of the

probiemis that trouble us, and that we hope will trouble you.

(1) Is it fair to tax generation bkipping transfers
in trust but to ignore outright gifts? The
very wealthy could avoid the tax under H.R. 14115

with ease by having successive generations make
outright generation skipping gifts.

I" BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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(2) Will alternatives to trusts be devised in order to
avoid generation skipping taxes and, if so, will
they be less socially useful than trusts? The use
of annuity contracts (for the first generation)
and personal holding companies with several
classes of stock come to mind. Remember that
generation skipping trusts were not invented by
devious tax lawyers; they served useful family
planning functions for centuries before anyone
dreamed of an estate tax.

(3) Is it fair to commit a family to the payment of
a transfer tax many years in the future when the
family's ability to pay the tax at the time (and,
for that matter, the applicable tax rate) cannot
be predicted accurately?

(4) Is it desirable to exempt certain types of transfers
(e.g. invasions of trust corpus for the benefit of
second generation beneficiaries because of medical
emergencies)?

We don't have answers to these questions. Do you? If you

don't, can you in good conscience act on legislation that

affects them?

The Tax Section has always stood in the forefront of

movements to improve the tax laws, but we feel strongly that

tax reform must be accomplished deliberately and responsibly.

Estate and gift tax reform will affect millions of people

throughout the country. It should not be enacted, and you

should not vote on it, until bar associations, other professional

groups, the Internal Revenue Service, private citizens, and

you yourselves have a chance to study it and consider its

implications. Estate and gift reform is too important and

too complex to become part of a grab bag of tax trinkets

including residental heat pump credits and the tax treatment

of billboards. It should be dealt with separately and
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carefully. Those of us who have spent countless hours

wrestling with the inconsistencies and drafting errors of

ERISA are not anxious to repeat the experience in the estate

and gift tax area. We applaud your desire to improve the

law, but let's do the job right.

The organized bar and government agencies that administer

the tax laws have a wealth of technical knowledge and practical

experience in working with estate and gift taxes and estate

planning. We can help you in developing legislation that

will be fair, simple, and workable if you will just give us

a chance. We share the same objectives. Let's work toward

them together, intelligently and carefully.
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NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION

Statement of Tax Section to the Senate Finance
Committee concerning Generation-Skipping Trusts

This Statement is submitted to the Senate Finance

Committee pursuant to the opportunity afforded in its Press

Release dated July 8, 1976.

On June 11, 1976, the Senate Finance Committee tenta-

tively approved a proposal to tax certain so-called generation-

skipping trust transfers. The announcement of the proposal de-

scribed it only in very general terms. It appears to be con-

sistent with Section 7 of H.R.14115, introduced on June 1, 1976

by Hon. Al Ullman, Chairman of the House Ways and Means Cornmittoe

("Ullman Bill"). Since June 11, however, the Ullman Bill has

been extensively and fundamentally revised in mark-up sessions

by the Ways and Means Committee.

Because the text of a Senate Finance Committee bill on

generation-skipping is not available, this Statement cannot deal

with specific, concrete problems thereunder. On the other hand,

we see no useful purpose in discussing provision by provision

the text of Ways and Means Committee Print dated June 26, 1976,

which, with the addition of the so-called Landrum amendment ex-

empting transfers to grandchildren from the tax, purports to

contain all the mark-up session amendments. We feel that the

fundamental revisions made by the mark-up changes necessitate
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rethinking of the Ullman Bill•s entire approach to generation-

skipping and that the Bill must be rewritten rather than simply

marked up.

We respectfully urge the Senate Finance Committee in

the strongest terms to do the necessary rethinking, to come to

grips with the difficult and competing policy problems involved,

and to define carefully the objectives it would seek to attain

through generation-skipping tax legislation. The following

specific questions need answering:

1. Should the generation-skipping tax be limited
in application to skipping through trusts and
like arrangements?

2. Should generation-skipping to grandchildren
through trusts and like arrangements be per-
mitted without tax?

3. Do the complexities involved warrant imposi-
tion of the tax at the skipped generation
level?

We find the complexity of the Ullman Bill to be its

most distressing feature. We members of this Subcommittee who

have assumed primary responsibility for preparing this Statement

have spent many hours separately aid in concert studying the

Ullman Bill's generation-skipping provisions. We have scores of

years of combined experience dealing with trust, estate and tax

matters. Despite our long experience and diligent study, we can

only say that we think the language of the Bill accomplishes most

of what we think its draftsmen intended, but we are not sure.
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The terms used in the Bill are unfamiliar in trust and tax law

and stand for concepts that are highly complex and difficult to

grasp fully. A "deemed transferor" need have no interest what-

ever in the trust property. Yet the trust property will be

subjected to tax as if he had complete dominion of it. The

"transfer* to be taxed as if the deemed transferor transferred

the trust property is usually not a transfer at all but a ter-

mination of some interest Dr power (which may be insignificant)

in the trust property of a person who may be unrelated to the

creator of the trust, the deemed transferor or the ultimate

transferee. Some terminations are taxable, some are not, and

some of the taxable ones are deemed to occur at other times than

they actually do occur. There are also deemed transfers and

deemed transferees. The term "transferee" is, in fact, nowhere

defined. Understanding these concepts and how they would oper-

ate in a myriad of possible trust settings requires a thorough

and detailed familiarity with trust and property law, particu-

larly future interests, and an unusual degree of expertise in

gift and estate taxation and the income taxation of trusts.

While we admire the erudition, ingenuity and drafting

skill of the writers of the Ullman Bill, we are appalled by the

amount of study that would be required of the bar throughout the

United States and of the Internal Revenue Service to comprehend

it. Indeed, so complex and intricate is the Bill that we doubt

74-619 0 - 71 - 18
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whether it could generally be understood and enforced, if en-

acted. Experience since 1948 and 1969 with the far simpler

marital deduction and charitable remainder provisions demon-

strates the injustices and administrative difficulties that

result from legislating above the heads of the average testator

and his counsel.

The undue specificity of the mark-up exceptions to the

general application of the generation-skipping tax provisions of

the Ullman Bill is also most disturbing. The underscored words

in the two following provisions are pure tax traps:

"Section 2613. ... (b) ... (1) ... Such term
['Laxable LeLmIlaL.lUIC iu• utb ,wLt iiaclad a
termination of the interest or power of any
person who at no time has had_ anything other
than a future interest or future power (or
both) in the trust...."

"Section 2613. ... (e) Limited Power to Appoint
Among Lineal Descendants of Grantor Not Taken
Into Account in Certain Cases. -- For purposes
of this chapter, if any individual--

"(1) does not have any present or future

interest in the trust, dnd

"(2) does not have any prcýent or future
power in the trust other than a pe,'er to dis-
pose of the corpus of the trust or the income
therefrom to a beneficiary or a class of bene-
ficiaries who are lineal dcscendujit.s of the
grantor assigned to a generation youujer than
the generation assignment of such individual,

then such individual shall be treated as not
having any power in the trust."
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The entire exception contained in Section 2613(b)(7)

is far too narrowly drawn. Its purpose is to exempt from tax the

death of a child of the grantor before the grantor's widow's

death, but the draft touches only a handful of such cases:

"00) Certain discretionary trusts to distribute
income to spouse and children of grantor. -- The
term 'taxable termination' does not include the
termination of an interest of a child of the
grantor where--

"(A) the only interest of the child in the
trust is as a permissible recipient of in-
come under a power exercisable by an unre-
lated party,

"(B) the spouse of the grantor of the trust
is a permissible recipient of income under
the same power,

"(C) during the life of the grantor's spouse
and children, only these individuals are per-
missible recipients of income from the trust,
and

"(D) all children of the grantor who were
permissible recipients of income under the
power predeceased the grantor's spouse."

The specificity or the mark-up exceptions makes thcm

inoperative if powers exercisable in favor of charity are pre-

sent.

The "qualified disclaimer" concept in Section 2518 is

also so limited as to be entirely inadequate. It requires that

the disclaimer be made within nine months after the day on which

the transfer creating the interest in the disclaiming person is
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created. It thereby requires that interests be disclaimed while

they are remotely and improbably contingent. It does not even

provide for lack of knowledge of the transfer in question by the

person entitled to disclaim or for his infancy or incompetency.

Current case law, holding that a reasonable time for disclaiming

starts to run when prior interests terminate is practical and

fair and should be retained. We see no justification for a

"qualified disclaimer' definition in the Bill.

The failure of the Bill after mark-up sessions to

specify what property is to bear the burden of the new tax must

be rectified. We believe that many existing wills contain al-

location provisions that might cause the proposed tax to be

paid from the testator's personal estate rather than from the

trust property.

On the positive side, we particularly commend the re-

moval in the mark-up sessions of all retroactive features of the

Ullman Bill's generaticn-skipping tax provisions. Applying this

new tax to existing dispositions which may not now be changed

would contravene basic principles of fairness.

Relationship of this Statement to House of
Delegates' Resolution Calling for Reasonable
Time to Study and Report Back to Congress
concerning Generation-Shippinq Provisions

On June 19, 1976, the House of Delegates of the New

York State Bar Association, representing its 23,000 members,
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unanimously urged the Congress to take no final action respecting

the Ullman Bill, and particularly its gencratioq-skipping provi-

sions, without affording to the organized bar of the United

States, and in particular, the New York State Bar Association and

its Sections having special competence in the fields of law af-

fected thereby, reasonable time to study and report back to the

Congress concerning them. (Copy of Resolution annexed). The

House of Delegates is justly concerned that the impact of this

complex and revolutionary legislation on New York property dis-

positions, for which the New York bar is responsible, be made

clear and precise.

This Statement has necessarily been prepared in great

haste. It is not exhaustive but sum;nary in nature, and has not

had the benefit of the detailed study, consideration and endorse-

ment normally given by the entire 50 member Executive Committee

of the Tax Section to its work products. Not only for this rea-

son, but also and particularly because the text of a Senate Fi-

nance Corrmittee bill is not yet available, the opportunity to

submit this Statement should not be deemed to satisfy the House

of Delegates' request for reasonable time to study and report

back concerning the entire subject matter of the Ullman Bill

prior to final action thereon.

Respectfully submitted,

Hewitt A. Conway, Chairman
Mary-Katherine Bell
Christine Beshar
Paul Meaders
Allan Metrick
Nathaniel Winthrop

Generation-Skippinq Subcommittee

of CorLmittee on Estate and

July 20, 1976 Gift Taxes
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New York State Bar Assodiation
NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION

RESOLUTION ADOPTED U!JAUIMOUSLY BY HOUSE OF DELEGATES, JUNE 19, 1976

WHEREAS, *The Estate and Gift Tax Reform Bill of 1976" ,H.R. 13966) was introduced in
the House of Representatives by Chairman Al Ullman of the Ways and Means Coimittee on
May 24. 1976; and

WHEREAS, (I) the provisions cf H.R. 13966 are detailed and complex; (2) they would
effect revolutionary changes in the estate and gift tax law, treating of such diverse
subjects as a unified transfer tax system, uirrealized appreciation at death and new
ta~es on generaticn-skipping transfers; and (3) they :ake the new generation-skipp'ng
taxes epplica-le at progressive rates reaching 70% nut only to existing wills arnd
future transfers but also to rany thousands of presently effective property disposi-
tions 9overued by the laws of the State of New York; and

61"'-EA,, the New York bdr is responsible to the public for the proper preparation
of wills and other instrurients dispos~r.g of pro,ertý ui:.!er New York law and is
justly concerned that the impact on New York property dispositions of federal tax
legislation havioa subh far-r-:.c-9' effpct- as H.R. 13966 be clear aid precise; and

WHEREAS, the text of H.R. 13965 did not becr,..e generally available for study by
members of this Association until early in June 13976, and the Sections of this
Association having particular cor.:•etence in the areas of law affected by it have not
hed sufficient tinme to study its provisions in dzpth and consider and report their
conclusiuas and recoi.riendlation. to the Congress; and

$.r•LAS, .t•iis House of Delegates, rcpresentin. the 25,0003 eibers of the Ney, York
State fjar Associetivun, is aeaply concerned at the pre.ipitous and unwarranted haste
with v.hich H.R. 13966 is being considered by Congress, and by the failure of either
th& lloa.e ';!ays arnd Ie3rs C,-,4attce or the Scnate Finance Cony ttee to hold public
hesri:.1s with respect to its provisions or otherwise afford the publ'. an opportunity
to be heard concerning tnen;

BE Ir RLSOLVLD, TIiEREFORE, that the New York State Bar Association hereby calls upon
the House of Representatives and tne Senate to take no final action approving
H.R. 13966, and particularly the so-called generation-skipping tax provisions
contained in section 7 thereof, without due deliberation after affording to the
organized bar of tne Unbted States, and this Association and its Sections in
pdrticular, and other segaients of the public affected thereby, reasonable tinr- to
study wid report back to the Congress concerning it; and

BE IT lilITtER RLSOLVED, that the Executive Director of this Association is hereby
directed to send a copy of this Resolution to each cneo:.ber of the Congress of the
United States.

N YSI1A

One LQii Street AI~an4 , New' YorLi 12207 518-445-1'211
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TESTDIOM• Of GIORGI C. A=TCI, VICE-
P?3ESIDiT, TOl STAMDMRD CORPORATION,
OGDW, UTAH, SIUATE FIWICE CoiitaJrr
RUEIRNGS JULY 20, 1976.

My name is George C. Hatch. I as Vice-President of The Standard Corporation
of Ogden, Utah, which bas operated the Ogden Standard Examiner newapaper since
1892, and a television station, Salt Lahe City, Utah, since 1956.

The Standard Corporation was founded by my wife's grandfather, and, today, the
stock of the corporation is owned entirely by lineal descendants of the founder.
The stock is owned by or for the benefit of twelve grandchildren of the founder
(the third generation) and some thirty-five great-grandchildren (the fourth
generation). Of the voting stock, 43Z is owned by individuals and 57Z is owned
by irrevocable trusts -- some under wills and some created during life for the
benefit of the third and subsequent generations. These trusts bear dates such
as 1953, 1954. 1955. 1963, 1965, etc. - all the way to 1976. These trusts were
created for the purpose of preserving the local family ownership of the newspaper
and broadcasting station and preventing diffusion of control as succeeding
generations increase in numbers. The family desired to preserve the local
editorial voice of the newspaper and television station and prevent their sale
to a national chain vith overwhelming emphasis on a bottom-line net income and
bland editorial policy.

I an here today to express deep concern that the worthy objectives of preservation
of family farms and businesses in other sections of the bill may be defeated by
the provisions proposed for a tax on generation-sklpping transfers. The trusts
that hold a majority of the stock in our family corporations, like many others
across the country, made no provision for accumulating income to pay a transfer
tax when a beneficiary's interest terminates. The beneficiaries of the income
from the trusts are not the ultimate beneficiaries In the distribution of the
corpus.

I understand that the House Ways & Means Committee has reconsidered the original
provisions of BR-13966 and voted to exempt from its provisions previously-created
irrevocable trusts. I strongly urge this exemption that would preserve the
purposes of trusts previously established. If the trai.-fer tax were passed in
its originle form, a trustee of an established trust directed by the grantor to
preserve the family business and stock, and instructed to distribute all income
as earned, would be in a hopeless dilema. He would have to seek relief from his
state legislature to change the law of trusts of his state; or he would have to
seek relief from Congress, to repeal the tax you are now considering enacting.

In addition to supporting the amendment to exempt prior established trusts, I
would support the proposal of the Ways & Keans Coemittee to provide a one-gener-
ation exemption in future irrevocable trusts to permit a grantor giving a spouse
or children lifetime income and to exempt the application of the transfer tax in
the distribution of the corpus to the grandchildren. This proposal would permit
the founding grantor to provide for the payment of gift or estate tax on the
family fare or business and to leave the property to his grandchildren intact.
If the trust transfer tax is not so amended, a family business or farm would be
subject in a trust to a transfer tax on the death of the children of the grantor,
and this would require the sale of the family business or farm in one generation.
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There is a strong increase in the percentage of newspapers and television stations
owned Ly national chains directly attributable to the inability of founders of
these local communications media to pans on local ownership to their heirs, and
still pay large estate taxes. The family trust is the last means of preservation
of such local ownership and control.

Either the legislation should be amended with a one generation-skipping exemption,
as proposed by the House Ways & Means Committee, or an exemption from a tax on
generation-skipping transfers should be made for family farms and family corpo-
rations that will preserve local ownership. These are the categories that you
recognize as worthy of consideration for relief in the proposal for favorable
valuation, additional credit against the estate tax, and extensions of time for
payment of estate tax. My suggestion for an exemption from a tax on genera :ion-
skipping transfers for trusts that own family farms and family operating businesses
recognizes that the trusts holding these assets have a non-tax social purpose that
trusts holding diversified liquid assets do not. Strengthening of antitrust laws
and regulation of large national and international conglomerates will be of no
avail if family enterprises cannot afford transfer taxes without the sale of family
businesses and farms to such large corporations. Concentration of economic power
is a serious long-range problem in our society.

At the very least, in considering radical changes in estate and gift tax laws,
the effective date should be well in advance of the date of enactment, so that
the professional people and businessmen who must deal with the new law have time
to adjust to it. For example, millions of wills drafted over the last twenty
years will require review and amendment if some of the proposed changes become
law.

There is presently a trend in state legislatures for streamlining probate pro-
cedures through adoption of the Uniform Probate Code. The trend has been promoted
by consumer groups. Utah enacted the Uniform Probate Code in early 1975, but used
an effective date of July 1, 1977. By this means, the people who deal with the
new law -- lawyers, accountants, trust officers, businessmen - have time to adjust
to the new procedures in an orderly fashion. Another example of advance effective
dates and time to adjust was the adoption by forty-nine states of the Uniform
Commercial Code, which provided for various advance effective dates from abcut
six months to about two years.

I contrast this to what has been proposed here in the Congress - radical changes
in the estate and gift tax laws with retroactive effective dates in some important
instances. I contrast also the gains in simplification and savings in cost that
the Uniform Probate Code is designed to accomplish with the losses in simplification
and increased costs that the proposed legislation, if not designed to invoke, will
inevitably cause.

If, ultimately, you decide that a tax on generation-skipping transfers serves a
valid propose and is worth the complexity, costs, and delay in administering
estates that will accompany it, I would, in summary, urge consideration of two
limitations:

1. The proposed transfer tax should not be retroactive. Application of the tax
to presently-existing irrevocable trusts would upset bona fide plans long ago
embarked on, and would encourage the concentration of property in large
publicly-traded corporations. Certainly, the tax laws of the nation should

not encourage bigness when the antitrust laws discourage it.

2. As to future generation-skippiag trusts, I would propose permitting the
skipping of one generation or, in the alternative, exempting those trusts
uhich hold as their principal asset family farms and family-held operating
businesses. Without such an exemption in the generation-skipping trust
transfer tax legislation, the relief given to farmers and closely-held
businesses in one area of the new legislation is dissipated in another areas.

I thank you for the opportunity to testify.
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ADMINISTRATION POSITION

Hearings on
Certain Provisions of the Tax Reform Bill

(H.R. 10612)
before

Senate Comittee on Finance

July 20. 1976

Bill Section
or

Committee
Action Date Title Page

210(d) Deductible Losses of Limited Partner
Cannot Exceed Investment .................... 1

802 Refund of Expiring Investment Tax Credit ...... 4
803 Extension of Expiring Investment and

Foreign Tax Credits ......................... 5
806 Investment Credit in the Case of Certain Ships 6

1013(f) Foreign Trusts Having One or More United
States Beneficiaries to be Taxed
Currently to Grantor ........................ 7

1021 Amendment of Provision Relating to Investment
in United States Property by Controlling
Foreign Corporations ........................ 9

1023 Exclusion from Subpart F of Certain Earnings
of Insurance Companies ...................... 12

1024 Shipping Profits of Foreign Corporations ...... 13
1025 Limitation on Definition of Foreign Base

Company Sales Income in the Case of
Certain Agricultural Products................ 15

1031 Requirement that Foreign Tax Credit be
Determined on Overall Basis ................. 17

1032 Recapture of Foreign Losses ................... 18
1035(a) Foreign Oil and Gas Extraction Income

Transitional Rule for Foreign Tax
Credit Limit ................................ 19

1035(b) Foreign Oil and Gas Extraction Income
Transitional Rule for Recapture of
Foreign Oil Related Losses .................. 20

1035(c)(1) Foreign Oil and Gas Extraction Income
(2)(A) Definition of Oil Related Income ............ 21

1035(c)(1) Foreign Oil and Gas Extraction Income
(B) Definition of Oil Related Income--Gain From

the Sale of Stock ........................... 22
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Bill Section
or

Committee
Action Date Title Page

1035(c)(3) Foreign Oil and Gas Extraction Income
Certain Public Utility Income ............... 23

1035(d) Foreign Oil and Gas Extraction Income
Foreign Oil Related Income Earned by
Individuals ............................... 24

1035(e) Foreign Oil and Gas Extraction Income
Certain Payments Not to be Considered Taxes. 25

1035(f) Foreign Oil and Gas Extraction Income ......... 27
1036 Underwriting Income ........................... 28
1041 Portfolio Debt Investments in United States

of Nonresident Aliens and Foreign
Corporations ................................ 29

1042 Changes in Ruling Requirements Under
Section 367; Certain Changes in Section 1248 31

1043 Contiguous Country Branches of Domestic
Life Insurance Companies................... 33

1044 Transitional Rule for Bond, etc., Louses of
Foreign Banks ............................... 34

1052 Western Hemisphere Trade Corporations ......... 35
1207 Treatment of Certain Individuals Employed

in Fishing as Self-Employed Individuals..... 36
1303 Tax Treatment of Certain 1972 Disaster Loans.. 37
1304 Tax Treatment of Certain Debts Owed by

Political Parties to Accrual Basis Taxpayers 39
1305 Regulations Relating to Tax Treatment of

Certain Prepublication Expenditures of
Authors and Publishers ...................... 41

1307 Interest of Original Issue Discount on
Certain Obligations ......................... 43

1308 Personal Holding Company Income Amendments.... 45
1310 Repeal of Excise Tax on Light-Duty Truck Parts 47
1311 Franchise Transfers.... 48
1312 Clarification of an Employer's Duty to Keep

Records and to Report Tips .................. 50
1314 Qualification of Fishing Organization as

Tax Exempt Agricultural Organization ........ 51
1317 Amendments to Rules Relating to Limitation on

Percentage Depletion in Case of Oil and
Gas Wells ................................. 52

1320 Treatment of Gain or Loss on Sales or Ex-
changes in Connection with Simultaneous
Liquidations of a Parent and Subsidiary
Corporation ................................. 54
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Bill Section
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Commttee
Action Date Title E961

1321 Taxation of Certain Barges Prohibited ......... 55
1322 Contributions in Aid of Construction for

Certain Utilities ........................... 56
1323 Prohibition of Discriminatory State Taxes

on Generation of Electricity ................ 57
1505 Tax-Exempt Annuity Contracts in Closed-End

Mutual Funds ................................ 58
1506 Pension Fund Investment in Segregated Asset

Accounts of Life Insurance Companies ........ 59
1507 Study of Salary Reduction Pension Plans ....... 61
1508 Consolidated Returns for Life and Mutual

Insurance Companies ......................... 62
1701(a) &

(c) Certain Provisions Relating to Railroads ...... 64
1701(b) Certain Provisions Relating to Railroads ...... 66
1701(b)
(cont'd) Certain Provisions Relating to Railroads ...... 67
1702 Amortization of Railroad Grading and

Tunnel Bores ................................ 69
2001 Insulation of Residence ....................... 70
2002 Residential Solar and Geothermal Energy

Equipment ................................... 72
2003 Investment Tax Credit Changes Relating to

Energy Conservation and Production .......... 74
2004 Business Deduction with Regard to Geothermal

Energy Production...................... .... 75
2006 Credit for Purchases of Hatter Which can be

Recycled .................................... 77
2007 Repeal of Excise Tax on Buses and Bus Parts... 78
2009 Nonhighway Use of Special Motor Fuels ......... 80
2010 Duty-Free Exchange of Crude Oil.: ............. 81
2101 Modification of Transitional Rule for Sales

of Property by Private Foundations .......... 83
2104 Extension of Time to Conform Charitable

Remainder Trusts for Estate Tax Purposes.... 84
2106 Income from Fairs. Expositions and Trade Shows 85

June 4 Private Operating Foundations; Imputed
Interest .................................... 86

June 4 Interest on Certain Governmental Obligations
for Hospital Construction ................... 88

June 4 Prepaid Legal Insurance ....................... 90
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June 11 Federal Gift Tax Applicable to Couples
Residing in Coommity Property States ...... 91

June 11 Certain Generation-Skipping Transfers........ 93
June 11 Contributions of Inventory to Charitable

Organizations .............................. 95
June 11 Swap Funds ................................... 96
June 11 Shared Service of Hospitals and Addition of

Laundries to Coaperative Services .......... 99
June 11 Level Premium Plans Covering Owner-Employees

(M.3. 10 Plans) ............................ 100
June 11 Acquisition Indebtedness ..................... 101
June 11 Extension of Self-Dealing Transition Rules

for Private Foundation ..................... 102
June 11 Certain Equipment Leases Equipment Leasing--

Effective Date ...................... ...... 104
June 11 Tax Treatment of Advertising Displays.........105
June 11 Solar Investment Credit for Windmil Is....... 106
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SECTION 210(d)

DBDUCTIBIZ LOSSES (O LDMITED PARTNER
CANIWT EXCEED Inv

Description

Under a floor amendment to section 210 of the Bill, a
limited partner's share of partnership liabilities cannot
exceed the difference between his actual contribution credited
to him by the partnership and the total contribution which he
is obligated to make under the partnership agreement. The
limitation applies to partnerships formed after June 30, 1976.
However, if the partnership is involved in the construction or
rehabilitation of low income housing (within the meaning of
section 1039(b)), the limitation applies only to partnerships
formed after December 31, 1981.

Revenue Estimates

Calendar year liabilities are estimated to increase by
$4 million in 1976 and 1977 and to increase by $141 million
by 1981. The revenue estimates assume that all other tax
shelter provisions of the Senate bill are enacted. Thus,
substantially all the revenue increase results from the impact
of the amendment on real estate, which is not subject to the
general "at risk" limitation of the Senate Finance Committee
Bill as adopted by the Senate.

Analysis

"At risk" limitation

The Senate floor amendment denies an increase in a limited
partner's basis in his partnership interest for his share of
the nonrecourse liabilities of the partnership. The amendment
repeals section 1.752-1(e) of the regulations and would conform
the basis adjustment rule for nonrecourse liability in the case
of limited partners to that of subchapter S corporation share-
holders.

lie are opposed to the amendment for the following reasons:

-- The amendment would draw a distinction between limited
artners and general partners of a partnership which has no
asis in economic reality. There is no economic distinction

between general and limited partners with respect to nonrecourse
financing. If the property cannot produce sufficient income to
service the loan, the general partners will be no more willing
to continue servicing the loan than the limited partners.

74-619 0 - 76 - 19
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-- The amendment restricts only the basis of limited partners
of a partnership. It does not purport '.o eliminate the long-
standing general rule based on Crane v. United States, 331 U.S. 1
(1947) that nonrecourse financing is included in the cost, and
thus the basis, of property. Thus, general partnerships, propri-
etorships, grantor trusts and other business arrangements may be
used to circumvent the limitation. While these entities are not
presently used as tax shelter vehicles, their use is certain to
increase after the amendment becomes effective.

-- The amendment leaves unanswered the issue of the proper
allocation to the various partners of the basis attribute le to
nonrecourse liabilities. The entire basis, including that
attributable to nonrecourse indebtedness, could be allocated
to the general partners. However, as indicated above, there is
no economic basis to distinguish between general partners and
limited partners. On the other hand, the basis may be allocated
to both the general partners and the limited partners and the
limited partners' share of the basis attributable to nonrecouise
indebtedness suspended until such time as the principal is repaid.
However, the subsequent increases in basis resulting from such a
suspense account would raise serious administrative problems for
the Internal Revenue Service which must enforce the limitation
on deductions. This "shifting basis" can also result in distor-
tions of income. The limited partners may control the timing
of their deductions by simply postponing payment of principal
until such time as they can receive the maximum tax benefit from
the deductions. It should be noted that the Supreme Court based
its decision in the Crane case largely on the "shifting basis"
problems which would -result from the rule proposed by the amendment.

-- The Senate has already voted to adopt an "at risk"
limitation, which would be applicable not onl to limited
partners, but also to individuals, trust an estates, general
partners and shareholders of subchapter S corporations. This
rule applies to farming, oil and gas, equipment leasing and
movies. The Senate Finance Comuittee specifically chose not
to apply this "at risk" limitation to real estate. Thus, the
impact of the limited partner limitation will be mainly on
the real estate industry. We oppose the application of any
"at risk" limitation to real estate since such property
generally has an established value against which the bona fides
of the nonrecourse liability may be established.

-- The limitation will affect many bona fide business
transactions which are clearly not tax shelters. For example,
the typical arrangements involving money limited partners and
service general partners will be severely curtailed by this
limitation, finally eliminating a source of capital for many
small businesses.
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Effective Dates

General Rule

The limitation would apply to partnerships formed after
June 30, 1976. Neither the amendment nor the discussion on
the Senate floor explains the scope of the term "formed". TheTreasury Department foresees serious problems in administering
the effective date provision in its present form. For example,does the sere formation of a partnership before June 30, 1976
suffice to forever grandfather the entity, without regard to
the date on which property is contributed to the partnership
or the date on which the limited partners become members of the
partnership?

Since the amendment modified long-es" .u-ished partner-
ship rules, we recommend that if the pro, luion is adopted, the
amendment grandfather partnerships formed no later than the
90th day following passage of the Tax Reform Act, but only
with resepct to the property contributed to the partnership and
the partners who become members of the partnership by such date.

Low Income Housing

The limitation would not apply to partnerships formed on
or before December 31. 1981, if 'substantially all of the
activities . . . involve the construction or rehabilitation
of low-income housing (within the meaning of section 1039(b))."Section 1039(b) includes only low-income housing "with respect
to which a mortgage is insured under section 221(d)(3) or 236
Of the National Housing Act." This definition does not includedwelling units eligible for subsidies under section 8 of the
United States Housing Act of 1937, which is one of the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development's major pending programs.
It also does not include housing with respect to which a loan
is made or insured under title V of the Housing Act of 1941,
the Farmers' Home Administration program. Therefore, if the
provision is adopted, we recommend that the definition be
expanded to include these segments of the low-income housing
program. This may be accomplished by amending the limitation
to read "low-income housing (within the meaning of section 1250(a) (1) (C) ). "

Administration Position

For the reasons stated above, the Administration is opposed
to this provision of the bill. We continue to believe that LAL
presents the most acceptable solution to the problems presented
by tax shelters, including those involving real estate.
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SECTION 802

REFUND OF EXPIRING MIIWENT TAX CREDIT

Description

The bill provides that investment tax credits which
cannot be used during the three-year carryback and seven-year
carryforward periods are to be refundable at the expiration
of the carryforward period. This rule applies only to invest-
ment tax credits earned with respect to property which becomes
eligible for the investment credit after December 31. 1975.
Thus, the first year in which refunds will be made will be
1984.

Revenue Estimate

It is estimated that in 1984 this provision will result
in a reduction of $300-$500 million in revenues.

Analysis

The purpose of the provision is to increase the effec-
tiveness of the investment tax credit as an incentive for new
investment. While the level of investment is improving,
there are many taxpayers who in the past several years have
experienced either losses or periods of low net income who
will need to continue or increase their levels of investment
in order to remain competitive. Because of the particular
pattern of their losses or low income. the present limitation
on carrybacks and carryovers of unused credit may result in
failure to fully utilize the credits, i.e., a loss of the tax
benefit of the incentive. Making the investment credit re-
fundable at the end of the carryover period will assure all
investors in qualified property that they will ultimately be
able to obtain the benefit of the investment credit.

Administration Position

For the reasons stated above, the Administration supports
this section of the bill.
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SECTION 803

EXTENSION OF EXPIRING INVESTMENT AND FOREIGN TAX CREDITS

Description

This section provides a two-year extension for certain
expiring investment and foreign tax credits. Under this
section, any investment tax credit or foreign tax credit
which would expire in 1976, but only those expiring in 1976,
may be carried forward for two additional years to reduce tax
liability in those years.

Revenue Estimate

The provision will decrease receipts $14 million in
fiscal 1977 and $30 million in fiscal 1978.

Analysis

The section benefits taxpayers who happen to have tax
credit carryovers expiring in 1976 and who anticipate that
current year's operations will not produce sufficient tax
liability to absorb them. Section 803 applies retroactively
to events which occurred many years earlier and aids a
limited number of taxpayers, mostly airlines, who, having
found that present rules do not work to their advantage,
wish to change them. These taxpayers have already had a
period of 10 years in which to use up their investment credits
and in some cases 12 to 13 years.

Section 803 would be a bad tax precedent. The section
provides a bailout for a handful of companies, and it is
predictable that the same companies, or others, will be back
again in subsequent years seeking a similar-retroactive
bailout. If this precedent were established, it may eventually
be extended to validate expiring net operating losses as well.

If it is thought that transportation generally, or air-
lines specifically, require further government assistance,
the effective way to do so is to provide on-budget appropri-
ations. In this manner, recipients could be targeted with
greater care than through the tax system, where the benefit
will depend on the fortuitous distribution of unused credits.

Administration Position

The Administration is, therefore, opposed to this provision.
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SECTION 806

INVES(HEHT CREDIT IN THE CASE OF CERTAIN SHIPS

Description

This section extends the investment tax credit to ships
constructed vith mounts withdrawn from capital construction
funds established under the 1970 Merchant Marine Act.
Deposits from shipping income into these accounts are deducted
in calculating the taxable income of shipowners. Withdrawals
from the fund are not subject to tax if they are used for
ship construction. Under present law, since the deposit has
already been deducted from income, the portion of any vessel
acquired with the deposit is regarded as having a zero basis
for tax purposes. Accordingly, the taxpayer is not entitled
to depreciation deductions or to an investment tax credit.
since each of these provisions is predicated on the existence
of a tax basis for the asset.

Revenue Estimate

Revenues will be reduced $21 million in fiscal 1977. $23
million in fiscal 1978 and $45 million in fiscal 1981. The
other tax benefits provided under the Merchant Marine Act
will rise to $190 million in the next few years.

Analysis

Section 806 benefits a single industry which already is
the recipient of substantial tax incentives. Furthermore.
the provision selectively overturns the fundamental concepts
of "basis" and "depreciable property," which have served our
tax system well over the years. Even without the additional
tax advantage provided by this section, shipowners presently
receive the equivalent of a 17 percent investment tax credit
through the device of capital construction funds. This is
already 7 percent higher than the tax credit available to
qualified investmet generally. At this time, there is no clear
and convincing evidence of a serious economic problem in the
shipbuilding industry which might justify adding to the already
substantial tax advantages accorded the industry.

Administration Position

The Administration opposes this provision
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SECTION 1013(f)

FOREIGN TRUSTS HAVING ONE OR MORE UNITED STATES BENEFICIARIES
TO BE TAXED CURRENTLY TO GRANTOR

Description

In general, this amendment would currently tax the
income of the grantor of a foreign trust having U.S. bene-
ficiaries. Under the House bill the provision would have
been effective for taxable years ending after December 31,
1975 but only for trusts created after May 21, 1974, and
transfers of property to foreign trusts after May 21, 1974.
Under the Finance Cozittee amendment the provisions would
be effective for taxable years ending after December 31,
1976, but only for trusts created after May 29, 1974, and
transfers of property to foreign trusts after May 29, 1974.
Thus, the provision would not apply to trusts created be-
tween May 21, 1974 and May 29, 1974.

Revenue Estimate

The change in effective date would have a negligible
revenue effect.

Analysis

These provisions were initially introduced as part
of the proposed "Energy Tax and Individual Relief Act of
1974." That bill was reported out of the Ways and Means
Conmmittee but was never considered by the full House. At
the end of 1974, when it became apparent that there would
be no legislation in 1974, many individuals established
foreign trusts hoping that future legislation would not
apply retroactively. However, when the trust proposal
was adopted, almost verbatim, by the House as part of the
current Tax Reform Act, It was made applicable to trusts
created after the date un which the provision had originally
been approved May 21, 1974 (the taxation of these trusts
would not begin until after 1976). Thus, the trusts set
up at the end of 1974 to avoid future legislation were
caught. It has come to our attention that while the
provision was announced in the May 21, 1974 press release
of the Ways and Means Committee, it was not generally
reported by the press until May 29, 1974, when it appeared
in the Daily Tax Report published by the Bureau of National
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Affairs and therefore taxpayers may have acted in the
period between May 21. 1974 and May 29. 1974 to their
detriment because they were unaware of the proposed
legislation.

Administration Position

The Administration strongly supports the changes in
the taxation of grantors of foreign trusts. As to the
effective date. the Administration sees no reason for
deviation from the long standing practice of Congress which
has made "loop-hole" closing provisions effective from
the date of announcement in order to prevent taxpayers
from planning to avoid them. The Administration therefore
opposes the later effective date.

a
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SECTION 1021

AMENDMENT OF PROVISION RELATING TO INVESTMENT IN
UNITED STATES PROPERTY BY CONTROLLING FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

Description

This provision would redefine those investments con-
sidered to be investments in U.S. property for purposes of
determining when a controlled foreign corporation has made
a constructive dividend to its U.S. shareholders. It would
allow controlled foreign corporations to make portfolio in-
vestments in U.S. debt obligations and shares. Under pre-
sent law, such investments can often be made through the
intermediation of foreign banks and other financial institu-
tions, but they cannot be made directly. Thus, present law
mainly acts as a trap for firms which have not been adequately
advised. In addition, the use of a drilling rig on the
continental shelf of the U.S. by a controlled foreign corpora-
tion would not be an investment in U.S. property.

Two retroactive special relief rules are contained in
the Committee amendment.

1. Under the first special rule, a portion of the
new amendment is made retroactive to May 22, 1974 to exclude
from treatment as an investment in U.S. property amounts
invested in stock or debt obligations of U.S. corporations
which are not related to the foreign corporation.

2. The second special rule would exclude from con-
structive dividend treatment, on a retroactive basis, amounts
invested in property situated on the continental shelf of the
U.S or in securities of a U.S. corporation substantially all
of the assets of which consist of such property. In the case
of stock or obligations of a domestic corporation, this second
exception would apply only to amounts invested between the
effective date of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 and the effective
date of this section.

Revenue Estimate

The special provisions have a negligible revenue effect.

Analysis

The basic provision removes legal barriers which obstruct
but do not prevent the investment of portfolio funds in the
United States.
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These special amendments would grant retroactive
relief to tax payers who received deemed dividends because
their controlled foreign corporation made investments in
the U.S.

1. The basic amendment which would permit investments
in unrelated U.S. corporations was included in the proposed
Energy Tax and Individual Relief Act of 1974. The Administra-
tion supported the amendment at that time and had hoped Congress
would adopt it so as to encourage controlled foreign corporations
to invest their profits in the U.S. rather than abroad. How-
ever, the law was clear that any investment in stock or sec-
urities of a U.S. corporation was an investment in U.S.
property resulting in a constructive dividend to the U.S.
shareholders.

2. The exception for investments on the continental
shelf is a narrow special interest provision which would pro-
vide special relief of limited scope for one, or at mo.t, a
small group of taxpayers who have invested in property (gen-
erally drilling rigs) on the continental shelf at some point
in the past five years. These investments have clearly con-
stituted investments in U.S. property at least since 1969 and
Congress has not seen fit to change this treatment for the
future.

Administration Position

The Administration supports the basic provision as more
appropriately defining investments in U.S. property as invest-
ments which may fairly be considered to be constructive
dividends and as eliminating traps for unwary controlled
foreign corporations which place funds in the United States.
However, the Administration opposes both of the retroactive
special relief provisions. Retroactive relief should be
granted only for the most compelling reasons, and we do not
find those in either of these cases. It cannot be justified
where proper actions on the part of the taxpayer could have
avoided the result which the taxpayer petitions Congress to
changes. Nor can it be justified where, as here, the law
worked as intended by Congress although to the fiscal detri-
ment of some taxpayers. To accept such provisions undermines
the integrity of the laws which Congress enacted.

While we have supported legislation which would enable
controlled foreign corporations to invest in the securities

6
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of unrelated U.S. corporations, we believe that the law was
clear that such investments did result in constructive divi-
dends to the U.S. shareholders. To provide retro-
active relief would discriminate against those who chose not
to invest in the U.S because they correctly applied the law.
at times to their detriment.

The provision for relief for investments on the con-
tinental shelf is particularly objectionable because it would
give retroactive relief even in cases where the Comittee has
not seen fit to give prospective relief.
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SECTION 1023

EXCLUSION FROM SUBPART F OF CERTAIN EARNINGS
OF INSURANCE COMPANIES

Description

This Committee amendment would exclude from subpart F
treatment income from stock or security investments by a
foreign subsidiary of a U.S. insurance company of an amount
of its assets equal to one-third of its premiums earned on
insurance contracts.

Revenue estimatete

Decrease in tax liabilities of $10 million per year.

Analysis

The foreign personal holding company provisions of
subpart F contain an exception for income of a foreign
insurance company from its unearned premiums or reserves
which are ordinary or necessary for the proper conduct of
its business. The instant amendment would provide a similar
exception for amounts invested to meet certain U.S. state
and foreign jurisdiction solvency requirements. Foreign
companies must meet these requirements in order to parti-
cipate in a reinsurance pool composed principally of com-
panies doing business in the U.S. and in order to write
insurance abroad.

Administration Position

The Administration does not object to this amendment.
It is similar to the present exception from the foreign
personal holding company provisions for unearned premiums
and reserves and would serve the same purpose.

A
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SECTION 1024

SHIPPING PROFITS OF FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

Description

The amendment would provide four changes in the provi-
sions of subpart F which tax to the U.S. shareholders of a
controlled foreign corporation the foreign base company
shipping income of that corporation. These provisions are:
(1) an exclusion for income derived from shipping between
two points within the foreign country in which the foreign
corporation is created or organized and the aircraft or
vessel is registered; (2) an exclusion for income derived
from the transportation of sen and supplies from a point in
a foreign country to a point on the continental shelf of
that country or an adjacent continental shelf; (3) an
exclusion which would allow a foreign corporation to time
charter a vessel from an unrelated person and voyage charter
the vessel to a related person; (4) an amendment to make
clear that in the case of a corporation substantially all
of the property of which consists of qualified investments,
the repayment of an unsecured liability which is in writing
will be a qualified investment.

Revenue Estimate

It is estimated that these provisions will decrease
receipts by less than $5 million on an annual basis.

Analysis

The foreign base company shipping income provision was
intended to tax those companies which have located their
shipping operations in tax havens. An exception is provided
if the earnings are invested in the shipping business. The
entire provision is complicated and tends to favor those
larger companies (such as oil companies) which are constantly
expanding their shipping operation, and thus have ample
opportunity to make investments. It discriminates against
companies who are not expanding and these tend to be the
smaller companies.

The amendment would exclude certain income from subpart
F. The first exclusion (for income derived from operations
in a single country) would conform the treatment of shipping
income to the treatment of foreign base company sales and
service income, which excludes income earned solely within
the country of incorporation of the foreign corporation.
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The other provisions bear little or no analogy to
existing provisions of subpart F. The second and third
exceptions would exclude from subpart F income which is
traditional base company income because it is earned in a
country in which little of the real economic activity need
be carried on. The second exception would effectively ex-
clude from taxation under subpart F, income earned by a
small number of U.S. controlled companies located in tax
havens. These companies own drilling rig supply vessels
which rarely have any commercial contact with the tax haven.
Rather, the vessels operate throughout the world between a
port in a third country and drilling rigs located on the
continental shelf of that country. The vessels can, and do,
move from country to country. This is exactly the situation
the foreign base company shipping income provisions were
intended to reach. In addition, the exnlusLon would permit
foreign supply vessels to service rigs located on the con-
tLnental shelf of the U.S. without paying U.S. tax. Like-
wise, the third exception would permit profits to be siphoned
offshore.

Administration Position

The Administration supports the first provision which
excludes from subpart F the income from shipping operations
conducted in a single country. This is in accord with the
base company concept.

The Administration opposes the second exclusion for the
reasons stated above. The Administration would not oppose
a provision which was limited to activities on the continental
shelf of the country in which the owner of the vessel is
organized and the vessel is registered. Such an exception
would be consistent with base company concepts.

The Administration opposes the third exclusion because
its impact is to permit profits to be siphoned offshore and
because it appears to apply to very few companies, perhaps
only one. It further appears that the activities could be
carried on in the U.S. and should be taxed.

The Administration objects to the fourth provision re-
lating to unsecured liabilities because it is unnecessary;
the same result would be reached under current law.
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SECTION 1025

LIMITATION ON DEFINITION OF FOREIGN BASE COMPANY
SALES INCOME IN THE CASE OF CERTAIN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

Description

There would be excluded from tax under subpart F. in-
come from the sale of agricultural products grown or pro-
duced outside of the United States if sold outside of the
United States.

Revenue Estimate

Decrease in tax liabilities of $15 million per year.

Analysis

The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 amended subpart F to
exclude from foreign base company sales income the income
from sales of agricultural products which are not grown in
the United States in commercially marketable quantities.
The House version of the bill would amend this provision to
exclude agricultural products which differ in grade or type
from agricultural products grown in the U.S.

There does not appear to be any reason to distinguish
between agricultural products and other products. The base
company provisions apply only if the goods are sold through
third countries which can be, although are not necessarily,
tax havens. If the goods are sold from the country in which
they are produced or grown directly to the country of con-
sumption no subpart F income arises. In addition, current
law contains an exclusion from subpart F if it can be shown
that the foreign corporation receiving the income was not
formed or used to avoid tax. Thus, agriculture would not
be taxed if there was not at least some tax avoidance motive
for establishing the third-country sales corporation.

The agricultural exclusion provided by the Tax Reduction
Act of 1975 is difficult to apply and will almost certainly
lead to long disputes between taxpayers and the Internal
Revenue Service. The House version is no better. The
Committee amendment has the advantage of being clear and
administrable.
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Administration Position

The Administration believes that it would be better
not to provide a special exception for agriculture. How-
ever, the Administration finds the Committee amendment
preferable on administrative grounds to present law or to
the provision in the House bill.
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SECTION 1031

REQUIREMENT THAT FOREIGN TAX CREDIT BE
DETERMINED ON OVERALL BASIS

Description

The Committee amendment would repeal the per-country
limitation on the foreign tax credit. However, the per-
country limitation would remain available through 1978 to
certain hard mineral companies which have an existing
commitment to expand. The per-country limitation would
also remain available for three years for income from U.S.
possessions.

Revenue Estimate

Decrease in tax liabilities of $15 million in each of
the three years in which the special provisions will apply.

Analysis

These provisions provide special relief for certain
mining companies and for companies doing business in the
possessions. In general, their effect would be to continue
to isolate losses in a single.country for the next three
years. Thus, those losses will not reduce the foreign tax
credit limitation, and thus the allowable foreign tax credit,
with respect to taxes paid to other foreign countries. Also,
the foreign loss recapture provision would work so that losses
would be recaptured only from income earned in a single
country. The exception relating to mining companies is nar-
row special interest legislation which would appeal to benefit
one, or only a few mining companies.

Administration Position

The Administration does not object to the elimination
of the per-country limitation.

The Administration opposes the special exception from the
overall limitation for certain mining companies. There is.no
reason to single out a narrow group of taxpayers for special
relief.

The Administration does not oppose the transition rule
for income from the possessions. It is a reasonable rule apply-
ing generally to a large class of taxpayers who may have made
investment decisions based on being able to isolate losses
from a particular country or possession.

74-41 0 - 76 - 20
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SECTION 1032

RECAPTURE OF FOREIGN LOSSES

Description

Foreign losses incurred in one year would be recaptured
in later years through a reduction in the foreign tax credit
limitation. Special rules are provided so that the provi-
sion does not apply to losses from the sale of securities
issued before May 14. 1976 by a foreign government for the
acquisition of property located in that country or for
stock or indebtedness of a corporation of that country.
Also excluded are losses from stock or indebtedness of a
corporation in which the taxpayer owned at least 10 percent
of the voting stock if the corporation had been incurring
losses, and if it terminates operations before January 1,
1977, by a disposition of the assets of the corporation.

Revenue Estimate

The exceptions are estimated to cost under $5 million
annually.

Analysis

Loss on government securities. This provision is
analogous to the exception from loss recapture for expro pria-
tion losses which is contained in proposed section 904(f)(2)(B).
In effect, there was an economic loss at the time the govern-
ment obligations were received because there is no certainty
the obligations will be paid, and there is no regular market
for these kinds of obligations.

Loss on stock of 10 percent owned corporations. This
provision would make the loss recapture inapplicable to
securities which, for all practical purposes, were worthless
prior to the effective date of the p-ovision. All that was
missing was a realization of the loss or the facts necessary
to justify a finding that the security was worthless prior
to that date.

Administration Position

The Administration does not object to these provisions
as reasonable transition exceptions to the loss recapture
provision, which was proposed by the Administration. Both
exceptions recognize that a loss has, in reality, already
occurred.
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SECTION 1035(a)

FOREIGN OIL AND GAS EXTRACTION INCOME
TRANSITIONAL RULE FOR FOREIGN TAX CREDIT LIMIT

Description

The Committee amendment would allow a special carry-
back to any taxable year ending in 1975. 1976 or 1977. The
carryback is computed under the normal foreign tax credit
carryback rules, and the taxes may only be carried back
against extraction income from the country to which the
extraction taxes were paid. The amount which may be carried
back is the amount of the taxes paid to the foreign country
reduced by the amount of taxes which are allowed under the
oil and gas foreign tax credit limitation as a credit against
U.S. tax in that year.

Revenue Estimate

Decrease in tax liabilities of $30 million between
1976 and 1979.

Analysis

This provision deals with the problem which may arise
during the transitional period following the enactment of the
oil and gas foreign tax credit limitation of the Tax Reduction
Act of 1975. because of distortions in computing the limita-
tion on the credit for foreign oil and gas extraction income
which arise due to the difference in computing taxable income
under U.S. standards and taxable income in a foreign country.
If a foreign country, because of its accounting rules, imposes
a tax which is lower than the U.S. tax in early years and
higher than the U.S. tax in later years, then the excess
credits in the later years would be lost under the oil and
gas limitation, but additional U.S. tax would have been paid
in the early years.

Administration Position

The Administration opposes this provision because of
its retroactive nature. However, we recognize that the oil
provisions of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 did not receive
adequate consideration by the Finance Committee and there-
fore, in certain cases appropriate transition rules were not
provided. This might have been a reasonable transition rule
if enacted at the time of the Tax Reduction Act.
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SECTION 1035(b)

FOREIGN OIL AND GAS EXTRACTION INCOME
TRANSITIONAL RULE FOR RECAPTURE OF FOREIGN OIL RELATED LOSSES

Description

The recapture of foreign oil related losses sustained
in a taxable year ending before January 1. 1979, would be
limited to 15 percent of the loss for the first four taxable
years for which the taxpayer elects to claim a credit for
foreign taxes on foreign oil and gas extraction income. This
transition rule would only apply to losses incurred with
respect to a contract to explore or develop an oil or gas
property if the contract was binding on July 1, 1974. The
recapture prevision was introduced by the Tax Reduction Act
of 1975.

Revenue Estimate

Decrease in tax liabilities of $40 million through 1973
with an offsetting creasee in the tax liabilities between
1978 and 1982. The reduction in those years will be re-
captured by increased receipts in the following years.

Analysis

This provision would spread out the period over which
the losses incurred would have to be recaptured. It would
only apply in those cases in which the taxpayer was committed
to the losses before the loss recapture provision was actually
adopted.

Administration Position

The Administration opposes this provision because of
its retroactive nature. However, we recognize that the oil
provisions of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 did not receive
adequate consideration by the Finance Committee and, there-
fore, in certain cases appropriate transition rules were not
provided. This might have been a reasonable transition rule
if enacted at the time of the Tax Reduction Act.
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SECTIONS 1035(c) (1) and (2) (A)

FOREIGN OIL AND GAS EXTRACTION INCOME
DEFINITION OF OIL RELATED INCOME

Description

This amendment would include in the definition of
foreign oil related income certain interest from a domestic
corporation which is treated under the source rules as
income from sources without the United States.

Revenue Estimate

Decrease in tax liabilities of $90 million per year.

Analysis

The amendment would broaden the categories of income
considered to be foreign oil related income. By doing so,
it would make available more income on which the U.S. tax
may be reduced by foreign taxes paid with respect to oil
and gas extraction income. Present law already includes in
the definition of foreign oil or gas income dividends from
a domestic corporation which are treated as income from
sources without the United States. It is hard to distinguish
interest from dividends because both represent a return on
the investment.

Administration Position

These special exceptions emphasize the difficulties
inherent in creating an equitable and logical "oil basket"
and the merit of the Administration's 1974 proposal to
limit foreign tax credits for taxes paid with respect to
foreign oil and gas income to 48 percent. However, the
Administration does not object to this amendment because
the inclusion of interest is consistent with the inclusion
in foreign oil or gas income of dividends from a domestic
corporation which are treated as income from foreign sources.
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SECTION 1035(c)(1)(B)

FOREIGN OIL AND GAS EXTRACTION INCOME
DEFINITION OF OIL RELATED INCOME -- GAIN FROM THE SALE OF STOCK

Description

Foreign oil or gas extraction income would be expanded
to include gain from the sale or exchange of stock of a
foreign corporation which holds oil related assets, if the
corpration is a contiguous country corporation which is a
member of an affiliated group. However, the amount of gain
included would be only that gain attributable to oil or gas
related assets.

Revenue Estimate

Decrease in tax liabilities of $5 million.

Analysis

Foreign oil related income already includes gain from
the sale or exchange of assets based in the oil business. In
addition, income from a corporation to which this amendment
app lies would be included in determining the foreign oil
related or foreign oil and gas extraction income of the group.
It is, therefore. logical to include in those categories of
income gain from the disposition of the stock of the corpora-
tion to the extent the assets were used in the production of
the oil related income.

Administration Position

The Administration opposes this amendment because of
its narrow scope. The Administration believes that this
provision emphasizes the difficulties inherent in arriving
at a reasonable and equitable "oil basket" and the merit of
the Administration's 1974 proposal to limit foreign tax
credits for taxes paid with respect to foreign oil and gas
income to 48 percent. However, the Administration would
not object to a provision which treated as foreign oil or
as income gain from the sale or exchange of stock of any
oreign corporation which holds oil related assets.
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SECTION 1035(c) (3)
FOREIGN OIL AND GAS EXTRACTION INCOME

CERTAIN PUBLIC UTILITY INCOME

Description

The provision would exclude from the definition of
foreign oil related income from the transportation and
distribution of natural gas by a regulated public utility
if the gas is to be used within the utility's own opera-
tions within the country in which it is incorporated and
in which the utility is located.

Revenue Estimate

Decrease in tax liabilities of less than $5 million
per year.

Analysis

Section 907 was intended to limit the excess credits
from taxes paid to a country with respect to oil extraction
income from being available in unlimited quantities to off-
set U.S. tax on other foreign income. However, it was
decided that a reasonable amount of excess credits should
be available to offset U.S. tax on activities related to
the extraction of oil and gas. The transportation and
distribution of natural gas is related to the oil or gas
business and, therefore, belongs in the so-called "oil
basket."

Administration Position

The Administration opposes this provision. There are
many hardships inherent in the concept of isolating oil or
gas income in a separate basket. It would be far better to
eliminate the "oil basket" and limit taxes paid with respect
to foreign oil and gas extraction income to 48 percent.
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SECTION 1035(d)

FOREIGN OIL AND GAS EXTRACTION INCOME
FOREIGN OIL RELATED INCOME EARNED BY INDIVIDUALS

Description

The amendment would provide that the allowable foreign
tax credit on foreign oil and gas extraction income of an
individual is equal to the average U.S. effective rate of
tax on that income. This is accomplished by applying a
separate overall foreign tax credit limitation for foreign
oil and gas extraction income.

Revenue Estimate

Decrease in tax liabilities of less than $5 million
per year.

Analysis

Under present law, individuals and corporations ate
subject to the same percentage limitation with respect to
taxes paid on oil and gas extraction ircome. The percentage
is based upon corporate tax rates. This rule can penalize
some taxpayers while providing a windfall for others. A
high-bracket taxpayer who pays high foreign taxes on extrac-
tion income may be taxed again in the United States on that
income, while a low-bracket taxpayer (who may be a low-
bracket taxpayer because of tax shelters) may have excess
credits to use against other foreign oil related income
The Committee amendment would correct this problem by allow-
ing taxpayers to eliminate U.S. tax on their foreign oil and
gas extraction income (if foreign taxes are high enough) and
by eliminating any available excess credits to be used
against other U.S. tax on foreign oil related income.

Administration Position

The Administration supports this provision as being a
rational solution to the problem discussed above. The
Administration would like to see a similar rule applicd to
corporations and proposed in 1974 that the credit to be
allowed against U.S. tax on foreign oil and gas extraction
income be limited to 48 percent. but without any carryovers.
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SECTION 1035 (e)

FOREIGN OIL AND GAS EXTRACTION INCOME
CERTAIN PAYMENTS NOT TO U CONSIDERED TAXES

Description

The Coumittee amendment would make inapplicable section
901(f) of the Code, which denies a foreign tax credit for
certain amounts paid with respect to income from the purchase
and sale of oil or gas extracted in a country, if te tax-
payer has no economic interest in the oil or gas and either
the purchase or sale is at a price which differs from the
fair market value for such oil or gas. Under the amendment,
section 901(f) is not to apply with respect to a purchase and
sale from a field if the taxpayer has had an economic interest
in that field at any time and if, on March 29. 1975. the tax-
payer has made an investment with respect to the field.

Revenue Estimate

Decrease in tax liabilities of $40 million per year.

Analysis

Section 901(f) was added-by the Tax Reduction Act of
1975 principally to prevent a potential abuse that could
arise with the increase of participation by foreign countries
in their own concessions. With the increase in government
participation, the oil companies will lose ownership rights
to the oil and will acquire the oil from the host country by
purchase and then resell it to affiliates. The principal
potential abuse is that the companies might purchase the
oil (known as "buy-back" oil) at an artificially low price
and resell it at an artificially high price with the dif-
ference being taxed by the host country. The result is that
part of the "take" of the host country is converted from a
purchase price to a creditable tax. This, in effect, shifts
part of the burden for such "take" from the oil companies to
the U.S. Treasury. This potential abuse could have been
limited under prior law. However, section 901(f) adds a
more objective limitation.

Section 1035(e) of the bill would, in effect, make
section 901(f) inapplicable (until 1986) to the purchase and
sale of oil 9nd gas produced from a field in which the tax-
payer once had an economic interest and made an investment
on or before March 29. 1975, but which was completely taken
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over by the host country. The taxpayer could purchase the
oil or gas from that field at a substantial discount from
the market price which bears no relation to prior invest-
ments and, under the provision of section 1035(e) of the
bill. section 901(f) could not be applied. However. if the
taxpayer enters into a new agreement with the host country
in a new field under which the host country retains owner-
ship in all the oil. section 901(f) would continue to apply
to the purchase and sale of oil from that field.

This amendment would discriminate in favor of the old
fields. The same potential abuse, i.e., disguising a pur-
chase price as a creditable tax and shifting the burden to
the U. S. Treasury, exists in the case of both the old and
the new fields since each field produces "buy-back" oil.
Moreover, the amendment provides no limit to the extent to
which departures from arm's length prices would be acceptable.
Accordingly, the Administration opposes section 1035(e) of
the bill as it is presently drafted.

Administration Position

For the reasons stated above, the Administration opposes
this amendment as drafted. However, the Administration would
support an amendment limited to five years applying to cases
where the price of the oil or gas differs from the fair market
value by no more than 20 percent and the concessional price
was part of the compensation for an economic interest whicn
the taxpayer had in the field.

A
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SECTION 1035(f)
FOREIGN OIL AND GAS EXTRACTION INCOME

Description

Amounts designated as taxes by a foreign country with
respect to certain production sharinS contracts for the
extraction of oil or Sas would be treated as creditable
taxes. The provision would apply to contracts entered
into before April 6, 1976, if amounts designated or accrued
with respect to the foreign government for taxable years
beginning before June 30, 1976. will not be disallowed as
taxes.

Revenue Estimate

Decrease in tax liabilities of $50 million in 1977 only.

Analysis

This provision would overrule a recent ruling of the
Internal Revenue Service and continue, for the next five
years, to allow a foreign tax credit for amounts claimed
as taxes paid with respect to production sharing contracts.
The apparent reason for this provision is that investments
have been made with the assumption that creditable taxes
were being paid, and that time is necessary to renegotiate
the contracts to provide for payments which would be credit-
able taxes under U.S. law. Nothing, however, has been
brought to our attention which distinguishes this case from
others in which taxpayers have misinterpreted current law.

Administration Position

The Administration opposes this amendment. There is
no reason peculiar to this case which justifies the special
treatment accorded. Taxpayers have received reasonable
relief because -he ruling of the IRS holding these amounts
not creditable was prospective only. There is no reason
for en additional five-year grace period.
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SECTION 1036

UNDEIWDITING ICO4K

Description

The source of underwriting income would depend upon

the situs of the property being insured.

Revenue Estimate

Decrease in tax liabilities of less than $5 million
per year.

Analysis

Under present law the source of income from under-
writing is'uncertain. It is possible that contracts
negotiated in the U.S. covering foreign risks may be con-
sidered U.S. source but be subject to foreign taxes. In
such a case the foreign tax credit for such taxes may be
lost.

Administration Position

The Administration supports this provision. The amend-
ment would create certainty and represents a reasonable
source rule.

-4
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SECTION 1041

PORTFOLIO DEBT INVEST hENTS IN UNITED STATES
OF NONRESIDENT ALIENS AND FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

Description

This provision contains two amendments. The first
would exclude from the 30 percent withholding tax portfolio
interest received by a nonresident alien individual or a
foreign corporation. The second provision would make per-
manent the current exclusion from the withholding tax of
interest on bank deposits paid to nonresident alien
individuals or foreign corporations.

Revenue Estimate

Decrease in tax liabilities of $130 million in 1977
($110 million on bank account interest and $20 million on
portfolio interest), rising to $190 million in 1981
($150 million on bank account interest and $40 million on
portfolio interest).

Analysis

Under current law, nonresident alien individuals and
foreign corporations are subject to a tax of 30 percent of
the gross amount of interest received from sources within
the United States. This tax may be reduced or eliminated by
treaty. An exception from withholding is provided in the
case of interest paid before 1977 on amounts deposited with a
U.S. bank. This exception will automatically expire at the
end of 1976.

The exclusion for debt interest is important to enable
U.S. companies to compete successfully in the world capital
markets. Many other countries do not impose any withholding
tax on interest paid by their debtors and the Eurodollar
market, with which American corporations must compete, is
generally free of tax.

The continuation of the bank account exclusion is vital
if U.S. banks are to retain the $9 billion of foreign in-'
vestor deposits already invested in the U.S. and presently
exempt from tax on interest payments. It is also vital if
U.S. banks are to continue to compete successfully for
deposits by nonresident alien individuals and foreign
corporations. This amendment merely represents a permanent
extension of a provision which has been in the law since
1921.
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Administration Position

The Administration strongly supports both amendments.

A
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SECTION 1042

CHANGES IN RULING REQUIREMENTS UNDER SECTION 367;
CERTAIN CHANGES IN SECTION 1248

Description

This provision would eliminate the advance ruling
requirement of present law for certain reorganizations
involving foreign corporations and would close certain
loopholes currently present in the provisions which tax
as ordinary income, certain gains from the sale or exchange
of stock in a foreign corporation. A special provision is
contained in section 1042(c)(3) of the Comnittee amendment
which would reverse a decision of the Tax Court* (affirmed
on appeal) by directing the Secretary of the Treasury to
refund retroactively tax paid by the shareholders of a foreign
corporation which was previously liquidated.

Revenue Estimate

Decrease in tax liabilities of less than $5 million.

Analysis

Under present law, a distribution of property by a
foreign corporation to a U.S. shareholder is included in
the gross income of the shareholder at an amount equal to
the fair market value of the property distributed. How-
ever, the earnings and profits of the distributing corpora-
tion are reduced by the adjusted basis of the property, not
by the fair market value. The same rule applies in the case
of a distribution by a U.S. corporation to its individual
shareholders. This rule has been in the tax law for some
time and is clearly understood.

The special provision noted above would cover a particu-
lar U.S. corporation that liquidated a U.K. subsidiary and
as a condition of receiving a favorable section 367 ruling
agreed to take into income as a dividend the earnings and
profits of the U.K. subsidiary. These earnings and profits
turned out to be greater than expected because a prior
year's distribution by the U.K. subsidiary of the stock of
a South African subsidiary reduced earnings and profits of
the U.K. subsidiary by the adjusted basis of that stock which
was lower thAn its fair market value. The taxpayer challenged
the determination of the Commissioner in the Tax Court but
lost, and then lost again on appeal.

H. H. Robertson Company v. Comissioner, 59 T.C. 53; aff'd,
without opinion, CA-3 7/24/74.
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The effect cf this special provision would be to give
a refund of tax to a taxpayer whose case has been considered
by the courts and who has lost. Such retroactive relief
cannot be justified. Retroactive relief can be justified only
in the most compelling circumstances. It cannot be justified
where, as here, the law worked as Congress intended it to
work although to the disadvantage of certain taxpayers. To
grant such relief undercuts the integrity of the laws which
Congress has enacted, and acts as an inducement to taxpayers
to correct their mistakes in the Congress.

A claim has been made that there has been double taxa-
tion of the U.K. subsidiary's earnings and profits in an
amount equal to the excess of the South African stock's fair
market value over its adjusted basis. However, any double
taxation is clearly provided for in the Code and would
result even if the appreciated property were distributed by
U.S. corporations to individual shareholders. There is no
reason to treat a foreign corporation more favorably than
a U.S. corporation would be treated in the same situation.
In addition, it must be kept in mind that the U.S. share-
holders get a stepped up basis in the stock of the South
African subsidiary and, therefore, there would be no income
upon a future disposition of that stock at its fair market
value.

The theory of the present rules for the computation of
the reduction in earnings and profits is that on the distri-
bution of appreciated property there should be a realiza-
tion and increase in earnings and profits equal to the appre-
ciation of the property followed by a subtraction of such
increase. Congress legislated the result by simply providing
for treating the fair market value as the amount of the
dividend and reducing the earnings and profits of the dis-
tributing corporation merely by the adjusted basis. If
that rule is to be reviewed thereview should be thorough
and general. To retroactively except a particular foreign
corporation or small group of foreign corporations from a
rule which affects all foreign corporations is inequitable
and is not a proper approach.

Administration Position

The Administration strongly supports the changes in the
advance ruling requirement of section 367 and the closing of
loopholes in section 1248. However, the Administration strongly
opposes the special relief which would be granted by section
1042(c)(3) in'the case of certain past liquidations.

4L
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SECTION 1043

CONTIGUOUS COUNTRY BRANCHES
OF DOMESTIC LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES

Description

Domestic mutual life insurancs companies which have a
branch in a contiguous foreign country would be permitted
to elect to treat that branch at if it were a separate
foreign corporation. Domestic ,stock life insurance com-
panies would be permitted to elect to transfer the assets
of such a branch to a foreign corporation organized under
the laws of the contiguous fcreign country without the
application of provisions which would tax any transfers
to that foriegn corporation.

Revenue Estimate

Decrease in tax liabilities of $8 million per year.

Analysis

Under present lau, a branch of a U.S. corporation is
sul4ect to full U.S. taxation on its income. It has been
alleged that this created a hardship in the case of certain
life insurance companies doing business in Canada. U.S. tax
law imposes tax at a rate which is higher than that imposed
by Canada. Because of the way in which the insurance
business is conducted. a Canadian branch of a U.S. company
is operated almost as .i separate entity. That is, the
investments are kept primarily separate and the dividends
paid to Canadian shareholders are determined by the income
of the Canadian branch. The extra tax paid to the United
States on these amounts, therefore, falls on the Canadian
policyholders, which makes U.S. companies less competitive
with their Canadian counterparts.

Administration Position

The Administration does not object to this proposal.
However, the provision should not be regarded as precedent.
for other companies.

74-619 0 - 76 - 21
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SECTION 1044

TRANSITIONAL RULE FOR BOND, ETC., LOSSES OF FOREIGN BANKS

Description

Corporations which would be banks except for the fact
that they are foreign corporations would be permitted to
treat net gains from the sale or exchange of bonds, deben-
tures, notes or other evidences of indebtedness as capital
gains to the extent of any capital loss carryover to the
taxable year which is attributable to the same type of
sales or exchanges in taxable years beginning before
July 12. 1969.

Revenue Estimate

Decrease in tax liabilities of less than $5 million in
1976 only.

Analysis

Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1969 (P.L. 91-172)
financial institutions were allowed to treat net gains
from certain transactions involving corporate and govern-
ment bonds and other evidences of indebtedness as capital
gains and to deduct losses as ordinary losses. The 1969
Act provided parallel treatment for such net gains and net
losses, treating the as ordinary income and ordinary
loss, respectively. This treatment was also extended to
corporations which would be considered banks but for the
fact they are foreign corporations. Prior to the 1969 Act
these corporations treated the above transactions as
resulting in either capital gains or capital losses.

The change in the law made by the 1969 Act created a
hardship for same of these foreign corporations. These
corporations had capital loss carryovers which predated
the 1969 Act that could not be applied against gains
arising after the 1969 Act from the same type of trans-
actions because any post-69 gains are accorded ordinary
income treatment.

Administration Position

The Administration does not object to this amendment.
Although the Administration generally opposes retroactive
relief for particular taxpayers, the Administration recog-
nizes that Congress inadvertently failed to provide the

oper rule in this case. No action by the taxpayer could
ve prevented the hardship.
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SECTION 1052

WESTERN HEMISPHERE TRADE CORPORATIONS

Description

The amendment would permit a foreign corporation which
is organized in a contiguous country, is treated as being a
domestic corporation for purposes of filing a consolidated
return, and is a Western Hemisphere Trade Corporation (WHTC)
to average its foreign taxes with other domestic corporations
in the affiliated group of which it is a member if each of
the corporations derives 95 percent or more of its gross
income from sources within that contiguous foreign country
and if both companies are primarily engaged in mining (or
related transportation) business in that contiguous country.

Revenue Estimate

Decrease in tax liabilities of less than $5 million
per year.

Analysis

In general, a Western Hemisphere Trade Corporation
which computes its foreign tax credit limitation on an
overall basis may not average its foreign taxes and income
with income and foreign taxes of non-WHTC's of the same
group. A limited exception is provided for certain public
utilities. Under present law, however, an affiliated group
that includes a WHTC and uses the per-country limitation
is permitted to average the WHTC's foreign taxes and income
with non-WHTCs in the same group if all income is derived
from the same country. This bill would repeal the per-
country limitation immediately and phase out the special
deduction for WHTCs over a four-year period. Because of
the repeal of the per-country limitation, no averaging of
foreign taxes would be permitted. The proposed amendment
would continue to allow the averaging of WHTC income and
taxes and non-WHTC income and taxes in those situations
where it is allowed under present law for certain taxpayers.

Administration Position

The Administration supports the repeal of the special
deduction for WHTCs. The Administration opposes the special
transitional rule because it would grant special relief to
a narrow class of taxpayers. However, the adminisrratinn
woula not oppose a more general transitional rule which would
treat all all similarly situated taxpayers equally.
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SECTION 1207

TREATMENT OF CERTAIN INDIVIDUAL" EMPLOYED IN
FISHING AS SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS

Description

The section amends present law to treat individuals em-
ployed on fishing boats as self-employed raher than employees
s•Abject to withholding and for whom employers must pay employ-
ment taxes. The section is limited to boats with crews of
fewer than six, where the crewman is employed on a sub-
stantially intermittent basis and receives a share of the
catch (rather than cash wages). However, a Committee amend-
ment would increase the number of crewmen to ten. Reporting
requirements would be imposed on the boat owner to assist
the Internal Revenue Service in collecting the required taxes
from the crewmen.

Revenue Estimate

With the Committee amendment, this provision would
decrease budget receipts by an aggregate of $65 million
over the next five fiscal years.

Analysis

This provision is intended to deal with the situation
where a fisherman who owns his own boat hires crewmen on an
intermittent basis and shares the catch with the crewmen.
This evokes the picture of a lobsterman who goes out with his
brother one trip, a nephew another, or a neighbor and actually
physically divides the catch. Withholding of taxes in such
a case would present practical difficulties and could be
administratively burdensome. However, the provision is not
limited to such cases and. with the Committee amendment, would
extend to substantial business enterprises.

Administration Position

The Administration opposes the Committee amendment and
recomm endi that the provision be amended to limit the number
of crewmen to one (which would cover the lobster boat case).
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SECTION 1303

TAX TREATMENT OF CERTAIN 1972 DISASTER LOANS

Description

Provides for interest-free installment payments over
three years of income tax deficiencies assessed because of
excessive claims for casualty loss deductions arising from
disasters in 1972.

Under present law, an individual may claim an itemized
deduction for casualty losses in excess of $100. However,
the amount of the deductible loss is reduced by any insur-
ance proceeds or other compensation received by the taxpayer.
Some taxpayers who suffered casualty losses in 1972 as a
result of Hurricane Agnes or the Buffalo Creek disaster
failed to reduce their casualty loss deduction by the amount
of loan forgiveness received under federal government disaster
relief programs or. in the case of the Buffalo Creek disaster,
compensation received from the owner of the dam.

The amendment would provide that the amount of increased
tax liability resulting from including such loan forgiveness
or compensation in income in the year received could not
exceed the amount of reduced liability that resulted from
the casualty loss deduction. In addition, such increased tax
liability may be paid without interest in three equal annual
installments beginning on April 16, 1977. Both benefits are
limited to the amount of tax attributable to a maximum of
$5,000 of loan forgiveness or compensation, and the $5,000
limit is phased out dollar for dollar to the extent the
taxpayer's adjusted gross income for the taxable year for
which the loss deduction was taken (either 1971 or 1972)
exceeds $15,000 ($7,500 in the case of a married individual
filing a separate return).

Revenue Loss

This provision is estimated to reduce revenues by
$45 million in the transitional quarter and by $15 million
in each of the three following fiscal years.
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Analysis

The casualty loss deduction recognizes that taxpayers
who incur large unexpected losses have a reduced capacity to
bear the burden of the income tax. However. the casualty
loss deduction must be reduced by the amount of insurance
proceeds or other compensation received, since to that extent
the taxpayer has not incurred an actual loss.

In general, a taxpayer is required when he computes
his casualty loss deduction to take into account any
expected recovery through insurance or otherwise, and it
can be argued that a failure to comply with this require-
ment should be treated the same as any other error by the
taxpayer--that is. the taxnaver would be liable for the
additional tax plus interest. However, it is asserted
that in many cases taxpayers involved in the Buffalo CLeek
and Hurricane Agnes disasters were not aware of this require-
ment. Moreover, present law contains a "quickie-refund'
provision under which n taxpayer may elect to file an
amended return for the year preceding a disaster loss and
treat such loss as occurring in such preceding year in
order to obtain an immediate tax benefit without waiting
for the close of the taxable year in which the loss actually
occurred. Because of the need for immediate cash to repair
the damage caused by the disaster, taxpayers may understandably
have filed for "quickie refunds" without adequate advice
regarding all of the applicable tax rules. Moreover, some
taxpayers are said to have spent both the loan forgiveness
or compensation received and the amount of the tax refund
before learning of their potential increased tax liability.
Under such circumstances the Congress may justifiably con-
sider it appropriate to waive the interest on the additional
tax liability and to provide a three year period for payment
as a measure of additional disaster relief. Moreover, it
should be noted that this legislation will not provide a
significant precedent for the future, since the federal dis-
aster relief loan forgiveness programs have been largely
eliminated. Finally, the provision is limited by the income
requirement to low and moderate income taxpayers.

Administration Position

The Administration has no objection to this amend-
ment.
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SECTION 1304

TAX TREATMENT OF CERTAIN DEBTS OWED BY POLITICAL PARTIES
TO ACCRUAL BASIS TAXPAYERS

Description

Amends section 271 of the Internal Revenue Code, which
bars any deduction for a worthless debt owed by a political
party (including a political campaign organization), to
permit such a deduction by firms whose business consists
in substantial part of providing goods or services to
political parties. Under the amendment, section 271 would
not apply to a debt which accrued as a receivable on a
bona fide sale of goods and services in the ordinary course
of a taxpayer's trade or business if (1) for the taxable
year more than 30 percent of all receivables of the taxpayer
accruing in the ordinary course of the trades and businesses
of the taxpayer were due from political parties and (2) the
taxpayer made substantial continuing efforts to collect on
the debt.

Revenue Loss

This provision is estimated to reduce revenues by less
than $5.000,000 annually.

Analysis

The provision disallowing a deduction for worthless debts
of a political party was originally enacted to prevent tax
deductions for concealed campaign contributions (e.g. for a
loan which was not intended or expected to be repaid). Since
the enactment of that provision, however, a number of firms
have become engaged in the business of providing goods and
services to political parties. Where such businesses are on
an accrual method of accounting, the sale of goods or ser-
vices to political parties gives rise to taxable income,
but they are denied under present law any deduction if the
receivables generated by such transactions become worthless
because of the inability of the political party to pay its
debts.
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Administration Position

The Administration supports the amendment. The denial
of a deduction to firms engaged in the business of providing
goods and services to political parties and political camp al .1
organizations is inequitable and was not intended when the
legislation was originally enacted.

It should be noted that this amendment would be effective
for taxable years after December 31, 1975. The similar pro-
vision in the House bill would be retroactive for prior
years, where the statute of limitations has not already run.
The Treasury Department would oppose such a retroactive ap-
plication of the provision, which could operate inequitably
as between taxpayers who have not claimed a deduction in view
of the provisions of present law (and who have, thus, not kept
their tax years open) and other taxpayers who claimed a
deduction although a deduction is clearly not allowable under
present law.
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SECTION 1305

REGULATIONS RELATING TO TAX TREATMENT OF CERTAIN
PREPUBLICATION EXPENDITURES OF AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS

Description

Provides that until new regulations are issued, book
publishers and authors may continue to deduct prepublication
expenses, if that was the particular firm or individual's
prior consistent practice. Future regulations dealing with
the deductibility of prepublication expenses could be given
only a prospective effect. A similar p-.ovision in the House
bill was limited to publishers.

Revenue Loss

This provision is estimated to reduce revenues by less
than $5,000,000 annually.

Analysis

The government and the publishing industry are in
disagreement regarding the tax treatment of prepiiblication
expenditures (expenses paid or incurrid for the writing,
editing, compiling, illustrating, designing, or other develop-
ment or improvement of a book, teaching aid, or similar
product). The industry argues that such expenses are re-
search or experimental expenditures, which under section 174
of the Internal Revenue Code may be deducted currently or,
at the election of the taxpayer, amortized ratably over a
period of not less than 60 months. However, the regulations
under section 174 provide that the term "research or experi-
mental expenditures" does not include "expenditures paid or
incurred for research in connection with literary, historical,
or similar projects." In Revenue Ruling 73-395, the IRS
ruled that section 174 did not permit the current deductibility
of editorial, design and illustrative expenses. Revenue
ruling 73-395 also held that expenditures that were specifically
identifiable and allocated to a textbook or visual aid project
were not inventoriable or deductible under 162 but were re-
quired to be capitalized pursuant to section 263 of the Code.
In Information Release 1575, issued on March 17, 1976,
the Internal Revenue Service noted that Revenue Ruling
73-395 diJ not adequately explain the application to pre-
publication expenses of the general provisions on
deductibility of trade or business expenses,
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the treatment of capital expenditures, and the establishment
of inventories. The information release indicated that a
project had been opened to focus on the application of these
provisions to the various types of prepublication costs with-
in the different segments of the industry, that it was
expected that this project would result in the publication
of regulations and/or additional revenue rulings (including
the modification, clarification or supersession of Revenue
Ruling 73-395), and that in the interim, IRS would suspend
audit and appellate activity with respect to cases in which
the deductibility of prepublication expenses is an issue.

The Treasury Department has indicated that it will
take into account the extent to which the publication
industry may have consistently deducted prepublication ex-
enditures in determining the extent to which any new regu-
ations or revenue rulings should be given retroactive

effect or be applied prospectively only. This provision
of the bill, however, would validate the individual tax-
payer's past practice whether or not it was consistent with
industry practice and whether or not the taxpayer's situation
was such that its treatment of prepublication expenses clearly
distorted its reporting of income for tax purposes. For ex-
ample, the current deduction of prepublication expenses may
be more appropriate in the case of a publisher of topical
books having a short publishing life than the publisher of
major research works, such as dictionaries or encyclopedias.

Administration Position

The Administration opposes this provision. The
tax treatment of prepublication expenses should not depend
upon the particular past practice of an individual publisher
but should be based on sound tax rules of general application.
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SECTION 1307

INTEREST OF ORIGINAL ISSUE DISCOUNT ON CERTAIN OBLIGATIONS

Description

The proposed amendment of section 1232 would delay the
inclusion in income of original issue discount on a face-amount
certificate until the maturity of the certificate (as opposed
to including the discount in income ratably over the term of
the certificate).

Revenue Estimate

It is estimated that enactment of this provision will
reduce budget receipts by less than $5 million per year.

Anal :-is

In general, section 1232 provides that the difference
between the original purchase price of a corporate certificate
of indebtedness and the amount the corporation is required to
pay the holder upon maturity of the indebtedness, constitutes
ordinary income. Further, since 196% holders of such certifi-
cates of indebtedness have been required to take this discount
into income ratably over the term of the indebtedness, rather
than taking it into income at maturity when the cash is
actually received. The legislative history surrounding the
enactment of section 1232 in 1954 and its amendment in 1969
indicates that Congress regarded face-amount certificates as
subject to the provisions of section 1232.

Requiring ratable inclusion in income of orginal issue
discount on face-amount certificates is consistent with the
tax treatment afforded other comparable corporate obligations
such as certificates of deposit issued by financial institu-
tions. Furthermore, such treatment is appropriate since the
companies which issue face-amount certificates are presently
allowed to deduct such discount ratably over the life of the
certificate; -afundamental purpose of section 1232 is to re-
quire the holder of the certifica:e of indebtedness to include
original issue discount in income at the same time that the
issuer of such certificate is allowed to deduct such discount.
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Accordingly, the Administration believes it is inappropriate
to single out face-amount certificates for tax treatment
different from that afforded other forms of corporate in-
debtedness.

Administration Position

The Administration is therefore opposed to this section
of the bill.
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SECTION 1308

PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANY INCOME AMENDMENTS

Description

This section of the Bill would modify the personal
holding company provisions to provide generally that royalties
do not constitute personal holding company income if received
from an individual owning 25 Dercent or more of the stock of
the personal holding company.

Revenue Estimate

Negligible (i.e., less than $5 million).

Analysis

Under present law, a corporation which is a personal
holding company is taxed on its undistributed personal holding
company income at a rate of 70 percent. Royalties (other than
mineral, oil, or gas royalties or copyright royalties) always
constitute personal holding company income. Rents constitute
personal holding company income unless certain requirements,
designed to exclude rents received by bona fide real estate
operating corporations, are met. These requirements are some-
what more stringent where the rent is received from a person
who owns 25 percent or more of the atock of the personal holding
company.

Under section 1308 of the Bill royalties received from an
individual who owns 25 percent or more of the stock of the
personal holding company would be subject to the same rules
that now apply to rents received from such an individual,
thereby allowing royalties in certain situations to escape
characterization as personal holding company income. The
policy underlying the rental income rules, that rents received

y bona fide real estate operating corporations should not be
subject to the personal holding company tax, is generally
inapplicable in the case of passive income such as royalties.
Accordingly, section 1308 would create an unwarranted technique
for circumventing the personal holding company provisions. In
addition, section 1308 contains a 1964 effective date, thereby
providing a windfall for affected taxpayers.

Furthermore, section 1308 would create an anomalous
situation in which royalties received from the owner of the
personal holding company would receive more favorable treat-
ment than royalties received from third parties. For example,
assume an individual formed a corporation, transferred to it
a franchise, and paid royalties to the corporation for the
continued use of the franchise in his trade or business (other
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than the corporation). Under the proposed amendment the
corporation would escape the personal holding company tax.
If, however, instead of receiving royalties from its share-
holder, the corporation received the royalties from an unre-
lated third party, it would be subject to the personal holding
company tax. The special interest of the proposal is evidenced
by the fact that self dealin;F receive more favorable treatment
than arms length transactions.

It appears that the provision is intended to provide
relief where individuals transfer ownership of intangible
property utilized in their trade or business to a corporation
they own in order to protect the property by reason of the
perpetual life of the corporation, and then pay a royalty
to the corporation for the right to continue to use such
property in their trade or business. In such a situation.
however, the corporation under present law could avoid the
personal holding company tax by distributing the royalty
income to its shareholders. Since the income is attributable
to the individuals' business, we believe it is inappropriate
to permit the individuals to accumulate the income within
the corporation and thereby be subject to taxes at the
corporate rates instead of the generally higher individual
rates.

Administration Position

The Administration is therefore opposed co this section
of the Bill.
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SECTION 1310

REPEAL OF EXCISE TAX ON LIGHT-DUTY TRUCK PARTS

Description

Section 1310 provides that the manufacturer or importer
of truck parts may obtain credit or refund of the 8 percent
tax after such parts have been sold on or in connection with
the first retail sale of a light-duty truck (not over 10,000
pounds gross vehicle weight).

Revenue Estimate

Loss of about $3 million per year which would be re-
flected in receipts of the Highway Trust Fund.

Analysis

As a result of repeal of the taxes on passenger cars and
light-duty trucks in 1971, truck and bus parts and accessories
sold by the vehicle manufacturer as part of a light-duty
truck or bus are not subject to tax. However, if a truck
parts manufacturer sells parts separately from the light-duty
trucks and the installation of these parts by a retail truck
dealer technically is not "further manufacture" of the trucks
(as is the case with bumpers), then the manufacturer's excise
tax of 8 percent applies. Independent producers of bumpers
in particular have claimed that the 1971 change placed them
at a competitive disadvantage, as it is to the customer's
advantage to order a bumper from the truck manufacturer along
with the truck, rather than have the dealer install a bumper
made by an independent manufacturer.

Administration Position

The Administration supports the proposed change as an
equity measure. It should be noted, however, that the pro-
posed change will not cover the case of the manufacturer of
air conditioning units who claims that purchasers of light-
duty trucks buy his units for installation by specialized
dealers immediately after they accept delivery of the truck.
Such transactions would not qualify for credit or refund of
tax because they do not meet the requirement of the amendment
of being "sold on or in connection with the first retail sale
of a light-duty truck."
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SECTION 1311

FRANCHISE TRANSFERS

Description

Section 1253 of the Code was enacted by the Tax Reform
Act of 1969, in order to clarify the tax treatment of trans-
fers of franchises, trademarks, and trade names. Prior to
that time, the case law was divided as to (1) whether a
transfer constituted a sale or exchange, on the one hand, or
a license on the other, and (2) whether the transferred
franchise was, in the hands of the transferor, a capital
asset or an asset held for sale to customers in the ordinary
course of the transferor's trade or business. Section 1253
makes clear that a transferor will not receive capital gain
treatment if he retains any of various enumerated powers,
rights, or interests, or to the extent he receives contingent
payments. Section 1253 also provides that in the cases where
the transferor receives ordinary income treatment, the trans-
feree may deduct the amounts so paid as ordinary and necessary
business expenses. Section 1253 applies to all transfers
after December 31, 1969.

Section 1311 of the Bill contains two essentially un-
related provisions. Section 1311(a) would add franchises,
etc., covered by section 1253 to the list of unrelated receiv-
ables whose presence in a partnership causes a sale of a
partnership interest to produce, pro tanto, ordinary income.

Section 1311(b) provides that section 1253 will not apply
if (1) the contract to transfer was in existence prior to
January 1, 1970; (2) the contract relates to a professional
practice; and (3) the transferee is a former employee or
partner of the transferor. The accompanying'Comittee Report
states that the cortact need not have been binding. Accord-
ing to Senator Proxmire (Cong. Rec. S10813, S10815), the
amendment reflected in section 1311(b) was offered on behalf
of Texas Optical Co. The Committee Report does not directly
confirm this; but it gives an example of how the second criteria
applies in the case of a combined transfer of an optometrist's
and an optician's business.

Revenue Estimate

The effhcc on revenues is negligible (i.e., less than
45 million).
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Analysis

Section 1311(a) eliminates a potential avenue of abuse:
possibly, under present law. while a transfer of a franchise
would under section 1253 give rise to ordinary income, a
transfer to a partnership followed by a sale of the partner-
ship interest could receive capital gain treatment.

Section 1311(b) is totally unwarranted. Section 1253
was intended to provide certainty in an area where some
taxpayers were treated one way and other taxpayers another
way, depending on which U.S. Court of Appeals had jurisdiction.
In other words, all taxpayers are supposed to be treated alike.
In view of this, a grandfather provision is clearly appro-
priate. Furthermore, section 1311(b) cannot be justified
even on the ground that the taxpayers it affects were locked
into a preex1sting agreement, for it does not require the
preexisting contracts to have been binding.

Section 1311(b) will reinstate the vagaries of prior
law for both Texas Optical and its transferees. If the
transfers are held under prior law, to be salesor exchanges,
Texas Optical would receive capital gain treatment on fran-
chise payments, but these payments would not be deductible
by its transferees. As to amounts deducted by transferees
in taxable years now closed, the Government may be whipsawed.

Administration Position

The Administration, therefore, supports section 1311(a)
and opposes section 1311(b).

74-619 0 * 76 * 22
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SECTION 1312

CLARIFICATION OF AN EMPLOYER'S DUTY
TO KZEP RECORDS AND TO REPORT TIPS

Description

The section of the bill overrides Rev. Rul. 76-231
which requires employers to report to the IRS the amount of
tips shown on a charge ticket attributable to each employee.
Under the bill employers need only report to the Service
the amount of tips which the employees themselves report
to employers.

Revenue Estimate

While the Joint Committee Staff estimates the revenue
loss to be less than $5 million, the Administration believes
that the loss may be far more substantial.

Analysis

The committee justifies this provision on the ground
that it would be overly burdensome for employers to isolate
the amounts each employee receives in tips on charge tickets.
Since employers are required to turn over such tips to em-
ployees this explanation is not persuasive. Tip income
reporting has presented the Service with a chronic compli-
ance problem despite special effort- to detect and take
corrective enforcement actions to improve ccimpliance with
tip reporting requirements. As a par-tial step to reducing
the problem, the Service published Rev. Pul. 75-400 which
requires employers to report to the Service those charged
tips for which the employer has a record, and which the
employee did not report, as required, to the employer.
Responding to industry criticism, Rev. Rul. 75-400 was modi-
fied by Rev. Rul. 76-231 to accommodate the concerns of
both the restaurant owner and operator and the employee,
spell out clearly the reporting procedure to be followed,
and provide for a delayed effective date (January 1, 1977)
to allow a sufficient amount of time to make the necessary
arrangements for the minor bookkeeping procedures required
by the ruling. The Finance Committee a action would obviate
a sound attempt by the Service at alleviating a difficult
enforcement problem.

Administration Position

The Administration is therefore opposed to this provision
of the bill.
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SECTION 1314

QUALIFICATION OF FISHING ORGANIZATION AS
TAX EXEMPT AGRICULTURAL ORGANIZATION

Description

Fishing organizations may qualify as tax-exempt business
leagues but not as tax-exempt agricultural organizations.
ehile tthis has no tax implications, it means these organiza-
tions are currently unable to obtain favorable postal rates.

Revenue Estimate

No revenue impact.

Analysis

The practical impact of this provision would be to allow
fishing organizations to obtain favorable postal rates.

Administration Position

The Administration defers to the Postal Service on this
provision.
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SECTION 1317

AMENDlKNTS TO RULES MELATING TO LIMITATION O0
PERCENTAGE DEPLETION IN CASE OF OIL AND GAS WELLS

Description

This section of the Bill contains a number of technical
amendments to section 613A.

1. would exclude from classification as a retailer
taxpayers whose annual combined gross receipts
from sales of hydrocarbon products does not
exceed 5 million dollars.

2. provide that a taxpayer is not a retailer merely
because he makes sales of hydrocarbon products
outside the United States, if no domestic production
of the taxpayer or a related person is exported
during the taxable year or the immediately preceding
taxable year.

3. would mend the transfer rule to provide that no
transfer takes place in the case of a change of
beneficiaries of a trust by reason of the death,
birth, or adoption of any beneficiary if the
transferee was a beneficiary of the trust or is
a lineal descendent of the grantor or any other
beneficiary of the trust.

4. provide that in computing the 65 percent of
taxable income limitation in the case of a trust.
the trust's taxable income will not be decreased
by any distributions to its beneficiaries.

Revenue Estimate

All the provisions under this section of the Bill will
reduce revenues by $18 million in fiscal year 1977. $10 million
in 1978, and $10 million in 1981.

Analysis

1. Retailer Classification

The purpose of the original retailer and refiner
exclusions under the amendments made by the Tax Reduction
Act of 1975 was to deny the major integrated oil companies
any continued percentage depletion. A de minimis rule in
the application of these provisions is both consistent with
that original purpose and appropriate.
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2. Effect of Foreign Retail Sales on Retailer Exception

Although this amendment is broad enough to encompass
other similarly situated taxpayers. its only known beneficiary
is Belco Petroleum Company which has several retail outlets in
Isreal but none in the United States and nonetheless, the thrust
of the amendment is consistent with the original intent of the
retailer and refiner rules and may be viewed as correcting a
legislative oversight.

3. Trust Transfer Rule

This amendment will have its principal effect after an
oil or gas property has been distributed by a trust. Taxpayers
who became beneficiaries after the creation of the trust will
not be considered to be transferees merely because their interests
vested after the creation of the trust. They will therefore be
in the same position as any of the original beneficiaries.
This is a reasonable rule since there is no reason to treat
post-establishment beneficiaries of a trust any differently
from the original beneficiaries of the trust.

4. Taxable Income Limitation in the Case of Trusts

If for purposes of computation of :he 65 percent of
taxable income limitation a trust's taxable income were reduced
by distributions to beneficiaries, then in the normal case of
a trust that distributes all or most of its income no percen-
tage depletion would be allowed either to the trust or to its
beneficiaries since the beneficiaries may only take their
allocable share of the percentage depletion allowance computed
at the trust level. The Administration does not believe that
it was the intention of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 to deny
percentage depletion to the vast majority of trusts and their
beneficiaries.

Administration Position

The Administration does not object to either the de minimis
rule or foreign retail sales exception. Both rules appear
reasonable in light of the legislative intent at the time of
enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1975. •,e Administration
supports the two change# related to the computation and limi-
tation of the percentage depletion as applied to trusts since
the principal thrust of these rules is to treat trusts in a
manner similar to the treatment of taxpayers other than trusts.
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SECTION 1320

TREATMENT OF GAIN OR LOSS ON SALES OR EXCHANGES IN
CONNECTION WITH SIMULTANEOUS LIQUIDATIONS OF A

PARENT AND SUBSIDIARY CORPORATION

Description

Section 1320 of the Bill would make the nonrecognition
of gain rule of section 337(a) applicable to a controlled
subsidiary which sells an asset and then liquidates, provided
that all corporations in the direct line of ownership above
the level of the selling subsidiary also liquidate.

Revenue Estimate

It is estimated that the provision will not have any
significant effect on tax revenues (i.e., less than $5 million).

Analysis

Section 337 was enacted in 1954 to assure that where a
corporation is completely liquidated and in connection therewith
an asset of the corporation is sold, the tax consequences will
be the same regardless of whether the corporation sells the
asset and then liquidates, or the corporation liquidates and
its shareholders then sell the asset. Section 337 fails to
achieve this result where an 80 percent or more owned subsidiary
distributes all of its assets in complete liquidation to its
parent which takes a carry-over basis in the assets of the
subsidiary, and then the parent itself distributes all of its
assets in complete liquidation to its individual shareholders.
In that case a sale of the asset by the subsidiary will result
in recognizable gain or loss, whereas no such gain or loss would
be recognized if the asset instead had been sold either by the
parent or its individual shareholders. Over the past 20 years
various comnmentators, including the tax section of ABA, have
criticized this trap for the unwary. The proposed amendment
eliminates this flaw in section 337 by providing for nonrecog-
nition of gain or loss by the subsidiary on the sale of its
asset in the situation described above.

Administration Position

The Administration does not object to this section of
the Bill.
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SECTION 1321

TAXATION OF CERTAIN BARGES PROHIBITED

Description

A State or its political subdivision would be prohibited
from imposing taxes on barges or other vessels engaged in inter-
state comerce on the navigable waters of the United States
except as such barges or vessels are incorpcrated under the
laws of the State; owned by individuals, partnerships, or
corporations domiciled in, or residents of, the State; or
have their home port in the State.

Revenue Estimate

This provision would have no effect on Federal revenues.

Analysis

The Federal government has, over the years, imposed
relatively few constraints on the power of States to impose
taxes. The fact that current State tax practices impose
record keeping and financial burdens upon barge operators is
not a sufficient reason for the Federa1 government to prevent
the States from imposing taxes on this form of transportation.
Similar taxes are imposed on other forms of transportation.

Administration Position

The Administration is therefore opposed to this provision.
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SECTION 1322

CONTRIBUTIONS IN AID OF CONSTRUCTION
FOR CERTAIN UTILITIES

Description

This section provides generally that money or other
property received by a regulated public utility providing
water or sewage disposal services as a contribution in
aid of construction shall be excluded from the utility's
income. This rule applies regardless of whether the party
making the contribution is a shareholder of the utility.

Revenue Estimate

For water and sewerage only, $13 million in FY 1977.
and $11 million in FY 1978. If the tax treatment provided
by the amendment were made available to other utilities,
the estimate would be increased by $120 million.

Analysis

Relying on a 1973 Supreme Court decision, the Service
recently revoked an earlier ruling which dealt with the tax
treatment of certain payments by property owners to water
companies. Under the new ruling, effective February 1. 1976.
payments of connection fees, including charges for installing
a service line and water meter, paid to a water company by
property owners in order to obtain water service are in-
cludible in the gross income of the water company. By
treating these payments as "contributions to capital in aid
of construction' the bill would exclude the payments from
the utility's income tax base (which is, of course, equivalent
to current deduction cf the cost of new investment). The
effect would be that the services of water companies, to
the extent these services were made possible by investment
in facilities thus "fi.ianced", would be provided by customers
on a tax-exempt basis.

By legislating the tax-exemption of payments designated
as "contributions to capital" the bill would establish a
precedent for similar designations of all manner of payments
to telephone companies and electric and gas utilities, all
of which invest extensively in facilities installed on or
near customers' premises. Indeed, the Supreme Court decision
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Court decision and the aforementioned ruling currently apply
to far more transactions in non-water service areas than to
water service. The potential for renoving private utility
company capital from the tax system and thereby artificially
shrinking the tax base as a result of this superficially
innocuous proposal is staggering.

Administration Position

The Administration opposes this statutory attempt to
reopen the issues and muddy the waters concerning the tax
treatment of payments for utility company set-vices. However.
in recognition of the impact of the recent ruling on particular
utility companies, suppliers of water and sewerage services
and others. the Administration would support an amendment
which affirms the general principle that payments for services
rendered. or to be rendered, are gross income and which pro-
vides for a 5-year phase-in of the application of this prin-
ci ple in the cases of public utilities which relied on the
prior IRS position and consistently excluded such payments
from gross income. Under this transitional rule, in the case
of such a contribution to capital in aid of construction
made in a taxable year beginning in 1976. 20% of the contri-
bution would be included in the utility's gross income; in
each succeeding year, the inclusion percentage would rise by
20 points; and for taxable years beginning in 1980 and
thereafter, all contributions in aid of construction would
be included in the utility's gross income.
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SECTION 1323

PROHIBITION OF DISCRIMINATORY STATE TAXES ON
GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY

Description

Public Law 86-272. which established certain standards
for State taxation of out-of-state businesses, would be amended
to prevent States or their political subdivisions from imposing
taxes on the generation or transmission of electricity that
result in a higher tax in interstate commerce than in intra-
state commerce.

Revenue Estimate

This provision would have no effect on Federal revenues.

Analysis

This provision is in response to a current situation
where one state imposes a tax on electricity generated with-
in its borders that can be taken as a credit against that
state's gross receipts tax. Out-of-state consumers are
generally not subject to the gross receipts tax and therefore
effectively pay the tax whereas instate consumers can generally
avoid it.

Administration Position

The Administration does not object to this provision as
a reasonable extention of Federal standards for State taxation
of interstate business.

-4
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SECTION 1505

TAX-EXEMPT ANNUITY CONTRACTS IN CLOSED-END MUTUAL FUNDS

Description

Section 403(b)(7) currently provides that amounts con-
tributed by the employer for the purchase of stock of an
open-end mutual fund to provide retirement benefits can be
treated as amounts paid for a purchase of a qualified annuity
under section 403. The amendment would extend such treatment
to amounts contributed for the purchase of stock of a closed-
end mutual fund

Revenue Estimate

Negligible (i.e.. less than $5 million)

Analysis

There appears to be no basis for not allowing closed-end
funds to provide such retirement benefits. They are subject
to the same regulations as open-end funds and can offer a
stock disposition arrangement for providing retirement bene-
fits that is similar to the stock redemption arrangement
offered by certain open-end funds.

Administration Position

The Administration does not object to this provision.
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SECTION 1506

PENSION FUND INVESTMENT IN SEGREGATED ASSET ACCOUNTS
OF LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES

Description

This amendment would eliminate the requirement that a
life insurance company maintaining segregated asset accounts
for the investment of funds of qualified pension plans must
guarantee the rates at which annuity contracts may be pur-
chased for retiring employees.

Revenue Estimate

Negligible (i.e., less than $5 million).

Analysis

Under current law, segregated asset accounts for both
qualified plans and for all other contractholders must provide
an annuity benefit (or the right to purchase an annuity benefit
at guaranteed rates), in order for the investment income in
the account to be exempt from the tax on the life insurance
company's income. For the accounts of qualified plans (but
not for other accounts) the exemption extends to long-term
capital gains earned in the accounts.

Life insurance companies would like to be able to pro-
vide investment management services to qualified plans in the
same way that a bank or mutual fund can, i.e., without having
to charge the plan for a guaranteed benefit that the plan may
not want to obtain from the company. The annuity requirement
is necessary for segregated asset accounts of persons other
than qualified plans, in order to justify the exemption•F
T--investment income earned thereon. But in the case of
qualified plans, there is no need for the annuity requirement
to justify such an exemption, since the exemption of the plan
itself would justify this exemption. Therefore. the annuity
requirement should be eliminated for qualified plan accounts,
since it puts life insurance companies at a competitive dis-
advantage vis-a-vis banks and mutual funds.

Administration Position

The Administration does not object to this section of the
bill.
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and the aforementioned ruling currently apply to far more
transactions in non-water service areas than to water
service. The potential for removing private utility company
capital from the tax system and thereby artificially shrink-
ing the tax base as a result of this superficially innocuous
proposal is staggering.

Administration Position

The Administration opposes this statutory attempt to
reopen the issues and muddy the waters concerning the tax
treatment of payments for utility company services. However.
in recognition of the impact of the recent ruling on particu-
lar utility companies, suppliers of water and sewerage
services and others, the Administration would support an
amendment which affirms the general principle that payments
for services rendered, or to be rendered, are gross income
and which provides for a 5-year phase-in of the application
of this principle in the cases of public utilities which
relied on the prior IRS position and consistently excluded
such payments from gross income. Under this transitional
rule, in the case of such a contribution to capital in aid
of construction made in a taxable year beginning in 1976.
20% of the contribution would be included in the utility's
gross income; in each succeeding year. the inclusion per-
centage would rise by 20 points; and for taxable years
beginning in 1980 and thereafter, all contributions in aid
of construction would be included in the utility's gross
income.
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SECTION 1507

STUDY OF SALARY REDUCTION PENSION PLANS

Description

Section 2006 of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 (ERISA) temporarily precludes the finalization
of the proposed regulations on salary reduction arrangements
with regard to qualified plans, cash and deferred profit
sharing plans, and "cafeteria" plans in existence on June 27.
1974. Section 2006 of ERISA provides, inter alia, that those
regulations cannot be made final prior _to=&nUJ l. 1977
and that any such final regulations shall not L.t/ly for
income tax purposes before that date. Section 1507 of the
bill would extend the end of the period of the freeze on
salary reduction regulations from January 1, 1977 to January 1.
1979.

Revenue Estimate

No impact (based on assumption that the mere extension
of section 2006 of ERISA does not represent a change from
present law).

Analysis

The original date for ending the freeze (January 1. 1977)
was imposed in order to allow time for Congressional study
of the issues raised by those regulations. While the Adminis-
tration recognizes that more time may be needed to complete
that study, it does not believe that a two-year extension is
warranted. The tax issues involved in salary reduction plans
are significant and merit a prompt resolution. A three-year
period (1975-77) should provide ample time to complete the
study.

Administration Position

Accordingly, the Administration recommends that the period
of the freeze not extend beyond January 1, 1978.

.4
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SECTION 1508

CONSOLIDATED RETURNS FOR LIFE AND MUTUAL
INSURANCE COMPANIES

Description

This section of the bill would allow life insurance
companies (both stock and mutual) and other mutual insurance
companies to file, on an elective basis, consolidated income
tax returns with other companies (e.g., property-liability
companies) effective January 1. 1978. However, the offset
of other companies' losses against a life insurance company
affiliate's income would be limited to 50 percent of such
income or losses, whichever is less. The unused loss would
be available as a carryforward.

Revenue Estimate

The Joint Coumittee Staff estimates revenue losses of
$25 million in fiscal year 1978, $55 million in fiscal year
1979. $49 million in fiscal year 1980 and $40 million in fiscal
year 1981. The Treasury Department's revenue estimates reflect
revenue losses approximately twice as high as those estimates.

Analysis

Prior to 1959. the exclusion of certain insurance companies
from filing consolidated returns could be justified on the grounds
that insurance companies were basically taxable only on their
investment income. Under current law all insurance companies
are subject to some tax on all of their income, although the
formulas for computing the amount of tax in the case of life
insurance companies (under section 802) and most nonlife mutual
insurance companies (under section 821) differ from each other
and from the formula for the income tax on stock property-
liability companies (under section 831). However, only stock
property-liability companies are allowed to file consolidated
returns with other companies; life companies may file consolidated
returns only with other life companies, and nonlife mutual
companies are effectively precluded from filing consolidated
returns.

Differences in rules for computing taxable incomes of the
several corporate units of a commonly controlled enterprise are
not sufficient reason for prohibiting consolidation. Once the
taxable incomes of each of the separate units are computed by the
pertinent rules, each of the incomes is individually subject
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to the same schedule of tax rates. Thus, all of the
consolidated units with positive incomes pay a consolidated
tax which is equal to the sum of the individual tax lia-
bilities; and if some of the consolidated units have nega-
tive incomes for the year, the refunds generated by these"net operating losses' (NOLs) are the same whether the NOLs
are carried back or forward by the individual units (pro-
vided the NOLs can be used within the present law carryback
and carryforward periods), or offset against other con-
solidated units' positive taxable incomes.

17he 50 percent limitation on the offset against a
life insurance company's income can be justified to some
extent by the fact that certain other deductions of a
life company are limited to prevent them from sheltering
all of the company's investment income.

Administration Position

Given the 50 percent limitation, and the postponement
of the effective date to 1978 which reduce the revenue
impact of this amendment, the Administration does not object
to this section of the bill.

-4
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SECTION 1701(a) and (c)

CERTAIN PROVISIONS RELATING TO RAILROADS

Description

Section 1701(a) of the bill restructures, for railroads
only, the !quence in which investment tax credits are applied
to reduce current tax liability. This is important because
investment tax credits may generally be utilized only against
50 percent of a taxpayer's tax liability (100 percent of the
first $25,000 of tax liability), and unused credits expire
at the end of a seven year carryover period. Railroads would
be allowed in the current taxable year to anply unused credits
from the earliest prior year first, and to follow this procedure
until all unused credits earned in prior years have been applied
to reduce tax liability. Only after such unused credits had been
fully used would the railroad apply the investment credit earned
in the current year against its current tax liability. All
other taxpayers would be required to follow present law under
which credit earned in the current year is the first credit
applied to reduce current tax liability.

Section 1701(c) provides for railroads a temporary increase
in the present limitation on the amount of investment tax credit
which may be used in the current year. This permits railroads
to apply investment tax credits against 100% of their tax
liability in 1977 and 1978. The limitation decreases by 10
percentage points in each of the subsequent five years until
the limitations revert to the present law 50% limit. This
provision is similar to the increase in the investment credit
limit enacted for public utility property in the Tax Reduction
Act of 1975.

Revenue Estimate

Taken together these provisions reduce receipts by $29
million in fiscal year 1977, $66 million in fiscal year 1978,
and $41 million in fiscal year 1981.

Analysis

ProDonents contend that changing the sequence for use of
investment tax credits is necessary because the earnings of
railroads have been relatively small in recent years as compared
with the amount of capital investment they have made. It is
argued that railroads will continue to lose unused investment
credits at the end of the present 7-year carryforward period,
unless the change is made. However, the problems of the rail-
roads are fundamental and are not amenable to relief through
tax policy. Long-standing regulatory policies imposed by
Congress have created the situation in which a few railroads

74-619 0 - 76 - 23
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are profitable but many are chronically unprofitable. It is
these regulatory policies which must be changed, rather than
the basic investment credit rules, in order to provide maSningful
long-term assistance to the unprofitable railroads. Moreover.
a separate section of the bill (section 802) provides for the
refundability, at the end of the carryover period, of unused
and expiring investment credits generated by new investments.
Thus, the primary effect of section 1701(a) is to change the
rules for old investment credits retroactively in order to
reduce the extent to which such credits will expire without
being utilized.

In the case of electric utilities, the Administration
supported the temporary increase in the investment credit
tax liability limitation. The change was designed to help
relieve cash flow deficiencies electric utility industry
pending action by individual regulatory omissions to
shorten the "lag time" in prescribing adequate rates. The
situation with railroads is not comparable to the electric
utility situation, and thereor-e a parallel provision for
the railroads is not appropriate.

If either of these provisions is enacted, it will merely
serve as an incentive to the airlines or other ailing industries
to seek parallel tax relief. This will merely compound the
problem.

Administration Position

The Administration is therefore opposed to these provisions
of the bill.

-4
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SECTION 1701(b)

CERTAIN PROVISIONS RELATING TO RAILROADS

Description

Section 1701(b) (page 1003, line 20) deals with rail-
roads using the retirement-replacement method of accounting
for depreciation of track. It provides that expenditures
for acquiring and installing replacement ties which are not
made of wood shall be chargeable to capital account to the
extent such expenditures exceed the fair market value of
wood replacement ties. The effect of the bill would be to
permit the replacement cost of the wood ties to be expensed.

Revenue Estimate

The provision will result in a decrease in budget
receipts of less than $5 million annually.

Analysis

Under present law. when existing wood railroad ties are
replaced with concrete ties, the Internal Revenue Service
had held that such replacement constitutes a retirement and
substitution. The entire cost for the new concrete ties is.
therefore, capitalized; while the historic cost of the old
wood ties is removed from the asset account and expensed for
tax purposes.

In contrast, the replacement of railroad rail with a
better grade of rail (e.g., 100 pound rail for 80 pound rail)
is considered a "betterment," and the railroad is permitted
to expense the replacement cost of the replaced rail (80
pound rail) and is required to capitalize only the additional
cost of the higher grade of rail (the excess of the cost of
100 pound rail over 80 pound rail). Thus, the difference
between classification as a retirement and substitution or
as a betterment is that the railroad expenses the historic
cost ot the replaced rail in the first case and its replacement
cost in the second.

Administration Position

The Administration is not opposed to this section of the
bill. Treating the replacement of wood ties with concrete ties
as a betterment is an appropriate application of the retirement-
replacement method of accounting.
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SECTION 1701(b) [Should be (c), etc.!

CERTAIN PROVISIONS RELATING TO RAILROADS (CONT'D.)

Description

This section permits railroads to amortize over a 10-
year period certain outlays for track account assets (rail.
ties, balast, etc.) which presently must be capitalized and
may be recovered only when replaced. In effect, this pro-
vision will permit a 10-year write-off of depreciable assets
which are part of newly constructed rail lines.

Revenue Estimate

This section would reduce budget receipts by $4 million
in fiscal 1977. $10 million in fiscal 1978, and $28 million
in fiscal 1981. (Note: These estimates do not include losses
due to construction of new railroad lines.)

Analysis

It is argued that railroads must finance extensions and
improvements of their roadway in order to handle a larger
volume of traffic and, thus. to achieve greater energy effic-
iency in the U.S. transportation system. This argument ignores
the fact that the present tax treatment of this investment by
railroads is already highly preferred. The actual outlay for
ireplacements' can be deducted currently under the depreciation

method used by railroads. Only "betterments", which are
usually no more than 10 of the cost of replacing old track
with heavier materials, and "additions" are required to be
capitalized. For these capitalized expenditures, no cost
recovery is allowed until the future date when the betterment
or addition is replaced.

Despite the present highly preferred tax treatment, many
railroads have not prospered and their roadways are in poor
condition. This indicates that there is something fumdamentally
wrong with the industry which prevents it from generating
sufficient cash flow to maintain the system. If the existing
tax provisions cannot prevent deterioration of many lines, a
further tax advantage will not help. Indeed, in providing an
increase in deductions, the bill is of no benefit to ailing
railroads which pay no tax presently and whose roadways are in
most need of improvement.
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The real solution to the difficulties of railroads is
revision of current regulatory rules to permit them to
charge competitive rates based on coat of service. This
vill permit them to regain the traffic they have lost to
other transport modes. If this is not done, any additional
tax benefits vill be absorbed Just as inefficiently as the
present benefits have been.

Administration Position

The Administration is therefore opposed to this section
of the bill.
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SECTION 1702

AMORTIZATION OF RAILROAD GRADING AND TUNNEL BORES

Description

This section of the bill permits the election of 50-
year mortization for railroad gradi and tunnel bores
placed in service before January 1. 1969.

Revenue Zstimate

It is estimated that this provision will decrease budget
receipts by $21 million in Fiscal 1977 and $18 million an-
nually thereafter.

Analysis

Until 1969. no depreciation or amortization deduction
was allowed for railroad grading and tunnel bores. Since
1969, 50-year amortization has been allowed on such property
placed in service after 1968. It seems reasonable to pro-
vide for an election by the railroads to amortize their
current bases in such property regardless of the year placed
in service.

Administration Position

The Administration, therefore, supports this section
of the bill.
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SECTIOC 2001

INSUIATIOU Of RESIDEC

Description

This section would provide a refundable tax credit for
individuals equal to 30 percent of a taxpayer's qualified
insulation expenditures during the tab i year with respect
to any residence, but not to exceed $750 (for a maximum credit
of $225) over the 2-1/2 year life of the credit. Qualified
insulation expenditures are defined as those for any insula-
tion. storm (or thermal) window or door, or any similar item,
including a clock thermostat, purchased and installed after
June 30. 1976, and before January 1, 1979. The credit is allow-
able for any residence used by the taxpayer which was in exis-
tence on May 25, 1976, i.e. for used residences only.

Revenue Estimate

it is estimated that this section of the Bill will result
in a revenueloss of $192 million in fiscal 1977 and $320 million
in 1978.

Analysis

As reported by the Finance Comittee, the amount of
expenditures available for credit would not be reduced by
prior owners' or renters' insulation expenditures; the credit
would only be available for expenditures made after June 30.
1976, rather than after Mlarch 17. 1975; the credit would be
available for all residences of a taxpayer and not just his
principal residence; and only those prior expenditures on which
a credit is claimed will count toward the maximm expenditure
limit. These amendments to the House proposal make the credit
easier to administer and materially broaden and strengthen
the incentive to make these energy saving expenditures while
not providing a windfall to anyone.

However, the Finance Committee also changed the provisions
of the House proposal by increasing by 50 percent the mount of
expenditures available for the credit -- from $500 to $750 -- ,
and by making the credit refundable. This increase in the
amount of expenditures available for the credit will substan-
tially increase the revenue impact without resulting in any
substantial incremental increase in these energy saving ex-
penditures.
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A further source of controversy over this provision
appears to be the inclusion of clock thermostats within the
credit. Such devices may save energy, and may therefore be
within the general purpose of the original proposal. However,
if they are cost effective, individuals should not need any
tax incentives to install them since their cost is relatively
mall. It would appear, therefore, that this will simply
result in a windfall to those individuals who would be installing
these devices in any case.

Administration Position

The Administration supports the technical changes made
by the Finance Comittee with the exception of increasing
the mount of the purchases available for the credit, and
making it refundable. The Administration's 1975 proposal
contemplated a 15 percent, nonrefundable credit on qualified
expenditures up-lo $1,000 (maximum credit $150).

The Administration is opposed to the clock thermostat
provision because we question the need for such a credit.
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SECTION 2002

RESIDENTIAL SOLAR AND GEOTHERMAL ENERGY EQUIPMENT

Description

This section of the Bill would provide a refundable
tax credit of a maximm of $2,000 ($1,000 for heat pumps)
for a percentage of the costs of solar or geothermal energy
equipment, and heat pumps, installed on an individual's
personal residence. The expenditures for solar or geothermal
energy must take place before January 1, 1981. and may be
incurred in installation on new or existing residences. The
heap pump expenditure must take place before January 1, 1979.
and must be incurred in installations on an existing resi-
dence.

Revenue Estimate

The estimated revenue loss for the solar end geothermal
energy equipment credit is negligible in the iitial years
(i.e., less than $5 million) and up to $13 million in fiscal
year 1981. For the heat pump credit, the estimated revenue
loss is $3 million in fiscal year 1977. $5 million in 1978,
and $6 million in 1979.
Analysis

Although the estimated revenue loss from these additional
credits appears to be relatively small, they are opposed by
the Administration because they make no economic sense. Solar
and geothermal energy equipment has not failed to be used for
residential purposes because of the lack of tax advantages;
their nonuse arises from the fact that they are simply uneconomi-
cal. At this early stage of their development, this equipment
is available and useful to only a few taxpayers for whom such
credits would be a windfall. Therefore, little, if any,
additional use of such equipment will result from these credits
at this time.

On the other hand, the heat pump is technologically
advanced and is generally available. It is chiefly used in
areas which do not experience low temperatures. In these areas,
heat pumps air condition in sumer, heat in winter (in place
of electric-residence installations). However, where the in-
stallation of a heat pump is economical, no tax incentive should
be necessary. Moreover, it appears that this tax credit for
heat pumps may be extensively taken by taxpayers who even with-
out the credit would be installing this equipment. Consequently,
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the revenue loss may be considerably larger than estimated.
and not attributable to any incremental increase in installa-
tion which the section purports to encourage. Moreover. it
is as likely heat pump installations will increase energy
consumption as reduce it.

Administration Position

The Administration is therefore opposed to this section
of the Bill.

-4
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SECTION 2003

INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT CHANGES RELATING TO
ENERGY CONSERVATION AND PRODUCTION

Description

This section of the Bill would establish an investment
tax credit for insulation, solar and geothermal energy
equipment, heat pumps, and certain waste conversion, railroad.
coal mining and processing, and shale oil conversion equipment.
The credit would be available generally for expenditures
incurred prior to January 1, 1987, and will vary from a 20
percent rate for pre-1982 solar and geothermal energy equip-
ment, to 12 percent for most of the rest of the equipment,
and 10 percent for the insulation and post-1981 solar and
geothermal energy equipment. An additional 2 percent is
provided for businesses which establish ESOP's.

Revenue Estimate

It is estimated that the increases over the present
investment credit provisions that are available for many
of these types of expenditures will result in a revenue
loss of $29 million in fiscal 1977, $76 million in 1978,
and $100 million in 1981.

Analysis

In many cases the necessary technology is lacking for
the widespread use of this equipment. Therefore, an invest-
ment tax credit will not increase its use. In the cases
where the equipment is presently usable, these credits will
not result in any increase in the utilization of the equip-
ment, for business firms will rationally minimize costs.
Consequently, these tax benefits represent windfalls to
taxpayers who would otherwise have been making these
purchases. Only when the prices of alternative energy sources
(chiefly oil and gas) are freed from artificial governmental
restraints and set by the free market, or when some break-
through in technology takes place, will such equipment be
extensively used in energy production. An investment credit
such as this will have no substantial effect on their use at
this time.

Administration Position

The Administration is therefore opposed to this section
of the Bill.
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SECTION 2004

BUSINESS DEDUCTION WITH REGARD TO
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY PRODUCTION

Description

This section of the Bill would extend to geothermal
energy production the benefits of both a deduction of a
percentage of gross income from geothermal energy production
computed in a manner similar to the depletion allowance, and
the deduction for intangible drilling and development costs.

Revenue Estimate

It is estimated that this section will result in a
revenue loss of $7 million in fiscal 1977. $15 million in
1978. and $21 million in 1981.

Analysis

The proponents of this measure argue that it is necessary
to put geothermal energy production on the same footing as its
competitors, chiefly the oil and gas industry. This line of
reasoning is based on animplicit assumption, which is incorrect:
that the preferential tax treatment of investment in oil and
gas reserves, if any. causes the prices of these fuels in the
United States to be lower than they otherwise would be and that,
as a consequence, investment in geothermal resources is dis-
couraged. But the United States is an importer of oil, and this
means that domestic prices of oil, with which geothermal energy
must compete, are determined in the world market (though
currently modified by price controls). To the extent there
are tax preferences for investment in oil -- and it will be an
overall 70-75 percent -- this means only that more of U.S.
consumption of oil is domestically produced, not that the price
is lower. In the case of gas shipped interstate, price controls
have effectively shut-off access to supplies by potential
industrial users. Again, tax preferences, if any, for invest-
ment in gas reserves merely allow more homes to be heated with
gas than otherwise would be the case, not that the potential
demand for geothermal energy is diverted to low priced gas.

The fact of the matter in geothermal energy is that there
is only one known field which produces super-heated steam: the
Geysers field in California which is already exploited and in
use. Geologists believe there may be one other such field in
the United States, but the most likely form of geothermal energy
will be underground water heated by rocks which, in turn, have
been heated by the earth's core. Such sources of geothermal
energy are known to exist, but the technology for dealing with
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dissolved solids and gases is not yet developed To provide
the permanent tax incentives proposed in the bill would thus
assure a windfall to present operators of the Geysers and an
uncertain benefit for the research and developmental work yet
to be completed in the more likely areas of geothermal potential.

Ironically, while the bill would attempt to limit shelters
in oil aad gas syndications, it opens up a wholly new area of
predictable tax abuse by sanctioning expensing of capital out-
lays in geothermal resource investment and by exempting from
tax 22 percent of the gross income from such investments.

Administration Position

The Administration is opposed to the enactment of this
provision. Since this industry is in the largely research
and experimental state of its development, the appropriate
tax treatment of its drilling and pre-commercial development
expenditures is for a limited period to treat them as re-
search and experimental expenditures that are subject to
the present option under section 174 of the Code to be
immediately deductible or amortizable over the 60-month
period after taxpayer begins to realize benefit from the
expenditure.

,4-619 0 - 76 - 24
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SECTION 2006

CREDIT FOR PURCHASES
OF MATTER WHICH CAN BE RECYCLED

Description

This section of the Bill would provide an investment
tax credit for the purchase of recyclable ferrous or nonferrous
metals, textile and paper waste, glass, &nd plastic. The
amount of credit available is both limited to purchases in
excess of a base amount (which in general is 75 percent of
the tax payer's purchases for the years 1973, 1974A and 1975,
or his first three years of business), and is phased in over
a 2-year period beginning in 1977.

Revenue Estimate

It is estimated that this provision will result in
revenue loss of $9 million in fiscal 1977.. $39 million in
1978, and $345 million in 1981.

Analysis

A tax credit for purchases of recycled material would be
extremely costly in terms of lost revenue -- over $340 million
per year wnen it is fully effective. The question is not
whether it is desirable to make careful and efficient use of
our natural resources and to reduce waste and pollution;
rather, it is whether this tax credit will significantly
increase the amount of materials recycled. The Administra-
tion has studied this question and has found that most scrap
or waste that can be economically used is already collected.
The cost of substantially expanding collection is prohibitive.
Therefore, an increase in recycling is not prevented by any
tax incentive-induced reduction in the sales rice of competi-
tive virgin materials, but by the costs of collection. No
credit would be large enough to overcome that barrier to a
substantial increase in recycling. The credit would only have
the effect of driving up the price of the amount of scrap being
used now, and would therefore result in a windfall for present
collectors.

Administration Position

The Administration is therefore opposed to this section
of the Bill.

il
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SECTION 2007

REPEAL OF EXCISE TAX ON BUSES AND BUS PARTS

Description

Section 2007 would exempt all buses from the 10 percent
manufacturers excise tax. Currently exempt are: 1) local
transit buses; and 2) school buses. Buses now taxable are
largely intercity buses, charter and sightseeing buses.
buses used by churches and industrial firms, and purchases
by the U.S. Government (other than for school use). But parts
and accessories would be exempted from the 8 percent tax on
truck and bus parts and accessories. According to the Com-
mittee Report, the parts exemption would cover "parts designed
and ordinarily used for buses." This would follow the approach
of present law which exempts any part or accessory "which is
suitable for use (and ordinarily is used) on or in connection
with, or as a component part of' a passenger automobile. How-
ever, the exemption for bus parts in the bill does not contain
the reference to "designed and ordinarily used," and these
words create some difficulty because the bill language plus
present regulations would exempt parts "primarily designed"
for use with buses.

Revenue Estimate

Loss of $19 million in fiscal 1977 and $20 million in
fiscal 1978. Of the total, about $3 million is attributable
to the parts exemption. ;he revenue loss would all be
reflected in the Highway Trust Fund.

Analysis

The House energy bill (H.R. 6860) would have exempted
intercity buses; that is. buses used predominantly in public
passenger transportation. The stated purpose of the proposed
exemption was to encourage the use of intercity bus transpor-
tation rather than automobiles and to remove the tax distinc-
tion between local transit buses and intercity buses. The
Senate Finance Committee report repeats the energy saving
aspect of bus transportation. It also argues that complete
exemption of all buses will remove tax discrimination between
types of buses and avoid the administrative problems in dis-
tinguishing between buss used "predominantly" in local transit
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service in urban area" and buses used "exclusively" for
school transportation.

The competitive efficiency of bus transportation
versus the automobile would not be improved by the proposed
exemptions. The exemption from the tax on buses would re-
duce intercity bus costs by only 0.045 cents per passenger
mile. To argue that the exwption would help save energy
is deceptive. Furthermore, the bus companies, especially
the intercity lines, benefit greatly from the road construction
financed by the highway user charges and should continue to pay
their share.

The present exemption for school buses (which was opposed
by the Treasury) arises from the fact that private school
bus operators had to compete with the exemption that was
available for purchases by school districts. Private local
transit companies also were discriminated against, since
publicly owned companies could buy all equipment and fuel
free of excise tax. These exemptions were, thus, intended
to rectify genuine discriminatory situations. There is not.
however, any effective discrimination against intercity buses
and little with respect to charter buses, even though some
"local transit" bus operations granted exemption have been
for operations between two urban areas.

Administration Position

For the reasons stated, the Administration opposes
this provision.

t.
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SECTION 2009

NONHIGAY USE OF SPECIAL MOTOR FUELS

Description

Special motor fuels (principally propane and butane,
commonly known as liquifled petroleum gas) are taxed at
4 cents a gallon when sold for use, or used, in a motor
vehicle, If sold for use, or used, in a motor vehicle which
is not registered, or required to be registered, for highway
use, the tax is 2 cents per gallon. Section 2009 would
exempt from the 2 cents per gallon tax fuel sold for use,
or used, in a motor vehicle, which is not registered, or
required to be registered, for highway use. Exemption
would be achieved by means of credit or refund to the
purchaser.

Revenue Estimate

Probably very small. All the revenue loss would be
reflected in the Highway Trust Fund.

Analysis

The tax on special motor fuels affects fuels for a
greater variety of vehicles than the tax on diesel fuel,
since the former applies to fuel for motor vehicles while
the latter is applicable only to fuel Tor diesel powered
highway vehicles. Thus, in the case of a fork lift truck,
tor example, t~ere is no fuel tax if the truck is powered
by a diesel engine or bf electricity, but there is a tax
of 2 cents a gallon if the truck is powered by liquified
petroleum gas. The proposed amendment would equalize the
treatment of special motor fuels with that of diesel fuel.

Administration Position

The Administration has no objection to this provision.
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SECTION 2010

DUTY-FREE EXCHANGE OF CRUDE OIL

Description

This amendment exempts frown import duties (Part 10 of
Schedule 4 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States,
19 U.S.C. 1202) crude petroleum imported from Canada under
certain company-to-company oil swap arr&ngmennts between
Canadian and United States refiners.

Revenue Estimate

Negligible (i.e., less than $5 million).

Analysis

The structure of both the United States and the
Canadian oil distribution networks has developed in reliance
on the ability of United States and Canadian refiners to
exchange sources of crude oil. Thus, a United States
refinery located in North Dakota may find it more efficient
to import crude oil from a Canadian province than to con-
struct a transportation system from a Texas oil field or
from an Eastern or West Coast port. A Canadian refinery
might find it equally more advantageous to import crude oil
from the United States rather than rely exclusively on
national oil sources and distribution systems.

Notwithstanding an announced policy of the Canadian
government of gradually reducing crude oil exports to the
United States to zero by the early 1980's, the governments
of the United States and Canada have agreed to permit compuny-
to-company exchanges between Canadian and United States
refiners and to remove governmental obstacles to such arrange-
ments.

Administration Position

Since this provision is consistent with the U.S.-Canadian
agreement to promote oil swaps between refiners and since
such arrangements tend to increase efficiency which hopefully
will benefit consumers, the Administration does not object to
the amendment from an overall policy point of view. However,
the Administration opposes the amendment because it could
violate our trade agreements. It appears that a "free" import
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duty granted exclusively to imports of crude oil from
Canada would violate our Most-Favored-Nation agreements
with other countries.

A preferable approach would be to amend the "drawback"
provisions of our tariff rules. Generally, under the
drawback rules, a company is refunded duties paid on
imported goods if an equal amount of the same goods or
goods incorporating the imported goods are exported by
the company. Thus, the net effect of the application of
the drawback rules to company-to-company oil swaps would
be the same as an exemption from import duties.
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SECTION 2101

MODIFICATION OF TRANSITIONAL RULE FOR SALES OF
PROPERTY BY PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

Description

This provision would allow a private foundation leasing
property to a disqualified person under a lease that meets the
requirements of a transition rule of the 1969 Act (I 101(1)(2)(C))
to sell, exchange or otherwise dispose of the property to a
disqualified person if the transfer occurs before 1978 and the
foundation receives at least fair market value for the property.

Revenue Estimate

Negligible.

Analysis

This provision is analogous to a transition rule in the
(cmloyee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) (section 2003

(2)(C)) that would allow the sale of property by a qualified
plan to a disqualified person under similar conditions. In
addition, such a transition rule may allow the foundation to
get the maximum amount for such property, since the disqualified
person leasing it may be the only person who is really interested
in paying full value for it. That would be especially true
in the case of buildings that had been designed or altered to
the specifications of the disqualified person.

Administration Position

The Administration has no objection to this provision.
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SECTION 2104

EXTENSION OF TDIE TO CONFORM
CHARITABLE RDMAINDER TRUSTS FOR ESTATE TAX PURPOSES

Description

Section 2055(e)(3) currently allows the governing instru-
ment of a transfer under a will executed by September 1. 1974,
or a trust created by such date, to be amended to meet the
charitable remainder trust requirements of section 664. pro-
vided that such amendment is affected (or judicial proceedings
to effect it have started) by December 31, 1975. The amend-
ment would extend the transition rule by two years. to
December 31, 1977, and allow wills executed, and trusts
.created. by such date to qualify for this reformation procedure.

Revenue Estimate

This provision would reduce federal revenues by less than
$5 million during fiscal years 1977 and 1978.

Analysis

It is asserted that the proposed regulations under
section 2055(e)(3) were not published until late in 1975 and
did not really give estates sufficient time to implement the
necessary proceedings. The purpose of the two-year extension
is to provide such time, and to allow the Service to conduct
a heavy publicity campaign, emphasizing the need for compliance
with section 664 and the fact that this is the last extension
that Congress is going to provide in this area.

Administration Position

The Administration has no objection to this provision.
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SECTION 2106

INCOME FROM FAIRS. EXPOSITIONS AND TRADE SHOWS

Description

Excludes from the unrelated business income tax the in-
come of certain exempt organizations from the conduct of public
entertainment activities (including horse-racing) at fairs and
expositions and of income from trade shows (including fees
charged to exhibitions). The fairs and expositions provision
is retroactive to taxable years beginning after 12/31/62 while
the trade shows provision is retroactive to taxable years
beginning after 12/31/69.

Revenue Estimate

The committee report states that the revenue impact will
be relatively small. However, one case presently pending in
Los Angeles and involving only fair income involves $6 million.
A more conservative estimate would be $50 million for the retro-
active feature and $5 million per year thereafter.

Analysis

The c omisttee explanation for these exemptions from the
tax is that these are activities where exempt organizations
are not in competition with taxable organizations. However,
while there may be no direct competition, to the extent that
these organizations promote public entertainment activities
at state fairs, and in the case of certain trade shows, they
are competing for the entertainment dollar with taxpaying
organizations. It should be noted that. as drafted in the
bill, income from horse-racing would be exempt even if not
associated with the conduct of a fair. Moreover, this section
would change the exempt organization definitions by providing
that an exemption could not be denied solely on the ground that
the organization conducted a trade show or public entertainment
activities at a state fair.

Administration Position

The Administration would have no objection to an exemption
for trade shows that did not change the qualification require-
ments for exempt organizations. However, given the retroactive
effective date and the overly broad provisions of the bill as
drafted, the Administration is opposed to this section of the
bill.
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JUNE 4 COtMMITTEE ACTION

PRIVATE OPERATING FOUNDATIONS; IM1PUTED INTEREST

Description

This provision would (1) reduce the minimum expenditure
requirement for a private operating foundation under section
4942, from two-thirds of the minimum payout percentage to 3%
of its noncharitable assets, (2) exempt libraries and museums
from the section 4940 tax on their net investment income.
("the audit fee tax"), provided that they elect to meet a
higher (5%) minimum expenditure requirement than other operat-
ing foundations, and (3) exclude imputed interest from install-
ment sales made in pre-1970 taxable years from the income of
private foundations that must be distributed annually under
section 4942.

Revenue Estimate

Loss of less than $5 million annually.

Analysis

The reduction of the minimum expenditure requirement for
private operating foundations to a flat 37% is consistent with
the bill's reduction of the minimum payout percentage for
other private foundations to a flat 57 (2/3 x 5% - 3.33%).

However, the exemption for libraries and museums from the
audit fee tax represents a significant "chipping away" from
the private foundations provisions, and one for which there is
no real justification. It also complicates the private
foundation provisions further, by creating another species
of foundations, and one that is especially difficult to
define.

The theory of the audit fee tax is that private foundations
should pay the cost of the Service auditing them. There is no
reason to suppose that libraries and museums that are private
foundations are less susceptible of abuse because they elect
to spend more for "charitable" purposes. For example, art
museums could satisfy this requirement by simply buying more
paintings. It is true that some libraries and museums pay a
higher audit fee tax than others because they have large
endowments that generate large amounts of investment income
(and cause them to fail the public support test for public
charities). But other operating foundations have the same
problem and taey would not be exempted by this provision. Nor
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would the exemption be limited to libraries and museums that
are no longer controlled by substantial contributors or their
families. an approach that has been recommended by the
Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs (Filer
Commission). Finally, there is the problem of defining the
terms "libraries" and "museums". Conceivably, the term
00museius"I could cover arboretums and many other private
foundations that allow the public to sea sowe of their assets.

With respect to imputed interest from pre-1969 Act
installment sales, there is no particular reason to require
a private foundation to distribute these amounts to charity,
as long as it otherwise meets the minimum payout requirements.

Administration Position

The Administration has no objection to this provision.
except for the exemption of libraries and museums from the
section 4940 tax.

i
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JUNE 4 COMMITTEE ACTION

INTEREST ON CERTAIN GOVERNMENTAL OBLIGATIONS FOR
HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION

Description

This amendment would permit a state or political sub-
division to issue up to $20 million of tax-exempt industrial
development bonds if substantially all the bond proceeds
are used to provide one or more private hospital facilities.
The appropriate state health agency must certify that the
facilities are "necessary".

Revenue Estimate
It is not certain how many private hospital facilities

might ultimately be financed under this section. In 1975,
the volume of tax-exempt bonds issued to finance hospitals
was $2.6 billion. However, the great bulk of that financing
was for public and charitable hospitals.

Analysis

Under current law industrial development bonds may be
issued to finance certain exempt activities. In addition.
a "small issue" exemption permits the issuance of up to $5
million of industrial development bonds to finance land or
depreciable property for a user or related parties in any
county.

The amendment is thus a elective expansion of the present
industrial development bond lhiitations. Furthermore, the
only standard provided--that state agencies determine that
the hospital is "necessary"--is all but meaningless. Any
new hospital is necessary in the sense that it will be appro-
priate or helpful in providing health care.

Hospitals operated by a governmental unit or a charitable
organization can be financed today with tax-exempt municipal
bonds without dollar limitation. But private hospital facil-
ities cannot, because the use of the bond proceeds would
directly and substantially benefit private investors.

The provision is a bad precedent. If it were approved,
there are many other operations conducted by private parties
which might arguably provide some public benefit warranting
similar tax-exempt financing. These would include nursing
homes, dentist's offices, etc. There is no reason to extend
tax-exempt financing to such nongovernmental activities.
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The proliferation of tax-exempt bonds issued for private
purposes hs a substantial impact on the tax-exempt market.

__- It drives up the costs of financing for public schools.
recreatLon facilities, and other mmLcipal projects. In
recent months representatives of state and local governments
have strongly opposed the increasing use of industrial develop-
ment bonds and many have requested that Congress liamt this
trend. In light of this. the amendment is clearly a step in
the wrong direction.

Administration Position

The Administration is opposed to this amendment.
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JUNE 4 COMMITTEE ACTION

PRIPAID LEGAL INSURANCE

Description

This provision adds a new section 120 to the Code,
under which an employee, his spouse, and his dependents
may exclude from gross income employer contributions to
a qualified group legal services plan and the value of
legal services provided under the plan. The plan must
provide personal legal services (rather than business ser-
vices), and it may not discriminate in favor of employees
who are officers, shareholders, self-employed individuals,
or highly compensated. The anti-discrimination provisions
extend both to eligibility for participation and to employer
contributions. Contributions may be made only to one or a
combination of the following: (1) insurance companies;
(2) exempt truAZ4-described in a new section 501(c)(20)
added by thif section of the bill; or (3) as prepayments
to providers of legal services. The provision is effective
for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1973.

Revenue Estimate

It is estimated that this Committee Amendment will
enerate revenue losses of $5 million for fiscal 1977,
8 million for fiscal 1978, $33 million for fiscal 1981,

and significant increases thereafter.

Analysis

The provision does not affect deductions by employers
for contributions to such plans. The current rules governing
the availability of such deductions will not be changed,
whether or not a group legal services plan meets the require-
ments of new section 120. With regard to the tax treatment
of employees, spouses and dependents, the problem is whether.
aside from revenue considerations, there should be incentives
in the Internal Revenue Code for a social program with the
potential magnitude of tax-favored group legal services plans
Such plans will result in partial government financing of
the cost of personal services which are provided at no cost
to the individual. This is generally contrary to the well-
established policy embodied in the Code which denies a
deduction for personal expenses.

Administration Position

The Administration is therefore opposed to this Committee
Amendment.
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JUNE 11 COMMITTEE ACTION

FEDERAL GIFT TAX APPLICABLE TO COUPLES RESIDING IN COMIKUNITY
PROPERTY STATES

Description

Amends the gift tax provisions regarding the treatment
of survivor benefits in a qualified pension plan. In the
.ase of a couple living in a cow -nity property state,
present law provides that where such benefits are payable to
someone other than the employee's spouse (who survives the
employee), the act of the nonemployee surviving spouse in
waiving community property rights to the benefits is consid-
ered a gift of one-half of such benefits. The amendment
would provide an exclusion from the gift tax to the extent
that the value of the benefits is attributable to contribu-
tions by the employer to the qualified pension plan.

Revenue Estimate

Negligible (i.e., less than $5 million).

Analysis

Present law provides that the value of an annuity or
other payment from a qualified pension plan to a survivor
of an employee is generally includible in the estate of the
employee to the extent such value is attributable to con-
tributions made by the employee. For this purpose, however,
contributions by an employer to the qualified pension plan
are not considered to be made by the employee. Thus, if
the plan is funded entirely by employer contributions, the
value of the survivor benefit will be entirely excluded from
the employee's estate.

Similar rules apply under the gift tax provisions in
cases where an employee makes an irrevocable gift of a
survivor benefit by, for example, electing a joint and
survivor annuity.

Under these estate and gift provisions, a problem arose
in community property states. In such a state, the nonemployee
spouse would be considered the owner of a half interest in the
annuity rights under the pension plan, but the qualified plan
exclusion for the value attributable to employer contributions
has been held inapplicable (the spouse not being an employee).

Public Law 92-580, enacted October 27, 1972, amended
the estate tax provisions to provide the same exclusion for
the nonemployee spouse in a community property state as is
provided for the employee spouse. Through oversight, no
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amendment was made to the gift tax provisions (it is rela-
tively rare for the surviving spouse not to be the desig-
nated beneficiary, and the gift tax problem arises only in
that event).

Administration Position

The Administration supports this amendment, which
cures a drafting oversight and provides more equal treatment
under the gift tax for couples living in separate property
and community property states.

74-.19 0 - 76 - 25
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JUNE 11 COMHIT1EE ACTION

CERTAIN GENERATION-SKIPPING TRANSFERS

Des cr ipt ion

Would impose an additional tax on generation-skipping
trust transfers. A generation-skipping trust transfer
would occur (and the tax would be imposed) upon a distribu-
tion of trust assets to a generation more than one genera-
tion below the trust grantor (for example, a distribution
to a grandchild of the grantor of the trust) or upon a
termination of the interest in the trust of a member of
the skipped generation (for example, the termination of an
interest of the grantor's child). The tax would be imposed
at the estate tax rates applicable to the individual in the
skipped generation, who is the "deemed transferor" of the
trust assets, and would generally be payable out of the
trust corpus. The objective would be to make the total taxes
(the tax on the original creation of the trust plus the addi-
tional tax on generation-skipping transfers) substantially
equivalent to the total estate taxes that would have been
imposed if the property had been transferred outright to
each succeeding generation.

Revenue Estimate

This provision is not expected to have any significant
impact on the revenue for a number of years. The impact
would eventually be positive.

Analysis

The question of whether to impose an additional tax on
generation-skipping transfers has been considered one of the
major issues of estate and gift tax reform for at least a
decade at.J a half. The concern has been expressed that
present law permits an individual to utilize the trust mech-
anism to avoid the imposition of estate tax for one or
several generations, even though successive generations of
that individual's heirs have substantial rights in the trust
(for example, the right to receive the trust income and
various limited powers to invade the trust corpus). How-
ever, legitimate family financial planning objectives may
cause the creation of trusts in a great variety of situations
for non-tax reasons. For example, a trust may be used to
provide for a disabled relative, to provide for the financial
security of a spendthrift child, to protect the inheritance
of a daughter from the importunities of her husband, or to
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provide a life income for a surviving spouse while ensuring
that the inheritance will ultimately pass to the grantor's
heirs. Moreover, the trust mechanism is extremely flexible,
and the possible combinations of trust powers and discre-
tionary payment prDvisions it virtually limitless.

Proposals to impose an additional tax on generation-
skipping trust transfers have proven to be extremely complex
and very difficult from a technical standpoint to draft.
Without full and careful deliberation, there is a great
danger that provisions will be adopted that will disrupt
family financial planning and trust arrangements in unintended
and undesirable ways. Moreover, there are a number of impor-
tant issues to be resolved in designing such a tax including,
for example, whether to apply the tax to existing trusts and
whether to apply the tax to trusts that skip only one genera-
tion.

The Finance Committee amendment recognizes these con-
cerns by postponing the effective date of the generation-
skipping trust tax in order to permit further consideration
by the Committee. Thus, in the case of irrevocable trusts
created before May 1, 1977, the new tax would not apply to
any generation-skipping transfer before May 1, 1987; and
in the case of other trusts the new tax would not apply to
any generation-skipping transfer made before May 1, 1977.

Administration Position

The Administration recummends that this provision
be deleted from the bill. It has serious doubts whether,
given the legislative calendar of the Congress, the many
issues respecting a generation-skipping trust tax can be
fully resolved before May 1, 1977. Deletion of the provi-
sion from the bill would give the tax committees an oppor-
tunity to develop a sound and responsible approach to the
problem of generation-skipping trust transfers.
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JUNE 11 COI!TTEL ACTION

CONTRIBUTIONS OF INVENTORY TO CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS

Description

Under present law, a taxpayer who makes a charitable contri-
bution of inventory must reduce the amount of deduction by the
amount of ordinary gain he would have realized had he sold the
property. Under this provision a corporate taxpayer would be
allowed to deduct half of the appreciation as a charitable deduc-
tion but could in no event deduct more than twice its basis in
the property.

Revenue Estimate

The revenue loss from this provision would be $16 million
in fiscal year 1977, $22 million in fiscal year 1978, and $24
million in fiscal year 1981.

Analysis

The present rules were enacted in 1969 to prevent the abuse
which gave rise to an after-tax profit when appreciated ordinary
income property was contributed to charities. Medical missionary
and relief groups assert, however, that the 1969 changes have
greatly decreased contributions of drugs and medical supplies,
even where manufacturers have surplus stocks. By simply discard-
ing surpluses, the manufactures may obtain a deduction for their
inventory cost. In contrast, a charitable contribution often
requires additional expenditures for repackaging, transportation,
etc. Although such additional costs would be tax deductible,
the manufacturer would still be out of pocket for part of the
expenses. The tax law, thus, tends to disfavor charitable
contributions.

Administration Position

This Administration does not object to this provision. The
limitation of the maximum deduction to twice the manufacturer's
basis for the property ensures that a company cannot profit by
manufacturing solely to make charitable contributions.

I
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JUNE 11 COMMITTEE ACTION

SWAP FUNDS

Description

The Comittee amendment makes taxable the transfer of
appreciated stock or securities (as well as other property)
to a partnership if, as a result, the transferor's investment
interest is diversified, thus conforming the partnership tax
rules to those for corporations in the case of exchange funds.
It also amends the trust rules to tax gain where appreciated
stock or securities are transferred to a trust if the effect
is to diversify the transferor's interest similar to that of
an exchange fund in corporate or partnership form. Further.
the amendment makes mergers and other corporate reorganizations
(other than "E" reorganizations) taxable where a publicly held
mutual fund or othet investment company acquires a corporation
which owns a relatively undiversified investment portfolio of
stock or securities.

The exchange fund and merger provisions of the amendment
would apply to transfers made after february 17, 1976. the
date on which the bill was introduced in the House. However,
grandfather rules provide for continuation of the present tax-
free treatment where either a ruling was requested on the tax-
free nature of the transfer or a registration statement was
filed with the SEC on or before March 26. 1976. The amendments
to the trust rules are effective for transfers made on or after
April 8, 1976.

Revenue Estimate

Less than $10 million annually.

Analysis

The Administration supports the amendments making the
tax treatment of transfers to exchange funds in partnership
or trust form generally conform to the tax treatment to trans-
fers to such funds in corporate form and also the limits on
the use of personal holding companies to achieve diversification
without the payment of tax through mergers with investment
companies.

The major difference between the 'louse bill and the
Committee amendment is the extent of the grandfather clause.
The House bill would grandfather only those five funds which
had either requested a ruling or filed a registration state-
ment with the SEC on or before February 17, 1976. the date
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the House bill was introduced. The Committee amendment,
however, would grandfather funds where either a ruling was
requested or a registration statement filed on or before
March 26, 1976. This change in effective date allows the
granfathering of three additional funds.

We oppose the broadening of the grandfather clause in
the Committee amendment. In the March 29 testimony before
the Ways and Means Committee by Deputy Assistant Secretary
William M. Goldstein, Treasury suggested the grandfather
clause subsequently adopted by the House since the general
February 17 effective date "would be unfair to taxpayers . . .
which have expended considerable amounts of time and money
in organizing and preparing to market swap funds but have
not yet effected the actual exchange of securities." Treasury
also noted that the five exchange funds grandfathered by the
House bill had completed "all of the work in connection with
the ruling requests and the SEC filings . . . by December,
1975, well before the first date on which the February 17,
1976 cut-off was suggested." The additional funds grand-
fathered by the Committee amendment do not merit grandfather
treatment. They did not expend the funds and the marketing
efforts of a magnitude equal to that of the five funds
grandfathered by the House bill. Two of the funds grandfathered
by th:, Committee amendment did not even file ruling requests on
the tax treatment of the transfers to the exchange fund
partnership until March 26, 1976, more than a month after
the House bill was introduced.

A further difference between the House bill and the
Committee amendment is the special exception 'in the Committee
amendment for certain family partnerships. Under this pro-
vision no gain would be recognized on the transfer of property
to a general partnership, if more than 95 percent of the total
interest in partnership capital and profits is owned by members
of the same family and the partnership agreement expressly
allocates the portion cf the gain on the sale of any property
equal to the appreciation in value of such property on the
date contributed to the partnership to the person who contri-
buted such property to the partnership. We believe that a
special exception for certain family partnerships is not
merited. The purpose of the House bill is to prevent taxpayers
who own appreciated securities from diversifying their invest-
ment portfolios without paying tax on the capital gain. If
the special rule were enacted, certain taxpayers could continue
to utilize family partnerships to achieve diversification of
their investments and avoid payment of capital gain tax on
their appreciation at the time they contributed the property
to the partnership. Also, there is no similar exception in
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the rules governing transfers to family corporations. Thus,
the special rule would frustrate a major objective of the bill
to conform the rules governing transfers of appreciated
property to partnerships with those governing transfers to
corporations.

Administration Position

The Administration therefore generally supports the
amendment but is opposed to the family partnership exception
and the Committee modification of the grandfather clause.
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JUNE 11 COMMITTEE ACTION

SHARED SERVICE OF HOSPITALS AND
ADDITION OF LAUNDRIES TO COOPERATIVE SERVICES

Description

Under present law (section 501(e)), a cooperative service
organization is exempt as a charity. It may perform certain
services for charitable hospitals but may not perform laundry
and clinical services. The proposal would add laundry and
clinical services to the list of permissible activities. In
addition, exempt hospitals which provide services to other
hospitals having less than 100 inpatients would not be subject
to the unrelated business income tax. The first provision is
effective for taxable years ending after 1976. and the second
would apply to all open years.

Revenue Estimate

h2gligible (i.e., less than $5 million).

Analysis

The first amendment is justified on the ground that laundry
and clinical services are essential to the operation of hospitals
and that cooperative operation permits savings in operating
costs. The second provision is an attempt to avoid the limita-
tion of section 501(e), which requires the exempt services to be
operated on a cooperative basis so that all participants may
share in the cost savings. The second provision is unjustified
particularly since no savings will be passed on to the small
hospitals who will be charged more than cost for the services
provided. It will allow certain hospitals to engage in the
business of selling services to other hospitals in competition
with commercial operators.

Administration Position

The Administration has no objection to the first amendment,
but is opposed to the second amendment.
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JUNE 11 COMMITTEE ACTION

LEVEL PREMIUM PLANS COVERING
OWNER-EMPLOYEES (H.R. 10 PLANS)

Description

This Committee Amendment retroactively amends section
415 of the Code such that an H.R. 10 plan can provide for
annual contributions on behalf of an owner-employee in
excess of the 25 percent-of-compensation limitation of sec-
tion 415(c)(1)(B), provided the contributions are used to
pay level premiums for annuity or other contracts, as de-
scribed in section 401(e). This exception to section 415
(c)(1)(B) will apply only if the owner-employee is not an
active participant during the year in any other type of
qualified plan maintained by the employer, although the
exception will apply to two or more H.R. 10 plans each of
which is funded by level premium annuity or other contracts.

Revenue Estimate

Negligible (i.e., less than $5 million annually).

Analysis

The issue is similar to that involved in the "jockey"
provision in that contributions to an H.R. 10 plan permitted
elsewhere in the Code are precluded by the percentage-of-
compensation limitation for contributions to defined contri-
bution plans under section 415(c)(l)(B). Section 401(e), as
modified by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of
1974, allows an employer contribution on behalf of an owner-
employee in excess of the amount deductible, provided the plan
is funded by level premium annuity, etc. contracts and the
other requirements of section 401(e) are satisfied. However,
an employer contribution within the limits of section 401(e)
will disqualify the plan under section 415 if it results in
an allocation in excess of 25 percent of the owner-employee's
earned income.

Administration Position

The Administration does not oppose this amendment of the
Code. Section 401(e) was intended to allow contributions to
H.R. 10 plans funded exclusively by level premium annuity or
other contracts without regard to minor fluctuations in the
earned income of participating owner-employees. However, the
25 percent ceiling on allocations under defined contribution
plans limits the utilization of the exception provided by
section 401(e). This amendment will allow the full use of
that exception.
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JUNE 11 COMMITTEE ACTION

ACQUISITION INDEBTEDNESS

Description

Under present law tax-exempt organizations are required
to pay an unrelated business income tax on income which
arises from property which is debt-financed and is not used
for an exempt purpose. Thus, property acquired subject to a
mortgage or other lien is generally considered to be debt
financed. The Treasury regulations provide an exception to
the general rule where State law provides that a tax lien
attaches to property prior to the time such lien becomes due
and payable. In such a case. the lien does not become
acquisition indebtedness until the organization must pay
the tax. The amendment would extend the exception to State
or local government special assessments to finance improve-
ments. The provision is retroactive to taxable years begin-
ning after December 31. 1969.

Revenue Estimate

Negligible (i.e., less than $5 million).

Analysis

This provision is intended to resolve a problem that has
arisen where an exempt organization leases property and a
special assessment lien is imposed on the property because
of the failure of a tenant to pay the assessment when due.
Under present law it appears that an exempt organization may
have debt-financed income in such a case, even though it may
have no knowledge of the nonpayment of the assessment.

Administration Position

The Administration has no objection to this provision.
However, it believes it would be desirable to make technical
revisions in the provision to ensure that it applies only to
special assessments of a type normally made by a State or
local governmental unit or instrumentality and cannot be
utilized as a device for financing improvements to an exempt
organization's property.

I
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JUNE 11 COMMITTEE ACTION

EXTENSION OF SELF-DEALING TRANSITION
RULES FOR PRIVATE FOUNDATION

Description

This amendment provides an extension to December 31, 1976,
of the transition rule in the 1969 Act (I 101(l)(2)(B)) that
allows a private foundation to dispose of certain of its pre-
1969 Act excess business holdings to a disqualified person,
without subjecting him to the self-dealing tax under section
4941.

Revenue Estimate

Negligible (i.e., less than $5 million).

Analysis

Section 4943 basically limits the holdings of a private
foundation in a business enterprise to 20% of the equity
interest, less the interests held by all disqualified persons.
Under a grandfather rule for pre-1969 Act holdings of a
private foundation, section 49A3 substitutes a 50% limit
(following a transition period allowing foundations to meet
the requirement) for the 20% limit. Section 101(1) (2) (B)
provides an indefinite transition rule (as an exception from
the self-dealing prohibitions) allowing a private foundation
to dispose of the excess over the 50% limit to a disqualified
person, so as to avoid the section 4943 tax on such excess.
The transition rule also provided that prior to January 1, 1975,
a foundation could transfer to a disqualified person any pre-1969
Act holdings that fell betweQn the 20% and 50% limits, even though
the foundation might never be subject to tax on such amounts.
In either case, the foundation must receive at least fair market
value for the holdings that it transfers to the disqualified
person. One reason for the transition rule is that a disquali-
fied person (e.g.. the corporation whose stock is held by the
foundation) is often the person who is most interested in
acquiring the foundation's excess holdings and is willing to
pay full value for them.

The amendment would provide an additional period in which
private foundations could reduce their holdings to the 20%
limit by transferring the excess to a disqualified person. A
number of foundations are right around the 50% limit, and do
not want to risk being disqualified from the indefinite
transition rule because of a valuationdispute with the Service,
in which they are deemed to fail the 50% test. To the extent
they fail this test, the measure of the self-dealing tax is
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the full value of the property transferred (that was not
above the 50% limit), not the difference between that value
and the amount the disqualified person pays to the foundation
for such property.

Administration Position

The Administration has no objection to this provision.

1
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JUNE 11 COMMITTEE ACTION

CERTAIN EQUIPMENT LEASES
EQUIPMENT LEASING - EFFECTIVE DATE

Description

The Committee amendment provides that the "at risk"
limitation would not apply to losses attributable to amounts
paid or incurred after December 31, 1975 in connection with
section 1245 property for which the lease was in effect on
December 31, 1975.

Revenue Estimate

It is estimated that this amendment will reduce the
revenue raised by the "at risk" limitation by approximately
$1 million.

Analysis

Pursuant to the amendment the "at risk" limitation of
section 202 of the Senate bill would apply only to equipment
lease transactions entered into after December 31, 1975. The
amendment modifies the initial Finance Committee decision
(adopted by the Senate on June 22) under which the "at risk"
limitation would apply to losses attributable to amounts paid
or incurred after December 31, 1975, without regard to the date
on which the underlying lease transaction was entered. Thus,
the "at risk" limitation would apply to post-1975 losses, even
if the lease was in effect prior to January 1, 1976.

In computing the yield on an equipment leasing transaction,
the tax benefits are an important consideration. Taxpayers who
entered into binding lease transactions prior to 1976 would have
relied on the tax laws then in effect to determine their overall
economic return. Such taxpayers would have made their invest-
ment decision based on the reasonable expectation that tax
benefits such as accelerated depreciation would not be curtailed
during the life of their transactions. Their rate of return
could be severely limited by the subsequent adoption and appli-
cation of the "at risk" limitation. Such a retroactive change
in the tax law may make taxpayers reluctant to enter into long-
term arrangements involving tax incentives and undermine well-
planned investment decisions. The amendment corrects this
defect by applying the "at risk" limiLation prospectively to
only post-1975 lease transactions.

Administration Position

The Administration supports the amendment since it provides
an equitable rule by applying the "at risk" limitation to only
post-1975 equipment leasing transactions.
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JUNE 11 COMMITTEE ACTION

TAX TEAThENT OF ADVERTISING DISPLAYS

Description

This section would permit a taxpayer to elect to treat
outdoor advertising displays, such as billboards, as real
property, only if the taxpayer had not previously treated
them as personal property eligible for the investment tax
credit or for additional first-year depreciation.

Revenue Estimate

Negligible (less than $5 million).

Analysis

Under section 1033 of the Code, which defers recognition
of gain on involuntarily converted property when the proceeds
of the conversion are reinvested, the criteria for permissible
reinvestment are more liberal for real property than for other
property. For years taxpayers and the Service treated bill-
boards, etc.. as real property which would qualify for this
favored treatment. A number of recent court zases, however,
have held that for purposes of the investment tax credit,
billboards are tangible personal property.

The Committee amendment would permit taxpayers who have
treated their billboards as real property to continue to do
so. It is intended to benefit taxpayers whose billboards
have been condemned under Federal or state highway beautifica-
tion acts and who find themselves caught by the Service's
change in position. The general relief provisions of section
1033 are inadequate because the very cause of their billboards'
condemnation -- highway beautification legislation -- prevents
them from reinvesting in qualifying replacement property. The
Ccmaittee Amendment will in effect allow such taxpayers to
retain the more liberal provision in section 1033 applicable
to real property.

Administration Position

The Administration does not object to this Committee
amendment.
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JUNE 11 COMMITTEE ACTION

SOLAR INVESTMENT CREDIT FOR WINDMILLS

Description

This amendment would add "wind-related energy equipment",
i.e., windmills, to the types of equipment that are eligible
u---iir section 2002 of the Bill for the refundable tax credit.
and under section 2003 of the Bill for the special investment
tax credit, for solar and geothermal energy equipment. In
the case of the refundable tax credit, the amount of credit
would be limited in the same manner as heat pumps.

This equipment must be used to heat or cool a building
or provide hot water, presumably through production of
electricity.

Revenue Estimate

It is estimated that this amendment will result in no
more than $5 million of additional revenue loss under each
of the sections amended.

Analysis

It is unlikely that any substantial amount of such
equipment is going to be installed in the near future.
Therefore, this provision will merely result in a windfall
to those few taxpayers who due to unusual circumstances, or
perhaps personal ideosyncracies, happen to install such
equipment.

Administration Position

The Administration is therefore opposed to this Committee
amendment.

0


